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Preface
The Bank periodically evaluates the effectiveness of its
adjustmentlending and policy refoirmprograms.These evaluations help update the policy advice the Bank provides and
ultimately make adjustment lending more effective. The
second Report on Adjustment Lending was presented to the
Bank's Board of Executive Directors in April 1990. Its main
theme is the link between adjustrnent programs and restoring growth. As a foundation for theReport, the Macroeconomic Adjustment and Growth Division drew on its ongoing research tasks and added some new research projects.
The Report itself summarized many of the findings, but
could not discuss all of them nor give adequate attention to
the many issues of research methodology that had arisen.
Especially when the findings were controversial, it seemed
important to have an open discussion of the scholarship that
went into the Report.
To provide a forum for such a discussion, we organized a
conference on September 13-14, 1990, to present papers
describing the background research and to have outside
specialists discuss them. We chose experts who enjoy wide
respect in their fields and represent diverse opinions on the

issues under discussion. Several of them had frequently
criticized the Bank's adjustment lending policies. The varied views of the participants stimulated some lively discussions and helped highlight the issues in the Report and the
background papers.
To make the research foundations of the Report available for the wider public and to share some flavor of the
debates behind them, we are publishing here the papers and
the formal discussion of them at the conference. The authors
have revised their chapters to take into account points made
at the conference, and each chapter is followed by the comments of the discussants. We hope that the papers and discussions will stimulate further research on the issues raised,
for most of them remain far from being settled.
We also want to thank all the conference participants for
taking the time to revise their contributions and all those
who aided in preparing this conference volume. Whitney
Watress did the copy editing, and Emily Khine along with
Aludia Oropesa, Heidi Zia and the secretarial staff in the
MacroeconomicAdjustment and Growth Division prepared
the manuscripts for publication. Emily Khine and staff of the
PRE Publications Unit did the desktop publishing.
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Overview
and high open or repressed inflation). In such countries,
reforms should start with policy and institutional changes
that address the root causes of the acute macroeconomic
imbalances.
Only after progress has been made in reducing inflation
and the fiscal and balance-of-payments deficits should the
country attempt other structural reforms aimed at improving
the mobilization and allocation of resources for sustainable
and equitable growth. The latter reforms typically address
problems with public sector management, trade and domestic competition policies, labor market institutions and regulations, and policies specific to the agriculture, industry,
energy, financial,and social service sectors. The appropriate
sequence of the sectoral reforms depends mainly on country-specific characteristics. Hence, there is no escape from
the need for a good evaluation of the main limitations to
economic growth in each adjustment lending country.
The ultimate success of adjustrnent depends not only on
getting the right policies in place but also on gettingpolitical
support for the reforms. Political support is more likely
when the government actively and honestly explains why
the economy has problems and how the adjustmentprogram
will address them, why this option has been chosen, and
how people will ultimately benefit from the refonns. The
explanation phase is especially important in countries where
many years of crisis and failedreforms have underminedthe
credibility of reform efforts. (Chapter 5 elaborates on this
issue.)
In chapter 3, "World Bank-Supported Adjustment Programs: Country Performance and Effectiveness," Vittorio
Corbo and Patricio Rojas assess the effectiveness of adjustment lending. This evaluation requires a comparison of the
performance of countries receiving adjustment lending with
estimates of how they would have perfonned without it but
with other conditions the same. Estimation of this
counterfactual without-adjustment-lendingscenario is central to the assessment of the effectiveness of adjustment
lending.
The authors review the main approaches that have been
used in the literature to assess the effectiveness of reform
programs. They recommend and use a variation of the modi-

'The World Bank has been supporting structural adjustment
in developing countries since the late 1940s. Initially, the
support took the form of preparing and financing projects,
especially in the area of infrastructure. By the late 1970s,
however,it had become increasinglyclear in many countries
that correction of inappropriate policies could make a larger
contribution to growth than additional investment could.
Thus, when the secondoil shock came, the Bank introduced
adjustment lending, which provided quick-disbursing balance-of-payments support to assist member countries in
implementing a less costly adjustment to extemal shocks.
When commercial lending all but disappeared in the second
half of 1982 and the urgency of and pay-off from reform
increased, the Bank expanded its use of adjustment lending.
The volume has three main parts. Part I, Adjustment
Lending Policy and Effects, contains four chapters that deal
with the Bank's experience with adjustment lending and the
evaluation of its effectiveness in the medium term. Part II,
Macroeconomic Foundations for Sustainable Growth, presents four chapters that address the long-term objective of
adjustment lending-the restoration of sustainable and equitable growth. Part III, Agenda for Adjustment Lending in
the 1990s,consists of the roundtablediscussion,which brings
together issues from Parts I and 11.
Part I. Adjustment Lending Policy and Effects
In chapter 2, "Adjustment Programs and Bank Support:
Rationale and Main Results," Vittorio Corbo and Stanley
Fischer review the rationale for Bank financial support for
adjustment programs. They conclude their paper with a
summary of the main findings of the First and Second
Reportson AdjustmentLending (RAL- I and RAL-2) (World
Bank 1988and 1990).Concerning programdesignand implementation, the authors distinguish clearly between stabilization-defined as both the short-term measures and the structural reforms needed to sustain stabilization-and structural
reforms aimedat improving the allocation of resources and
achieving equitable growth. lThis distinction is especially
important in countries experiencing acute macroeconomic
imbalances (high fiscal deficits, balance-of-paymentscrises,
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fied control-group approach. This approach corrects for the
self-selection bias that arises because a govemment's decision to enter into a Bank-supportedprogram depends on its
expectation of better perforrnance for the economy. Most
importanly, the approach corrects for the effect of external
conditions, terms of trade, and availabilityof foreign financing. Analysis with this approach leads to the conclusion that
adjusitment lending contributed to faster growth of gross
domestic product (GDP) and higher ratios of exports saving
to GDP in the latter 1980sin countries that used adjustment
lending intensively, starting in 1985 or earlier. On the other
hand, the ratio of investment to GDP decreased on average
for these countries.
In some quarters it has been claimed that adjustnent
programs have negative effects on the poor. In chapter 4,
"World Bank-Supported Adjustment Programs and Living
Conditions," Anne Maasland and Jacques van der Gaag
assess the effect of Bank-supportedprograms on living conditions. The authors identify three basic problems that make
this assessment difficult.First, a counterfactual scenario has
to be created (as was done in chapter 3). Second, data on the
living conditions of the poor are scarce and often unreliable.
Third, in most countries only a brief period has elapsed since
the adjustment effort was started, whereas many of the
distributioneffects of adjustmentprograms are not expected
to appear until several years after the program has been put
in place. Nevertheless,interim evaluations can be conducted
and are necessary to assess the short-term effecLsof programs on living conditions.
Maasland and van der Gaag found that living conditions,
even in the short run, did not appear to have been systematically related to adjustment lending. Furthermore, most longrun indicators of living conditions;continued to improve in
early intensive adjustnent lending (EIAL) countries. The
exceptions were school enrollment ratios and the share of
public expenditure in the social sectors; the authors observed a reduction in the share of education expenditures as
well as a decrease in school enrollment in some EIAL
countries. This phenomenon could affect not only the distribution effect of the programs but ultimately, through its
impact on the formation of hum-an capital, the long-run
prospects for growth.
In chapter 5, "Designing and Implementing Adjustment
Programs," Steven B. Webb and Karim Shariff review in
detail the experience with the design and implementationof
adjustment programs in the last 10 years. They organize the
review according to policy area: mnacroeconomics;government finances and administration; trade; the agricultural,
industrial and financial sectors; public enterprises; and the
environment. Macroeconomic issues, for instance, are usually handled in conjunction with the IMF, but the World
Bank is including its own conditionality in this area with
increasing frequency. Agriculture, industrial and financial
sector adjustment programs increasingly call for comple-

mentary reforms of institutions and commercial regulations.
Another part of the chapter analyzes the way in which the
specificationof conditions has affected implementation.The
chapter concludes with a discussion of how the design and
presentation of an adjustment program can build the political support that is essential to sustaining and maximizing the
supply response. For instance, moving quickly with reform
in the wake of a crisis enhances the probability of political
acceptance,because the discomfortof the crisis makes people
more willing to try something new. Also, moving quickly
makes the dislocationsduring adjustment more associated in
people's imindswith the pre-adjustrnent policies that led to
the crisis.
Part II. Macroeconomic Foundations for
Sustainable Growth
In chapter 6, "Nominal Anchors, Stabilization and Growth
(Some Thoughts on High-InflationEconomies)," Miguel A.
Kiguel and Nissan Liviatan use the recent experience of
Latin America to explore why, in spite of the potentially
high pay-off from successfulstabilization, most stabilization
attempts in that region have failed. They start their analysis
by distinguishing between chronic inflation countries and
countries where the high level of inflation is a recent phenomenon..They conclude that it is much more difficult to
stop chronic inflation than a sharp inflation with a short
history. A chronic-inflation economy develops inflationmitigation techniques, which make stabilization postponable in the medium run, and therefore less credible. This is
one of the sources of the failures of many stabilization
programs, in addition to the lack of adequate fiscal adjustment. Even in the successful cases, the stabilization is
protracted because of lack of credibility about the resolve of
the policy makers to persist with the fiscal effort and the
commitment to the nominal anchor of the program, such as
the exchange rate or the base-money target.
Chapter 7, "Economic Adjustment and Investment Performance in Developing Countries: The Experience of the
1980s," by Luis Serven and Andrds Solimano,examines the
performance and determinants of investment in developing
countries. Their central observation, based on a sample of 78
developing countries, is that the rate of investmentincreased
to around 1982, and then took a sharp drop. This overall
trend, however, conceals some important variation across
regions. 'he authors examine analytically and empirically
how adjustment and reform measures contributed to countries' investment performance, and in particular why the
investment response has often been slow and weak. They
conclude by pointing out three key reforms that are prerequisites for a vigorous private investment response:
macroeconomic stability, adequate provision of infrastructure by the public sector, and sufficient extemal support for
the reformT
programs.
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In chapter 8, "Public Policy and Private Saving," Klaus
Schmidt-Hebbeland Steven B. Webb examineevidence from
a variety of studies, includingtwo of their own, on the determinants of private saving. Private saving responds mostly to
endogenous variables of the economic environment, such as
fluctuations and trends of disposable income. Public policy
can therefore induce greater private saving mainly indirectly,
in the medium and longer term throughpolicies that raise the
growth rate. Reducing the government deficit, although it
may lead to a partially offsetting decline of private saving in
the short run, generally raises total national saving and contributes to macroeconomic stability, which helps restore
growth and private saving in the longer termn.
Chapter 9, "Endogenous Growth in Developing Countries with Government-InducedDistortions," by William R.
Easterly, reviews the endogenous growth literature to study
how policies can affect growth. In contrast to the neo-classical models of growth, the endogenous growth models imply
that removing policy distortions can raise a country's permanent growth rate, as well as increase the base from which
it is growing. Arriving at this intuitive result provides in-

Part MIl.Agenda for Adjustment Lending in the
1990s

sightsinto the nature of the growth.One growthmodel is
developedin the chapter,and it showsthat largereductions
in very high levels of initial distortions have a larger pay-off
tlhaneither small reductions in large distortions or the elimi-

World Bank. 1988.AdjustmentLending:An Evaluationof Ten
Years of Experience. Policy and ResearchSeriesno. 1. Washington, D.C.:WorldBank.
--.
1990. Adjustment Lending: Policiesfor Sustainable Growth.
Policy and Research Series no. 14. Washington, D.C.: World
Bank.

The roundtable discussion of the Agenda for Adjustment
Lending in the 1990s was led off by Edmar L. Bacha, Gerald
K. Helleiner, and Arnold C. Harberger. Their remarks indicate that adjustment lending will continue as an important
component of the Bank's assistance strategy for developing
countries but that it will also need to be modified to achieve
its goals. The range of policy problems to address with
structural adjustment continues to widen as environmental
and social concerns come to the fore and as the former
socialist countries rebuild their economies. Old problems,
such as macroeconomic instability and agricultural stagnation, are increasingly recognized as symptoms of deeper
needs for adjustment. Some of these will be addressed with
adjustment lending, others by finding ways to support adjustment with more traditional lending instruments.
References

lain eiof small distortions.
nation of small distordons.3
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Adjustment Programs and Bank Support:
Rationale and Main Results
Vittorio Corbo and Stanley Fischer

The World Bankintroducedadjustnnentlendingin 1979to
assistmembercountriesto dealwiththe secondoil shockby
providingtemporarybalance-of-payments
financingwhile
the necessarystabilizationand structuraladjustmentmeasuieswereexpectedto takeeffect.' Adjustmentlending3 definedas rapidlydisbursing,policy-basedlending-grew
in importanceafter the onset of the debt crisis in 1982,
whichbothreducedthe availabilityof financingandbrought
growingrecognitionof the need for structuralreformsby
mEayBank membercountries.By the end of the 1980sit
aoounted forabout25 percentof totalWorldBanklending
and for well over 50 percent of lendingto some heavily
irndebted
countries.
The typical country initiatingan adjustmentprogram
supportedby the Bank-and in the initialphases usually
alsosupportedby the Intemational'MonetaryFund(IMF)facespressingmacroeconomic
problemsmanifestas a large
fiscaldeficitand unsustainablebalance-of-payments
deficit
and, in many cases, as open or repr ssed inflation.These
problemsusuallystem froma mixtureof expansionarydemand policiesand largeexternalslhocksto the real interest
rate, commodityprices, the demand for exports and the
availabilityof externalfinancing.Typically,politicaland
institutionalweaknesseslimitthe capacityof the countryto
respondto the extemalshocks.
Structuraladjustmentprogramsseek to achieve both a
long-term macroeconomicstabilizationandstructuraltransformation of the economyby adclressingthe fundamental
causesof the country'seconomiccrisis.Stabilizationmeasures aimedat restoringmacroeconomicbalancefocuson
bringingthe level of demandand its composition(tradable
relativeto non-tradablegoods)into line with the level of
outputand extemalfinancing.In mostcases a reductionin
the fiscaldeficitand a real devaluationare requiredto restore the internal and external balance.The longer term
structuralreformsfocusboth on creatingmore appropriate
incentives(by deregulatingthe domesticgoods markets,

reformingthe public sector,liberalizingthe trade regimne,
removingthe constraintson factor employmentand mobility, and removingobstaclesto savingand investment)and
on strengthening institutional elements (including the
government'scapacityto implementpoliciesandthe frameworkfor privatesectordevelopment).
In countrieswith acutemacroeconomic
problems,structural reformsdesigned to increaseefficiencyand restore
growth, whoseown efficiencydepends on a predictable
macroeconomicsituation,should be initiatedonly when
sufficient progress has been made in reducing the
macroeconomicimbalances.However,in some cases substantialreformof the operationof publicenterprisesand the
financialsystem may be needed to achieve stabilization
(EasternEuropeandChilein 1973-75beinggoodexamples).
This type of structuralreform is undertakenconcurrently
with the stabilizationprogram.The importanceof this sequence-first reformsorientedmainlytowardreducingseveremacroeconomic
imbalancesand thenreformsaimedat
improvingthe allocationof resourcesand the restorationof
growth-has becomeincreasinglyclearwithexperience.At
the sametime,,the approachhas stronganalyticalunderpinnings:macroeconomicinstabilityin the form of high and
variableinflationandof balance-of-payments
crisesreduces
the benefitsof structuralreformsaimed at improvingthe
allocationof resourcesthroughchangesin incentives-benefits that generallyare transmittedthroughchangesin relative prices (Corboand de Melo 1987;Fischer 1986;and
Sachs1987).
Becausereformsundertakenas partof a Bank-supported
adjustmentprogramaddto the country'sindebtedness,they
shouldnot be attemptedunlessthereis sufficientprobability
theywill succeed.Whilestructuralreformsto improvethe
allocationof resourcesinitiatedbeforestabilizationcan turn
4 the weightof the evidencesuggests
out to be productive,
thatreformsof thistypeundertakenin highlyunstablemacroeconomicconditionstypicallyare unsuccessful.Where
7
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consumers and producers do nol:believe the reforms will be
sustained, that is, the credibility of the reforms is low, current relative prices will temporarily move to the right level,
but there will be major uncertainty about their future evolution. The result is that the responses of consumers and
producers can destabilize the whole reform effort (Calvo
1989). Country studies have also shown that many of the
failures of attempts at liberalization have been the result of
the absence or failure of accompanying stabilizationefforts
(Krueger 1978and 1984;Papageorgiou,Choksiand Michaely
1990;and Corbo and de Melo 1987).
Periodically the Bank evaluates the effectiveness of the
adjustment programs it supports, as well as their design and
5
implementation.
It also interacts with the research community in carrying out a continuous research programon different aspects of the economic development problems facing
developing countries. From these evaluations, this interaction with the research community and the findings of its
research program, the Bank derives lessons for the design
and implementation of adjustment lending programs. This
paper summarizessome of those findings and lessons.

in the non-interest current account deficit. Lower demand
for non-tradable goods, without a real devaluation, will reduce the output of non-tradable goods, and unernployment
and excess capacity will result (Corden 1981; Dombusch
1980).
Short-Term and Structural Reforms for Stwbilzadon
Rapid success with stabilization usually requires a mixture
of cuts in government spending (especially subsidies), reductions in public enterprise losses, tightening of credit, and
tax increases, typically undertaken with exisun institWuons
because there is no time to change thenn. Freque.ny central
bank losses, which result from the provision of credit subsidies to lparticularsectors, often through the exciahge rate
system, are an important source of inflationary ressure Ltiat
has to be eliminated immediately.
Structural reforms are needed to cement tse stabilization
as well as to lay the basis for the renewal of growth. These
reforms include tax measures, substitution of quanitative
restrictions with tariffs, reductionin protection,public enterprise reforms and/or privatization aimed at reducing the
non-financial public sector deficit, labor mraket reforms
aimed at increasing labor mobility, and changes in e financial system and the central bank's role in it. Generally these
reforms need to be phased in, as institutions have to be put in
place and regulatory frameworks established (World Bank
1988). Institutional weaknessess and political factors sometimes make it difficult to carry out these strhuc*taireforrns.

Stabilization Measures
Stabilization includes restoration of the extemal (current
account) and intemal (unemployment) balance, as well as
control of inflation. The success rate of stabilization prograrns in countries that have experienced a prolonged period
of high inflation is very poor: typically they make many
attempts to stabilize, but success is often only temporary,
and longer term advances are elusive (Kiguel and Liviatan
1988). Short-term success can be obtained by a temporary
fiscal adjustment with a restrictive monetary policy and/or a
fixing of the exchange rate. Longer term success, however,
cannot be achieved without enduring reductions in the public sector deficit (broadly defined). In some countries, income policies can also play an important supportingrole in
stabilizing expectations, braking the inflationary momentum
and increasing the political support for stabilization programs (Bruno and Piternan 1988; Dornbusch 1989; Kiguel
and Liviatan 1990;and Solimano 1990).
If the country does not undertake the necessary fiscal
adjustments, income policies are useless-and may be
counter-productive.Fiscal adjustrnent not only removes the
underlying cause of inflation but also helps reduce absorpfion and thus decrease the non-interest current account deficit toward a level that is compatible with a sustainable level
of extemal financing and interest payments on the extemal
debt. A real devaluation that increases competitiveness is
also a key component in the restoration of external and
internal balance. If the reduction in absorption is not accompanied by a real devaluation, then the demand for both
tradable and non-tradable goods will be reduced. Lower
demand for tradable goods contributes directly to a decline

Bank Support for Structural Reforms iY Support
of Stabilization
When the World Bank begins to suppori an adjushment
program.,it expects that the country wiHunrert ke a phased
program of structural adjustments. While a first structural
adjustmentloan may support mainly sho -term stabilization
measures, which the IMF also supporLt,goverimnentactions
called for under the terms of the loan typically include the
early stages of some longer term structuraladjustment. Subsequent loans, often in the form of sectorallacustrnent loans,
have a strong focus on structural adjusumnend
measures per
se. Among these measures are tax reforms,t.1es,treLuring
of public expenditures, measures to invcease the el.ficiency
or to support the privatization of state-owned enterprises,
trade reforms, financial market reforms and other sectoral
reforms.
Adjustment lending facilitates the phased educdio of
the current account. By providing financing io help maintain
the level of expenditure, it potentially rer'kcu<,
tuheshonrt-rn
adjustment costs to output, employmenLaied consumption.
By providing sustained support over a sXgnif;c-ce±the
Bank hopes to give the country time to uindenF.ke a@
.I
s
with long implementation periods.
8
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Because the availabilityof additionalfinancingcould
lead governmentsto postponeurgentlyneededreformsby
reducingtheimmediatepressure,structuraladjustmentloans
contain conditionalities.Accordingly,analysesof adjustmentlendinghavecarefullyexaminedtherate of implementationof the loanconditions.

pricesof goodsand factorsresult in assets being tradedat
distortedprices.The consequenceis a misallocationof investment.The potentialgains from trade liberalizationcan
alsobe severelyc.urtailedin countrieswhereprivateinitiativeis severelycurtailedbyregulatorypractices,wherethere
are majorimpedimentsto labormobility,andwheredomestic financialmarketsare underdeveloped.For sucheconomies, reformsof the regulatoryframeworkand the labor
market and developmentof a domesticfinancialmarket
shouldaccompanytradereforms.

Structural Reforms to Improve Resource
Allocation, Increase Growth and Reduce Poverty
Once inflation has been reduced in a credible way and
progress has been achievedin reducing the non-interest
currentaccountdeficit,the potentialbenefitsof structural
refoimsaimedat improvingthe allocationof resourcesand
achievingsustainablegrowthare increased.For each country, economicresearchand country-specificeconomicand
sector work are required to identify the most important
distortionshinderingthe allocationof resourcesandlimiting
growth.Afterthe largestdistortionshavebeenidentified,a
centralquestionis the sequencingand speedof reforms,as
discussedbelow.

Speedof Reform
Politiciansand someeconomistsare attractedto thegradual
implementationof stabilizationand adjustmentmeasures.
For politiciansthe attractionlies in the possibilityof avoiding painfulmeasuresand reducingopposition;for ecenomists,gradual,smoothadjustmentsappear likelyto reduce
the overallcostsof adjustment.For instance,in considering
a tariffreform,politiciansphasein the reductionin tariffsto
reducethe intensityof oppositionfrompowerfuldomestic
producerinterests;economistsarguethat domesticproducers who mightin the shortrun be drivenout of businessby
foreigncompetitioncan becomeinternationally
competitive
giventemporarybut inexorablydecliningprotection.
Gradualstabilizationis unlikelyto be a realoptionwhen
inflationis very high and the balance-of-payments
deficit
unsustainable.Gradualreductionsof inflationhave rarely
been achievedwhere the rates of inflationhave been in
excessof 100percentper annum,possiblybecauseseveral
forcestendto pushinflationhigherunderthoseconditions.
Further,a governmentthat promisesa gradualreductionin
the fiscal imbalancesover time faces not only a severe
credibilityproblembut also doesnot achievemuchchange
at the beginning.If, as is typicallythe case,the countryalso
faces a balance-of-payments
crisis, a comprehensiveand
immediatestabilizationpackagemay be the only realistic
andcrediblestabilizationoption.
Structuraladjustmentmeasuresthatrequirethe development of institutionsand appropriatehuman capital (e.g.,
financialandtax reform)haveto be introducedmoregradually, if only becausethey taketime to planand implement
Generaleconomicargumentssuggestthat,wherepossible,
as in the case of tariffs,distortionsbe removedquicklyso
that a reallocationof resourcescan take place at the right
prices soonerrather than later (Mussa 1982;and Edwards
1989).However,given marketimperfections,includingthe
possibilityof 'bankruptcy,rapid changesin relativeprices
can increasethecostsof adjustment.Calculationof theright
speedat whichto introducechangesin relativepricesthus
requiresa balancingof the greatercredibilityof rapid reformsagainstithelikelihoodthat rapidchangeswill increase
the costsof adjustment.'Adjustmentlendingcan help mitigate the costs of adjustmentand therebysustainan adjust-

Sequencingof Reforms
Wherethereare multipledistortions,identifyingthe optimal
sequencefor the reformsis difficultbecausepolicyis working in a world of second (or higher)best. Under these
conditions,the welfare benefitsof the reforns are casespecificand dependon initialconditionsand interrelations
acrossmarkets(Edwards1989;andthepapersin Choksiand
Papageorgieu1986).
Despitethe popularityof the conceptof sequencing,the
6 Somereformsshould
notionis to someextentmisleading
be undertakenin simultaneouspackagesratherthanin strict
sequence.Further,it is necessaryto distinguishbetweenthe
timeat whichdecisionsonreformsare takenand the timeat
whichtheyare implemented.
Some generalrecommendationson the sequencingof
reformshaveemerged.First,reforrmsare bestinitiatedwith
large reductionsin big distortions.Second,in economies
withrestrictivetraderegimes,widespreadpricecontrolsand
domesticpracticesthat constraindomesticcompetitiveness,
ref'ormof the goods market shouldprecedereformof the
asset market.In particular,the liberalizationof the current
accountshouldprecedethe liberalizationof the capitalaccount. This recommendationis based on two arguments.
First,the speedof adjustmentin the asset marketsis much
fasterthanin the commoditymarkets.To avoidlargemovementsin capitalflowsandthereal exchangerate,controlson
capitalshouldlimitthe flowsof capitalto the rate at which
the goods marketsadjustto domesticderegulationand foreign tradeliberalization(Frenkel1]982and 1983).Second,
becausethe pricesof assets are determinedby the expected
presentvalueof future incomestreams,distortionsin the
9
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menteffort;in addition,the conditionalitycan increasethe
credibilityof the program.
Whilerapid stabilizationis usuallyessential,the appropriate timingof the longertermstructuralreformsdepends
on country-specificpoliticalandeconomicconditions.Dependingon countrycircumstances,gradualintroductionof
structuralreformsmaybe preferableto an attemptto remove
all majordistortionsextremelyrapidly(Michaely1987).

Public sector reform. Publicsectorreformis at thecenter
of the problemswith the macroeconomyandresourceallocation in manycountriesin needof adjustmen. ILis therefore not surprisingthat public sector refonn is a central
componentof most adjustmentprograms.These refmnns
include macroeconomicmeasuresaimed at reducingthe
public sectordeficit and microcconomicref'ormns
aimed at
increasingthe efficiencyof public sector policies.Fiscal
reformsto improvethe collectionof'revenueand to reduce

On the basis of this analysis,the Bank has supported
trade reformas a centralelementof adjustmentprograms
under both structuraland sectoraladjustmentloans (Thotradereformshave
mas,et al.forthcoming).Bank-supported
beenphasedin gradually.
The recommendedreformsof tradepolicy derivefrom
the standardtheoryof commercialpolicyand fromthe empirical work on commercialpolicy referred to above. It
couldbe claimed,however,that new developmentsin trade
theorycall these recommendationsinto questionand provide a new foundationfor differentiatedtariffs and, in a
moregeneralsense,for an activeindustrialpolicy.The new
tradetheoryholdsthat competitionin the internationalmarketsis typicallyimperfectlycompetitiveand that tradeis, to
a considerabledegree,drivenby economiesof scalerather
thancomparativeadvantage(Helpmanand Krugman1985).
A policy implicationof this theory is that governments
shouldf'avorindustriesthat generateexternalities,
The policy recommendations
that seem to followfrom
the new'tradeLheory-and that are butLressedby the view
that well-designedgovernment interventionsenhanced
growthin East Asian countries-have been stronglycriticizedor boLheconomicandpolitical-economic
grounds.On
the economicside, the policyrecommendationstendnot to
be robustto changesin the specificationsof the models.On
the politicaleconomiiic
side, it has beenarguedthat the work

Sectoral Reforms

Four areas of sectoralreform,are studiedhere in detail:the
publicsector;trade/domestic
competition;the financialsector;and the labormarket.Mostreformeffortshavecentered
on thesefourareas.Of them,labormarketreformshave,for
politicalreasons,beenverydifficultto carryout.

the level and enhance the efficiency of public expenditurcs,

on rent-seeking and tariffllbnnation clearly indicates that

andactionsto reducethe lossesof publicenterprises,are the

actualtariff structuresare drivenmore by the pressuresof

typical actions included in macroeconomic refonnnol' the

interest groups than by considerations of efficiency.

publicsector.Microeconomic
relbornsincludethereshaping
of institutions,restructuringof publicenterprisesand/orprivatization.In manycountriespublic sectorrelormalso includesimprovementsin the capacityof the publicsectorto
providebasic primaryservicesin healthand education.

On the basisof such consideraLions,
Krugman(1987,p.
143)concludesthat
the gains from interventionare limitedby uncertainty about the appropriatepolicies...(and) by the
generalequilibriumefiectsthat insureLhatpromot-

Reform of tradeldomestic competitiveness. Small coun-

ing one sector diverts resources from others....Once

tries withvery distortedtraderegimesandnon-competitive
marketsfor goods should,over time, reap large benefits
from reducingnon-competitivepracticesand liberalizing
trade. Althoughfamiliar,the argumentsagainst distorted
traderegimesbearrepetition:theygeneratea misallocation
of resourceswithinimport-competing
sectors;theytend to
repressexportsandcontributeto sociallyunproductiverentseekingactivities;and, by reducingcompetitivepressures,
theyalsotendto slowtechnicalprogress.Structuralreforms
in the trade area aim at reducing the average level and
varianceof tariffrates,with the ultimateobjectiveof moving toward a more uniform tariff structure.As a practical
rule, incentivesshouldnot discriminateagainstexport-oriented activitiesand should promote the developmentof
broadly uniform,across-the-boardeffectiveincentivesfor
import-competing
activities(Little,ScitovskyandScott1970;
Corden1974;Balassa1976;Thomas,et al. 1991).

the expected gains from interventionhave been
whitLleddown suff'iciently,
politicaleconomy [factors]can be invokedas a reasonto foregointervention altogether.Free trade can serve as a simple
principlewith whichto resist pressuresof specialinterestpolitics.
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Helpman(1989,p. 213),while showingthat the new theorieshavehadseveralempiricalsuccessesin explainingtrade
phenomena,similarlyconcludesthat "free traderemainsa
goodruleof thumb." (See alsoCorden 1990;Helpmanand
Krugman1989;Krugman1990;andSrinivasan1989).
Financial sector reforms. Financialsectorreformsaim
to improvethe efficiencyof intermediationand the use of
resources,includingthe allocationof investment.The reformsatt[empt
to reducedistortionsin theallocationofcredit,
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adjustment.These impediments,which need to be addressed
early on in the structuraladjustment program, in practice are
very difficult for a government to tackle.

typically in part through the removal of controls on interest
rales, with the intention of allowing them to become marketdetermined. In addition, appropriate information and prudential supervision systems need to be put in place.
Initial conditions play a central role in the design and
implementationof financial reforms. If a large proportion of
the assets of financial institutions are held at below market
rates or are non-performing,then financial reform will creatb difficulties for existing institutions. In particular, if deposit and lending rates are deregulated simultaneously and
free entry into the financial system is allowed, existing
banks will be forced to pay market interest rates and will
suffer substantial losses, jeopardizing the banking system's
solvency and macroeconomic stability.In such cases it may
be necessary to allow for a transition phase, during which
the lending rates are deregulated first, with deposit rates
following only gradually(World Bank 1989). In other cases,
where most banks may become insolvent before the financial reforms are implemented, the banks have to be recapitalized, a measure that creates a potential fiscal problem. In
countries where domestic financial systems are practically
non-existent,the creation of a financialsystem that provides
at a minimum the financing for working capital should be a
high priority, although it is not one that can be realized very
rapidly. This point could be especially relevant for Eastem
E.urope(Calvo and Coricelli 1991).
Reform of the financial sector is among the most difficult to undertake, because running the institutions requires a
great deal of specific business knowledge and experience. It
is also difficult to evaluate, in particular because recapitalized institutions can run for somretime without problems
becoming evident.

Promoting Economic Growth
Structural reforms that contribute to the reduction of
macroeconom:icimbalances and the improvement of resource allocation create the foundation for the recovery of
growth (Fischer 1987). Sustained growth generally has four
main requirements: stable macroeconomic conditions; an
appropriate system of incentives and resource allocation; an
adequate level of saving; and efficient institutions to turn
savinginto productivephysical and human investment.Some
of the elements necessary for achieving the first two requirements have already been discussed.
Since most indebtedcountries are likely to be making net
transfers abroad rather than receiving net foreign resources,
they need to make a major effort to increasenational saving.
The weight of the empirical evidence suggests that private
saving rates are not very sensitive to policies and, in particular, to interest rates (Giovannini 1985;and Schmidt-Hebbel,
Webb and Corsetti 1990). However, negative real interest
rates probably discourage saving-certainly they reduce the
efficiencyof financial intermediation-and encourage capital flight. Private saving rates are very sensitive to the economic cycle as a result of consumption smoothing.If there is
no leakage through lower private saving, public saving can
contribute to an increase in national saving. Empirical evidence presen:ed in Corbo and Schmidt-Hebbel(1991) shows
that public saving can make a major contribution to an
increase in national saving (see also Summers 1985). The
evidence on saving again highlights the central importance

of a fiscalbalance.

Labor market reforms.Labor market regulationsand

The last factor-an increase in the rate and efficiency of
much affected by a stable
private investment-is
macroeconomic framework and clear and predictable tax
rules and property rights (Rodrik 1989; and Serven and
Solimano 1991a and 1991b). Economists have long expressed a belief that economic policy and the investment
rate are major determinants of economic growth. However,
it is only veryrecently that models have been able to capture
the links am,ongpolicy, investment and long-term growth.
The new enclogenousgrowth literature, pioneered by Romer
(1986 and 1990) and Lucas (1988), has created a class of
theoretical models in which economic policy can affect
investment, the accumulation of human capital, innovation
and resource allocation in ways that alter long-run, steadystate rates of growth. The ideas underlying these models-economies of scale, extemalities and public goods-and the
argument that the removal of distortions promotes growth
have been familiar for a long time and are the foundation of
over three decades of World Bank programs. At a minirnum,

institutions may play a key role in the efficiency and ultimate success of a structural adjustment program. In countries that require a large real devaluation to accompany
policies to reduce absorption, obtaining an initial decline in
real wages could make a major difference between a large
recession with massive unemployment(as in Chile in 1982)
or macroeconomic adjustment without a major change in
unemployment (Mexico in 1983-89). Labor legislation or
conventions in the form of rigid wage indexation rules are
often a major impediment to successful macroeconomic
adjustment and the ultimate success of structural reforms
aimed at improving the allocation of resources in the goods
markets.
Success can also be hindered by rigid labor practices that
restrict the mobility of labor. Large severance payments,
lack of flexibility in the real wage structure, the attachment
of substantial non-wage benefits, such as housing, utilities
and education, to employment, and other institutionalrigidities to labor mobility are typical impediments to successful
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the new models provide a frameworkthat may improve
understandingof the growth-promoting
policiesthat have
been suggestedand implementedin the past (Easterlyand
Wetzel1989).Possiblytheywillalsoimprovethe qualityof
growth-promoting
policiesin thtefuture.
This literaturehighlightsa numberof channelsthrough
whichpublicpoliciescanaffectgrowth.RecentWorldBank
papersby Arrau (1989),Romer(1989)and Rebelo(1990)
show thatpromotingthe accumulationof humancapital,for
example,by providingadequatenutritionallevelsandbasic
educationalskillsand by investingin researchand development,canfostergrowth.Alongtheselines,Becker,Murphy
and Tamura(1990)showthateconomiesmaybecomestuck
in a poverty trap-a situationwherelow incomeand low
levelsof humancapitalcreateincentivesforhighpopulation
growthand lowinvestmentin humancapitalthatperpetuate
the state of poverty.Policiesthat stimulateinvestmentin
humancapitalcan break the economyout of thisstagnant
situation.
The new models also stress the importanceof trade,
fiscaland financialpolicies,a confirmationof earlierempiricalwork.The WorldBank has beenat the forefrontof
empiricalstudiesof tradepolicyand growth.In additionto
largemulti-country
casestudies,recentworkbyFeder(1983),
Balassa (1985),Easterlyand Wetzel(1989),de Melo and
Robinson(1989),NishirnizuandPage(1991),Dollar(1990),
and Levine and Renelt (1990) has carefullyexaminedthe
cross-countryevidenceon trade policy and growth.This
empiricalworkindicatesthat,afleradjustingfor factoraccumulation,countrieswith more open economieshad higher
ratesof growth.
Governmentsarecapableofpoliciesthatenhancegrowth
and also of policies that hinderit. In Easterly(1990)and
Barro (1990),it is shownthat governmentsmay promote
positivegrowtheffectsby providingessentialpublicgoods,
and they may create negativegrowth effects by wasting
fundson worthlessprojectsand bloatedbureaucraciesor by
imposingtaxes and regulationsthat distort decisionson
savingand investment.It is thus necessaryto conducta
detailedstudyof the compositionof governmentexpendituresandthe structureof taxesto evaluatethe effectsof any
country'sfiscalstanceon growth.The likelyfindingwillbe
that highergovemmentconsumptionhas a negativeeffect
on growth.However, the complexityof the relationship
betweenfiscal policy and growth is borne out by recent
empiricalworkin LevineandRenelt(1990).They findthat
broad macroeconomicindicatorsof fiscal policy are not
robustlyrelatedto growthin a cross-sectionof countries.
The role of financialpolicyin growthhas also beenthe
focusof WorldBankscrutiny.Gelb(1989)andEasterlyand
Wetzel(1989)presentpreliminaryevidencesuggestingthat,
aftercontrollingforfactoraccumulation,
financialderegulation -fom. severelydistortedinitialpositionshas a positive
effecton growth.

Alleviation of Poverty

The ultimateobjectiveof Bank lendingis to contributeto
econornicdevelopmentand the eradicationof poverty.Indeed, the reductionof poverty is the central objectiveof
most Bankcountryassistance.The strategyto reducepoverty enunciatedin the 1990 World Development Report
(WorldlBank 1990b)has two components:first,it encourages biroad-based
economicgrowth and in this way promotesihe use of the poor's most abundantasset,labor,and
second,it attemptsto improvethe provisionof social services to the poor-especially primaryeducation,social infrastructureand basichealthcare.The secondcomponentis
desirablenot only for its own sake but also because it
enhancesthe productivityof the poor.In addition,the World
Developrent Report recommendsthe adoptionof targeted
interventionsto reachthosepeoplesuch as the elderlyand
thoselivingin especiallypoorregionswhoarenot helpedby
thebasic two-partstrategy.
Adjustmentfrom an unsustainableeconomicsituation,
followingpolicymismanagement
or adverseextemalshocks,
often has significantshort-runsocial costs.The poor,who
alreadyhavelowlevelsof welfare,mayfindit verydifficult
to absorbthe short-termlosses.Therefore,adjustmnent
programsalsoincludean assessmentof the short-termeffectsof
policieson the poor as wellas specificmeasuresto protect
them during the transition (Maaslandand van der Gaag
1990).9
Attentionto the impactof adjustmenton the poor is not
only desirablein its own right,but it also helpsassure the
sustainability
of adjustmentprograms.Whereas,as a logical
matter, the costs of adjustmentshould be calculatedby
comparingtheeconomicperformance
withadjustmentagainst
the likely outcomewithoutadjustment,the politicallyrelevantperceptionsare usuallybasedon a comparisonof the
post-adjustment
outcomeswith the (typicallyunsustainable)
pre-adjustment
situation.
Why Is 'WorldBank Support Needed?

Iftheresultsofthereformsareas favorableastheWorldBank
claims,whydo countriesrequirefinancialsupportfrom the
Bankto undertakethem? Theansweris thatevenverybeneficialreformsmay have importanttransitionaladjustment
(anddistributional)coststhatcould maketheirimplementation difficult.At a time whencountriesare restrictedfrom
borrowingin theinternationalcapitalmarkets,Banklending,
conditionalon theimplementation
of aprogram,canmakean
importantcontributionto the sustainability
andultimatesuccessof the reformsby reducingthe needto cut expenditures
and importswhilethe reformsare being implemented.
As to the rationalefor balance-of-payments
supportfor
the differenttypesof reformsdiscussedabove,in the caseof
publicsectorreforms,quick-disbursingbalance-of-payments
12
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support can contribute
to temporary financing of the budget
deficit while the structural reforms of the revenue system
and of governme- t expenditures are being put in place.
Sinice large budget deficits typically underlie current accoGntdeficits, these fiscal reforms usually also make a direct
contribution to a sustainable reductionin the current account
deficit.
In the case of trade reforms, bEdance-of-paymentssuppre can mke an nportant contributionto the financing of a
transitory increase in imports while the reforms take time to
result in increased exports. Since people expect this difference in response tmes, the availabilityof financing can also
contribute to the credibilityand sustainabilityof the reforms.
External financingcan further help bridge some of the shortterm adjustment costs incurred in industries that need to
restructure or to disappear altogether. Similarly, reductions
of distortions in t!he goods markets that are likely to be
b neficial in the long run can result in temporary unemploymnentof resources. The costs of this unemployment can be
reduced through adjustment lending.
In the case of financial sector reforms, balance-of-payments supportcan contributeto financingtransitory increases
in govemrmentexpenditures as a result of the recapitalizathon of banks aSd the reduction in taxationof financial interrnediaries.
In each case, the World Bank's financial support for
adjustment programs can cushion some of the short-term
adjustementcosts and in this way contribute to their sustainability and ultimate success. Furthermore, to the extent the
3ank brings its expertise to bear, its lending helps member
countries to design and implementmore effective programs
and, in this way, to adjust more successfully.
For the Bank itself, successful adjustmentprograms help
restore a county's growth and improve its creditworthiness.
Furthermore, the benefits of project lending are severelycurtailed in highly distored economies, and adjustment lending
can terefore contribute to the success of project lending.
Indeed.,with distorted incentives, increased investment financing may increase capital accumulation in the "wrong"
activities,

Economic performance. Adjustment lending was moderately successful in improving aggregate economic performance. Despite still more serious shocks, the 30 countries
that received adjustment loans before 1985 on average had
higher rates of growth than did the 63 that did not receive the
loans. Performance in the 12 countries with three or more
adjustment loans before 1987 and in countries that were
substantial exporters of manufactured goods was even better. Adjustment lending appeared to have been relatively
less successful in the highly indebted countries and in SubSaharan Africa. Detailed country studies corroborated the
statistical findmings.
The report cautioned, however, that the
conclusions were tentative because it was difficult to isolate
the effects of adjustment lending from the effects of the
initial conditions and external shocks.

Implementationof conditions.The overall rate of implementation of conditions was good, with the likelihood of
implementation greater where the conditions were spelled
out precisely in the loan agreement. In a sample of about 50
adjustment loans to 15 countries, 60 percent of the conditions were met fully during the loan period and another 24
percent were substantially fulfilled.
Adequacy of external financing. Although the sudden
cut-off of extemal financing made some type of adjustrnent
essential, at the same time orderly adjustment required adequate external financing. In some countries unanticipated
underfunding of the program reduced or delayed the benefits. In some instances, access to external adjustment assistance simply delayed implementation of adjustment measures.
Commitment to the reform program. The govemments
that "owned" the program from the start sustained their
commitment: to reforms the best. Although international
agencies often assisted in preparing the programs, the govemments were convincedof their own accord that the operations were the most appropriate way to address the problems

a situation that exacerbates the misallocation of

their countries faced.

resources. In the extreme, taking into account the need to
service the debt, inefficient investment could even make the
country poorer.

RAL-2
The main conclusions of the second report are as follows.

Main Concluisions of RAL-1. and RAL-2
As noted, tworecent comprehensiveevaluationsof the Bank's
experience wit: adjustment programsare discussed in RAL1 and RAL-2 (World Bank 1988 and 1990a). The main

Aggregate effects of the structural reforms. Countries
that adopted adjustment programs on average grew faster
than did other countries. After adjusting for the effects of
initial conditions, external shocks and the amount of exter-

conclusions

nal financing,

are summanzed

below.

the countries

that initiated full-fledged

adjust-

ment programs (called early-intensive adjustment lending,
or EIAL, countries) experienced a larger increase in the
average raiteof GDP growth than did other countries. In
some of these countries-such as Nigeria, the Philippines,

RA-1
The maimconclasicnAs of the first report are as follows.
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Malawi, CMted'lvoire and Mexico-growth was, however,
slower than their country characteristics predicted. In other
countries-such as Korea, Mauritius, Morocco, Ghana and
Thailand-the programs the Bank supported appear to have
stimulated growth by more than ihe initial conditions, external shocks and external financing suggested. Exports in
constant prices as a share of GDP in constant prices increased substantially in the EIAL,countries, both before and
after adjusting for other factors.
The picture was less positive in the case of investment.
After adjusting for the same factors, investment fell on
average as a share of GDP in the EIAL countries. At the
same time, it seems that the relativeefficiency of investnent
in EIAL countries must have nsen in that they achieved
higher growth with less investment.
The decline in investment was found in both the public
and private sectors. Often a declinein public investment was
desirable since its level was unsustainable and some of it had
been misdirected. Nevertheless, in the countries that had
made major progress in reducing their macroeconomic imbalances, distortions and institutional weaknesses, resumption of public investment in infrastructure was important to
stimulating private investment and restoring growth. The
reduction of private investment in the initial years of an
adjustmentprogramwas predictable because incentiveswere
being changed and the credibility of the program was building.
The counterpart of the temporary decline in the investment ratio was that adjusting countries were able to boost
higher private consumption more than they might have otherwise. This situation should have helped sustainthe reforms.

short-run social costs. The poor who lose from adjustment
suffer greatly since they are already at a subsistence level.
Although the situation of the poor during adjustment offers
no reason for complacency, the report did not find evidence
that adjustment lending was associated with an increase in
the overall misery of the poor. To the contrary, orderly
adjustment supported by Bank lending seems to have been
less costly for most of the poor and for the general populace
than disorderly adjustment without Bank support was.
The changes in the socioeconomic indicators of living
conditions do not appear to have been systematicallyrelated
to adjustment lending. The rate of growth of private consumptionin the EIAL countries increased in 1985-86in total
and on a per capita basis in comparison with other country
categories and when controlling for other factors. Current
consumption appears to have been protected-relative to
that in other countries-by a reduction in investment expenditures. Other short-run indicators, such as nutrition and
immunization, also improved in the EIAL countries. The
long-run indicators of living conditions, such as infant and
child mortality, continued to improve in most countries,
withor without adjustmentlending. However,the poor quality
and the aggregate nature of the data do not permit unqualified conclusions on these issues.
While the socioeconomic indicators showed continued
improvement, the share of central govemment expenditures
for the social sector fell slightly on average in the countries
with adjustment lending. Per capita social expenditures by
the central govemments also declined in some adjusting
countries. It is possible that part of the impact of the declines
in health and educationexpenditureson lowerincome groups
was offset by increased contributions from local govemments and better targeting of govemment spending. The
declines in education expenditures were accompanied in the
EIAL countries by drops in the ratios of primary school
enrollment.To prevent declines in their socioeconomic indicators, most adjusting countries need to raise the level of
expenditures for the social sector targeted toward the poor.
Since adjustment is taking longer in most countries than
originally expected, recent adjustment operations supported
by the Flank include more detailed analyses of the social
impacts of adjustment programs and more measures to alleviate the short-run costs of adjustrnent to the newly unemployed and the poor. Such measures include a reallocationof
social expenditures toward services used by the poor, severance payments and retraining for newly unemployed workers, as well as for public works and employment schemesfor
unskilled workers. In some cases, several targeted interventions have been assembled into multi-sector compensatory
programs.

Need for a supportive macroeconomic environment. A
stable macroeconomicframework contributes to the success
of structuraladjustment in every major area of the economy.
Adjustment programs had a higher failure rate when a stable
macroeconomicframework was not in place, even when the
adjustment package focused mainly on microeconomic and
sectoral policies. Based on experience, a country that starts
with high inflation and a large current account deficit initially should focus its structural adjustment program on the
reduction of inflation and the current account deficit. The
resultant improved macroeconomic situation-a reasonably
low and predictable rate of inflation, appropriate interest
rates, a competitive and predictable real exchange rate, public sector saving rates compatible with the resource mobilization requirements of the program and a balance of payments that is perceived as viable-will support the adjustment program.
The effect of adjustment on poverty and living conditions. Adjustment to adverse external shocks or the effects

Raising efficiency. Greater increases in the efficiency of
investmentcan reduce the need for more saving.Distortionary

of previous policy mismanagement inevitably carries some
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policies, such as trade restrictions and financial repression,
constrain the efficiency of investmrentand thus the rate of
growth for a given level of investment. Removing these
distortionary policies does the reverse: it increases the efficiency of investment and the growth rate of GDP for a given
level of investment. Furthermore, analysis indicates that
reform efforts must reach a critical mass to be effective:
small decreases in extremely high distortions do not have
much effect on growth. To have significantpay-offs, reform
programs usually must focus on laige reductions in the large
distortions.

* Expansion of public investment in a manner complementary to private investment
* Assurance of sufficientexternal financing to support a
sound program in both the medium and the long terms. In
highly indebted middle-income countries committed to sustaining a reform effort, the Brady initiative and other debt
reduction schemes should help improve the viability and
credibility of adjustment programs.

Raising saving rates. To sustain desirable rates of investment and growth, the saving rates in most adjusting countries have to increase, especially in the many African countries that started the 1980s with very low rates. The most
effective way to increase saving in the initial years of an
adjustment program is to raise public saving. Private saving,
because it is responsive mainly to an increase in the rate of
growth of GDP, starts to rise after growth gets under way.
Once real interest rates are positive, further increases in
these rates on deposits and special tax treatment for saving
are unlikely to cause any large rise in the rate of saving.

Increasing investnent. To sustain adjustmentand restoxe
growth, countries must not only reduce distortions, they
must also create the conditions for an eventual increase in
investment. Some countries, especially in Africa,need more
domestic saving and external financing to reach investment
levels consistent with the restoration of growth. In many
countries, however, the prevalence of capital flight indicates
that the stagnant rate of investment is the result of inadequate demand for investment rather than the unavailability
of saving. In highly indebted countries, the debt overhang
often creates uncertainties about the sustainability of the
balance of payments and macroeconomic stability and thus
may thwart the recovery of private investment. Reductions
in debt and debt service in the context of adjustment programs can help reduce these uncertainties.
The eventual recovery of investment requires an appropriate and credible economic environment. Investment does
not respond well when investors, foreign and domestic,
doubt the govemment will sustain its reforms and when
legal and bureaucratic impediments are left untouched. Private investors often wait before making irreversible investment decisions, keeping their assets elsewhere. Providing
appropriate public investments that complement private investment, and persuading some private investors to commit
themselves, usually help overcome the doubts of the majority.
There is, however, no simple way to bring this situation
about. The obvious remedy of specific investment subsidies
is likely to be expensive and at odds with the objectives of
leaving decisions to market forces and restoring fiscal balance. An appropriatestrategy for increasinginvestmentwould
contain four elements:

Refinements. The findingsof RAL-2 confirm and extend
some of the conclusions of RAL-1. The sequencing and
packaging of reform measures are crucial aspects of adjustment programs. In countries that start with high inflationand
a large current account deficit, the first step is to implement
stabilization measures. Structural reforms aimed at maintainingmacroeconomicbalance are emphasizednext. Sectoral
reforms are sequenced in a way that takes into account the
linkages among sectors. For instance, trade liberalization is
likely to improve efficiency more if accompanied by measures to improve the functioningof the domestic markets for
goods and credit, provide needed infrastructure and reduce
the controls over domestic investment and the impediments
to the mobility of labor. In some low-income countries,
barriers to the integration of the domestic economy-poor
roads, inappropriate infrastructure for domestic transport,
lack of domestic financial markets and so on-are major
constraints on economic growth that should be tackledearly.
The data on conditionality and implementationfrom the
much expanded sample of loans approved in FY79-88
showed most of the same patterns found in RAL-1, as well
as some new ones. Progress with implementation was measured by the share of conditions in the loan agreements that
were implementedby the time of release of the final tranche.
Of all conditions in the loan agreements in the sample, 84
percent were implemented at least substantially-better than
the rate cited in RAL-I-and 66 percent were implemented
fully or more than fully by the time of release of the final
tranche.
Implementation rates increased during the 1980s, both
for countries that had received adjustment loans since the
early 1980sand countries that started more recently. For the

X The establishment and maintenance of macroeconomic
stability, including a predictable and competitive real exchange rate, small budget deficit and low rates of monetary
growth and inflation
e Removal of the legal and bureaucratic impediments to
investment by domestic and foreign fimnsand the provision
of clear rules for taxation, property rights and the regulation
of production and trade
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loans in the sarnple whose final tranche was released in
FY89, i.e., since the first report, 99 percent of the conditions
were implemented at least substantially, and 80 percent of
the conditions as originally written were implemented fully
or more. In the rare cases where a condition as originally
written did not seem necessary, the Bank waived the condition, with approval from the Board. If the one loan in the
sarnple for which this situation occurred in FY89 is excluded, the proportion of fully implemented conditions rises
from 80 percent to 88 percent.Es.sentially,the final tranches
were released only when all conditions in the loans were at
1leastsubstantially fulfilled.9
As to political economicfactors in the implementationof
adjustment programs, govemments were more frequently
able to develop and maintain political support for structural
adjustment when that need was taken into account in the
design of the program and when the government was active
in explaining the source of the problems addressed by the
program, how it planned to tackle them, why this option was
the best one and how people would benefit from the new
policy environment. Mobilization of beneficiaries to become political supporters usually followed. While technical
considerationssometimescaused unavoidabledelays in program implementation,more prompt implementationalmost
always increased the chances of political support. Awareness of the economic problems that motivated the initial
decision for reform was strongest at the beginning, with the
authorities then having maximum latitude for reform. Support for sustaining the new status quo then developed as the
structural reform paid off in growth and higher living standards.
A final conclusion of the two reports is that adjustment
programs need to give greater attention to reforming and
developing institutions in several areas: in Sub-SaharanAfrica, the agricultural sector; in many countries, financial
sector and fiscal management; and in almost all countries,
public enterprises.Although adjustment programsoften call
for a reduction in the resources going to the public sector, it
is equally importantto strengthen public institutionsthrough
improved policies, organization and management. Institutional development is essential for both the implementation
and ultimate success of many of ithereforms the Bank supports.

to policy-makers in developing countries. These lessons
have also been incorporated in Bank-supported programs.
They are repeated here.
In countries experiencing acute macroeconomic imbalances mlanifestas high fiscal deficits, balance-of-payments
crisisand high open or repressedinflation, adjustmentshould
start with policy and institutional reforms that deal in a
credible and perrnanent way with the large public sector
deficit that is the ultimate cause of the macroeconomic
crisis. Once enough progress has been achieved in reducing
inflation and the fiscal and balance-of-payments deficits,
other structuralreforms aimed at improving the allocation of
resources and achieving sustainable and equitable growth
can be attempted. Among the latter reforms the most common address: the public sector; trade/domesticcompetition;
and the financial sector. Reform of the labor market, although attempted in many cases, has not been as common as
it should be.
What impact can the Bank's adjustment lending have on
bofrowing countries? The Bank can assist adjustment by
providing both financing and policy advice. Furthermore,
the Bankccan help countries mobilize other sources of financing. In RAL-2 it was found that, after adjusting for nonprogram factors,adjustment lending had a positive effecton
growth and on export and saving rates in constant prices.
However, it had a negative effect on the investment ratio.
With respect to the effects of adjustrnent lending on social indicators, the evidence shows that changes in living
conditions in the short run do not appear to have been systematicallyrelated to the presence or not of adjustmentlending.
The rate of implementationof prograrns rose during the
1980sboth for countries that had received adjustment loans
since the early 1980sand for countries that had started more
recently.The rates were lowerfor countries with higher rates
of inflation and for counties that suffered higher negative
external shocks. Successful stabilizationand appropriate adjustment to external shocks (including contingency financing) helped to increase the implementationrate of programs.
Both RAL- I and RAL-2 underline the importance of a
good diagnosisof the development problems facing a country and of the need to build a consensus around the adjustment program. While extemal financingcan help implementation of a government-owned program, ultimately it will
not be effective if the government is not convinced of the
need for adjustment. To be successful, the government has
to own the program.
Governments have more frequently been able to develop
and mainitainpoliticalsupport for structuraladjustmentwhen
they designed the programs with this aim in mind and were
active in explaining the sources of the problems addressed
by the program, how they planned to tackle them, why this
option was the best one, and how people would benefit from
the new policy environment. Mobilization of beneficiaries

Concluding Remarks
In the last 10 years, countries have been struggling to adjust
policies and institutions in response to their poor economic
performance.Design and implementationof adjustmentprograms are not easy tasks. Nor are they tasks that can be
carried out successfully unless each program is tailored to
the specific circumstances of the adjusting counuty.Nevertheless, some lessons have emerged from the analysis of
adjustrnent problems and programs that are of much interest
16
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to become political supporters usually followed.Whiletechnical considerations sometimes caused unavoidable delays
in program implementation, more prompt implementation
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Comments
Edmar L. Bacha

It iseasytoagreethatsuchliberalization
reformswillbe
credibleonly if the macroeconomicenvironmentis stable.
To createthisenvironment,however,structuralreformsmust
be initiatedin the way thegovernmentoperatesandinteracts
with privateeconomicagents.The rules of the game of a
statist,soft budgeteconomicregimeof the Latin American
or EasternEuropeanvarietyare such that all the costs of
risk-takingactivitiestend to be shiftedto the government
budget,whereassectoralinterestgroupsappropriateall the
benefits.A thoroughreformof thissystemof publiclysponsoredprivate privilegesis requiredif the governmentis to
makeendsmeetand thusopen the way for lastingstabilization.
Thus,whenconsideringthe need for a thoroughpublic
sectorrefomi, it is not just an improvedallocationof resourcesthat is at issueas a prerequisitefor effectivestabilization. The real goal is to suppressthe potential budget
deficit that lies behind all the commitments-contingent
liabilities,in fact-the governmenthas built over the years
with differentprivate groups both inside and outsidethe
govemment.The need for reforms involvingdivestiture,
deregulation,tax changes,debtconsolidation,changedpersonnelpolicies, and an incentives-focusedadministrative
frameworkforthe publicsectoris the contextwithinwhicha
hardeningof the governmentbudget constraint,aimedat
guaranteeingeffectivestabilization,needsto be considered.
That change in the inflationarypolicy regime will give a
clear sign to the economicagentsand create the favorable
expectationsnecessaryforstabilization.
Unfortunately,the Bank has emphasizedthe need for
publicsectorrefonnsmuchless thanit has emphasizedthe
needforliberalization.It has doneso eventhough,timeand
again, experiencehas shown the need for "reregulation"
everytime a liberalcrusadeextendsbeyondits limits.As a
consequence,littlehas beenlearnedabouthow,in societies
wheretheneedfor publicgoodsis blatant,to makea public
sectormoreeffective.Chilepost-1984seemsto be the best
exampleof howto correctthe excessesof liberalismwithout
fallingpreyitoinconsequentinterventionism.
In addition,the
positiverole that state interventionismplayed in Taiwan,
Chinaand Koreahas been littlestudied,even thoughthese
two casesseemto illustratethat"rent-seekingbehavior"can
be avoidedevenin closelyregulatedmarkets,providedthat
govemmentregulationis performance-based
and subjectto
a hardbudgetconstraint.
The relativelackof attentionto thesethemesis indicated
in the originalversionof the CorboandFischerpaper,where

Thereis much to agreewith in the paperby VittorioCorbo
and StanleyFischer.In my role as devil's advocate,however, I will focus my observationson pointsof disagreernent.
Sequencing
MheWorld Bank's doctrineon sequencingfor economic
reformin developingcountriesis, first, stabilization,then
liberalization(firstthe marketsfor goods,then the financial
markets),and finallyinvestmentand growth.A variantis,
first, carry out the macroeconomicadjustments,then the
structuralreforms,and finallythe investmentgrowth.
TheBank's doctrineseemsto haveresultedfromreflectionon the economicpolicyfiascosin Latn America,where
such a sequencewas not followed.On the one hand, there
werethe SouthernConeopenmonetaristexperimentsof the
late seventies-in Argentina,Chile and Uruguay-where
(financial)liberalizationprecededa balancingof the budget
andde-indexationof the marketsforlaborandgoods.These
experimentsall endedin majorfinancialand economiccrises in the earlyeighties.On the other hand,therewere the
heterodoxexpansionary
stabilization
experimentsof themideighties-in Argentina,BrazilandPeru-where pricefreezes
replacedfiscaland monetaryadjustment.These effortsall
endedrecentlyin priceexplosionsand acuterecessions.
The successfulstabilizationexperiencesof Bolivia,IsraelandMexicoteachthat thereis moreto stabilizationthan
the augmentedPhillipscurve IS-LMframework.To cope
with mega-inflation,majorstrucitural
reformsmust accompany fiscalausterityand the establishmentof monetaryanchors.In fact, it is arguablethat in eachof thesecountriesit
was the reform-mindedness
of the new governmentsthat
carriedthe day forstabilization,ratherthantheirshort-tenn
achievementsin the fiscalor monetaryspheres.
The sameobservationmayapplyto the recentliberalization experimentsin EastemEurope-strictural reformsare
a prerequisiteforeffectivestabilization.
Public Sector Reform
Theissuehereis howthe Bankdefinesstructuralreform-it
seemsto meanonly deregulation,privatizationand liberalization,i.e.,reducingthedegreeof governmentintervention
in the privatemarkets.
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the sectoralreformschosenforanalysisinvolvedgoodsand
factor markets:trade,finance and labor.This selectionis
almostlike perforning Hamletwithoutthe prince,in that
only a reformedpublic sector will be capable of dealing
productivelywith the complexissuesinvolvedin thesesectoralreforms.

interestrates. Still, no considerationwas given to the successes of Korea and Taiwan,China, one of which had a
closelyregulatedfinancialmarketand the other an entirely
government-controlled
banking system. Is the Bank prepared to say that these countrieswould have growneven
faster an(l more equitablyhad they pursuedfree banking
over the past30 years?
In the same vein, I presume that government-owned
developmentbanks will continueto play a major role in
providingfinancialresourcesfor long-terminvestment.At
the internationallevel, the continuousexpansionof the activitiesof the WorldBankclearlyshowsthispresumptionis
correct.The paper makesno referenceto the lessonsfrom
developmentbanking that shouldbe incorporatedinto reformsof the financialmarketin the future.
(3) Withlabormarkets,the focuswas on removalof the

Sectoral Reforms
Again, there is much to agree with the authorsabout the
sectoralrefonnsthey discuss.My disagreementscenteron
the followingpoints:
(1) in thecaseof tradereforms,I donot understandwhy
theauthorsdid not takethe conclusionsfromthe "newtrade
theories"as seriouslyas theydid thosefromthe "newendogenous growth theories." Both sets of theories conclude that
carefully designed policy interventions can significantly improve on market-based results because extemalities and
economies of scale are so pervasive. Rather than presuming
that politicians are not ever to be trusted and that if allowed
to intervene they will always choose a bad policy course, the
economist's conclusion should be that there is much need
for research on the design and implementation of policy
interventions, including the "political economy" aspects of
thoseinterventions.
(2) On the matter of reform of the financial market, the
emphasis was on market-orientecdreforms under prudent
regulation. This position is a big advance over the frequent
advice of Bank missions in the field simply to liberalize

institutional impediments to labor mobility, which is fair
enough. It should also, however, be recognized that labor
markets are more similar to financial markets than to current
goods markets. Long-term labor contracts, with tenure systems and the like, are an important characteristic of wellfunctioninglabor markets, as Japan and IBM prove. Perhaps
the objective should be better insurance mechanisms than
the ones so often legislated into labor contracts. The apparently successfulexperience of Chile with the privatizationof
social security is an example that deserves further study; it
confirms that, to succeed in removing a bad insurancemechanism, it may be necessary to offer a policy altemative capable of delivering a better service at a smaller cost.

John Williamson

supply-side
reforms.Mexico,forone, undertooka greatmany

The mainffirustof the paper by Vittorio Corbo and Stanley
Fischer is a defense of the rationale of the conditions that
have been attached to adjustment loans. I agree with most of
what the authors say on this topic. Much of it falls under the
heading of what, in a phrase I now slightly rue, I have
describedas the 'Washington consensus" (Williamson1990),
hardly surprising given that the World Bank is a central
actor in Washington. Where Corbo and Fischer go beyond
the Washington consensus, notably in the attention they pay
to equity issues, I welcome the evidence that the Bank no
longer neglects an area so regrettably ignored by the Washington of the early 1980s.
My one substantivedisagreementwithCorbo and Fischer
concerns their proposition that stabilization should always
precede adjustment. It is important that stabilization be
achieved promptly and convincingly.However, I join Edmar
Bacha in questioning whether it should always precede all

of those reforms before it achieved stabilization. Although
Turkey's initial efforts at stabilization were limited, it was
still able to accomplish a massive opening up of its economy.
In Eastem Europe, I suspect that successful stabilizationwill
require a greater ability to respond to changed incentives
than the centrally planned economies now possess.
The implication is that at least some supply-sidereforms
should precede stabilization efforts. The principal problem
with the Ryzhkov Plan (March 1990) is that it proposes to
increase prices in the interest of stabilization before doing
anything to change the structure of the economy. Failed
stabilizationsare not without costs: every failure makes the
next attempt more difficult. Economists have so far found
very few robust generalizations about the optimal sequencing of economic reform. "Stabilization first," always and
everywhere, is another one that does not work.
Rather than dwell on quibbles with the Corbo-Fischer
paper, it may be more constructive to explore a complemen20
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tary theme: the rationalefor the Bank to makeadjustment
loansat all. Thereseemto be foursuchrationales:

Which Rationale?
In hisearlyexplanationof adjustnentlending,Stem (1983)
stronglyemphiasizedthe first of the four rationaleswhile
also mentioningthe second.Corbo and Fischer place primaryemphasison the third,while alsoacknowledgingthe
second.The remarksby WilfriedThalwitzduringthe conference related to the third rationale.Bacha, in contrast,
appealedto the first.I haveneverheardthe fourthmen¢ioned
in public,and it is unreasonableto expectit to featurein the
rhetoricof officials,but that absencedoes not necessarily
meanit is unirnportant.

(1) TraditionalBank doctrine.TraditionallyBanklending took theform of projectloans,whichhad the incidental
effect of relievingthe foreignexchangeand savingsconstraints. That is, they pennitted the financingof a larger
current account deficit than would otherwisehave been
possible.This effect was particularlyvaluable when the
foreignexchangeconstraintwas binding,as the two-gap
modelexplained.
A decadeago many of the Bank's clientsfell on hard
tines. One consequencewas a lack of counterpartlocal
currencyfinancingfor projects(a problemsometimesaggravatedby InternationalMonetaryFund [IMF]conditionality).Thosedevelopmentsincreasedratherthandiminished
the borrowingcountries' needfor foreignexchange(especiallyin conjunctionwith the build-upof debtserviceobligationsdue the Bank).In manycases the foreignexchange
constraintbecamebinding,followinga lengthyperiodwhen
it had not been.Under suchcircunmstances
theobviousway
for the Bank to serveits clientswasto introducea program
of fast-disbursingnon-projectlending.Doubtless,adherents
of public choicetheory wouldalso point out that this programkept the Bank in businessat a time whenits activities
mightotherwisehavebeencurtailed.
(2) TraditionalFunddoctrine,The IMF seemsto have
the paradoxicalview that lenderslend to countriesto stop
deficitsrather than to financethem. Actually,the Fund's
positionis quiterational.Deficitsoriginatefromsomecombinationof bad managementand bad luck.Whatevertheir
cause, the optimalresponseis promptinitiationof adjustment,butat a pacesufficientlymeasuredto limitthe lossof
outputduringthe process.Thatpace requiresfinancingfor
the interimdeficit,whichthe IMFaims to provide.
(3) Supportforreform.Fromlime to time in a developing country a new political tearn that understandswhat
nmakes
the world tick takes office.Typicallythe team will
includeone or two key senioreconomicofficialswithexperience in the Bank and/or the Fund. The team wants to
iimplement
a set of reforns alongthelinesof my "Washington agenda."Thesereformspromtiselong-runbenefits-at
the expenseof short-runcosts.Adjustmentloansenablethe
internationalcommunityto provide a sweetenerthat will
help the reformersretain politicalsupportduringthe difficult and perhapslengthyperiodb:eforethe reformsstart to
bear fruit.
(4) Bribesfor reform.Even after the welcomerecent
clevelopments
in Latin America,Asiaand EasternEurope,
the world contains many regimesthat most of us would
rather not live under.These govemmentsare typicallypart
of the problemrather thanthe solution.Loansmay be used
to bribe thesegovemmentsto get offthebacksof theirlongsufferingcitizens.

Implications for Conditionality
Anyof the four rationalesmightbe relevantandlegitimate,
dependingon the countryin questionand its circumstances.
The point of distinguishingamongthe motivesis that the
one whichis relevantin a particularcase may and should
influencetheconditionsattachedto the extensionof loans.
Rationaleone and even more so threeare the ones that
seem to call fDrconditionsbearingon the full range of the
"Washingtonconsensus,"that is, that cover liberalization
and the openingup of the economyas wellas stabilization,
plus equity.The criticalquestionhere is very much that on
whichCorboandFischerfocus,namely,whetherthe set of
policiesto be embodiedin a programthat the govemment
"owns"is the best that can be conceived.The emphasison
equity, tax reform and spendingon basic educationand
healthin the Corbo-Fischer
papersuggeststhe Bankis remedyingsomeof the areasit has beenchargedwithneglecting
in the pastdecade.However,landreformis conspicuously
absentfromthe list.
Whererationaleoneis concemed,thequestionis whether
it isappropriate
to conditionloansonadjustment-onchanges
in policies--rather than on policies being appropriate.
AlejandroFoxley madethe point, whenvisitingWashington, D.C. in November1990,that Chile was expectingto
havesomedifficultyin continuingto borrowfromthe Bank
in coming years, despite its big debt-serviceobligations,
becauseit had alreadymadeall the policy adjustmentsthe
Bank typicallyrewardedwith adjustmnent
loans, including
privatizingmost of the state sector, a change that meant
therewerefew publicsectorenterpriseseligiblefor project
loans.Under such circumstancesthe Bank should be preparedto continuenon-projectlending,evenif it has to callit
non-adjustme
nt lending,with the conditionthat the country
maintainthe policiesunchanged.
In the case of rationaletwo, the conditionsessentially
haveto be thosetypicalof IM' conditionality:an appropriatemix of demandrestraint,chieflyby fiscalconsolidation;
and devaluationaimedat achievinga competitivereal exchangerate. The Bank has come to emulatethe Funrdin
preachingthe necessityof such policies.However,it is
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hoped the Bank will exhibit more finessein its relations with
member countries than the Fund has, so that it does not also
become a popular bogeyman.
Where rationale three is applicable, it is certain the country "owns" the program. Accordingly,it is least necessary to
truss the country up in a long list of niggling conditions.
Conditions that serve to provide a basis for policy dialogue,
strengthen the hand of the technocratic element within the
govemment and retain the right to terminate the program if
the government falls or backs too far away from its initial
good intentions are the only type of conditionality needed.
The fourth rationale is by far the most problematic. One
approach is to refuse non-project lending to unenlightened
govemments. This approach is pretty much Bank policy: it
is presumably no coincidence that the remarks on which I
based my description of that rationale were uttered by a staff
member of the Fund rather than the Bank. At the same time,
it may on occasion be difficult to deny non-project loans to
some govemments with ambiguous credentials. Hence, it

trade liberalization,deregulation and privatization, or, especially, "improved govemance," although pushing for the
latter may be asking for the moon. A reform that would not
be particularly appropriate is tax reform, since it would give
the government more money to mishandle.

maybe worththinkingabout the sortsof conditionsthatare
appropriate
thesecircumstances.ment.'}
under
It is no good hoping that such a govemment will "own"
the program. The policy measures included have to be ones

Stem, Ernest. 1983. "World Bank Financing of Structural Adjust-

Success of Adjustment

Lending

I have little to say on this topic. I doubt if the case made in
the paper will convince a determined skeptic that adjustment
lending has been an enormous success, but those of us who
approve of the sorts of conditions on which the Bank has
focused are relieved to find there is some evidence of a
positive record. Adjustment lending is not yet, however,
nurturing a new generation of newly industrialized countries. At least, the paper does not say so.
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that are easily policed and preferably difficult to reverse. To
the extent those criteria permit, desirable reforms would be
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WorldBank-SupportedAdjustmnentPrograms:
Country Performance and Effectiveness
Vittorio Corbo and PahticioRojas

The purpose of a structural adjustment program is to restore
sustainable economic growth and make lasting progress in
alleviating poverty. The process is lengthy, however, often
with requirements to control inflation, achieve a sustainable
extemal balance, change incentives, create or strengthen
institutions,mobilize savings and iincreaseinvestment. Control of inflation and reduction of the external deficit are
usually attempted at the beginning of the program, to lay the
foundation for credible macroeconomic and institutionalrefoirm.When enough progress has been achieved with inflation and the current account, structural reforms to improve
the allocation of resources and lift other impediments to
growth are initiated.
Given the length of the process, examination of performance indicators one or two years after initiation of an adjustment effort reveals little about its effectivenessand benefits in the medium and long terms. Rather, it likely picks up
the short-term costs of adjustment. A more complete evaluation of adjustment programs is best carried out through case
studies of countries where enough time has passed since
initiation of the adjustment effort.Even then, the evaluations
need to look beyond the characteristics of the program to
take into account, as well, initial conditions in the country
(e.g., GDP growth and the ratios of investrnent,saving and
exports to GDP in the period before the program) and both
intemal (e.g., the policy environment) and extemal (e.g., the
terms of trade, intemational real interest rates and access to
extemal financing) factors in assessing effectiveness.
Another key point about the evaluation of performance
in adjusting countries is the necessity of measuring the
rnarginal contribution of adjustment programs while controlling for other factors that affect;performance.The contribution of an adjustment lending program can be calculated
as the difference between actual performance and an estimated counterfactual scenario of what would have happened

in the absence of the program, given initial conditions in the
country, the extemal environment facing it and policies in
the period before the program was initiated. In the present
study, three a'Ltemativestatistical approaches were used in
constructing the counterfactual scenario: the standard before-and-after comparison; the standardcontrol-group comparison;and the modifiedcontrol-groupcomparison,in which
the effects of adjustment lending are assessed using techniques to control not only for conditions that influence the
effectiveness of adjustment measures but also for country
characteristicsthat help determine the decision to participate
in an adjustment program. In sum, the initiation of an adjustment program with World Bank support is seen as an endogenous decision that is based on the benefits the country
expects from ihe program.'
These three approaches were used to assess if countries
that undertook adjustment programs with the World Bank
performed better than they would have in the absence of the
program. Performance and the effectiveness of adjustment
lending were evaluated using four indicators:rate of growth
of GDP; ratio of saving to GDP; ratio of investmentto GDP;
and ratio of exports to GDP. The value of the performance
indicators in 1985-88-a period after adjustment was initiated-was compared with performance in two base periods,
1970-80 and 1981-84, for three groups of countries:
* Early-intensive adjustrnent lending (EIAL) countries,
which received two or more structural adjustment loans
(SALs) or three or more adjustments loans (SALs or sectoral
adjustnent loans [SECALs]) starting in 1985 or before
* Other adjustment lending (OAL) countries, which
started a program after 1985 or received fewer than two
SALs or fewer than three adjustment loans in 1985or before
* No adjlastment lending (NAL) countries, which received no adjustment loans.2
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Initial Conditions, External Shocks, Policy Stance
and a First Look at Performance

EIAL countries had, relative to OAL countries, higher sav-

As table 3-1 shows, in the 1970-80 base period the

Initial conditions and external shocks are importantdeterminants of performance as well as of the demand for adjustment lending. Similarly, the domestic policies before and
during adjustment are also important. In fact, counLriesreceiving adjustment lending are supposed to follow policies
aimed at reducing the current account deficit to a level
compatible with normally available financing while minimizing losses in output and employment and creating the
conditions for sustainable growth. Fiscal, monetary and exchange rate policies are the key rmacroeconomicones used
for adjustment (most of the time as part of an Intemational
Monetary Fund [IMF] program), while Lhemost common
types of Bank-supported structural reforms involve institutional and incentive measures in the public secLor,trade
policy and the financial system.
When other factors are controlled lor, the importance ol
initial conditions in the performance of a country when it
undertakes a program is evident. A country with better
initial conditions (e.g., higher saving, investmentand exporL
to GDP ratios, a lower debt to GDP ratio, a lovwerfiscal
deficit to GDP, less inflation, and so on) has a better chance
of improving its performance under a given adjustmentprogram than does a country with worse initial conditions.

ing and investment ratios. In contrast, they had the highest
debt to GDP ratios and the highest rates of inflation. In the
case of the ratios of debLLoexports and exports to GDP, rate
of growLh of GDP and fiscal deficit to GDP, the EIAL
countries fell between the OAL and NAL countries. The
OAL coLntrieshad the highest debt to export ratios and the
lowest saving to GDP ratio and rate of growth of GDP. In
contrast, the NAL countries had Lhemost favorable ranking
for eight of the nine indicators. In the 1981-84 period, in
general, the indicators of initial conditions showed a similar
ranking as before, except for the rate of growth of GDP,
which was lowest in the EIAL countries (see tables 3-2 and
3-3). However, in absolute terms the indicators for inflation
and GDP growth were worse for the three groups, especially
the EIAL counLries.Thereafter, based on a review of initial
conditions in each group of countries, it appears that on
average the NAL countries did not need adjustment, while
the EIAL counLricsdid quite well in the 1970s except in the
case ol debt indicators.However, in the 1981-84 period, the
demand lor adjustment lending by the EIAL countries seems
to have been the result of a mixture of debt problems and the
worst indicators in terns of inflation and GDP growth.
Even if initial conditions had been the same in the various country groups, the differences in the intensity with

Table3-1. InitialConditions
(period average, 1970-80)
1

2

Debt as % Debt as % of
of GDP'
exporis L

3
Real
effeclive
exch. rate

4
5
Fiscal
Annualavg.
deficit as
rate of
% of GDP'
inflation

6
Rate
oIf
growth d

7
8
Domestic Investment
savingas
as %
% of GDP d of GDP

9
Exports
as %
of GDP

EIAL average
Median
Istquartile
3rd quartile

41.5 (3)
46.5
24.2
49.3

204.7 (2)
199.6
116.3
277.()

98.3 (3)
96.6
94.4
101.7

-6.4 (2)
-6.9
-9.2
-3.5

23.2 (3)
13.5
9.8
19.8

4.6 (2)
5.6
2.5
6.3

18.7 (1)
19.2
14.5
22.1

24.3 (3)
23.8
19.8
28.2

24.7 (2)
22.3
15.5
29.4

OAL average
Median
Istquartile
3rd quartile

39.6 (2)
34.9
22.3
45.6

206.2 (3)
150.1
116.0
:320.8

97.9 (1)
99.1
95.1
101.2

-7.( (3)
-5.2
-7.1
-2.1

21.3 (2)
11.8
8.9
16.9

3.9 (3)
3.6
2.7
4.9

13.9 (3)
14.3
2.9
24.0

23.6 (2)
21.8
15.7
30.8

24.7 (3)
20.4
12.0
34.4

NAL average
Median
Ist quartile
3rd quartile

29.7(1)
26.1
16.9
37.0

144.6(1)
112.6
76.8
128.8

97.8(1)
97.6
94.2
100.5

-4.4(1)
-3.5
-7.7
-1.4

12.2(1)
11.4
9.1
13.3

5.5 (1)
4.6
3.6
7.0

14.6(2)
15.4
10.(
19.6

22.6(1)
21.6
16.8
25.8

29.9(1)
29.1
16.3
36.6

Note:Thenumbersin parenthesesarethe rankingsof thecountrygroups forlhat indicator("best"is one).
a. The ratios are computedusing data in currentUS dollars;the period coveredis 1975--80.'T'hedata includetotal disbursedguaranteedand nonguaranteeddebt.
b. Exponsof goodsand non-factorservicesareobtained1'rombalance-of'-payisients
statisticsin theWorld Bankfiles.
c. Thiscolumnconsiders
only the averagefor the period1976-S80
andis basedon InternationalMonetaryFunddata; Algeria,Bolivia,Indonesiaand
Jamaica
onlyhavedataavailablesince 1979,Guinea-Bissau
and Moroccosince 1978,afidBraz,il,
13urkinal aso, China,Congo,Greece,
Nigerand
Ponugalsince 1977.
d. 'he ratiosare calculated
withdata inconstantlocalcurrency.
Source:WorldBankdata.
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Table 3-2. Country Performance
Rate of growth

Ratio of
domestic saving to GDP

1970-80 1981-84 1985-88

1970-80 1981-84 1985-88

Ratio of ihwestmnento GDP
1970-80 1981-4

198548

Ratio of exports to GDP
1970-80 1981-84 1985-88

EIAL
Average
Median
1sit quartile
3rd quartile

4.6 (2) 1.3 (3)
5.6
0.6
2.5
-0.5
2.7
6.3

4.2 (1)
3.7
2.0
6.0

18.7 (1) 14.8 (1) 17.2 (1)
14.7
15.8
19.2
14.5
10.9
9.1
22.1
19.0
19.1

24.3 (3) 19.9 (1)
23.8
19.0
19.8
15.8
28.2
21.0

18.6 (1)
16.5
12.0
20.4

24.7 (2) 25.1 (2) 28.1 (1)
24.6
22.3
20.8
14.4
15.5
13.2
29.4
30.1
31.0

OAL
Average
Median
1st quartile
3rd quartile

3.9 (3)
3.6
2.7
4.9

2.3 (2)
1.9
0.6
3.9

3.0 (2)
3.1
0.5
:3.9

13.9 (3) 12.7 (2) 13.3 (3)
14.3
12.0
12.2
1.6
2.9
1.2
24.0
21.1
16.6

23.6 (2) 22.0 (2) 29.1 (3)
21.8
19.2
18.1
15.7
14.7
12.2
30.8
25.8
23.2

24.7 (3) 24.4 (3) 23.6 (3)
20.4
19.4
17.9
12.0
9.0
9.6
34.4
25.3
29.9

NAL
Average
Median
Ist quartile
3rd quartile

5.5 (1) 3.1 (1)
4.6
2.6
3.6
-1.2
7.0
5.7

2.7 (3)
2.2
19.7
3.9

14.6 (2) 14.0 (3) 14.4 (2)
15.4
14.1
13.9
10.0
7.9
7.5
19.6
20.0
19.2

22.6 (1)
21.6
16.8
25.8

29.9 (2) 26.1 (1) 24.6 (2)
29.1
25.3
22.8
16.3
14.9
14.9
36.6
32.1
43.8

24.1 (3) 20.0 (2)
22.7
21.8
17.7
13.0
27.3
23.2

Note: The figures in parentheses indicate the rankings of the country groups for that indicator ("best" is one).
a. The ratios are calculated with data in constant local currency.
Source: World Bank data.

which they experienced the extemal shocks could have affected the economic performance of those countries implementing adjustment programs. The developing countries in
the 1980s faced an external environment that combined a
world recession, the highest real interest rates since the
Great Depression, declining and often volatile terms of trade

for many of them, and, in the case of many middle-income
countries, a sudden cut-off from the intemational financial
markets. Table 3-4 presents the effect of the terms of trade
and interest rate shocks only. A comparison of 1981-4
with 1970-80 shows how large the external shocks in the
early 1980s were: both EIAL and NAL countries suffered an

Table 3-3. Selected Indicators of Policy Stance
Real effective exchange rate '

Ratio offiscal deficit to GDP

Annual average rate of infation

Ratio of resource balance to GDP'

1970-80 1981482 1983484 1985-88 1970480 1981482 198344 1985488 1970480 198142 1983484 1985488 1970480 1981482 1983484 198548

EIAL
Average
99.3(3)
Mvedian
96.6
Ist quartile 94.4
3;rdquartile 101.7

103.6(2)
98.2
88.6
107.9

79.0(1)
78.9
69.7
86.3

-6.4(2) -7.6(3)
-6.9
-7.6
-9.2 -10.5
-3.5
-4.3

-6.2(1)
-6.1
-7.1
-3.3

104.2(10)103.4(1)
104.0
96.9
96.3
89.3
112.5
106.8

81.1(2)
80.8
64.5
97.2

-7.0 (3)
-5.2
-7.1
-2.1

-7.3(2)
-5.8
-8.0
-3.6

116.7(3)115.0(3) -4.4(1) -6.7 (1)
113.0 101.1 -3.5
-6.2
98.0
87.4 -7.7 -10.4
-2.4
128.6 122.8 -1.4

110.7(3)
105.7
97.6
112.3

4.6(3)
-3.8
-5.9
-2.2

23.2(3)
13.5
9.8
19.8

27.5(3)59.8(3)150.4(3)
14.3
17.9
13.4
11.5
6.5
4.8
31.2
31.2
26.5

5.1(1) 7.1(1) 3.2(1) 1.4(1)
0.7
5.0
6.1
1.9
0.2
-2.6
2.1
3.9
8.4
10.2
5.6
4.3

-7.6(3) -8.4(3)
-5.7
-5.7
-9.6 -11.0
-3.3
-3.1

21.3 (2)
11.8
8.9
16.9

22.3(2)
14.3
9.8
25.1

44.6(2)
11.1
7.8
39.8

37.6(1)
10.1
3.7
33.9

7.3 (3)
5.5
2.1
9.4

10.9(2)
9.5
1.3
13.9

7.7(2)
5.0
-0.7
12.8

6.8(3)
2.1
-0.0
11.2

-7.0(2) -6.4(2)
-7.1
-6.4
-9.8 -10.3
-3.7
-3.0

12.2(1)
11.4
9.1
13.3

13.5(1)
10.4
7.6
13.8

15.2(1)135.7(2)
9.2
9.0
6.0
4.4
15.9
20.1

6.7 (2)
3.6
2.0
8.4

12.6(3)
7.5
3.0
17.2

7.7 (2)
6.1
1.9
10.4

5.6(2)
5.5
-0.9
8.9

OAL

Average
97.9(2)
Median
99.1
Istquartile 95.1
3rdquaTtile 101.2
NAL
Average
Median
1st quartile
3rdquartie

97.8(1)
97.6
94.2
100.5

106,7(2)
107.4
102.1
115.7

Nole: The figures in parentheses indicate the rankings of the country groups for that indicator ("best" is one).
a. 'Thereal effective exchange rates are taken from the Intemational Monetary Fund data base. The first column considers only the average of the 1978-80
period. A decrease in the index (1980 = 103) indicates a real depreciation.
b. Intemational Monetary Fund data. The ratios are computed using data in current local currency. Algeria, Bolivia, Indonesia and Jamaica only have data
available since 1979, Guinea-Bissau and Morocco since 1978, and Brazil, Burkina Faso, China, Congo, Niger and Portugal since 1977. The data for 1976
and 1988 for Greece are missing.
c. The ratios are calculated with data in constant local currency.
Source: World Bank and Intemational Monetary Fund data.
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Table 3-4. External Shocks
A. Effectsof externalshocksoveralland on the termsof tradeand real interestrate
(percentof GDP)
1981-84 relative to
1970-80
Terms
of
trade
EIAL
OAL
NAL

-10.5
-2.9
-10.4

Real
interest
rate
-1.9
-2.0
-1.2

1985-88 relative to
1970-80
Total
shock
-12.4

-4.9
-11.6

Terms
of
trade

Real
interest
rate

-6.0
-3.4
-13.9

-3.2
-3.6
-2.0

1985-88 relative to
1981-84
Total
shock

-9.2
-7.0
-15.9

Terns
of
trade

Real
interest
rate

Total
shock

1.1
-0.4
-3.3

-0.2
-0.6
-0.3

0.9
-1.0
-3.6

B. Total external shocks with median and first and third quartile figures
1981-84relative
to 1970-80

1985-88relative
to 970-80

1985-88relative
to 1981-84

-9.2

0.9

EIAL average

-12.4

Median
lst quartile
3rd quartile

-13.6
-17.1
-8.9

-10.1
- 13.3

-3.3

0.7
-2.3
3.4

OAL average
Median
1st quartile
3rdquartile

-4.9
-6.3
-16.8
-1.9

-7.0
-6.9
-13.1
0.5

-1.0
-1.5
-5.2
2.1

NAL average
Median
Ist quartile
3rd quartile

-11.6
-10.8
-20.6
-2.1

-15.9
-11.2
-25.0
-5.2

-3.6
-1.6
-7.1
0.0

Note:Thetotaleffect of the extemalshocksas a percentof GDPis computedas thesumof the realinterestrateand temms
of tradeeffects.Theinterestrate
effectis calculatedas -(r - r,,)*(debt/G DP)b4,wherer is thereal interestrate,computedas (i - dplp)/(l+ dp/p);rbM,
is theaveragerealinterestratein base
period(1975-80)or (1981-84);i is the ratio of interestpaymentsto total debt;interestpayrnentsare calculatedby adding publicand privateinterest
payments;privateinterestpaymentsareproxiedby multiplyingprivatedebtby L (L equalsa three-monthannualizedLIBORplus I percent);privatedebt
is estimatedby subtractingpublicand publiclyguaranteeddebt from totaldebt;dp/p is "world"inflation(proxiedby the percentagechangein the GNP
deflatorof the UnitedStates);and (debti'GDP)
b is the ratioof debtto GDPin theyearprecedingthe beginningof theendperiod.Thedebtdatacorrespond
to totaldisbursedguaranteedandnon-guaranteed
debt.Debtand interestrate informationi's availablestartingin 1975only.Therefore,the averagefor the
period1970-80is estimatedusinginformationfor theperiod 1975-80.
Theeffectof thetermsof tradeis computedas [(PXlPX
b -l(PMWfPMb,,)-l
l*(w/GDP)b,,wherePX and PMaretheaverageexportand
5g )-I]*(X/GDP)
imponpriceindicesdeflatedby theUS CINP
deflator,respectively;PXb..andPWb.,arethe averagepriceindicesof thebaseperiod;X andM are exports
andimponsof GNFS;and(X/GDP)bqand(MIGDP)bq
aretheratiosof X andMto GDPrespectively,at theyearprecedingthebeginningof theendperiod.
All the variablesare denominatedin cuiTentUS dollars.
Source:WorldBankdata.

average annual loss of close to 12 percent of GDP in 1980,
while for the OAL countries it was about 5 percent. In
contrast, when comparing the period 1985-88 with the period 1981-84, the EIAL countries were the only group that
experienced a positive external shock. However, this positive shock followed a much larger deterioration in the early
1980s.
External financing from non-official sourcesto the EIAL
and OAL countries dropped substantially after the 1981-82
period,just when they were being hit by large terms of trade
and interest rate shocks. If the negative extemal shocks of
the early 1980shad been judged as temporary, the EIAL and
OAL-principally middle-income-countries could have

pursued the standard-and proper-option of using foreign
reserves and foreign borrowing to avoid adjustment. However, with the exception of IMF and World Bank borrowing-which was conditional on the adoption of an adjustment program-foreign borrowing was difficult to obtain
after August 1982. Moreover, once it became clear the adverse external environment would continue for some time,
countries had to adjust. For countries that were ready to
initiate ;adjustmentprograms, the access to financing from
international financial institutions allowed them to make
progress toward achieving internal and external balance by
gradually implementing structural adjustment policies, assisted by foreign commercial borrowing.3 Table 3-5 shows
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Table 3-5. Non-Official External Financing before and
during Adjustment-Net Flow as a Percent of GDP
1975-80

ELML
OAL
NAb

1.8
3.0
1.1

198142

3.3
1.1
3.1

1983484

1985-88

The export to GDP ratio of the EIAL countries improved
continuously from the first to the third periods, increasingby
almost 4 percentage points on average.8
To assess the effect of extreme observations, indicators

0.4
0.6
2.2

0.0
0.5
-0.2

of rank (first quartile, median and third quartile) were also
used. There is no evidence that extreme observations distorted the information provided by the central tendency

measuresexceptin the case of the ratioof exportsto GDP.

Noae:The net capital flows correspond to the net long- and short-term
capital flows obtained from the balance of paymentsminus net flows
(disbursementsminus amortizations)provided by official (bilateraland
multilateral)creditors.All variables are denominatedin currentUS dollar;.Panamais not included in the datato avoid the distortionsthat the

Policy Stance

To seehowthe policystancechangedin the EIALcountries,

enonmous
capitalflightcausesin theaggregate.
Source:WorldBankdata.

four indicators-the real exchange rate, the inflafion rate
and the fiscal and resource balance deficits as shares of GDP
(table 3-3}-were used. Although a govemment cannot directly control the real effective exchange rate or inflation
rate, its fiscal, monetary and exchange rate policies affect
the evolution. For countries that had to reduce their current
account deficits, a substantial real devaluation was an importantcomponent of successfuladjustment.For many countries after 1982, it was available financing rather than policies that determined the evolution of their resource balance.
Therefore,the resource balance in the post-1982 period was
more a constraint than a policy variable.
The comparison of 1981-82 with 1970-80 shows that
the EIALcountriesexperiencedan increasein the fiscaldeficit
as a share of GDP, appreciation of their currencies, increase
in their average inflation rates, and increase in their average
resourcebalance deficits.After 1981-82, in general the EIAL
countries improved their fiscal situation and achieved a continuousreal depreciation.Nevertheless,average inflationrose
constantly, the result of the greater monetization of their
(smaller) fiscal deficits. The middle-income EIAL countries
with large extemal public debts adjusted their budgets in
response to the sharp drop in their capacity to borrow abroad,
but at the same time their interest payments on external debt
were increasiing,and government revenues were suffering
from the worsenedterms of trade.The resourcebalancedeficit
as a share of GDP fell in the EIAL countries by more than
half on average between 1981-82 and 1983-84.
To deal with the fiscal crisis starting in 1981-82, the
typical EIAL country cut its public expenditures (usually by
drastically reducing investment), increased its revenue and
relied more on domestic financingof the budget deficit (via
domestic interest-bearing debt or credit from the central
bank). Bail-outs of firms hit hard by the large devaluations
and the recession complicated the fiscal situation further.
Fiscal adjustment, usually a prerequisite for improving intemal macroeconomic stability, typically was at the heart of
the structural adjustmentprograms. For the EIAL countries,
the resource balance deficit as a share of GDP declined
continuously after 1981-82.
The OAL countries also showed a mild deterioration in
all four policy indicators between 1970-80 and 1981-82.

that EIAL countries suffered severe reductions in non-official flows of extemal financing after 1982, while NAL
countries continued to receive an importantamount in terms
of GDP. That fact helps explain why the NAL countries did
not use adjustment lending even when the total external
shock they faced in 1981-84 was also major.
Country Performance
As noted, to compare the performance of the EIAL, OAL
and NAL countries, four indicators of progress on macroeconomic adjustrnent-real GDP growth and the ratios of
domestic saving to GDP, investment to GDP and exports to
GDP-in three periods, 1970-80 (first), 1981-84 (second)
and 1985-88 (third), were used. Although judgment about
the effectiveness of an adjustment program cannot be based
on a simple comparison of observed performance,nevertheless the before-and-after approach is useful in highlighting
what happened in the country groups.4
Table 3-2 shows that for the E,AL countries the rate of
growth of GDP droppedsubstantiallyfrom 197080 to 198184 but then recovered in 1985-88. In the OAL and NAL
countries, the rate of growth dropped on average between
the first and secondperiods and then between the second and
third increased a little for the OAL countries and showed a
small decrease for the NAL countries. A drastic reduction in
the rate of growth of GDP between the first and second
periods was common to all the country groups but was
greatest for the EIALs.5
The ratio of investment to GDP in the EIAL and OAL
countries on average decreased continuously from the first
Lothe third periods. For the NAL countries, the ratio rose
between the first and second periods and fell between the
second and third.6
Domestic saving as a share of GDP in the EIAL countries dropped by 3.9 percentage points between the first and
second periods and then recovered 2.4 percentage points between the second and third periods. In contrast, in the NAL
countries, the drop between the first and secondperiods was
smaller, but the recovery was only 0.4 percent of GDP.7
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Then,between1981-82and 1983-384,
therewas an increase
in the rate of inflationwithout much change in the real
exchangerate and the fiscalsituLation.
Thecountriesneverthelessmade progress between 1983-84 and 1985-88 in
achievingreal devaluationsand in reducingtheir resource
balancedeficitsas a shareof GDP.
Economicpolicy before 1980was betterin the NAL
countriesthanin other countries.After 1981-82,however,
theirreal exchangeratesappreciatedsubstantiallyand their
policy indicatorsand real growthof GDP worsened(table
3-3).

what would have happenedin the absenceof a program,
given that non-programdeterminantsare changing from
yearto year.
Control-Group Approach

The control-groupapproach is designedto overcome,in
part,the inabilityof the before-and-after
approachto distinguish betweenprogramand non-programdeterminantsof
macroeconomicoutcomes.This procedurebasicallyuses
the behaviorof a control group (a group of non-program
countries)to estimate what would have happenedin the
progran group in the absenceof programs. It implicitly
assumesthat the only differencebetweenthe programand
non-programgroupsis that countriesin the formerare undertakinga program.The control-groupapproachstill assumes,however,that programand non-programcountries
are subjectto the samenon-programdetermninants,
i.e.,they
face the same externalenvironment,and the effect on performanceof these other determinantsis the same for both
groupsof countries.This approachalso ignoresthe effects
of pre-programcharacteristicson performance.
Thecontrol-groupestimatoris calculatedby runningthe
followingregressionfor the sampleof programand nonprogramcountries:

Statistical Analysis of Country Performance
The Before-and-AfterApproach

This approachconsistsof comparinga given indicatorof
performanceaftera specificprogramwasput in placewith
performanceon that indicatorprior to the program.The
before-and-afterestimatoris simplythe meanchangein the
targetvariableoversomerelevantperiod.WithAy thechange
in the target variablebetweenthe programperiodand the
previousperiod,the simple before-and-afterestimator(B)
involvescalculatingthe mean changeacross the group of
programcountriesfor eachof the macroeconomicoutcome
variablesto be analyzed:

(3-2)
(3-1)

Ayi=p

Ayi=O0,+ 1 di

for all i e Q

for all i c P

whereP denotes the set of programconntries.Thus,any
changein a target variablein a programcountry (or in a
groupof programcountries)is attributedexclusivelyto the
program.The significanceof this estimator,B, is usually
testedthroughthe standardt-testand, in somecases,through
non-parametric
statisticaltests.
Although the before-and-afterapproachhas been the
mostpopularin the literatureon the effectsof programs,the
resultsare likelyto be biased and inconsistent.The main
problemis that thisapproachembodiesthe implicitassumption of "otherthingsbeing equal,"whichis highlyimplausible. Specifically,it is difficultto determinewhetherobservedchangesin, say, theGDP growthratecanbe ascribed
to a Bank-supportedprogramor to other non-programfactors that havenot beenheldfixed in the analysis.Thispoint
is crucialbecausein the presentperiodof analysis,the nonprogramdeterminants,especiallytermsof tradeandinternationalinterestrates, changedwidelyfrom year to yearand
country to country. If the effectivenessof a program is
definedas thedifferencebetweenthe actualmacroeconomic
performanceobservedundera programand theperformance
that would have beenexpectedin the absenceof the program,9 the before-and-after
approachis a poor estimatorof
thiscounterfactualscenario,becausethe situationprevailing
before the programis not likely to be a good predictorof
28

whereQ denotesthe setof programand non-programcountries and d, is a dummy variablewith a value of one for
programcountries.Theestimatedvalueof B,is equalto the
differencein the meanchanges in the targetvariablesfor
programand non-programcountries.Thus, a statistically
significantvaluefor B,wouldindicatethat the changein the
targetvariablefor the programcountrywas differentfrom
the correspondingchange in non-programcountries(the
controlgroup).
This approachcontrolsfor the effect of changesin the
globaleconomicenvironment,but it assumesthat such global factorsaffectprogramandnon-program
countriesequally.
This assumptionintroducesa biaswheneverprogramcountriesdiffersystematicallyfromnon-programcountries.
Thispoint is importantforperformanceevaluation.If the
determinantsof programselectionare positivelycorrelated
with the non-program determinants of change in the
macroeconomic
targetvariablesthat wouldhaveoccurredin
the absenceof a program,the control-groupestimateof the
progmm'seffectswilloverstatethe actualprogramones.In
short,if the programcountriesare more likelyto haveexperiencednegativetemporaryshocksin the pre-programperiod, a comparisonof the changesin meanmacroeconomic
outcomesbetweenprogramand non-programcountrieswill
most likelyoverstatethe true independenteffectof theprogram.A negativeshockin the pre-programperiodsimulta-
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disequilibriain their macroeconomictarget variables. More
specifically, it says that the change in country i's macroeconomic policy instruments between the current and previous
periods will be a function of the difference between the
desired value of the macroeconomictarget variables in this
period and their actual value in the preceding period. y is the
vector of the coefficients that indicates the responsiveness of
the policy instruments to such target disequilibria.
In practice, as Goldstein and Montiel (1986) mention, an
importantlimitationof the modified control-group estimator
is that such a reaction function may be highly unstable both
across countries and in a given country over time so that, in
the extreme case of instability, the problem of estimating the
counterfactual scenario becomes insoluble.
The model is completed with equations (3-5) to (3-7):

neously increases the probability o' participation in the program and the probability of a positive change in the target
variable, y,, in the program period. Thus, attributing all the
improvement in y, to a program overstates its real effect.
This kind of bias, known in the literature as sampleselectivity bias, will be zero if the determinants of program
selection are uncorrelated with the determinants of
macroeconomic performance or when the program group
has been randomly selected. Only in these cases will the
control-group approach estimator be an unbiased indicator
of the program effect.
A ModifiedControl-Group Estimator
There are several estimators that resolve the sample-selectivity bias. One is obtained from the modified control-group
0 The basic idea is to accept the non-random
approach."

(3-5) Zi= [yi d- (y)

salection of program countries, to identify the differences
between program and non-program countries in the preprogram period and then to control for these differences in
the comparison with subsequenteconomicperformance.Furthermore, the modified control-groupapproach also controls
for world economic conditions and the stance of country
policies without a progran.
The modified control-group approach starts from the
basic equation for the macroeconomic target variable in
country i in level form (equation 3-3) instead of using the
first difference form that was applied in the before-and-after
and control-group approaches. Thus, in the third period the
following equation is found:

wherex is a K-element vector of ithemacroeconomicpolicy
instrumentsthat would have been observed in the absence of
a program in country i, W9is an M-elementrandom vector of
world non-program variables relevant to country i; and di is
a dummy variable that takes a value of unity if a country has
a program and a value of zero otherwise." Equation (3-3)
says that the level of the targeted results will be a function of
four factors: (1) the value of selected policy instruments that
would have occurred in the absence of a program, x; (2) the
change in selected world economic conditions, W; (3) the
total effects of a Bank-supportedprogram if the country has
a program in place, d; and (4) a range of unobservable
shocks that are specific to country i, e,.
The complete policy vector x can be generated by estimating equation 3A, the policy reaction function:'2
Ax, =

(yI) -1]
,

]8

(3-6)

d; lI, if z;> z'

(3 7)

di = 0,

+ 1t.

if z; c z-

where z, is a random variable that serves as the index of
country-specific characteristics that determines the probability of country i having a program during a given period;
z is the threshold value of the z that divides program from
non-program countries; and i, is an unobservableerror terrn.
The first step in estimatingx, for the program countries is
to fit the reaction function to observable data for the nonprogram countries. The only unobserved variable in equation (3-4) is the country-specific vector of desired
macroeconomic outcomes, y'd As Goldstein and Montiel
(1986) maintain, if this variable can be assumed to be constant over time, it can be captured by a set of countryspecific constants (ye) so that equation (3-4) is now

,3-3) yd= x, o + W,a + r 4d +e,

(3 -4)

1

(3-8)

Ax;=

-

y(yj)

+ ui.

If both the setting of the policy instruments in equation
(34) and the acceptance by a country of a prograrn as
specified in equation (3-5) reflect policy decisions of the
govemment, any unobservable factors, ni, that make a given
country more likely to resort to official assistance, such as a
specificprogram, may also lead it to adopt a different policy
package in the absence of the program, in contrast to another
country facing similar observable circumstances. Thus, if
the model presents a correlation between the error terms Tc.
in equation (3-5) and u, in equation (3-4), the behavior of
the non-programcountries would not be a good guide to the
counterfactual scenario in the program countries. If such a
correlation is present,'3 then equation (3-8) will provide a
biased estinnate of Ax, for the program countries, unless
something is assumed with respect to the errors 7itand ul.
The method of estimation used in this paper does not require

+ Ui

where y1 d is the desired value of the vector y, and u; is the
unobservable error term. This equation says that policymakers display a systematic policy reaction to perceived
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any extra assumptionwith respect to the relationshipbetweenthe errortermsof equations(3-4) and(3-5) (moreon
thispointbelow)(seeHeckman1979).
By subtracting(y,)_,from both sidesof equation(3-3)
and substitutingxi with equation(3-8), the model for estimatingtheeffectsof a specificprogramn
is:"4
(3-9)

Overview of the Data
All the data usedin the analysiswere takenfromthe World
Bank's ANDREXdata base exceptthe real exchangerate,
whichcamefromIMFcalculations.A samplethat contained
observationsfrom77 developingcountriesduringthe 197088 sampleperiodwas used.The countrieswere the ones for

1 3
Ay,= f3
0 + 5, (yi), + (x.)i

which data were available for all relevant macroeconomic

+ ,BW + 5 d + e
+

+

4

i

,

However,the dummy variableincludedon the right-hand
sideof the equationthat measuresthe effectof the program
in countryi is endogenous.Thechoiceofcountriesto undertake a specificprogramdependsprincipallyon theirexpectation of better performance with respect to the target
macroeconomicvariables,y,. Thus,it is expectedthat the
coefficientof the effectof theprogramshouldbe biasedand
inconsistentin the model used by Goldsteinand Montiel
(1986).This kind of biascan also be calledself-selectivity,
becausethe data are generatedby the self-selectionof the
countries.
To resolve this selectivity bias, Bamow, Cain and
Goldberger(1981)discussseveralconsistentestimatorsfor
this situation.The methodused hereessentiallytreatsdi as
an endogenousvariableand uses instrumentalvariablesto
correctforthe bias(seealsoHeckman1978).The firststage
consistsof estimatinga status equation that detetmines
whetheror not the countryshouldlundertakea program.The
followingequationis estimatedusingthe probitMLmethod:
(3-10) P(d = 1) = D[+

(y)_

+ (x)_1 o

+ W'4 +R 'W]= (D[v,o]
where(O ] denotesthe standardnormnal
cumulativedistribution,W is an M-elementrandom vectorof world non-program variables,andR is an N-elementvectorof individual
countrycharacteristics,
suchas ifthe countryis low-income,

The Empirical Results

has a recurrent program with the IMF, has had an important
intemal shock and so on. In the second stage, the value of the
probability that the country will undertake a program with
the World Bank, calculated with equation (3-10), is used as
an instrument for d: in the estimation of equation (3-9). The
probability of the country undertaking a specific program,
calculated by the probit model, is
(3-11)

variablesfor the period1970-88.
Data were used in both current and constant prices.
BecausemostEIALcountriescarriedout a realdepreciation
in 1985-88,the relativepriceof investmentgoodsand exportsroserelativeto the early 1980s.Therefore,to measure
the contributionof growthin the supplyresponseof exports,
it was betterto workwiththe investmentto GDPandexport
to GDP ratios in constantprices.For completenessand to
satisfythe adding-upcondition,savingratios in constant
priceswerealsoused.
For purposesof thisanalysis,the countriesweregrouped
into three categories:EIALs; programcountries;and the
"control"group-the non-programcountries-which consistedof OALsandNALs.TheOALswereconsiderednonprogramcountriesbecausetheyhadreceivedtoo fewadjustmentloansduringthe periodanalyzed.
The sample period was, as noted, divided into three
periods: 1970-80 (first), 1981-84 (second)and 1985-88
(third),with the lattercorrespondingto the adjustmentperiod. Performancein the thirdperiodin the programcountrieswas comparedwith a counterfactualscenarioof what
wouldhavehappenedin the absenceof an adjustrnentprogram.Fourindicatorswere studied:rate of growthof GDP
and the ratios of gross domesticsaving,gross investment
and total exports to GDP. Simpleaveragesin each period
werecalculatedfor each of these indicators.Thus,for each
countryj, there were observationsfor variablei in periods
one, two and three.(A completelist of the variablesusedin
theanalysisis presentedin appendix2.)

In both the control-group and modified control-group approaches, the performance of the four indicators in 1985-88
was compared with performance in 1970-80 and 1981-84
17
for the program and non-program groups of countries.
Table 3-6 reports the results of the control-group estimates. CGiventhe criteria for program evaluation and with
current prices, the coefficients of the program effects are
statistically significant for the rate of growth of GDP and the
ratio of exports to GDP: they show an improvement in the
program period (1985-88) relative to periods one and two.
In contrast, the other two indicators do not show significant
improvement with respect to either of the previous periods
(table 3-6). With constant prices, only the change in the
average rate of growth is positive and statistically signifi-

aa=44Vi§].

Thus, use of an instrumental variables technique in the estimation of equation (3-9), with 6( as an instrument of di,5
allows a consistent estimate of B4 , the coefficient of the
effectiveness of the program, to be obtained.16
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I'able 3-6. Control-GroupEstirnatesof the Program
Effects
-_______

_hange

PCeriods
compared

GDP
growth

Changen_
_

and two, DEBT6; the level of investment in period two,
INV2; the level of the real exchange rate in period two,
RER2; and a group of dummy variables-if

Chane_in_Cange_i-

investmengl savingl
GDP

GDP

a program with the IMF, DI, if it was an African country,
D2, if it was a Latin American country, D3, if it was a
middle-income country, D6, and if it had a rate of inflation
of over 60 percent per year in period two, DINFLAC.5 8
All the coefficients of the participation equation (3-10)
have the expected signs except the coefficient of change in

exporisl
GDP

A,.Ratiosat crrentprices
1985-88
with 1970-80

0.017
(2.402)

-0.015
(-1.108)

0.014
(0.839)

0.042
(2.023)

1985-88
0.028
wsith1981-84 (3.141)
BI.Ratios at constant prices

0.017
(1.498)

0.021
(1.438)

0.042
(3.070)

1985-88
wvith1970-80

-.017
(2.402)

-0.031
-0.013
(-1.786) (-0.620)

0.038
(1.603)

1985-88
with1981-84

0.028
(3.141)

0.017
(1.322)

0.018
(1.466)

0.025
(1.516)

the country had

the ratio of non-official external financing to GDP between
penods one and two, NETF6. It was expected that a positive
change in this variable would decrease the probability that a
country would undertake an adjustment program with the
World Bank. However, the coefficientis not significant.The
rest of the coefficients are significant except for dummy
variables D2 and D6. Table 3-7 also presents the pseudo-R2 ,
defined by McFadden (1974) as a measure of the goodness
of fit of thteMILprobitestimation.

Note: As measuredby the coefficientof the program dummy, 3,, of
equation (3-2). The t-values are in parentheses.

Table

-7.

Maximum

Likelihood

Probit Estimates

of

Source:
Authors' calculations.

the Status ParticipationEquation
cant. The ratio of investment to GDP shows a substantial

Variable

decrease

Constant
CACC6
NETF6
RER2
SHOCK1
DEBT6
INV2
DI
D23
D6
D7
DINFLAC

with respect to the period 1970-80.

In contrast,

the

changes in the ratios of savings to GDP and exports to GDP
are not significant.Thus, if only the results from the controlgroup approach were used to evaluate the adjustment lending program, the conclusion would be that it led to improvements in the rate of GDP growth and the current price ratio
of exports to GDP.
In the case of the constant price ratios, the investment
ratio decreased with respect to the period 1970-80, while the
change in the other ratios was not statistically significant.
As mentioned earlier, the control-group estimates are an
inconsistent estimator of the program's effects unless the

determinantsof programselectionare uncorrelatedwiththe

Coefficient

Standard
error

t-statistic

2-tail
significance

-3.338

1.881

-1.775

0.081

-15.269
7.731
0.020
-3.156
2.652
-8.692
2.045

6.685
5.183
0.012
1.583
1.525
4.574
0.715

-2.284
1.491
1.667
-1.994
1.738
-1.900
2.858
-2.389
1.138
3.511
-2.223

0.026
0.141
0.101

-2469

1.033

0.725
3.540
-1.465

0.637
1.008
0.658

0.051

0.087
0.062
0.006
0.020
0.259
0.001
0.030

Note:Loglikelihood
= 24.99;pseudoRI= 0.50.Numberof observations
= 77. Thepseudo R2 measure is equal to [(I-log LJ/(log LU, where L_

determinants of macroeconomic performance or the program group is selected randomly. There are good a priori
reasons for believing that the assignment of countries to the
program and non-program groups was not random.
The inconsistencyof the control-groupestimates Is overcome here by using the modified control-group estimates
described earlier. Table 3-7 presents the maximum likelihood probit estimates of the coeifficientsof the participation
status function, equation (3-10). If a country decided to
participate in an adjustmentprogram in the period 1981-84,
it was assumed that the only important variables in that
decision were: the value of the external shock during the
period 1981-84 (period two) with respect to 197-80 (period one), SHOCKI; the change in the ratio of the current
account surplus to GDP between periods one and two,
CACC6; the change in the ratio of non-official external
CACC6;
financing to GDP between penriodsone and two, NETF6; the

denotes the maximum of the likelihood function when maxirmizedwith
respect to all the parameters and L_ is the maximum when maximized
with respect to the constant term only.

a. CACC6:changein thecurrentaccountdeficitbetweenperiod1981-84
and period 1970-80

NETF6: change in the ratio of non-official extemal financing to GDP,
period 1981-84 relative to period 1970-80
RER2:real exchange rate index period, 1981-84
SHOCK1I: total extemal shock (positive), period 1981-84 relative to
period 1970-80
DEBT6: change in the ratio of total debt to GDP between period 1981-84
and period 1970-80
INV2: ratio of domestic investment to GDP, period 1981-84
Dl = 1if a country has a recurrent program with IMF, 0 otherwise
D2= I if a country is African, 0 otherwise
D3= I if a country is Latin American, 0 otherwise
D6= I if a country is middle-income, 0 otherwise
D7= 1 if a colntry is highly indebted, 0 otherwise
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~DINFLAC
= Ilif a country had a rate of inflation over 60 percent in period
1981-84, 0

change in the ratio of total debt to GDP between periods one

otherwise.

Source: Authors' calculations.
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Consistent estimatesof the coefficientsof the targetequation (3-9) were obtained using instrumental variables, with
A
d as an insLrumentfor d;. Since grouped data were used. the
robust White standard errors that were consistent under the
possibility of heterokedasticity were calculated. The results
9
arc presented in table 3-8A and B.1
After explicitly controlling for the size of the external
shock, initial conditions and the policies followed in the pre-

program period by each country, it was found that the adjustment programs had a positive and significant effect on
the rate of growth of GDP.2' This finding is verified when
comparingperformancein 1985-88 with 1970-80 and 198184. The change in the annual average rate of GDP growth in
the EIAL countries was 1.6 percentage points higher than
that in all the other countries when measuring changes with
respect to 1970-80. When measuring differences with re-

Table 3-8. Modified Control-GroupEstimates of the Program Effects
(constant prices)
A.

1885-88 relative to 1970-80
Variables

Change in
GDP growth
Change in
investment/GDP
Change in
saving/GDP
Change in
exports/GDP

Constant

GDP]

0.004
(0.133)
0.009

-0.613
(-5.164)
0.854

(0.128)
-0.094
(-0.972)
-0.092
(-0.700)

(3.339)
1.336
(3.975)
-0.412
(-0.753)

IANVJ
0.032
(0.693)
-0.561
(-5.509)
-0.011
(-0.084)
0.634
(3.746)

b

SAVDOMI

E1 PI

RER]

FISCJ

SIOCK2

-0.014
(-0.425)
-0.014

-0.034
(-1.198)
0.021

-0.000
(-0.003)
0.000

-0.052
(-0.742)
-0.086

-0.026
(-1.358)
0.037

(-0.173)
-0.345
(-3.281
-0.295
(-1.816)

(0.427)
0.004
(0.065)
-0.179
(-2.005)

(0.609)
0.000
(0.707)
0.001
(0.487)

(-0.764)
0.079
(0.513)
0.621
(2.852)

(0.724)
-0.010
(-0.187)
-0.074
(-0.833)

EXP2

RER2

FISC2

d 0.016
(1.988)d
-0.035
(-1.725)'
0.014
(0.542)
0.065
(2.023)d

B. 1985-8S relative to 1981-84
Variables th
Constant

GDP2

INV2

SAVDOM2

SHOCK3

d'

0.026
(0.459)
0.081
(0.806)

0.020
(2.561)f
0.001
(0.039)

Change in
GDP growth
Change in
investment/GDP
Change in

0.009
(0.625)
0.027
(0.908)
-0.026

-0.750
(-11.480)
0.006
(0.063)
0.116

0.057
(1.521)
-0.343
(4.986)
0.095

-0.030
(-0.989)
0.092
(1.635)
-0.238

-0.015
(-0.708)
-0.0)22
(-0.662)
0.069

0.000
(0.643)
0.000
(0.360)
0.000

0.028
(0.883)
-0.052
(-0.860
-0.029

saving/GDP
Change in

(-0.702)
-0.006

(0.860)
0.086

(0.795)
0.035

(-2.714)
0.027

(1.249)
0.069

(0.306)
-0.000

(-0.312)
0.000

0.128
(1.199)
0.063

0.037
(2.186)d
0.025

(-0.219)

(0.817)

(0.494)

(0.508)

(1.522)

(-0.849)

(0.006)

(0.688)

(1.640)8

exports/GDP

Note: The i-values are in parentheses.
a. GDPl: average rate of GDP growth, period 1970-80
LNV 1: ratio of domestic investment to GDP, period 1970-80
SAVDOMI: ratio of domestic saving to GDP, period 1970-80
EXPI: ratio of total expons to GDP, penod 1970-80
RER1: real exchange rate index, period 1970-80
FISCI: ratio of fiscal deficit to GDP, period 1970-80
SHOCK2: total extemal shock (positive), period 1985-88 relative to period 1970-80
GDP2: average rate of GDP growth period 1981-84
INV2: ratio of domestic investment to GDP, period 1981-84
SAVDOM2: ratio of domestic saving to GDP, period 1981-84
EXP2: ratio of total exports to GDP, period 1981-84
RER2: real exchange rate index, period 1981-84
FISC2: ratio of fiscal deficit to GDP, period 1981-84
SHOCK3: total extemal shock (positive), period 1985-88 relative to period 1981-84.
b. Estimation of equation (3-9), using d as instrument of d.
c. d = I for EIAL countries (program coLtnties), 0 otherwise.
d. Statistically significant at the 5 percen L level.
c. Statstically significant at the 7.5 percent level.
f. Statistically significant at the 2.5 percent level.
g. Statistically significant at the 10 percent level.
Source: Authors' calculations.
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spect to 1981-84, the adjustment programs are estimated to
have boosted the rate of GDP growth by about 2 percentage
points. In other words, adjustment does seem to have caused
an increase in the growth of GDP relativeto the early 1980s.
Note, however, that this average result for the ELAL
countries involves an aggregation of successful and unsuccessful adjustment programs. Typically, the successful adjustment programs improved the rate of growth as a result of
higher export growth, which more than offset the effects of
the contractionarypolicies. In other countries, resources did
not shift rapidly enough from non-tradable to tradable activities to increase growth, probably because of market distortions and institutional weaknesses.2Y
The estimations of equation (3-9) for the ratio of domestic saving to GDP find a positive and significant coefficient
of program effects in the case of the comparison with the
period 1981-84 but an insignificant effect with the period
1970-80. When comparing 1985-88 with 1981-84, the increase was 3.7 percentage points of GDP more for the EIAL
than for the other countries.
In the case of the ratio of investment to GDP, the adjustment programs appear to have led to a statistically significant drop of 3.5 percentage points of GDP between 1970-80
and 1985-88, whereasthe effect between 1981-84 and 198588 was small and not significant. The impact of the programs on investment should, however, be interpreted carefully. Since adjustment is not estimated to have reduced
growth, it must have increased the average efficiency of
investmentand utilization of capital. For countries where an
integral component of their adjustment programs was to
curtail low-efficiency public (and private) investment programs, a decrease in the investment rate was part of adjustment. The result is nonetheless worrisome, since in most
countries achievement of sustainable higher growth paths is
likely to require an increase in investment in physical (and
human) capital above the average levels of the eighties.
Finally, when controlling for other factors, the coefficients of the program effects indicate that the programs also
had a positive and significanteffect on the ratio of exports to
GDP equal to about 6.5 percentage points of GDP between
1970-80 and 1985-88 and 2.5 percentage points of GDP
between 1981-84 and 1985-88.
From this analysis it can be concluded that the adjustment lending programs in the EIAL countries contributed to
higher GDP growth and higher ratios of exports to GDP,
while the ratio of saving to GDP improved with respect to
the values reached in the early 1980s. However, the ratio of

investmentto GDP decreased on average for program countries over the level reached in the seventes.
Conclusions
Simple comparisons of the growth rates of the countries that
had at least two SALs or at least three adjustnent loans, with
the first one in 1985 or before, show that their performance
improved relative to that of the other countries. However,
simple comparisons of the performance of groups of countries are poor estimators of the effectiveness of adjustment
programs. The reason is that the performance of an adjusting
country results from (1) the policies that would have been in
place in the absence of adjustment lending from the Bank,
(2) world economic conditions, (3) the effects of the Banksupported program and (4) shocks to the economy (such as
droughts and earthquakes). To isolate the net contributionof
Bank-supported programs, it is necessary to "control" for
non-programdeterminants of performance.
When the external shocks and conditions that determrine
the demand for adjustment programs are explicily controlled for, the evidence shows that adjustment lending programs usually increased the rate of growth of GDP and the
ratio of exports to GDP and the ratio of savings to GDP with
respect to the level reached in the early 1980s. They decreased the average ratio of investment to GDP over ihe
level reached in the seventies.23
The drop in the share of investment in GDP in the initial
years of adjustment has, however, to be interpreted efully. In many countries their economic crisis resultf from
a level of public investment, reached in the 1970s, that was
unsustainable. Part of the needed adjustnent was a reduction in those high levels of inefficient public investment. For
private investment, the initial uncertainty that occurs when
an adjustment program is started most likely will result in a
slowdown of investment. Moreover, despite their disappointing investment perfornance, the EIAL countries experienced an increase in their rates of GDP growth in 1985-88
relative to 1981-84 and 1970-80. This result must reflect an
increase in the efficiency of investment combined with an
increasein capacity utilization.However, countries that have
reduced most of their policy inefficiencieswill need to reach
investment rates higher than those of early eighties if they
are to achieve a sustainable and acceptable rate of growth in
the 1990s. The challenge of the 1990sis to create the conditions needed to generate a rise in the ratio of investment to
GDP.24
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Appendix 1. Information Tables
Table3-1-1. CountryClassification
1. ELAL(early intensive adjustment lending)25 countries
Bolivia*
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cote d'Ivoire
Ghana.*
Jamaica
Kenya*

Korea, Republic of
Madagascar*
Malawi*
Mauritan.ia*
Mauritius
Mexico
Morocco
Nigeria*

II. OAL (other adjustmrentlending) '25countriesb
Argentina
Guinea*
Bangladesh*
Guinea-Bissau*
Burkina Faso*
Guyana*
Burundi*
Honduras
Central African Rep.* Hungary
China*
Indonesia
Congo, People's
Mali*
Republic of the
Niger*
Ecuador
Panama

Pakistan*
Philippines
Senegal*
Tanzania*
Thailand
Togo*
Turkey
Zambia*

Im. NAL (no adjustment lending) 28 countries'
Algeria
Haiti*
Benin*
India*
Botswana
Jordan
Cameroon
Liberia*
Dominican Republic
Malaysia
Egypt, Arab
Myanmar*
Republic of
Nicaragua
El Salvaidor
Oman
Ethiopia*
Papua

Sierra Leone*
Somalia*
Sudan*
Tunisia
Uruguay
Yugoslavia
Zaire*
Zimbabwe

Greece
New Guinea
Yemen Arab
Guatemala
Paraguay
Republic*
Note:*Low-incomecountriesare IDA countries;middle-incomecountries arenon-IDAcountries.
a. EIAL Eirecountriesthat have received two StructuralAdjustment
Loans(SALs) or three or more adjusunentoperations,with the first
adjustment.
operationin 1985or before.
b. OAL are otheradjustmentlendingcountries.
c. NAL are countriesthat did not receiveadjustmentloansin the period
1980to 1989.
Source: WorldBank.

Peru
Portugal
Rwanda*
Sri Lanka*
Syrian Arab
Republic
Trinidad and
Tobago
Venezuela

Table3-1-2. Indicatorsof Performance:EIAL Countries
GDP2

GDP3

INVI

INV2

INV3

SAVDOMI

SAVDOM2

SAVDOM3

EXPI

EXP2

EXP3

Bolivia
0.048
Brazil
0.084
Chile
0.024
Colombia
0.059
Costa Rica
0.058
C6te d'Ivoire
0.062
Ghana
-0.001
Jamaica
-0.011
Kenya
0.058
Korea, Rep. of 0.095
Madagascar
0.003
Malawi
0.063
Mauritania
0.017
Mauritius
0.066
Mexico
0.052
Morocco
0.056
Nigeria
0.065
Pakistan
0.047
Philippines
0.063
Senegal
0.025
Tanzania
0.051
Thailand
0.072
Togo
0.034
Turkey
0.059
Zamnbia
0.007

-0.027
-0.005
-0.007
0.020
0.003
-0.002
-0.016
0.013
0.022
0.088
0.031
0.014
0.004
0.040
0.019
0.027
-0.047
0.066
0.004
0.031
0.006
0.062
-0.017
0.047
0.002

0.000
0.048
0.053
0.045
0.037
D.014
0.053
0D.008
10.062
0.106
0.020
0.023
0.037
0.089
0.005
0.056
0.027
0.067
0.020
0.044
0.036
0.068
0.032
0.062
0.029

0.223
0.238
0.161
0.186
0.222
0.200
0.072
0.264
0.306
0.288
0.198
0.320
0.282
0.297
0.227
0.251
0.194
0.190
0.264
0.184
0.256
0.273
0.338
0.220
0.411

0.108
0.178
0.139
0.209
0.166
0.164
0.048
0.190
0.214
0.310
0.101
0.193
0.375
0.208
0.210
0.241
0.159
0.190
0.254
0.158
0.208
0.261
0.248
0.204
0.149

0.091
0.176
0.149
0.171
0.226
0.096
0.060
0.165
0.187
0.322
0.108
0.120
0.257
0.328
0.154
0.242
0.079
0.187
0.146
0.146
0.200
0.241
0.215
0.204
0.148

0.208
0.210
0.145
0.192
0.145
0.217
0.071
0.188
0.261
0.320
0.107
0.168
0.078
0.295
0.207
0.248
0.207
0.096
0.230
0.038
0.162
0.221
0.267
0.140
0.447

0.174
0.190
0.109
0.171
0.167
0.161
0.042
0.097
0.191
0.290
0.000
0.148
-0.012
0.197
0.244
0.144
0.119
0.147
0.205
0.010
0.110
0.209
0.201
0.142
0.113

0.091
0.221
0.173
0.211
0.215
0.158
0.045
0.119
0.178
0.391
0.010
0.094
0.172
0.395
0.191
0.202
0.089
0.178
0.164
0.025
0.075
0.221
0.124
0.150
0.145

0.294
0.079
0.158
0.155
0.275
0.350
0.132
0.493
0.371
0.242
0.155
0.227
0.372
0.527
0.098
0.214
0.223
0.129
0.183
0.268
0.194
0.217
0.269
0.072
0.466

0.261
0.119
0.231
0.138
0.301
0.356
0.073
0.503
0.261
0.370
0.099
0.208
0.469
0.470
0.142
0.180
0.112
0.132
0.207
0.298
0.131
0.250
0.453
0.154
0.367

0.250
0.128
0.265
0.177
0.310
0.310
0.082
0.712
0.255
0.421
0.096
0.231
0.533
0.580
0.167
0.187
0.122
0.144
0.260
0.246
0.102
0.317
0.433
0.212
0.342

Average

0.015

0.042

0.243

0.195

0.177

0.187

0.143

0.161

0.247

0.251

0.276

GDPI

0.046

Note:GDP_:rate of growthof GDP;INV_:ratioof grossdomesticinvestmentto GDP; SAVDOM_:ratioof grossdomestic
savingto GDP;EXP_:ratioof totalexpoitsto GDP.Thenumbersafterthe variablesmeanperiod1 (1970-80),period2
(1981-84)andperiod3 (1985-88).
Source:Authors' calculations.
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Appendix 2. Variables Used in the Analysis

Notes

All the data used in the analysis were taken from the World
Bank's ANDREXdatabase except the real exchange rate
which came from IMF statistics. 1Thesample consists of 77
developing countries, which are listed in appendix 1, table 31-1 by group and by middle- and low-income. The sample
period is 1970-88.
The variables are defined for three periods: 1970-80
(first); 1981-84 (second); and 1985-88 (third). The number
following the variable is the period, i.e., GDP1 is the rate of
GDP growth in period one. Variables with a number 4 mean
period 3 relative,to period 1, with number 5, period 3 relative
to period 2, and with number 6, pe:iod 2 relative to period 1.
Following is a description of the variables:

1. Econometricor CGE-typemodelsareusuallyusedto study
programeffectivenessin individualcountries.See, for example,
Corboand de Melo (1989),Condon,Corbo and de Melo (1990),

and2.
Bourguignon, Morrisson and Suwa (1990).
Table3--1-i

in appendixI liststhe countriesin eachgroup.
3. The WorldBank introducedadjustmentlendingin 1980to
facilitatethis adjustment.The mainrationalewas thata substantial
adjustmentcouldbe madeeasier and its costreduced by spreading it overtime. In particular,to expandexportsrequirestime to
build an export capacityand develop markets.(See Corbo and
Fischer1990.)
4. As explained later, the before-and-after comparison is a

verypoor measureof programeffects.However,it does prbvide
measures of actual changes in given indicators.

5. Table3--1-2,whichpresentstheperformanceof eachEIAL
country in the three periods, shows that only 13 of the 25 EIAL
countries had a higher average rate of growth in the third period
than in the first period. This table also shows wide differences in
performance, indicating that a variety of factors seem to have been

(1) For periods 1, 2 and 3
GDP_
INV_

rate of GDP growth
ratio of domestic investment to GDP

SAVDOM ratio of domestic saving to GDP
I"
ratio of total exports to GDP

determiningperformance.A comparisonof theratesof growthof

GDP for the second and third periods indicates that 22 out of 25
EIAL countries improved their performance. Often the improvement in the extemal environment accounted for part of this improvement, but the effect of the programs could have been just as
important.
6. When comparing 1985-88 with 1970-80, the investment
share in GDP decreased or stayed constant in every country but
Korea, Costa Rica and Mauritius. Between 1981-84 and 1985-88,
the ratio of investment to GDP increased in only 7 of the 25 EIAL
countries.
7. As shown in table 3-1-2, between the first and third periods the rate of saving in 10 of the 25 EIAL countries rose. When
comparing pe:riodstwo and three, the domestic saving rates increased in 16 of the 25 EIAL countries.
8. In 15 of the 25 EIAL countries, the export to GDP ratio
improved between the first and third periods. Between 1985-88
and 1981-84, it increased in 17 of the 25 EIAL countries.

(2) For periods 1 and 2
RER_
real exchange rate index
FISC_
ratio of the fiscal deficit to GDP

(3) Others
S'HOCK1

SHOCK2
SHOCK3
NETF6

total external
tive to period
total extemal
tive to period
total external
tive to period

shock (positive), period 2 rela1
shock (positive), period 3 rela1
shock (positive), period 3 rela2

change in the ratio of non-official external
financing to GDP, period 2 relative to peniod
1.

9. This definitionwas used in Goldsteinand Montiel(1986)

and Khan (1988).
10. Goldstein and Montiel (1986) outline a procedure for
removing the sample-selectivity bias from control-group estimates
of the effects of the program when the selection of program
countries is non-random.
11. To
specification
error, a predetermined
dummy
thatavoid
takesa potential
a value of
one for countries
with an IMF
program in 1985 or before was also included in the estimation. Of

(4) Dummy variables
CD
I for EIAL countries (program countries), O
otherwise
iD1
1 if a country had a :recurrentprogram with the
IMP, 0 otherwise

D2

1 if a country was African, 0 otherwise

thesamnple
of 25EIALcountries,23undertooka programwiththe

D3

1 if a country was Latin American, 0 otherwise
1 if a country was middle-income,0 otherwise
1 if a country was highly indebted, 0 otherwise
1 if a country had a rate of inflation over 60

IMF before that they undertook one with the World Bank. Of the
other two, only one, Nigeria, undertook a program with the IMF
after 1985-during 1987-while Colombia did not undertake a
program with the IMF in 1985, nor has it since.
12. As x represents the counterfactual scenario-the policies
that would have been undertaken in the absence of the programit is directly cbservable only for non-program countries and must

percent in period 2, 0 otherwise.

be estimatedi-orprogramcountries.

D6
D7
D1NFLAC
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13. In their estimations of the model, Goldstein and Montiel
(1986) assume that both error terms are uncorrelated.
14. Equation (3-9) is the reduced form used by Goldstein and
Montiel (1986) to estimate the effect; of the IMF progranm.
15. This solution to the selectivity-bias problem of an instrumental variable method means that there is no need to assume that
the error termnsof equations (3-4) andi(3-5) are uncorrelated.
16. nTe instrumental variables method used here is more
efficient than the two-stage least squares method suggested by
Bamow, Cain and Goldberger (1981), principally because the
robustness of the two-stage method depends on the proper specification of the status equation and on the distribution assumption
made in the estimation of equation 1:3-10) more than the instrumentalvariables procedure does. In addition, with the instrumental variables estimation, there is no need to correct the standard
errors obtained from equation (3-9), while the standard errors
obtained from a two-stage least squares estimation must be corrected. Because d. has been estimated, the standard errors underestimatethe true standard errors.
17. The relevant period of comparison would be the period
before the program was put in place, but as some programs were
irnitiatedin the early 1980s, the 1970--80was a better base period.
In any case, results are reported for both base periods.
18. The d-uny variable DINFLAC was defined with a value
of one if a country has a rate of inflation over 60 percent per year
in period two. Countries with high levels of inflation were expected to be less likely to undertake a program, because before
receiving a loan from the World Banlk,they would have to have
achieved a certain level of progress in reducing their intemal
diseauilibrium.
19. For the modified control-grtiup approach the results for
the ratios are reported in constant prices only.
20. Only the identification of the effect ofBank programs was
of irnterestin the results (shown in table 3-8A and B). Some of the
coefficients for the other variables on the right-hand side are not
statistically significant most of the time, in part because of high
collinearity.
21. Because IMF programs were also in place in many of the
countries in the sample, a dumnm.ywas used for the presence of
those programs. However, the dummy was never significant, and
the results for the effectiveness of Baik-supported programs were
practically identical to the ones without the dummy.
22. When working with ratios at current prices, the changes in
GDP growth and the ratios of saving to GDP and exports to GDP
are statistically significant with respect to both periods. In contrast, the change in the ratio of inveslment to GDP was negative
but not statistically significant with respect to both base periods.
23. Conway (1990), using another statistical approach for a
sample of 76 developing countries, also concluded that there was a

significant association between participation in the World Bank
adjustment lending program on the one hand and more rapid real
economic growth, improved current account as a percentage of
GNP and lower ratio of domestic investment to GNP on the other.
24. The role of policies in generating a rise in investment is
discussed in Serven and Solimano (1990).
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Comment
Paul Mosley

(and lagged) coefficient on program compliance; however,
it is almost canceled out by a significant negative (and
unlagged)coefficient on program finance (I stress this result
is out-of-date and not directly comparable with the resu.2ts
from 1986-88). Our tentative interpretation is that those
adjustment-lending countries that bit the bullet and implemented the conditions did indeed benefit, but those that
accepted the money and did not implement the conditions
were thereby enabled to postpone the reform, so that on
balance the impact of adjustment lending was to buy time
rather than to transform the economy structurally (relevant
cases are Guyana, Jamaica and Ecuador pre-1988). I am by
no means sure that these results will hold up over time or
that we have got the lag structureright, but I do insist that the
money and conditions attached to adjustment lending have
to be separated out as determinants of performance if we are

I regard this chapter as an excellent econometric reinforcement of the conclusions reachec more informally by the
Bank's first Report on Adjustment Lending (RAL- 1) (World
Bank 1988), namely, that such lending has a tendency to
improve exports and the balance of payments, depress investment and marginally raise income. I am naturally encouraged that these results broadly parallel those our own
r esearch team reached using a different methodology
(Mosley, Harrigan and Toye 1990). However, the experience of that research suggests to me that it may be possible
to extend the analysis of this paper at the levels of both
method and interpretation. I will take those possibilities in
sequence.

Method

to understandwhatis goingon.
My second worry concerns the direction of causation. In
a previous Bank/Fund symposium on growth-relatedadjustment (whoseproceedings were also edited by Vittorio Corbo
[Corbo, Goldstein and Khan 1987, p. 91]), the president of
the Korea Development Institute opined that "in the case of
South Korea at least it is not clear whether liberalization is
the result of good economic performance or vice versa." By
the same token it is not clear to me whether the fairly
significant estimated effects of the "program dummy" variable in table 3-8A represent the influence of liberalization
on growth (as they appear to) or the influence of growth on
liberalization. In principle, the simultaneous causation is
captured by using an instrumental variables technique for
the estimation of the policy impact in which the program
dummy is endogenous; however, the list of variables included in the estimating equation listed in table 3-71 does
not include growth of GNP or of exports. Hence I am
skeptical that the estimation properly took into account the
feedback from growth to liberalization. As the exploratory
research of Fei and Ranis (1988) on the political economy of
policy change has indicated, this feedback is complex and
possibly non-linear, and may be difficult to model.

After briefly discussing, and leaving to one side, the beforeand-after and simple control-group approaches to policy
evaluation, the paper settles for a modified control-group
approach in which the policy instruments are the independent variables in a regression containing world economic
conditions, policy variables that would apply in the absence
of a program, policy variables associated with the program,
and random disturbances. Although I am sure this is the
right general approach, I have two worries about the way it
has been applied here. The first concerns the representation
of "policy variables associated with the program" as a onezero dummy variable (EIAL countries/others). This representationmakes the program (EIAL) countries lookas though
they were all responding to an identical stimulus, whereas in
fact the compliance of recipient governments with the policy
conditions attached to Bank adjustment loans varied enormously across countries, from nearly 100percent in Turkey
(an example from amnongthe EIAL countries) to close to
zero in Kenya, with a vast spread in between. In other words,
what "program countries" were responding to was in some
cases a flow of money plus very substantialpolicy reform, in
some cases a flow of money plus mild or unsustainedpolicy
reform, and in some cases, de facto, a flow of money only.
Given this situation, I believe the right specification is to
have the size of the financial flow attached to a program and
the degree of implementation of that program as separate

The Results and Their Interpretation
As can be seen from table 3-C-1, the results obtained from
the Mosley, Harrigan and Toye study of adjustment lending

(1990), using not only the simple and modifiedcontrolgroup methodsfound in this chapter but also the singlecountrymodelsof Malawiand Moroccosimulatedwith and
without adjustmentlending,are very similarto those obtained here, with the exceptionthat the impact of Bank

independentvariablesin the estimatingequation.If thisstep
is taken, thenwhatresultsfor the period1980-86(Mosley,
HarriganandToye 1990,table7.1) is the following:a weak
positive coefficientof Bank programs on GDP growth
emerges(asin the study)as a resultof a significantpositive
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Table 3-C-1. All Evaluation Methods: Summary of Results
Indicators of performance

Evaluation method

Real
GDP
growth

Tabular comparisons with control
This study a
World Bankb

Weak

+

-

ve

Neutral

+

-

ve

Weak +
(finance only

+

Weak

ve

Multiple regression
This study'

weak

Real
export
growth

Investment
GDP

Balance
of
payments

Private
foreign
finance

Unemployment

Neutral

-)

Model-based simulations d
(from present chapter)
Malawi

..

Ambiguous

Morocco

+

+

Neutral

Neutral

..

Neutral

Note:.. Not measured. Weak means statistically not significant. NeutTalmeans that impact produces a change of less than 10 percent.
a. Chapter 6, Mosley, Harrigan and Toye (1990).
b. World Bank (1988).
c. Chapter 7, Mosley, Harrigan and Toye (1990).
d. Chapter 8, Mosley, Hanigan and Toye (1990).
Source: Mosley, Harrigan and Toye (1990, table 8.8).

programs on GDP is just significant (at the 7.1 percent level)
in this study (table 3-8A) and not significant in ours. Our
additional findings are that the impact of Bank adjustment
lending on both inward flows of commercial finance and on
the distribution of income appear tobe neutral. However, we
have a difference of interpretation with Vittorio Corbo and
Patricio Rojas conceming the universally reported negative
coefficient of adjustment on investment. Their argument is
that

means toward this goal, since all other options-cuts in
recurrent expenditures, tax increases and increases in user
charges--are either politically unfeasible or take a long time
even to have an impact in the short term.
(2) Expenditure switching: program lending countries,
whose own financial inflows, particularly from the Bank,
were progressively switched from project to program assistance during the 1980s, thereby received more latitude to
switch the utilization of those flows from investment to
consumption, a temptation that was only resisted by the
stronger adjusting countries such as Korea and Thailand.
Most of the weaker adjusting economies gratefully surrendered to the temptation, in particular in Sub-Saharan Africa.

Part of the needed adjustment was a reduction in
those high levels of inefficientpublic investment.For
private investment, the initial uncertainty that occurs

when an adjustmentprograrnis started most likely

(3) Privatesectorknock-oneffects:in manydeveloping

will result in a slowdown of investment.

countries, a reduction in public investment, instead of encouraging private investnent through a crowding-in mechanism, has been associated with a decline in private investment, probably through a Keynesian income transmission
mechanism. Again, this decline is more pronounced in the
poorer developing countries. Between them these effects
have not just eliminated the fat of ill-conceived investment
projects, they are also cutting into the bone, as I believe the
Bank is well aware.

The Second Report on Adjustment Lending (RAL-2)
(World Bank 1990) cites other possible reasons for the
decline in investment levels, including deterioration in govemnmentfiscal conditions, increased economic instability
and the debt overhang. There is little reason why these
should apply principally to the EIAL countries, which had
the greatest decline in investmnent.
Both the chapter and RAL-2 leave out three crucial
elements in the investment story in adjustmentlending countries. In chronological sequence they are:

The first of these three effects is a response not to the
Bank but to the Fund, so that the Bank should not take the
blame. In terms of explanation, I think the right response is
to model Bank and Fund inflowsas separateindependent
variables. When we did so (Mosley, Harrigan and Toye
1990, chapter 7), our finding was that investment fell further
in those adjusting countries that had repeated Fund pro-

(1) Compressionof the governmentdevelopmentbudget: in the initial stages of adjustment, when the Fund insists
on a reduction in the government budget deficit, governments almost always choose cuts in public investmnentas the
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grans throughthe 1980sthanin thosethat had onlyone at
the beginningof the decade.
In summary,then,I am confidentthat all the arithmetic
signson the coefficientsare correctlyassigned.However,I
feel that a disaggregation
amongthe varietiesof adjustment
experiences
would have exposed a lot of differences in
expenlenceswould have exposed 'a lot of differencesm
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WorldBank-SupportedAdjustment Programs and
Living Conditions
Anne Maasland and Jacques van der Gaag

Countries adopt structural adjustment programs to raise the
economy's rate of growth and the living standards of their
people. There is, however, a lag before the response to the
programs emerges, and policies designed to improve living
standards in the future may, in the short term, reduce and
redistribute consumption.
This chapter addresses whether World Bank-supported
adjustment lending programs have had an adverse short-run
impact on living conditions. It first looks at how workers
fared during adjustrnent by examining wages, employment
and other sources of labor income during the seventies and
eighties. Next, it examines the evolution of various indicators of social welfare, along with the expenditures for and
delivery of health care, education and other social services,
in countries undertaking Bank-supported adjustment programs.
In assessing the relationship between adjustment policies
and the income and welfare of individuals, the focus must,
for the most part, be on the empiricalevidence. While theory
provides a framework for the assessment, it has its limitations. Often theory predicts counteracting effects, so that
determination of the net effect must be empirically-based.
Theory may predict the direction of change, but the magnitude again is an empirical matter. Furthermore, theory often
abstracts from some possibly relevant empirical situations.
Thus, the focus here is on empirical evidence derived from
indicators of living conditions.'
Even the empirical studies, however, offer conflicting
conclusions. The United Nations International Children's
Emergency Fund (UNICEF), in ils study Adjustment with a
Human Face, drew attention to the possible negative social
implications of adjustment policies that focused solely on
macroeconomic indicators (Comia, Jolly and Stewart 1987).
Others have suggested that UNICEF may have overstated
the case. For example, a critical review of UNICEF's work
concluded that in most of the cotntries studied, infant and

child mortality had declined while the indicators of nutritional status and school enrollment had risen, sometimes
despite decreased government expenditures on health and
education (Preston 1986). A recent study commissioned by
the Bank's Operations Evaluation Department (OED) assessed the analytical base underlying UNICEF's conclusions and stated that it is possible that adjustment programs
may have had deleteriouseffects on health and nutrition but
that the empirical evidence presented to date was not very
convincing because of confusion among levels, trends, deviations from the trends and questionable interpretations of
the data.2
The conclusions are contradictory for at least three reasons. First,there is the problem of identifyinga counterfactual
scenario. It is inherently difficult to determine what would
have been the distributional outcome in the absence of adjustment policies. However, a counterfactual scenario is
needed to determinewhether altemative policies would have
done better or worse, to isolate the effects of adjustment
programs from other factors, and to establish causality. Second, socioeconomic and income data on living conditions
are scarce and often of dubious quality. This limitation is
particularly true of data on the poor; many of the poor work
in the informal sector, whereas official statistics usually do
not include data on output and other aspects of the informal
sector. Third, adjustment programs are relatively new, and
their long-run positive impact could take longer to emerge
than the experience with adjustment has run so far. Nevertheless, while a complete analysis of adjustment programs
needs to cover the entire adjustment period, interim evaluations, such as those here, are necessary.
With these difficulties in mind, this paper looks at the
statusof welfare indicators during the 1980sand compares it
with that in the 1970s. It also examines whether trends in
these indicators differed for countries that received Banksupportedadjustment lending and countries that did not. The
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welfare indicators examined included both labor and social
conditions. There was only limited data on distributional
changes over time, but the data on average living standards
still shed some light on major changes in the status of the
middle class and the poor. Of necessity, the analysis looked
at the short-run impact, since many countries did not have
data past 1987.
The analysis used a categorization of countries based on
the World Bank's adjustmentlending operations? The analysis compares means and medians for the four country groupings (EIAL, OAL, NAL+ and NA1L-)for the time period
1985-88 relative to 1970-80 and 1981-84. This comparison
is simplistic in that it does not account for country-specific
extemal shocks and domestic policies that would have been
implemented without adjustment lending. For a few of the
variables, econometric estimation was used to control for
these factors. In addition, growth regressions were estimated
for some variables to test whether there were significant
deviations from trend growth during the loan years.4
The EIAL countries were of interest because they were
the ones in which the Bank had invested heavily, with the
expectation of policy reform. They were also the ones that
implemented loans and policies early on, so that the lags in
responses may be over and data may have accumulated.
While all EIAL countries attempted some policy reform,
some were more successful than others. Thus the EIAL averages reflect the outcome for countries that received Banksupported policy advice and adjustnmentlending, rather than
the outcome for countries that were successful adjusters.
The evidence from the labor indicators did not reveal a
systematicrelationship between Bank-supportedadjustment
programs and short-run effects on labor conditions. Overall,
it appears that rural incomes improved on average in the
EIAL countries but those of urban labor suffered. In the case
of the economy-wide compensation of employees as a share
of gross domestic product (GDP), the EIAL median was the
same in 1985-87 as in the 1970s, and in 13 of the 16
countries there were no significant changes in the employee
share during the loan years. In the rural sector, the average
and median rates of growth of real rural incomes per capita
in the EIAL countries were higher in 1985-87 than in the
1970s, and agricultural wages improved for about half the
EIAL countries. In the urban sector, there was slightly more
evidence that formal labor in the manufacturing sector suffered: 7 of 20 countries experienced negative shifts in the
share of the wage bill in manufacturing value added during
the loan years, and both the averages and medians in the
EIAL countries were lower in 1985-87 than in the 1970s. It
is unclear whether the adjustments for manufacturing labor
were from an unsustainably high position or if they suffered
more than other groups did.
The evidence from the social indicators shows that the
short-run changes were not systematically related to Banksupported adjustmnentlending. The short-run indicators for

living conditions did not deteriorate in the EIAL countries,
and the long-run indicators continued to improve because of
past investrnents. However, there were declines in govemment social expenditures in some EIAL countries, a trend
that may have negative effects in the future. The specific
findings are that adjustment lending prograrns appear to
have raised the rate of growth of per capita consumption in
EIAL countries relative to non-EIAL countries.For all country groups, nutrition status improved after 1983, the coverage of immunizations increased, and there was continued
progress in reducing mortality rates. However, the shares of
health and education in overall expenditures declined on
average in the EIAL countries, as was true with the average
rates of primary school enrollment.
Labor Indicators
Negative shocks to an economy often imply a reduced standard of living for the population. During adjustment, real
incomes relative to the rest of the world have to adjust if the
economy is to remain competitive. Conflicts between labor
and the owners of capital and, within labor, between the
different income classes or socioeconomicgroups arise over
which incomes will have to adjust.
Since data on incomes within labor are lacking, the focus
here is on how formal labor fared relative to other income
earners. The effect of adjustment on labor is an important
political issue 'because the impact of adjustment programs
on wage earners has implications for the sustainability of the
program. Wage earners in manufacturing can be a politically
powerful group, especially if labor is unionized and represented by a political party. Wage earners in the government
sector are also potentially important political actors.
The official data on labor indicators generally refer, as
noted, only to labor in the formal sector. As such, they
provide information on the living standards of the middle
class and contribute only limited information on the incomes
of the poor, who are in the informal or the agricultural
sectors and are often self-employed.There is, however, other
directevidence about the earningsof the lower income population.Wage earners in construction and agriculture are usually lower income earners since their labor is often unskilled,
and wage movementsin theseareas may reflect some changes
in poverty. In addition, there are data on the real incomes of
the rural sector where most of the poor reside.
Thissection on labor indicatorslooks fust at the economywide compensation of employees, at real wages and at unemployment. It then examines data for the rural and urban
sectors separately.
Economy-Wide Employee Compensation
Data for the average and median economy-wide compensation of employees as a share of GDP for three time periods
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and three country groups are dfisplayed in table 4-1. The
data do not reveal whether changes in the share received by
labor resulted from changes in employment or in wages.
Instead, they combine both and reveal the amount of total
available production that organized labor receives.This variable is appropriate for an analysis of the equity impact.
Aggregate demand will contract following a stabilization
program, and if this contraction leads to lower GDP, the
question is whether labor's share of the burden is excessive,
that is, whether its share of GDIEdeclines.
The data in table 4-1 are from a decompositionof GDP
into its cost components, which consist of net indirect taxes,
consumption of fixed capital, compensation of employees
and operating surplus. Employee compensation measures
the total cost of labor to employers, including wages and
salaries before deductions and employers' contributions to
social security, pensions, insurance and similar schemes. It
is calculated directly from sources such as government and

Table 4-4. Compensation of Employees as a Share of
Total GDP

sectoralsurveys(sometimesupdatedby wageand employ-

Source: United Nations (various issues, b).

ment indices), social security tax payments and so on, depending on the country. The operatingsurplus is the residual
item.
Table 4-1 shows that the overall wage share of total
GDP received by labor was low. This phenomenon reflects
the fact that in many developing countries the majority of
people were not employees receiving wages but instead
were self-employed in the informal or agricultural sectors.
The incomes of the latter are included in the residual operating surplus category, which then becomes a mix of the
incomes of both rich and poor; the operating surplus includes both profits on capital and returns to small-scale
enterprises and smallholders. For this reason, total compensation of employees is not a relevant indicator for issues
involving the size distribution of income. Instead, it should
be viewed as an indicator of living standards for one segment of the middle class. It may also be revealing about the
political sustainability of policy changes. Wage iabor in the
formal sector can be more easily organized because the
workers are often located in urban areas and in large firms,
and they can become a politically vocal group that is more
likely to take action against income losses.
The average compensation for 30 countries for which
there were data declined in the 1985-87 period relative to
the 1970-80 and 1981-84 periods (table 4-1).S The decline
in the latter period was attributable to trends in the 10EIAL
countries: their average wage share was 38.0 percent in the
1970s and 38.2 percent in 1981-84, but in 1985-87 it declined to 35.2 percent. Labor was able to maintain its share
during the recession in 1981-84 but experienced declines
thereafter.The average share of labor for the OAL countries
declined in the second period, while the NAL group had
continual increases.
Averages can be affected by significant underperformers
or overperformers. An examination of the number of coun-

tries with increases and decreases in the share of employee
compensation in GDP shows that 6 of the 10EIAL countries
experienced a decrease between 1981-84 and 1985-87 (and
similarly for 1970-80 and 1985-87).6 Korea and Thailand
had sustained increases over all three time periods, whereas
Jamaica, Mauritius, Mexico and Tanzania had continual
decreases.In the NAL countries, 5 of 13 had decreases in the
share of employee compensation from 1981-84 to 1985-87
and 7 of 13 had decreases between 1970-80 to 1985-87.
Several tests can be used to compare the changes in the
share of labor followingadjustment. The simple before-andafter approach looks at the average for EIAL countries before and after adjustment. The control-group approach compares the average change in the EIAL countries over two
time periods with the average change in non-EIAL countries.7 When comparing the average for 1981-84 with that
for 1985-87 (1970-80 with 1985-87), both approachesshow
a decline of 3.1 (2.8) percentage points in the share of
income going to labor. These results are statistically significant at the 5 percent level for the change from 1981-84 to
1985-87 but are insignificantfor the change from 197040
to 1985-87. Further, after controlling for pre-program and
external economic conditions (the modified control-group
approach), adjustment lending programs still led to negative
changes in labor's share of GDP.
These changes suggest that EIAL countries experienced
a worsening in labor's position in the 1985-87 period compared with 1970-80 and 1981-84 and compared with the
average experience of non-EIAL countries. However, an
examination of the medians did not yield so clearcut a
conclusion, and comparing medians to averages can reveal
changes in the distribution of labor's share across countries.
In the 10 EIAL countries, the medians and averages were
equal in 1970-80, indicative of a relatively even distribution

(percent)
Number of
Country

EIAL
Average
Median
OAL
Average
Median
NAL
Average
Median
Averale
Median
-
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cowuries

1970-80

1981-84

1985-87

38.0
38.0

38.2
41.5

35.2
38.1

34.9
38.3

31.7
28.4

31.5
32.3

36.0
40.0

37.5
40.1

37.7
37.5

36.4
38.3

36.4

35.4

39.1

37.4

10

7

13
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around the mean for labor's share across countries (see table
4-1). During the recession period 1981-4, the medians
increased, whereas the means stayed about the same, an
indication that the distribution of countries became skewed
to the left: more countries were to the right of the mean, but
some outliers with low shares pulled the average down.8
Closer examination shows that labor's share for countries in
the middle of the distribution shifted up, whereas at the two
extremes it fell, so that the average remained the same. In the
1985-87 period, both the means and medians were lower
than in 1981-84, and the whole distribution shifted to the
left. This latter result supports the conclusion that labor's
position deteriorated from 1981484 to 1985-87. However, a
comparisonof 1970-80 with 1985-87 shows that the median returned to its original value and that the fall in the
mean was the result of declines in the extremes (Tanzania
and Jamaica). Most of the countries were clustered between
3S percent and 40 percent in both 1]970-80and 1985-87. It
can be argued that the period 1981-84 was one of
disequilibrium,with unsustainablyhigh shares of labor, and
that adjustment led to a return to the more sustainable values
of the 1970s. At any rate, examination of the medians points

Table 4-2. Regressions for the Change in the Share of
Employee Compensation Between Two Periods

out that an analysis of averages alone can be misleading.

Variable

Coefficient

The medians for the NAL countries show that the distribution of countries was initially skewed to the left but that as
the averages increased and the medians fell, the countries
became more evenly distributed around the mean by the
1985-87 period. Closer examination shows that the middle
of the distribution in 1985-87 fell relative to the distributions of 19780 and 1981-84 but that both the low and high
extremesincreased, a situation that raised the average.
The median may reflect better what was happening to the
typicalcountry in each group. If so, the experience of the
EUALcountries reveals that the typical EIAL country was
doing as well in 1985-87 as in 1970-80.However, there
were countries at the extremes that did much worse, and

C
GDP2
INV2
SHOCKI
FISC5
RER5

-1.565

their performance pulled the EIAL average down. The typical NAL country experienced a worsening of its position in

Note: Leastsquares/dependent
variableis COMP5.Numberof observations: 30. T'he variables are defined as follows:
COMP4:Changeinemployeecompensationsharebetween1970-80and

1985-87 in terms of the median, while countries at the
extremes raised the average. In short, examination of the
mredians leads to opposite conclusions from those of the
analysis of the averages.
Table 4-2 presents regressions to explain changes in the
shares of employee compensation. The employee share of
GDP-a combination of wages and employment-should

COMP5:Changein employeecompensationsharebetween1981-84and
1985-87.
GDPI:
GJDPgrowth rate in 1970-80.
GDP2:GDPgrowthrate in 1981-84.
INVI: Investmentto GDPratio in 1970-80.
INV2:Investment
to GDPratioin 1981-84.

depend on productivity and investrnent levels, in addition to

FISC4:Changein fiscaldeficitto GDP,1970-80versus1985-87.

variables. A change in the share of employee compensationbetween two periods was assumed to depend on
the following variables: a change in the ratio of the fiscal
deficit to GDP and the real exchange rate (policy variables
associated with adjustment programs), GDP growth rates in
the initial period, the ratio of investment to GDP in the initial
period, and the total external shock (terms of trade and
interest rate shocks) between the 1970sand early 1980s.

FTSC5:
Changeinfiscaldeficitto GDP,1981-84versus1985-87.
RER4:Changeinrealexchange
rate,1970-80versus1985-87.
RER5:Changein real exchangerate, 1981-84versus1985-87.
Source:Authors'calculations.

A. 1985-87versus1970-80
Standard

Variable

Coefficient

error

C
GDPI
INV1

-10.966
105.338
18.815
-39.496
0.110

4.869
46.812
18.363

FISC4

2-tail

i-statistic significance

-2.252
0.034
2.250
0.034
1.025
0.316
21.479
-1.839
0.078
0.046
2.370
0.026
0.409Meanof dependentvariable -1.233
0.286 Standarddeviationof
dependentvariable
6.864
5.800
2.123 Sumof squaredresidual 807.262

RER4
R2
AdjustedR2
Standarderrorof
regression
Durbin-Watson
statistic
Loglikelihood -91.955 F-statistic

3.324

Note: Least squares/dependent variable is COMP4. Number of observa-

tions= 30.
B. 1985-87versus 1981-84
Standard
error

2-tail
t-statistic significance

2.323
-0.674
0.507
18.407
-0.057
0.955
13.524
9.187
1.472
0.154
6.755
3.181
2.123
0.044
0.435
14.681
0.030
0.977
0.122
0.037
3.270
0.003
R2
0.569 Meanof dependentvariable -0.974
AdjustedR2
0.479 Standarddeviationof
Standarderrorof
dependentvariable
4.219
regression
3.044
Durbin-Watson
Sumof squaredresidual 222.378
statistic
3.041
6.340
Loglikelihood -72.616 F-statistic

-1.055

1985-87.

SHOCKI2:Total external shock (terTmsof trade and interest), 1970-80

versus1981-84.

policy

Several specifications were tried. The one variable that
consistently emerged as significant was the real exchange
rate. Real devaluations (decreases in the real exchange rate)
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were associated with falls in the share of employee compensation. The dependent economy model predicts that the real
wage will fall with devaluations if it is assumed that nontradables are relatively labor-intensive. Since non-tradables
consist largely of services,this assumption may be realistic.9
In the present analysis, the share of employee compensation
fell with the devaluations, the irnplicationbeing that changes
in employment did not compensate for any real declines in
wages. Other variables had the following effects. High rates

Table 4-3. Significant Deviations in Employee
Compensation as a Share of GDP from Trend Growth
during the Loan Years
(percenishi from trendgrowth)
EIALcountxies
Colombia
-16.7
Mexico
-15.8
SierrALeone

-30.9

of growth of GDP in the initial period were associated with

positivechangesin the employeeshare(regressionfor 1970-

Note:Countrieswithinsignificantshifts
EIAL:CostaRica,Jamaica,Kenya,Korea,Mauritius,Tanzania,
Thailand,Zambia.

80 versus 1985-87); as countries grew, more labor moved
into the formal sector. Highinvestment ratios in the initial

OAL:Burundi,
Ecuador,
Hungary,
Panama,Uruguay.

period had a slightly significant positive association (198184 versus 1985-87), since productivity and employment

Source:United Nations (variousissues,b) for the share of employee
compensation;WorldBank(1990b,annextable 5.5)for theloan years.

increase as capital deepens and widens. The strong negative
external shocks of the early 1980shad a significantnegative
impact on the share of labor (that is, a positive coefficientfor
1981-84 versus 1985-87). Finally, an improvement in the
fiscal deficit (a positive change: was associatedwith a worsening in the share of labor (1970-80 versus 1985-87), since,
in the short run, a smaller government deficit often means
lower wages and employment for formal labor.
Finally, the time series for each country was examined to
determine whether the share of employee compensation
deviated significantly during ithe loan years from overall
trend values (table 4-3).'s The declinesin the 1980s could be
part of a long-term negative trend that started earlier, in
which case they should not be attributed to adjustmentlending programs. For each country, the growth in the share of
employee compensation over time was estimated and deviations during the loan years tested.' This procedure does not
establish causality: if the loan years are associated with
significant declines in the share of employee compensation,
the reason could be that some external event triggered the
declines in wages that subsequently led to an adjustment
program, rather than that the adjustment programs caused
the declines. However, if the loan years are not significantly
different from the trends, it is unlikelythe share of employee
compensation was adversely affected by the adjustment programs.'2
Table 4-3 shows that the share of employee compensation declined significantly (at the 10 percent level) for two
EIAL countries (Colombia anrd Mexico) during the loan
years and for one OAL country (Sierra Leone). None of the
other 13 adjustment lending countries for which data were
available experienced a significant shift in the share of employee compensation during the loan years. This result suggests that in most countries this variable was not systematically affected by World Bank adjustment programs during
the disbursement years.
The EIAL countries had to make increasingly larger
interest payments to the rest of the world, which may explain why labor's share of production fell in those countries.

Interest payments were included as part of production in the
denominator, but they did not accrue to domestic residents.
An examination of the compensation of employees as a
share of national disposable income shows that the trends
for the averages and medians of labor's share of national
disposable income were similar to those of labor's share of
GDP. Thus, interest payments did not affect the results.'
The average decline in labor's share of national disposable
income in the EIAL countries was 2.4 percentage points
from 1970-80 to 1985-87, about the same as the decline of
2.8 percentage points for labor's share of GDP. Similarly,
the EIAL median in 1985-87 returned to the same level as
that in 1970-80, the same pattern as was found with labor's
share of GDP.
Employee compensation is a combination of wages and
employment. If the decline in labor's share is the result of
declines in employment, the effect on the distribution of
income of the population will likely create greater inequality, since some people would be making zero wage income.
Table 4-4 reports general unemployment rates for 22 countries. Ofthe EIAL countries, two-thirds had a decrease in the
rate of unemploymentduring 1985-87 compared with 198184 (Chile, Costa Rica, Ghana, Jamaica, Korea and Mexico).
The exceptions were Bolivia, Colombia and the Philippines.
Four of five NAL countries-Greece, Peru, Trinidad and
Tobago, and Venezuela-had an increase in their unemployment in 1985-87 compared with 1981-84, but in all
except Trinidad and Tobago there were recent signs of a
recovery. Although the sample is too small for generalizations, it is notable that more than half the EIAL countries
experienced improvements in the rate of unemployment to
the levels that prevailed in the late 1970s.
To sum up, the averages show that labor's share of
production and income fell in the EIAL countries in comparison with the NAL countries in the period 1985-87 compared with 1970-80 and 1981-84. On the other hand, the
medians show that in the typical EIAL country in 1985-87
labor regained the share of GDP it held in the 1970s, while
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Table 4-4. Unemployment Rates

low income elasticity for agriculture as compared with industry and services.
In 1981-34, real agricultural exports in the EIAL counU-tresaveraged -1.9 percent growth compared with 0.2 per-

(percent)
Country

1970-80

1981--84

1985--7

-"LL
Bolivia
Chile
Colombia
CostaRica
Ghana
Jamaica
Korea

5.6
12.5
8.9
5.0
1.0
25.8
4.0

12.4
14.9
10.4
8.0
0.7
26.4
4.2

19.5
9.6
12.4
6.2
0.5
24.3
3.6

cent growth for total merchandise exports. In 1985-88, both
types of exports had much better growth: 6.6 percent for
agricultural exports and 8.2 percent for total exports. This
growth can be partly attributed to the significant depreciations in the real exchange rate that occurred on average in
the 1985-88 period in the EIAL countries.1 4
On the import side, the drop in the growth of agricultural

Philippines
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0.9

5.7
2.5

7.2

Thailand

imports (-1.7 percent) in the early 1980s was initially less
than that of total imports (-5.9 percent), but by the mid1980s food imports continued to decline (-3.0 percent) while
total imports,rose (9.5 percent). This pattem probably re-

5.1
8.5
9.4
11.9

2.8
9.4
11.9
12.6

1.9
11.4
11.2
13.8

4.5
n.a.
6.6
7.9
4.5
11.6
5.3

5.9
6.5
8.4
7.9
4.5
11.2
9.2

n.a.
7.5
10.0
7.9
n.a.
18.3
11.1

n.a.

OAL
China
Panama
Uruguay
Yugoslavia
NAL
Egypt,ArabRep.
Greece
Peru
Portugal
SyrianArabRep.
Trinidadand Tobago
Venezuela

flects imporl; substitution in food as a result of increased
domestic production, a trend that would benefit the rural
areas. Indeec, an index of per capita food production (Food
and Agriculture Organization [FAO] data) shows that food
production in the EIAL countries was 3 percent higher in
1985-87 than in 1981-84 (Kakwani, Makonnenand van der
Gaag 1990).
Thus, agriculture was an important source of growth and
contributed to the improvements in the current account for
the EIAL countries. This growth should have improved the
distribution of income in the EIAL countries, since the majority of the poor in most countries were located in rural
areas.

n.a. Not available.
Source: IntemationalLabourOrganisation(variousissues 119871).

To examiineruralincomesmore closely,dataon agricultural wages and agricultural purchasing power were collected. The wage indexes for agriculture and the averages
for the three time periods are displayed in table 4-5. Two
caveats should be noted about the data. First, those for the
1985-87 period were available for only 15 countries, and,
second, they were not always comparable across those countries because they were not based on the same units and
concepts:for example, in some cases they reflectedaverages
per month or per day; some included payments in kind; and
some were minimum wages. These limitations, combined
with the sma,llsample size, precluded any averaging.
In four oifsix EIAL countries-Chile, Costa Rica, Korea
and Mauritius-the index of real agricultural wages was
higher in 1985-87 than in 1970-80. In two others-Kenya
and Pakistan-real wages for agriculture declined. Three
NAL countries had higher real agricultural wages in the
latter period as compared with 1970-80,
Table 4-5 shows the countries that had significant deviations from the trend growth for agricultural wages during the
loan years. In 11 of 18 countries there were no significant
deviations, at finding that implies that in most countries the
short-run impact of the adjustment prograrns on agricultural
wages was limited. Mexico, the Philippines, Turkey and
Yugoslavia showed negative deviations, Costa Rica, Hungary and Uruguay a positive shift. While these regressions

the typical NAL country was worse off in this regard. However, the sample was limited, data from some important
countries were missing, and the simple before-and-afterapproach has well-known disadvantages. An examination of
the deviations from the trend during the loan years for the
share of employee compensation reveals that the majorityof
countries saw no significant change.
Rural Labor
In 1981-84, the real growth in GDP in the 25 EIAL countries averaged 1.3 percent, whereas the real growth in value
added in agriculture was higher at 2.2 percent. This pattern
reverses the trend of the 1970s, when GDP growth averaged
4.6 percent and agricultural value added grew by 2.5 percent. In 1985-88, the latter grew by 4.3 percent as compared
with real GDP growth of 4.1 percent. Thus, in the 1980s
agriculture was an important source of growth in the EIAL
countries, with potentially beneficial effects for the rural
poor. This growth may have come from a combination of
policies: a depreciated real exchange rate that favored agricultural exports; liberalization that reduced the taxes on
agricultural exports and tariffs on industrial inputs; the
completionof investmentprojects started in the 1970s;and a
45
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do not establishcausality,it is notablethat an almostequal
numberof countrieshadpositivedeviationsas hadnegative
deviationsforagriculturalwagesduringthe loanyears.
The real agriculturalincomes of the rural sector are

Table4-5. Real Wage Index in Agriculture
(1980=100)
Country

1970-80

1981-84

1985-87

Chile
CostaRica

71.3

126.0

93.5

95.8

90.4

97.4

Ghana

123.8

66.3

n.a.

Kenya
Korea
Malawui
Mexico
Pakistan

104.8
61.1

87.3
97.7

84.2
106.6

123.8

105.4
086.1

n.a.
n1a.

161.6

66.8

Philippines

106.3
132.3

86.9
91.4

n.a.
n.a.

115.0
90.8

100.6
80.0

TLa.

122.1
131.9
96.1
98.2
54.4

104.7
138.4
105.3

EIAL

examined nexL There was generally a positive correlation

betweenthe reductionof povertyandgrowthin agricultural
purchasingpower, as displayedin figure4-1.1s Indonesia
andIndiaprovidean interestingcontrast:between1970and
1987, Indonesia'sheadcountpovertyindex fell by 41 percentage points, while the annual growth in rural purchasing

power was 2.9 percenLIndia experienceda declinein poverty of 11 percentagepointsfrom 1972-83 while agriculturalpurchasingpowergrewby only0.7percent.
Table 4-7 displays the growth rates in per capita agricul-

Tanzania

turalpurchasingpowerforthe fourcountrygroups.Thedata
showchangesin real agriculturalincomeforthe ruralpopulationas a resultof changesin both the pricesand quantities
6 The averagegrowthfor the 23
of agriculturalproduction.'
EIALcountrieswas2.3 percentin the 1970-80period,-0.5
percentin 1981-84 and then 2.9 percent in 1985-88. The
medianvaluesfor the EIALcountrieshad a similarpattern,
indicativeof an improvementin agriculturalpurchasing
power in the majorityof EIAL countriesin the 1985-88
periodto growthrateshigherthanin the 1970s.Thepattern
for the averagesand medians of the OAL countrieswas
comparableto that of the EIAL countries.However,their

Turkey
Zambia
OAL
Bangladesh
Burundi
China
Guyana
Honduras
Hungary
Uruguay
Yugoslavia
Zimbabwe

88.8
87.7

n.a.
104.1
117.6
119.5

98.6

n.a.

n.a.
101.6
98.2
84.4

95.1

110.8
100.9
87.8
92.8
147.6

97.4
125.6
78.8

100.2
92.2
90.4

127.7

106.8
70.6

106.2
86.3

99.7

124.9
98.7

n.a.

NAL

recovery was not quite as good.
The decline in the NAL countries was much larger in the
1981-84 period than it was in the other country groups, and

India
Myanmar
Poland
Portugal
Sri Lanka

averagegrowthin rural purchasingpower continuedto be
negative(-0.9percent)in 1985--88.This latter figure was,
however,affectedby Nicaragua,whoseagriculturalincomes
declinedsignificantly.Themedian(-0.3percent)in theNAL

84.9
n.a.
89.1

n.a.Not available.
Source:Intemational
LabourOrganisation
(variousissues[1980,1988]).

countries in 1985-88 was somewhat better. This growth rate

wasstill the onlynegativeonein the threecountrygroupsin
1985-88. The recovery in the NAL group from the second

Table4-6. SignificantDeviationsin RealAgricultural
Figure 4-1. Poverty and Agricultural Purchasing
Power

Wages frromTrend Growth during the Loan Years
(percentshift)
EIALcountries
CostaRica
Mexico

50
c

40

-ni
t

~~~~~~~~Indonesia(1970-87)
cx

~

30
2

t20 -

/

*Malaysia
(1973-87)

/

India
X _10

(1972-83).

P hilippines
Turkey

Srazi

(1950-60).

Hungary

Uruguay

Indonesia

Yugoslavia

( 1984-87)

-10

-15.4
-19.7

OALcoumtries

(7971-88)

21 ° 0 -Venezue.;
N
C2
18-Venezuel`98f86

I!987

16.8

-19.9

4.9

37.7
-10.4

Note:COuLtries withinsignificantshifts

EIAL:Chile,Ghana,Kenya,Korea,Malawi,
Mauritius,
Pakistan,

* Thailand
(198t-86)

Tanzania
OAL:Burundi,
Guyana,Zimbabwe.
Source:
Intemational
LabourOrganisation
(variousissues)for theagriculturalwagedata;WorldBank(1990b,annextable5.5)for the loan
years.

-2
-1
0
1
2
3
4
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5
Annual
growth
in agriculturalpurchasing
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Source:
WorldBank(1990b);
WorldBankand International
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Fund

data.
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Table 4-7. Growth in Per Capita Real Agricultural
Purchasing Power

will have beneficial distributional effects, since the great
majority of the poor live in rural areas. However, these
developments will also likely have adverse consequences
forurban residents.

(percent)
Nnmberof
Country

EIAL

countries

OAL
Average
Median

23

NAL+
Average
Median

11

Average
Median

All countries

Average
Median

1981-84

1985-88

2.3
1.8

-0.5
-0.6

2.9
2.1

Indicators for urban labor are examined next. Table 4-8

1.9
1.6

-0.3
0.5

1.6
1.1

displays data on the share of the manufacturing wage bill in
total value added in manufacturing. The numerator, "wages
and salaries," includes direct wages and salaries, bonuses,

1.5
2.7

-0.7
0.7

-0.6
-1.7

2.8
3.3

-2.5
-4.5

-1.2
2.2

2.2
3.1

-1.7
-1.6

-0.3

2.2
1.9

-0.8
-0.6

1.2
0.9

UrbanLabor

23

Average
Median

Average
Median

1970-80

20.9

housing and family allowances, and payments in kind.
Supplements to wages such as social security, pension contributions and so on were not available.
Table 4-8 shows that the average and median share of
the manufacturing wage in 31 countries for which there
were data fell in the third period relative to the first two
periods. In 13 EIAL countries, the share declined from 30.9
percent in the 1970s to 30.2 percent in 1981-84 to 28.0
percent in 1985-87. The EIAL median for 1970-80 was the
same as the average, indicative of an even distribution about
the mean. The median then fell at a faster rate than did the
decline in the mean, and the distribution became skewed to
the right, with more countries to the left of the mean. The
average share of the manufacturing wage for 8 OAL countries and 10 NAL countries also decreased in 1985-87, but
the medians were higher in the third period relative to the
1970s.
Tests to compare changes in the share of labor following
adjustment gave the following results. When comparing the
average for 1981-84 with 1985-87 (1970-80 to 1985-87),
the straightforward before-and-after approach revealed a
change of -2.1 (-2.8) percentage points in the share of in-

70

Source: World Bank and Intemational Monetary Fund.

to third periods was significant,but the growth rate of rural
incomes in 1985-88 still remained below that of the 1970s.
What is surprising is that the average growth in the purchasing power of the rural sector in the NAL+ countries in the
third period was -0.6 percent, while the median was -1.7
percent. Countrieswith a positive rate of growth in real GDP
per capita (the NAL+ countries) would be expected to have
lhadaverage positive growth in agricultural incomes.
The data on real agricultural incomes show that the
EIAL countries experienced greater improvements in the
1985-88 period than did the other groups. This finding
supports the hypothesisthat Bank-supportedadjustmentprograms improved the situation of' the rural population and
restored rural agricultural growth to previous levels. Adjustrmentprograms often promote an improvement in the rural
terms of trade through the removal of government food
procurement systems and food subsidies. The latter can lead
to low producer prices because the subsidies become an
increasing burden on the fiscal budget, and governments are
then forced to keep producer prices low. Devaluations can
also improve producer prices by increasing the domestic
currency value of agricultural exports and food imports.
However, doing so requires that price increases be passed on
to producers, a condition that means that domestic food
prices must be allowed to rise. Since agricultural products
are often price-inelastic, increasedprices will improve rural
incomes. These improvements in rural purchasing power

Table 4-8. Total Wage Bill as a Share of Total Value
Added in Manufacturing
(percent)
Country

Numrberof
countries

1970-80

198184

1985-87

EIAL
13
Average
30.9
30.2
28.0
Median
31.0
26.7
25.8
OAL
8
32.2
32.8
31.1
Average
Median
31.1
32.6
32.0
NAL
10
29.8
28.2
Average
28.9
Media
26.7
29.6
28.0
All countries
31
Average
30.6
30.8
28.9
Median
29.2
30.1
27.8
Source: UnitedNationsIndustrialDevelopment
Organization
(various
issues,a).
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comegoing to labor.The control-groupapproachshoweda
changein theEIALcountriesof -0.5(-1.9)percentagepoints
comparedwiththe non-EIALcountriesin 1981-84to 198587 (1970-80to 1985-87).However, these differences were
not statisticallysignificant.With controlsfor pre-program
conditions and external conditions, the modified controlgroup approach yielded negative changes for manufacturing
labor. Again, however, the results were not statistically significant.L 7
Tentatively, it appears
ing in the EIAL countries
they did in the OAL and
averages and the medians

that wage earners in manufacturexperienced larger declines than
NAI, country groups. Both the

(percer.)
EIAL countries
Bolivia
Colombia
Mexico

-12.5
-20.8
-31.9

Turkey

-20.7

OAL countries
Uruguay
Yugoslavia

were lower by a larger amount

-32.2
-9.2

Zimbabwe

between 1970-80 and 1985-87 in the EIAL group than in
the other two groups. In fact, the OAL and NAL groups had
higher medians in the third period than in the first period. In
some EIAL countries, the fall in wages may have been necessary because they were unsustainably high. For example,
high tariff protection for import-substituting manufacturing
in the 1970s led to high manufacturing

Table 4-9. SignificantDeviationsin the Wage Bill
Shareof ManufacturingValueAddedfrom Trend
Growtlhduring the Loan Years

-14.9

Note:Countries with insignificant shifts
EIAL: Chile, Kenya, Korea, Mauritius,

Pakistan,

the Philippines, Senegal, Tanzania, Tbailand

OAL: Argentina, Ecuador, Hungary, Panama.
Source: United Nations Industrial

Development

issues, a) for the share of manufacturing

Organization

(various

wages; World Bank (1990b,

annex table 5.5) for Lheloan years.

wages in some coun-

tries as unions claimed part of iLherents from tariffs. Similarly, in oil-exporting
countries, high oil prices in the 1970s

period but was partially restored in the 1985-87 period. In
10 NAL countries, the growth in real manufacturing
wages

allowed

decreased

unsustainably

high real wages that then had to fall

in the 1980s for the countries to become competitive.
The time series for the share of the manufacturing

steadily: growth

was 0.7 percent

in the 1970 and

0.3 percent in 1981-84 and then -0.1 percent in 1985-87.
wage

Again, the average

for 1985-87

was heavily affected by the

bill in each country was tested next to see if there were
significant deviations from trend growth during the loan
years. This procedure
can be used to separate out wage
perfornance
during the years of the adjustment programs
from the longer term trends in the data.
Table 4-9 shows that in 4 of 13 EIAL countries and 3 of

outliers: Haiti had 13.5 percent annual growth and Nicaragua -28.7 percent. The NAL median moved very differently
from the average: it increased steadily over the three periods,
from 1.3 percent to 1.6 percent to 3.7 percent.
Data on government expenditures on wages and salaries
as a share of total central government non-interest expendi-

7 OAL countries there was a significant decline from trend
in the wage share of manufacturing
value added during the

tures were available
in the EIAL countries

loan period. As noted, this finding does not establish that the
adjustment programs caused the fall in the share of wages.
The fact that 9 of 13 EIAL cotntries did not experience a

Table 4-10. Growth

significant

(perceni)

drop in the share of wages during

shows that in most countries

the loan years

in this group the programs

did

Number

not affect this variable.

Country

Table 4-10 displays data on the growth of real manufacturing wages. The total wage bill was divided by the number
of manufacturing
employees and then divided by the CPI.

EIAL
Average

According to table 4-10, in the 12 EIAL countries for which
there were data the real manufacturing
wage grew by 1.1

10

percentin the 1970sand 0.5 percentin 1981-84 and then fell

OAL
Average
Mediani

by 1.2 percent in 1985-87. The average for the latter period

NAL

10

was, however, affected by the large negative growth in the
real manufacturing
wages of B3olivia and Tanzania. The
EIAL median moved somewhat differently:
it increased

Average
Median
All countries

from 0.6 percent in 1970-80 to 1.9 percent in 1981-84 and

Average

for 26 countries.

Table 4-11 shows that

the average wage share of non-interest

of Real Wages

in Manufacturing

of

countries

1970-80

1981-84

1985-87

12
1.1

Median

0.5
1.9

-1.2
0.9

2.7

1.2

1.4

1.9

0.8

1.4

0.7
1.3

0.3
1.6

-0.1
3.7

1.5

0.6

0.0

0.6

32

then fell to 0.9 percent in 1985-87. Thus, the EIAL median
was higher in the latter period than it was in the 1970s.

Median
1.4
1.4
1.5
Source:Comision Econ6rica para Am&ica Latina y el Caribe (CEPAL)

In 10 OAL countries, the growth in real wages was
positive in all three periods. The median fell in the crisis

for Latin America in 1980-88 and United Nations Industrial Development Organization (various issues, a) for all other data.
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ment, which were common in the EIAL countries. One OAL
country, Sierra Leone, had a negative shift in the growth of
construction wages. Twelve of 19 countries did not see a
significant change in the growth of real construction wages

Table 4-11. Government Expenditures on Wage and
S'alariesas a Share of Total Expenditures Less Interest
Payments
(percent)
Country

Nwnber of
countries

FIAL
Average
Median
IDAL
Average
Median

10

INAL

10

Average
Median

1981-84

1985-7

29.6
30.5

28.2
27.0

27.4
26.0

34.7

33.9

28.1
29.0

30.0
28.4

31.0

25.4

27.7

experience. The NAL+ countries experienced a slight increase in the early 1980s, followed by a decline in 1985-87,
while in NAL- countries both the averages and medians rose

31.3
33.4

27.7
27.0

28.9
27.3

in 1985-87. In general, in all the country groups except the

6

Median

Allcountries

during the loan years.
Table 4-14 contains data on the ratio of the food price
index to the consumer price index. These data are relevant to
poor urban consumers and rural net consumers of food. If
the food price index increases faster than the general CPI,
the poor are hurt more than the non-poor, given that food
accounts for a larger part of their expenditures. Table 4-14
shows that in the EIAL countries the average ratio of food to
consumerprices fell over the three time periods. The median
also fell but only slightly. The OAL countries had a similar

1970--80

26

Source:Intemational Monetary Fund (various issues).

Table 4-12. Real Wage Index in Construction
expenditures declined steadily. The EIAL median followed

(1980=100)

a similar pattem. In the OAL and NAL countries, the share
of wages fell in the early 1980s during the recession but then
recovered somewhat in the 1985-87 period. Thus, part of
the adjustment in the EIAL countries was a compression of
the govemment wage bill throughout the 1980s through
decreasesin either wages or employment, the aim being to
restore the fiscal accounts.
Data on real wages in construction are often used as a
proxy for the wages of unskilled labor in urban areas. Wage
indexes for construction are displayed in table 4-12 (data for
all three time periods were available for only 15 countries.)
Four EIAL countries--Chile, Kenya, Malawi and the Philippines-had lower real construction wages in 1985-87
than in 1981-84, and four EJAL countries-Costa Rica,
Korea, Mauritius and Thailand-had higher ones in the
latterperiod. When comparing 1985-87 with 1970-80, three
of six EIAL countries had higher real construction wages in
the 1985-87 period. Of the OAI. countries, two had higher
wages in the 1985-87 period relative to the 1970-80 period,
and three had lower real wages. The same pattern applied in
the five NAL countries. All three country groups had both
increases and decreases in real construction wages, and this

Country

small sample suggests that adjustment lending was not related to the movements of real wages in construction.

NAL
Jordan
Myanrar

EIAL
Bolivia
Chile'
CostaRica
Ghana
Kenya
Korea

99.5
n.a.

1981_84

1985-87

n.a.
90.3

117.1

53.2
102.6
83.1
54.2
94.6
82.8
74.4

91.5
100.1
n.a.
n.a.
149.9
94.2

98.9
91.0
93.6
111.9
100.8
86.8

185.84
n.a.
n.a.

129.0
88.4
89.4

83.3
91.2
201.7

n.a.
82.7
i28.8

Yugoslavia

100.7
114.4
99.9

104.8
31.6
78.1

Zimbabwe

95.1

101.3
72.4
68.7
106.7

102.4
109.7

118.3
108.9

100.5
Peru
95.9
Portugal
102.3
Sri Lanka
TrinidadandTobago 84.3

86.2
98.8
152.1

Malawi

Mauritius
Mexico
Philippines'
Thailand
Turkey
Zanbia
OAL
Bangladesh
Burundi
Honduras
Hungary
SierraLeone

The data on real construction wages were tested to see
whether there were any significant deviations from trend
growth during the loan years in any of the countries. Table
4-13 shows that 6 of 13 EIAI, countries had significant
deviations:"8 Bolivia and Thailand had positive shifts during
the loan years, Ghana, Malawi, Turkey and Zambia had
negative shifts. The declines in construction wages during
the loan years were probably the result of fall-offs in invest-

___

1970-80

83.6
121.1

134.0
74.8

121.7

110.5
n.a.
80.3
113.1
59.7

102.4
n.a.
73.7

n.a.
n.a.

96.2
84.1

84.8
178.5
113.1

n.a.Not available.
a. 1983= I100..

b. 1983=100.

Sowuce:International Labour Organisation (various issues [1980,19881)
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NAL- group, the average price of food rose at a slower pace
dtan did the overall consumer price index. This trend suggests that the poor, for whom food accounts for a large share
of their expenditures, did not suffer excessively from price
increases relative to other income groups. On the other hand,
the tolerance of the poor is much lower, and any negative
impacts have a large effect on them.
To sum up, the urban labor indicators show that the share
of manufacturing wages in GDP dteclinedin 7 of 20 countries during the loan years and that both the averages and
medians for the EIAL countries were lower in 1985-87 than
in the 1970s. Government wage earners also suffered declines in their wages and/or employment in 1985-87 in the
EIAL countries. However, these declines may have been
necessary if the previous levels were not sustainable or

Table 4-13. Significant Deviations from Trend Growth
during the Loan Years for the Construction Wage
(percent)
EIALcountries
Bolivia
30.5
Ghana
-37.0
Malawi
-15.6
Thailand
90.4
Turkey
-40.5
Zambia
-31.6
OALcountries
SierraLeone
-56.4
Note: Countries with insignificant shifts
EIAL: Chile, Costa Rica, Kenya, Korea, Mauritius, Mexico,

OALBundiaGuyana,Hungary, Yugoslavia,Zimbabwe.
Source:InternationalLabourOrganisationfor the data on construction
wages;WorldBank(1990b,tableannex5.5) for the loan years.

competitive. The evidence for consTruction workers is mixed:
in about half the countries real wages rose, and in 12 of 19

countries there were no significant deviations from trend
growth during the loan years. Finally, food prices did not
rise faster than the general consumer price index did in most
country groups, an important point for the poor.

assess whether reference to the eighties as "the lost decade
of development" was justified. Finally, the study assessed
whether, during the 1980s, the trends in social indicators
differed significantly between adjustment lending countries

Social Indicators 19

and othercountries.
This part of the chapter is organized as follows. The
growth rates in per capita private consumption are presented
first, followed by an analysis of govemment expenditureson
welfare. Health-related indicators such as infant and child
Table 4-14. Ratio of the Food Price Index to the
Consumer Price Index
Consumer_Price_Index
Country
Nwnber of

The second part of this chapter looks at trends in social
indicators and compares the performance of countries that
received Bank lending in support:of adjustment programs
relative to countries that did not. The indicators examined
are per capita real private consumption, government expenditures on the social sectors, and social indicators such as
infant and child mortality, immunization,nutrition and educational performance.
While many of the social indicators are expressed as
country averages, they still provide information about the
poor. The reason is that the non-poor usually have access to
social services before the poor. If the percentageof non-poor
in the population is less than the percentage of the populadon with access to social services, then some of the poor are
being reached. At this point, most of the movement in the
indicator will reflect changes in the welfare of the poor.
It is not clear a priori whether the poor will be hurt more
or less by the adjustment policies than they will be without
them. However, in general the reductions in expenditures
associated with adjustment policies are likely to reduce the
level of welfare. Therefore, as a lirst step the study investigated to what extent the reductions in expenditureswere
reflected in private consumption and government expenditures and whether the trends differed between adjustment
and non-adjustment lending countries.
As a second step, the study took another look at the
current evidence on trends in socioeconomicindicators such
as infant mortality and nutrition iinthe developing world in
the 1980s. These trends were compared with the 1970s to

classification

countries

EIAL
Average
Median
OAL
Average
Median
NAL+
Average
Median
NALAverage
Media
NAL
Average
Median
Allcountries
Average
Median

22

1970-80

1981-84

1.01
1.01

1.00
0.99

0.97
0.99

1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00

0.99
0.99

1.00
0.99

1.01
1.01

0.98
0.972

0.99
0.99

.98
.99

1.02
1.02

1.00
0.99

1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00

.o00
1.00

1.00
1.00

0.99
0.99

1985-87

15

10

10

20

57

Mogneit (variousissues) forthe food
pSrce
indexandIntemational
index.
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mortality, immunization and nutrition are discussed next.
Finally, primary school enrollment is discussed.

1985-88, that were associated with adjustment lending. Furthermore, this group had the highest rate of growth in 198588 of the four adjustment lending groups.
In the EIAL countries, per capita real private consumption appears to have been protected, relative to other countries, during the 1985-88 period. The relative increase in
consumption was made possible by a relative decrease in
investment.21The growth in per capita real consumption was
2.5 percentage points higher in 1985-88 than in 1981-84,
having almost recovered to the levels of 1970-80. At 1.4
percent, the average rate of growth of per capita consumption in the EIAL countries was higher than the average rates
for the OAL, NAL+ and NAL- groups in 1985-88. The lowincome EIAL countries increased their rate of growth by 3.6
percentage points, whereas the OAL countries had a slight
decline in their average rate of growth of consumption from
1981-84 to 1985-88, with decreases in the growth in per
capita consumption in the middle-income OAL countries
and increases in the low-income OAL countries. The NAL+
countries continued the positive growth of their per capita
consumption throughout the 1980s, while the NAL- countries had significant declines. It is also worth noting that this
relativelyoptimistic picture for the EIAL countries in 198588 was not the result of just a few very good performers: 18
of the EIAL countries had positive growth in per capita
consumption, while only 6 countries experienced negative
growth. This pattern contrasts with the distribution in the
early 1980s, when 9 EIAL countries had positive growth

Growth Rates in Private Conswnption
Private consumption is defined here as the market value of
all goods and services purchased or received, including income in kind, by households and non-profit organizations. It
excludes purchases of dwellings but includes imputed rent
for owner-occupied dwellings.
Table 4-15 presents the growth rates of real per capita
private consumption, which were calculated using private
consumption in constant local currency. The aggregationsof
growth rates are simple arithmetic averages across countries. The table indicates that in all developing countries,real
per capita consumption grew by 2.1 percent in the 1970-80
period and declined by 0.4 percent in the 1981-84 period
and showed no improvement in 1985-88. When the performance of countries grouped by their adjustment lending
slatus is compared, it is notable that only the EIAL countries
showed improvements over the two periods, 1981-84 and
Table 4-15. Annual Growth Rates of Real Per Capita
IPrivateConsumption
(percent)
C'ountry

classift-

Number
of

cation 0 countries

ELAL

24

LIC
MIC

11

1970-80

growth (+1-)I

1981-84
1985-88
growth (+1-)I growth (+1-)'

13

1.5 (1717) -1.1 (9:15) 1.4 (18/6)
0.1
(6/5) -2.6 (2:9) 1.0 (7/4)
2.7 (11/2) 0.2 (7:6) 1.8 (11/2)

and l5hadnegativegrowth.TheOALandNALgroupssaw
little or no change in the distribution of countries with posifive and negative growth in consumption in the two periods

OAL
LIC
MIC

23
12
11

1.6 (19/4) 0.2 (11:12) -0.1 (12/11)
0.7
(9/3) -0.1 (6:6) 0.5 (8/4)
2.6 (10/1) 0.5 (5:6) -0.9 (4n7)

in the 1980s.
When the EIAL countries are compared with all other
countries, they show higher growth in consumption in the

NAL+
LIC
MIC

12
4
8

3.5
2.8
3.8

NALLIC
MIC

15
5
10

2.8
OA
4.0

All developing 74

(12/3)
(3/1)
(9/2)

1.4
3.3
0.4

(8:7) 1.1 (8n7)
(4:0) 1.5 (3/1)
(4:7) 0.9 (5/6)

1985-88 period as compared with other periods. This result
also holds after controlling for pre-program conditions and
the evolutionof suchexternaleconomicconditons as changes

(9/3) -1.7
(213) -1.4
(7/0) -1.9

(3:9) -2.9 (3/9)
(1:4) -1.0 (2/3)
(2:5) -3.9 (1/6)

in a country's terms of trade, intemational interest rates and
net foreign financing.21 When these factors are controlled
for, the adjustment programs raised the average annual rate

-0.4 (31:43) 0.0 (41/33)

of growth of per capita real consumption by 3 percentage
points in the EIAL countries relative to the OAL and NAL

2.1 (57/17)

CountreSwhencomparing1985-88with 1970-80.
There are important differences in performance among

a. Data for Chad, Gabon, Gambia, Guinea, Lesotho, Mozambique, Nepal,
Oman, Poland, Sierra Leone, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda and Yemen
People's Democratic Republic are missing, so that 74 countries are left.
b. EIAL countries are early-intensive adjustment lending countries and
OAL countries are other adjustment lending countries. The non-adjust-

the EIAL countries. When comparing 1985-88 with 197080, per capita consumption grew more rapidly in Zambia,
Madagascar,Korea, Tanzania and Chile than was predicted

ment lending (NAL) countries are divided into those whose per capita
real GDP increased from 1981 to 1988 (NAL+) and those where it
decreased (NAL-). The low-income comntries (LIC) are those that received IDA loans in FY89, the middle-income countries (MIC) those that
diidnot.

by their pre-program conditions, the size of their external
shocks and their participation in adjustment programs. The
largest underperformers in the EIAL group were C6te

c. The ratio is the numberof countrieswnith
positivegrowthratesto the

d
M
M
of whose rates of growth in per capita consumption were

d'Ivoire Madagascar Mauritania MgeriaandMexico

number of countries with negative rates.
Source:

below the predicted values.

World Bank.
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The rest of this chapter shows the extent to which the
picture sketched by this aggregate welfare measure-per
capita consumption-is reflected in other, more direct measures of living conditions, such as infant and child mortality,
nutritional well-being and access to education. Before tuming to that exercise, however, it is useful to look at how
governmentexpenditures on welfaxeprogramswere affected
during the adjustment period.

The data on govemment expenditures, which are obtained from the IMF's Government Finance Statistics (International Monetary Fund, various issues), contain, as noted,
only the central government's expenditures. The data were
classified in three categories: education services; health services; and. other welfare. The category "other welfare" includes expenditures on social security and welfare affairs
and services, housing and community affairs and services,
and recreational, cultural and religious affairs and services.
Table 4-16 presents total non-interest govemment expenditures as a proportion of GDP and expenditures on
education, health and other welfare as a proportion of total
govemment expendituresless interest payments for the three
periods 1970-80, 1981-84 and 1985-87. Data were available for only 10 EIAL countries, 5 OAL countries and 5
23
NAL countries.
Central govemment non-interestexpenditures increased slightly as a proportion of GDP from 197080 to 198.1-84but then decreased by 1.3 percentage points
in 1985-87 on average for the 10 EIAL countries. On average, from 1981-84 to 1985-87 these expenditures declined in
the OAL and NAL countries as well. Thus, most countries
compressed their expenditures relative to GDP as required
to restore itheirmacro balance.
The share of total public spending on education and
health in total government expenditures, less interest payments, in the EIAL countries increased slightly from 22.3
percent in 1970-80 to 24.4 percent in 1981-84 and then
decreased to 22.4 percent in 1985-87. Most of the decline in
the mid-1980swas the result of reductions in the share of
education: 6 of 10 EIAL countries experienced declining
shares for education, and 4 of 10EIAL countries showed the
same pattermfor health shares. The average share of expenditures on other welfare programs increased from 16.8 percent to 17.1 percent in the EIAL countries during the 1980s04
The OAL countries also had a decreasing ratio of noninterest public expenditures to GDP in the 1980s. However,
the shares for their social sectors increased on average. The
NAL countries upped the share of their expenditures on
health and education in the 1980s but decreased it for other
welfare.
There are some interesting differences across the countries. Although Mexico had a significant decline in its share
of non-interestexpenditures in GDP, it increased its share of
spending on both education and health in the 1980s. Morocco had a similar experience. Togo went in the opposite
direction: it increased its share of non-interest expenditures
and significantlydecreased its shares for educationand health.
Chile demonstrates that the data on shares of expenditures need to be treated with caution. While the shares for
education and health declined in the 1980s,improved targeting and reallocations within education and health increased
the level of social services provided to the poor. Costa Rica
provides another example. Expenditures for both health and

Social Welfare Expenditures
In most developing countries the public sector plays the
dominant role in financing social welfare programs. In the
seventies the public sector grew rapidly in almost all countries, but in the eighties many developing countries engaged
in programs aimed at reducing fiscal imbalances that required a mixture of revenue expansion and expenditure reduction. Although stabilization and adjustment programs
are not usually explicit in specifying the focus for cuts in
expenditures, it is believed that the social sectors are often a
prime target. There is growing concern that if this assumption is true, adjustmentprograms could have adverse effects
on the most vulnerable population groups.
Data were available on the expenditures of the consolidated central government. However, caution is needed in
interpreting changes in the shares of the central govemment
budget as indicators of the level of social services delivered
in total and to the poor for two reasons. First, the improved
policies associated with structuraladjustment programs may
call for better targeting and cost-recovery measures that
allow budget-cutting along with sustained or increasedprovision of social services, especially for the poor. This policy
approach is possible because typically the middle- and upper-income classes have been the nmostlikely to use the bulk
of the social services and transfers: in many cases, services
such as hospital care and university educationaccount for 80
percent or more of government social outlays. These types
of services benefit just 20-30 percent of the people, most of
them urban. Thus, budget cuts and improved access by the
poor are possible simultaneously.,2 Second, there may be
reallocations of social expenditures between central and
regional governments that the data, which deal only with
changes in central government expe-nditures,do not pick up.
Two sets of questions are addressed here. The first is
whether government expenditures as a proportion of GDP
fell in the 1980s.If so, was the fall greater in adjustmentthan
in non-adjustmentlending countries? The second is whether
there is substantial variation in the proportion of total govemment expendituresallocated to health, educationand other
welfare programs. Did these ratios decrease or increase between the periods 1981-84 and 1985-87? If so, were the
changes different in adjustment anclnon-adjustment lending
countries?
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Table 4-16. Government Expeniiture and Welfare Expenditure Shares
(percent)

Country

(G-int) '/GDP

Educationl(G-int)a

1970-80 1981-84 1985-87

1970-80 1981-84 1985-87

Healthl(G-int)

Other bl(G-int)x

1970-80 1981-84 1985-87

197040

1981-84 1985-87

EIALc
Chile

31.4

31.1

28.1

15.0

14.5

13.7

7.8

6.5

6.4

34.4

46.4

46.7

CostaRica
Korea
Mauritius
Mexico
Morocco
Pakistan
T'hailand
Togo
Turkey

19.6
15.2
22.0
12.6
28.9
15.4
14.7
37.9
23.0

19.6
16.0
22.5
1ou.1
31.0
16.2
17.6
29.1
22.7

21.9
14.9
18.7
13.0
24.8
18.1
16.9
34.5
19.9

29.5
16.8
15.7
19.8
16.9
2.3
22.3
10.7
19.6

22.9
20.6
19.1
18.1
19.8
3.3
22.5
21.0
14.2

19.2
19.7
16.9
19.3
20.1
3.4
23.0
13.5
13.1

13.4
1.3
9.0
4.5
4.2
1.6
4.4
5.1
3.1

29.9
1.5
9.4
2.0
3.3
1.4
5.5
6.4
1.9

23.2
1.9
9.6
2.6
3.4
1.1
7.0
4.0
2.4

25.2
7.6
26.5
25.6
8.2
6.6
7.7
15.2
4.9

19.7
8.8
27.4
19.6
8.2
11.9
5.8
14.6
5.4

26.7
8.7
24.8
20.0
8.7
13.3
6.2
11.8
4.3

Averaged

22.1

22.4

21.1

16.9

17.6

16.2

5A

6.8

6.2

16.2

16.8

17.1

Hungary
Indonesia
Panama
Uruguay
Zimbabwe

n.a.
18.2
28.3
22.5
29.1

53.0
20.6
28.6
24.6
31.1.

54.8
20.0
26.1
20.6
33.0

n.a.
8.7
18.7
10.7
14.5

1.7
9.9
16.3
7.3
23.3

1.9
10.8
19.6
7.4
23.7

n.a
2.2
15.5
4.4
6.4

3.1
2.6
18.2
3.7
7.2

3.7
2.3
19.5
4.8
7.1

n.a.
2.4
14.8
48.3
8.1

26.2
2.4
18.0
54.7
9.2

27.9
2.8
22.1
54.8
7.7

Averaged

n.a.

31.6

30.9

n.a

11.7

12.7

n.a.

6.9

7.5

n.a.

22.1

23.0

10.9
51.9
26.5
18.2
22.6

11.9
44.9
26.0
20.9
37.9

14.3
47.6
27.0
18.5
28.9

2.5
3.5
11.9
17.3
8.2

2.2
7.2
9.4
19.4
16.3

2.6
10.1
9.7
22.1
19.9

2.2
3.4
6.6
10.2
3.2

2.6
3.5
5.0
8.9
4.3

2.4
4.9
5.2
10.7
4.2

3.9
3.0
26.0
10.5
2.3

5.1
3.5
16.3
14.5
2.0

6.0
3.8
13.0
12.9
2.2

Averaged
26.0
28.3
27.3
8.7
10.9
12.9
5.1
4.9
5.5
9.1
8.3
n.a.Notavailable.
a. (G-int)is consolidated
centralgovemment
totalexpenditures
lesstotalinterestpayments.
affairs,andrecreational,
culturalandreligiousaffairs.
b. "Other"expenditures
areforsocialsecurityandwelfare,housingandcommunity
c. Countries
wereselectedif theyhadcomplete
datafor 1981-86.
if therewere11omissingdata.
d. Averageswerecalculated
Source:Intemational
Monetary
Fund(variousissues).

7.6

OAL'

NAL'
India
Oman
Sri Lanka
Venezuela
'YemenArabRep.

education declined between the periods 1981-84 and 198587, whereas other welfare expendiituresincreasedfrom 19.7

However, this does not imply that the health sector suffered
discriminationon account of the crisis. The study found that

percentto 26.7percent.A largeportionof thisincreasecame
about throughincreasesin social securitypayments.This
substantialreallocationof publicwelfareresourceswillhave
implicationsthat shouldbe exploredfurther.
A recentstudyby thePan AmericanHealthOrganization
(PAHO)(1989)that looked at the effect of the economic
crisis of the eighties on public Ihealthexpendituresalso
revealedthe heterogeneityin healthexpenditurepattemsin
countries(Mexico,HonfiveLatinAmericanandCaribbearn
duras,Ecuador,Braziland Uruguay).The studyconcluded
that theredefinitelywasa crisisof resourcesforhealthat the
centralgovemmentlevel.In the t:pical case,the pre-crisis
expenditureper capitastill had not beenregainedin 1986.

the sectorneithersystematicallysuffereda reductionof its
relativeshareof the reducedtotalproductnor wasgivenless
priorityby the nationalgovernments.
A recentpaperby the IMF examinedwhetherthe fiscal
adjustmentrequiredby most countriessince the late 1970s
led to a significantshift in expenditurepriorities.The methodologywas to calculatean "expected"expenditureshare
(of GDP) for each countryand to comparethis share with
the actualone. ("Expected"sharescontrol fordemandfactors suchas changesin the populationprofile,technology
andbudgetconstraints.)
In the EIALcountries,the averageactual sharesof expendituresforeducationin 1984-86were7-10percenthigher
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than what would have been expected, and actual health
expenditures were 11-16 percenii higher on average than
what would have been expected (Heller and Diamond 1989).
A recent study (Sahn 1989) on the implications of the effect
of macroeconomic adjustment on poverty in Sub-Saharan
Africa found no conclusive evidence to suggest that countries reduce govemment expenditures, either in real terms or
as a percentage of GDP, as a consequence of receiving
adjustment loans. In those countries where there had been a
compression in govemment spending in the 1980s, it generally pre-dated the beginning of the adjustment process.
The data here did not show an overall reduction in govemment expenditures as a percentage of GDP (not shown in
the table), but when interest payments are deducted from the

Table 4-17. Infant Mortality
(percentage decline)
Country
Numberof
classificationb
countries
EIAL
23
LIC
11
MIC
12
OAL
27
17
LIC
MIC
10
NAL+
12
LIC
5
MIC
7

expenditures, the resulting non-interest expenditures showed
a decline as a percentage of GDP in most countries and in all
country groups in the 1980s. The shares of expenditures on
health and education increased in the NAL countries. However, most EIAL countries experienced a fall in the shares of
expenditures on education and health.
These
eclinefo concen. Greter emhasis
for concern. Greater emphasis
These declines are
are cuse
cause
needs to be given to the protection of the social sectors
during adjustment to avoid further deterioration. Because
providing health and education services is an investment in
human capital, greater emphasis is fully compatible with
adjustment policies that aim at long-term sustainable growth.

LIC
MIC
All developing

1977-82
-13.1
-8.6
-17.3
-8.9
-6.0
-14.0
-12.8
-12.4
-13.1

1982-87
-11.6
-8.7
-14.2
-9.7
-7.8
-12.9
-13.1
-11.7
-14.2

6
11

-5.8
-12.6

-7.2
-13.9

79

-11.0

-11.1

Infant and Child Mortality, and Immunization

Note: The: data for China, Costa Rica, Ghana, Greece, Hungary,
Mozambique,Poland,Portugaland Yugoslaviaare missing.
a. T'he infant mortality rateis the numberof deaths before the ageof 12
monthsper 1,000lve births.
b. EIAL countriesare early-intensiveadjustmentlendingcountriesand
OAL countriesare other adjustmentlendingcountries.The non-adjustmentlending(NAL)countriesare dividedinto those whoseper capita
real GDP increased from 1981 to 1988 (NAL+) and those where it
decreased(NAL-).The low-incomecountries(LIC) are those that receivedIDAloansin FY89,the middle-incomecountries(MIC)thosethat
did not.
Source:WorldBankdatabase.

Life expectancy is perhaps the single most comprehensive
indicator of a population's health status. It is the result of a
large number of inputs that affect longevity in a complex
and, as yet, poorly understood way. Many of these inputs
(for example, adult literacy) are by their very nature resilient
against fluctuations in living conditions in the short run.
Other inputs may, however, be more dependent on current
economic conditions (for example, funds for immunization
programs). It is plausible that infant and child mortality are
more dependent on such inputs than adult mortality is, so
that the former indexes may be more sensitive to economic
fluctuations than the latter.
The aggregate values of the infant mortality rates (number of deaths before the age of 12 months per 1,000 live
births) show a monotonic decline during the 1977-87 period
(table 4-17). In the EIAL country group, the rate of decline
from 1982 to 1987 was slower than the decline from 1977 to
1982. This result, however, is attributable to one country:
Chile had a 13 percent drop in its infant mortality rate in
1982-87, after a 50 percent drop in 1977-82. When Chile is
excluded, the average decline in the EIAL countries was
higher in the 1980s than in the laie 1970s.
Some demographers prefer to use the child mortality rate
(the number of children per 1,0t)0 live births who die between the ages of 0 and 5 years) rather than the infant

mortality rate as a measure of a country's living conditions.
The infant mortality rate reflects the differences across countries in weaning practices (longer/shorter than 12 months),
which put newborns at risk at different times in their life.
Thus, the child mortality rate may be more robust.
Hill and Pebley (1988) took a careful look at the UN
child mortality statistics and eliminated imputations and
data of idubious quality. The data were grouped into the
various country categories (EIAL, OAL and NAL), including only those countries for which at least the change in
child mortality from 1970-75 to 1975-80 and 1975-80 to
1980-85 could be calculated. That procedure yielded just 28
countries (table 4-18). Of the 10 EIAL countries in this
group, 4 (Brazil, Chile, Colombia and Senegal) showed a
faster pace of improvement in the eighties than in the seventies. The Philippines, Costa Rica, Mexico, Thailand and
Turkey continued to show a reduction in child mortality in
the eighties, but the pace of progress was lower than that in
the seventies. Of these five, two had mortality rates under 60
per 1,000 births in 1980-85, a level at which further large
declines in child mortality may become more difficult to
attain. Ghana is the only country that showed an increase in
child mortality, but it is unclear whether the change occurred
before or after the country started its adjustment program.
Of the 10 NAL countries in the sample, 4 improved more
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Taible4-18. ChildMortality,,

althoughimprovement
wasbadlyneeded.In general,progress
was slowestin countriesthat had high initialmortalitylevels.
Finally,the newest,andprobablythe mostreliable,data
in thisarea comefrom the Institutefor Development'sDemographicand HealthSurveys(DHS)3'Table4-19 shows
infant mortalityrates as calculatedfrom the DHS for selectedcountries.Two observationsstandout.First,the levels were generallymuch lowerthanthosepublishedby the

(percentage decline)

Country

1960-65 1965-70 1970-75 1975-80
to
to
to
to
1980-85
1965-70 1970-75 1975-80 198085
level

EIAL
Brazil
Chile
Colombia

8.6
17.6
11.9

10.1
29.5
25.2

14.4
34.2
28.1

19.6
46.2
34.4

CostaRica

21.4

27.3

45.3

31.4

24

C,hana

10.1

11.2

-6.7

160

Mexico

WorldBankin its WorldDevelopmentReportsWDR), the

11.0

11.5

11.5

77

implication being that progressmay actually have been faster

10.9
0.0
13.2
13.8

11.4
2.5
22.9
10.7

13.8
:13.0
11.9
12.0
23.1
:13.6

6.7
13.2
21.4
11.3

83
210
55
141

Philippines
Senegal
Thailand
Turkey
OikL
Argentina
Bangladesh
Ecuador

86
28
42

22.4

90

16.4

122

than that indicatedby the WDR data. Second,in all the
countrieslistedin the table,the declinein infant mortality
appears to have been very large and to have continued
duringthe eighties.
If livingconditionsin some developingcountriesdecreased during the 1980s to the point that the life of a
newborn was being threatened, the data do not reflect that
fact.Therealsodoesnot seemto be a linkbetweenprogress
against child mortality,or lack thereof, and the adjustment

7.1
5.0
5.8

99
-8.8
30.6

27127
185
34

lending country categories. The apparent lack of a relationship between infant and child mortality and economic conditions is not a new result. It is consistent with the historical

14.2

21.1

33.3

70

evidence on pre-industrialized England. The recent experience of improving mortality indicatorsduring Chile's severe

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
14.3
16.1
n.a.

10.2
15.3
15.1
8.7

88
166
118
189

27.3

15.6
1.4

25.8
18.3
14.2
10.8
17.4

Nevertheless, there is still reason for concern. The excessive mortality of newborns, as reflected in infant mortality
rates of well above 100 in most low-income countries, is
appalling given the availability of technologies that are both

19.7

11.6

61
220

affordableand.easy to implement(for example,immuniza-

9.5
10.9
23.8

5.6

14.7

n.a.

0.0

10.9

12.8

Indonesia

10.7

12.9

:17.2
3.1
:14.7
:16.6

Panama
Uganda
Uruguay

na.
9.4
-1.9

n1a.
6.8
3.7

NAL
Elotswana

6.1

Republic
Egypt
Guatemala
Haiti

Jordan
Liberia

12.5

42

2.7

215

D)ominican

recessionin the seventiesis anotherexample.

5.1
20.9
11.0

Malaysia
13.9
:25.8
41
Feru
18.0
7.5
112
Trinidad
and Tobago 5.7
26.0
13.5
12.5
28
n.a.Not available.
a. Thechildmortalityrateis thatnumberof deathsbetweentheagesof 0
and5 yearsper1,000livebirths.
Source:HillandPebley(1988).

tion and oral rehydration).Indeed, it is the steady progress in
the use of these techniques that lies behind the observed
achievements.
Table 4-20 shows that all country groups increased their
immunization coverage in the eighties for measles and polio
but that some countries in every grouping saw their progress
eroded (World Health Organization 1989b). On average,
immunization coverage for measles and polio increased be-

rapidlyin the 1980s,while 6 improvedmorerapidlyin the
1970sthanin the 1980s.
Generalizationson the basis of this small sampleare
difficultto make.Thecontil-u-dprogressduringthe eighties
is perhapsthe most strikin f nding.Theincreasedspeedof
progressin 11 out of the 2.8 countriesis also noteworthy.
The apparent lack of a relations]hipbetween adjustment
policiesand trendsin child mortalityis anothersignificant
finding:both EIAL and NAL cGuntrieshad increasesand
decreasesin the paceof improvementin the 1980s.
Perhapsthe most importantobservationsrelate to individualcountries.For instance,progressseemsto haveslowed
in CostaRica,butchildmortalitytherewasalreadyvery low
(24/1,000).The same cannot be said for Bangladeshand
Uganda,whereprogress,alreadyslow, slowedeven more,

tween 1981-84and 1985-88 in the 18 EIAL countriesfor
which there were data. With wide variationsaround the
mean, coveragefor measlesdeclinedin four EIAL countries, for polio in six countries.The declinesin coverage
weresimilarin the NAL countriesand less commonamong
the OAL countries.The generalpictureshows immunizationincreasingalmosteverywhere,probablyaccountingfor
muchof the continueddeclinein infantandchild mortality.
However,moreinformationis neededto get a fullpictureof
whathappenedto the quantityand qualityof healthservices
deliveredto peoplein adjustingcountries.
Thesedata on infantand childmortalityand immunizationshowthat thegeneralpositivecorrelationbetweenlongruneconomicdevelopment(asmeasuredby long-rungrowth
trendsin per capitaGNP) and socialprogress(as indicated
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Table 4-19. Comparison of Infant Mortality Rates by Demographicand Health Surveys (DHS), World Bank (WB)
and United Nations (UN)
1971-75
Country

1976-80

1981-86

DHSa

WB b

UN'

DHS

UN

DHS

WB d

UN

100
192
170
120
40
55
104
80
97
92
TrinidadandTobago 47

132
112
196
157
37
60
115
88
87
87
28

135
155
203
162
56
65
122
94
95
95
30

103
164
156
97
39
41
92
75
72
86
37

130
143
191
154
48
56
110
84
82
82
26

75
144
108
86
25
35
73
68
58
73
26

115
89
133
124
29
51
93
51
50
66
29

124
132
180
142
39
48
97
75
70
70
24

Burundi
Liberia
Mali
Senegal
SriLanka
Thailand
Morocco
DominicanRepublic
Ecuador
Guatemala

a. For DHS, 1971-75 soinetimnescovers 1972-76 or 1972-77.
b. For the World Bank, 1971-75 refers to 1975.
c. For the United Nations, 1976-80 is 1975-80 and 1981-86 is 1980-85.
d. For the World Bank, 1981-86 refers to any year between 1981 and 1986.
Source: van der Gaag, Makonnen and Englebert (1991).

by a reduction in child mortality and increase in immunization) is not interrupted by temporary recessions. Short of
major'disasters such as famines and wars, the mortality can
probably only be affected by ihe long-run trends in economic development. The reason is the large time lags in the
underlyingchain of causal events. Furthermore,the increased
availability of affordable, low-technology, life-saving interventions permits increased progress even in times of recession.
The next two sections focu:s on two other aspects of
living conditions that are more responsive to economic fluc-

tuations: nutrition and education. The trends to be discussed
are nutrition (caloric intake as a ratio of caloric requirement)
and protein intake, followed by primary school enrollment
and student/teacher ratios.
Nutrition
In its Third World Food Survey, the FAO defined undernutition as inadequacy of diet, that is, a calorie intake that, if
continued over a long period, would result in either a loss of
normal body weight or a reduction in physical activity or

Table 4-20. Immunization oi Children under Age One
(percent)
Polio
Country
classification'

Measles

Nwnber of
countries

lvg.for
1981-84

Avg.for
1985-88

Difference

Nunber of
countries

Avg.for
1981-84

Avg.for
1985-88

Difference

EIAL
LIC
MIC

18
6
12

54
27
68

63
39
76

9
12
8

19
7
12

38
30
42

55
43
63

16
8
20

OAL
LIC
MIC

18
11
7

29
17
49

46
35
63

16
18
15

20
11
9

37
25
51

49
34
66

11
8
15

NAL+
LIC
MIC

10
4
6

42
20
56

50
35
60

8
15
4

9
3
6

27
3
39

41
25
49

13
17
10

NALLIC
MIC

14
5
9

40
32
45

49
29
60

9
-3
15

15
6
9

35
45
27

42
34
47

12
-2
20

Alldeveloping

60

41

53

11

63

35

48

13

a. EIAL countries are early-intensive adjustment lending countries and OAL countries are other adjustment lending countries. The non-adjustment lending
(NAL) countries are divided into those whose per capita real G3DPincreased from 1981 to 1988 (NAL+) and those where it decreased (NAL-). The lowincome countries (LIC) are those that received IDA loans in FY89, the middle-income countries (MIC) those that did not.
Source: World Health Organization (1989a).
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both.Malnutrition,a broaderterm,is definedas a deficiency
in one or more specificessentialnutrients.
A commonmethodfor determiningundemutritionat the
aggregatelevel is to compareaverage per capita calorie
26 For this
intake with the per capita caloricrequirement.
purpose,the nutritionindex is calculatedas the actualaverage percapitacalorieintakerelativeto the requiredintake;a
negativenumber indicatesa calorie intake below the requiredlevel and thereforethe presenceof undemutrition.
Averageper capita calorieintakeis calculatedby dividing
thecalorieequivalentof the foodsuppliesin an economyby
the population.Food suppliescomprisedomesticproduction,imports less exports,and changesin stocks;they excludeanimalfeed,seedsfor use in agriculture,and foodlost
in processingand distribution.The dailyper capitacalorie
requirementrefersto thecaloriesneededto sustaina healthy
personat normallevels of activity,,taking intoaccountage
and gender,averagebody weightand environmentaltemperatures.
The valuesof the nutritionindexfor the period1980-86
are presentedin table4-21. Wheninterpretingthese data,it
is importantto bearthe followingpointsin mind.First,even
if the averagepercapitacalorieintakeof a countryis exactly
equal to its per capita requirement,some of the population
can still suffer from undernutrition because of a
m.aldistribution
of food supplies.The UnitedNationsFood
Conferencein Rome in 1974concludedthat food energy
suppliesin developingregionsshouldbe at least 10percent
abovetheaggregaterequirements
to allowformaldistibution.
This figurevariesfromcountryto countrydependingon the

degree of the inequityin food distribution.For instance,
Indiandata suggestthat the averageenergysupplyfor rural
areasshouldbe about20.6percentabovethe averageenergy
requirement,whereasthe correspondingfigure for urban
areasshouldbe 11percentto allowforthe maldistribution
of
foodsupplies.
Second,the procedureusedassumesthat thedistribution
of food suppliesdid not change during the recessionary
period.However,thisdistributionis likelyto becomeworse
duringperiodsof foodshortages,and the actualdecreasein
the degreeof nutritionwill be greaterthan is shownby the
magnitudeof the nutritionindex. In such a situation of
decliningfoodavailability,the poor are generallythe firstto
losetheirentitlementto food.
For mostdevelopedcountries,the nutritionindexvaries
between15and40.If the indexlieswithinthisrange,it may
be assertedthat undernutritionis negligible.In a country
where the index is lower than -15,the populationcan be
regardedas sulferingacuteundernutrition.
In theEIALgroup,
the nutritionindex worsenedbetween 1981and 1983and
thenimprovecd
between1983and 1986and endedup better
thanin 1980.Thedeclinein the early 1980soccurredmainly
in the low-incomeEIALcountries;themiddle-income
EIAL
ones saw a fairlyconsistentimprovementin nutritionfrom
1980to 1986(exceptfor 1983).TheOAL countriesexhibited a similarpattem,withdecreasesin nutritionfrom 1981
to 1984and improvementthereafter.The NAL+countries
significantlyraisedtheirnutritionalstatusduringthe 1980s.
AlthoughtheNAL-countriesalsoimprovedtheirnutritional
status(exceptfor 1983),this wasattributableto the middle-

Table4-21. Nutrition a,b
(percent)
Counltry
classification'

Number of
countries

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

WIC

24
11
13

5.62
4.51
14.18

5.84
-4.43
14.52

5.52
-5.36
14.73

4.33
-7.35
14.22

5.38
-6.07
15.07

6.38
-4.82
15.85

6.61
-5.20
16.60

OAL
LIC
MIC

30
18
12

-1.98
-9.75
9.68

-0.78
-8.12
10.23

-1.17
-8.91
10.44

-1.63
-9.70
10.49

-2.80
-11.64
10.47

-0.41
-8.05
11.08

0.80
-6.62
11.93

NAL+

14

7.73

8.32

8.84

10.07

11.17

12.00

12.30

LIC

5

-0.97

-0.26

0.68

3.69

3.98

5.10

5.39

MIC

9

12.56

13.09

13.37

13.51

15.16

15.84

16.14

NALLIC

18
7

0.06
.12.57

0.53
-12.43

0.99
-12.54

0.56
-14.71

1.15
-14.26

1.36
-14.62

1.73
-14.33

MIC

11

8.09

8.77

9.59

10.28

10.95

11.53

11.96

86

2.15

2.82

2.78

2.40

2.58

3.88

4.49

EIAL
LIC

All developing

a. Nutrition(N) is calculatedas N = ((U-R)/R)x 100whereU is the averageper capitacalorieintakeina countryand R is its averagerequirement.
b. Thedata for OmanandZambiaaremissing.
c. EIALcountriesare early-intensiveadjustmentlendingcountriesandOALcountriesareotheradjustmentlendingcountries.Thenon-adjustmentlending
(NAL)countriesare dividedinto thosewhoseper capitareal GDPincreasedfrom 1981to 1988(NAL+)and thosewhereit decreased(NAL-).The lowincomecountries(LIC)are thosethatreceivedIDAloansin FY89,the middle-incomecountries(MIC)thosethat did not.
Source:Foodand AgricultureOrganization.
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incomecountries:the low-incomeNAL- countriesexperienceda declinein nutritionfrom 1981to 1985,
A reviewof changesin nutritionstatusin Africashows
noclearrelationshipbetweenthosechangesandthe country's
statusas EIALorNAL.In 8 of 12EIALcountriesin Africa,
the nutritionindexworsenedbetween1980and 1983-84.In
10of 12,it improvedbetween1983-84and 1986.Evenafter
an improvement,however,sevenof theEIALAfricancountriesstill hadlowerlevelsof nutritionin 1986thanin 1980.
The 10 NAL countriesin Africa (excludingSouthAfrica)
look very much the same, with 6 showingdeterioration
between 1980and 1983-4 and 5 showingimprovements
after 1983-84.In 5 of 10AfricanNAL countries,the situationin 1986wasworsethanin 1980.Onlya fewcountriesin
Africamanagedsteadilyto imlprovetheirnutritionalstatus
during 1980-86,and theywere in both the EIALand NAL
groups.
Fortunately,the foodsituationin otherpartsof the world
was not as grimas that in Africa.Althoughnutritionwas
poor in many other countries,particularlyin SouthAsia,
there was a generaltrend toward improvement.India and
China, the two largest countriesin Asia, significantlyreduced the extent of their undemutritionduringthe 1980s.
Bangladesh,however,still had a highdegreeof undemutrition.With the exceptionof the YemenPeoplesDemocratic
Republicand the YemenArabRepublic,all the countriesin
the Bank's Europe,MiddleEast and North AfricaRegion
hadadequatelevelsof nutritionIn LatinAmerica,thenutridon index was negativefor 6 out of 22 countries.Among
those,Haiti,BoliviaandEcuadorhad themostsevereundernutrition,despitea slightimprovementtowardthe endof the
period.Changesin the degreeof nutritionwere generally
27
smallin LatinAmericacomparedwith otherregions.
It couldbe arguedthatnutritionas definedhereis notan
adequateindex of the nutritionalstatus of the population.
Directanthropometricmeasuressuchas heightor weightfor
heightwould be preferable.Unfortunately,such data were
onlyavailablefora limitednumberof countries.TheUnited
Nationsrecentlypublishedan updateon the nutritionsituation that containedinformaticnon 33 countries (United
Nations 1989). This report was a follow-upto the First
Reporton theWorldNutritionSituation,whichsummarized
its findingsas follows:"In mostpartsof the world,nutrition
has improvedoverthe last25 years...However,
Sub-Saharan
Africa has sufferedlong-termdecliningfood availability
and increasedmalnutrition
......
" (UnitedNations 1987).The
update report concludedthat, by and large, the long-term
trend in child nutritionwas one of gradualimprovement.
However,the reportalso showedthat childnutritioncan be
very sensitiveto the disruptiveeffects of crises (such as
severeeconomicrecession,politicalupheavalor drought),
The updatereport provideddata on the prevalenceof
malnutritionfora few countriesin Africaup to 1987.These
datarevealedno systematicrelationshipbetweenadjustment
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lendingand the prevalenceof malnutritionin Africa.In
Africatherewere two broadtrends:forone groupof countries-Benin (NAL),BurkinaFaso (OAL),Ghana (EIAL)
andTogo(EIAL)-there wasa risingincidenceof malnutrition to 1983-84,followedby a recoveryto the pre-crisis
levels by 1986,and then, for Beninand Ghana,someworsening in i987; and for the second group of countriesLesotho (NAL),Madagascar(EIAL)and Niger (OAL)there wasa trendof rising malnutrition.Giventhat each of
those broad trends was applicableto countries in every
lendinggroup,it seemstherewas no clear relationshipbetween malnutritionand adjustmentlending.(The data for
LatinAmericaand Asiaweremore infrequentand were not
comparableacrosscountries.)
What is perhapsmostsurprisingis not the lack of evidencethat adjustrnentprogramshavecontributedto malnutrition, but the failureof adjustmentlendingcountriesto
performn
betterin thisarea than the non-adjustmentlending
countriesdid,many of whichsufferedequallysevererecessions, droughtand other extemalshocks.Giventhat some
severelyconstrainedcountriesmanagedto improve their
nutritionalstatusduring the eighties,it appears that much
morecanbe done to improvenutritionalstatusin adjustmnent
lendingas wellas non-adjustmentlendingcountries.
School Enrollment

Thissectionlooksat changesin the educationalstatusof the
populationas measuredby primaryschoolenrollmentratios.
Table4-22 presentsthe averagegross enrollmentratiosfor
variouscountryclassificationsaccordingto the adjustment
loansreceived.
Therewerewidevariationsin theenrollmentratiosacross
developingcountries.Thosewith extremelylow ratioswere
BurkinaFaso, Ethiopia,Guinea, Mali,Niger and Somalia,
whereonly between20 percentand 30 percentof the children were enrolledin primaryschools.Among the EIAL
countries,the averagegrossprimaryschoolenrollmentrates
declinedfrom94.2percentin 1980to 90.1percentin 1985,
in contrastto a risingaveragefor all the other groups(data
were not availablefor the interimyears).These declinesin
enrollmentreflectthe effectsof both the crisisand the early
phases of the adjustmentprograms.However,within the
EIAL group countrydifferenceswere significant.For example,in Pakistanthe enrollmentratiodeclinedfrom1975to
1980and then improvedfrom 1980to 1985.Tanzania,a
countrythatduringthe 1960sand 1970shadbeenknownfor
its outstandingeducationalperformanceduring the 1960s
and 1970s,had declininggrossenrollmentratios(from92.8
percentin 1980lo 72.2percentin 1985).Zimbabwemadethe
most progress,boostingits enrollmentratio from 1980to
1985.This achievementcan be attributedto a largeincrease
in govemmentexpendiLures
on educationduringthe same
period.
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Table 4-22. Gross Primary Enrollment Ratio

Table 4-23. Average Student/Teacher Ratio

(percern)

Counlry

Country
classification

Number of
countries

1975

EIAL
LIC
IvEC

25
12
13

83.2
68.1
97.1

94.2
84.5
103.1

OAL
LIC
MIC

26
15
11

69.9
49.7
97.4

NAL+
LIC
MIC

15
5
10

NALLIC
MIC
All developing

classification'

Nunber of
cowztries

1965

1970

1975

1980

1985

90.1
78.5
100.8

EIAL
LIC
MIC

25
12
13

40.9
41.3
40.5

39.6
41.3
38.1

38.9
43.3
34.8

37.0
41.8
32.5

35,3
40.9
30.2

73.5
51.9
102.8

80.1
55.3
114.0

OAL
LIC
MIC

27
15
12

39.6
42.2
36.3

38.4
41.5
34.7

39.0
43.5
33.3

37.9
41.8
32.9

37.5
41.9
32.0

81.7
75.5
84.8

87.8
85.1
89.2

97.9
99.6
97.0

NAL+
LIC
MIC

14
5
9

39.2
48.2
34.2

36.3
43.0
33.0

35.4
42.8
31.7

33.9
45.5
29.2

33.8
45.0
28.2

18
7
11

79.1
56.1
93.7

84.5
64.0
97.5

85.6
64.0
99.3

NALLIC
MIC

18
7
11

41.6
48.0
37.5

42.4
47.4
39.2

41.6
49.3
36.6

40.9
52.0
33.8

35.3
42.0
31.1

84

77.9

84.5

87.4

All developing 84

40.3

39.2

38.9

37.6

35.8

1980

1985

Note:Thedata for Congo,Gambia,Guinea-BissauandGuyanaaremissing.
a. EIAL countriesare early-intensiveadjustmentlendingcountriesand
OAL countriesare other adjustmentlendingcountries.The non-adjustmentlending(NAL)countriesaredividedintothosewhosepercapitareal
GDPincreasedfrom 1981to 1988(NAL+)and thosewhereit decreased
(NAL-).The low-incornecountries(LIC) are those that receivedIDA
loansin FY89,the middle-incomecountries(MIC)thosethat did not.
Source:UnitedNationsEducational,ScieniificandCulturalOrganization
(UNESCO).

Note:Thedata for Gambia,Guinea-BissauandGuyanaare missing.
a. EIAL countriesare early-intensiveadjustmentcountriesandOAL are
otheradjustmentlendingcountries.The non-adjustmentlending(NAL)
countriesare dividedinto those whoseper capita real GDP increased
from 1981to 1988(NAL+)and those whereit decreased(NAL-).The
low-incomecountries(LIC)are thosethat receivedIDA loansin FY89,
themiddle-incomecountries(MIC)thosethat did not.
Source:UnitedNationsEducational,ScientificandCulturalOrganization
(UNESCO).

The OAL and NAL country groups on average improved
theireirollment ratios between1980and 1985.In Mozambique
(NAL), however,the enrollment ralio declined substantially,
from 99.2 percent in 1980 to 85.8 percent in 1985. Oman
(NAL) demonstrated the most improvement, mainly as a
result of a substantial increase in government expenditures
on education (its share of education expenditures in total
non-interest govemment expenditures increased from 7.2
percent in 1981-84 to 10.1percent in 1985-87).
It could be argued that the recession may have had the
mrostimmediate impact on the quality of education rather
than on the quantity of enrollments, as indicated by the
ratios. Here the studentteacher ratio, defined as the number
of students enrolled per teacher, was used as a proxy for the
quality of education. The average values of this ratio for
dKifferentcountry classifications, lpresented in table 4-23,
show that the ratio improved substantially for the EIAL
countries. Because of the cuts in government expenditures
on education that took place in the EIAL countries, the
growth rate of teacherswas likely to have declined.UNESCO
data confirmed this point: the growth rate of primary school
teachers in EIAL countries fell from 4.2 percent in 1975-80
to 2.1 percent in 1980-85. This drop, combined with the
falling student/teacher ratio, implies that the growth rate of
students enrolled slowed even more.
Why did the growth rate of students enrolled slow when
there were teachers available in the schools? It is difficult to

answer this question without carrying out detailed country
studies. One possible explanation may be that the demand
for education fell: when families are faced with falling incomes, they withdraw their children from school to save on
educationalexpenditures and to have the children contribute
to householdincome. This pattern may be especially true for
low-income households whose time horizons are relatively
short and who place less value on benefits that come several
years in the future.
Whatever the reason, declining enrollment ratios are inconsistent with long-term growth and development objectives. As such, they are likely to be detrimental to the objectives of adjustment as well.
Conclusions
The evidence shows that changes in living conditions in the
short run do not appear to have been systematically related
to adjustment lending. The short-run indicators of living
conditions did not deteriorate in the EIAL countries, and the
long-run indicators continued to improve because of past
investments.
The trends in the labor indicators do not provide conclusive evidence of a systematic relationship between Banksupported adjustment lending policies and negative effects
on labor. However, in some countries, fornal labor, especially in the manufacturing sector, bore a larger share of the
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burden than did other income groups. It is unclear whether
this adjustment was a necessaryrduction from unsustainably
high levels or if formal labor in manufacturing was unfairly
burdened by the adjustment.
The specific conclusions to be drawn from the labor
indicators are as follows. Data on the economy-wide compensation of employees as a share of total GDP reveal that
the average for the EIAL countries fell by more than that in
other country groups. However, the EIAL median values,
which may better reflect the "typical" country, did not fall
from 1970-80 to 1985-87 as they did for the other country
groups. In 13 of 16 countries, growth regressions did not
reveal significant deviations in the share of employee compensation in GDP from trend growth during the loan years.
While the data on unemployment were sparse, more than
half the EIAL countries experienced improvements in employment in the 1985-87 pericd relative to the rates that
prevailed in the late 1970s.
In the rural sector, the data on growth in per capita real
agricultural purchasing power showed that both the averages and the medians fell fromT1970-80 to 1981-84 and
then recovered in 1985-87 for the EIAL, OAL and NAL
groups. However, between the second and third periods the
EIAL average and median improved by more than those of
the OAL and NAL groups, and both the EIAL average and
median growth rates ended up higher than in the 1970s.Real
wages in agriculture improved between 1970-80 and 198587 in about half the EIAL countries, but the data were too
sparse for a comparison with other country groups. In 11 of
18 countries, during the loan years there were no significant
deviations from the trend growth in agricultural wages, and
in the other 7 countries, about half had positive deviations
during the loan years.
In the urban sector, the data on the share of the wage bill
in total value added in the manufacturing sector showed that
the averages and medians for all country groups fell between
1981-84 to 1985-87. However, in the EIAL countries the
average and median in 1985-87 were lower than those in the
1970s, and for the OAL and NAL groups the medians were
higher. The average growth and median growth of real
wages in manufacturing were also lower for the EIAL countries than for the OAL and NAL countries in 1985-87.
Growth regressions reveal that for 13 of 20 countries, there
were no significant deviations from trend growth during the
loan years in the share of the wage bill in manufacturing.
The other seven countries showed significant negative shifts
during the loan years.
Government wage earners in the EIAL countries appear
to have been affected by cuts in wages and/or employment.
These cuts were often required to restore fiscal budgets and
remove distortionary wage differentials. The average and
median for the share of government expenditures on wages
and salaries out of non-interest expenditures fell continuously for the three time periods for the EIAL countries. For

the other two groups, the averages fell initially but then rose
in the latter period. For construction workers, the data on
real wages were not conclusive, but in about half the cases in
each country group, the real wages rose from 1970-80 to
1985-87. In 12 of 19 countries, there were no significant
deviations of real construction wages from trend growth
during the loan years. For the other seven countries, two had
positive shifts during the loan years. Finally, the data on the
ratio of the food price index to the consumer price index
showed that for all country groups except NAL- the averages and medians fell in the third period to ratios lower than
those in the late 1970s.
The review of trends in social indicators did not reveal a
discernibledifference between adjustment lending and nonadjustment lending countries. EIAL countries showed more
growth in private consumption during 1985-88 than did the
non-adjustment lending countries. As to health indicators,
although the within-group variation was large, the overall
trends in health indicators improved in all country groups:
there were continuing declines in the rates of infant and
child mortality; immunization coverage was increasing; and
by and large the nutrition indicators were positive, with the
notable exception of the Africa region, where about onethird of the Sub-Saharan countries experienced a worsening
in nutritional status between 1980 and 1986. In summary,
regardless of their adjustment status, developing countries
made progress in terms of social indicators during the eighties. However, progress was slowest in those countries that
already had the worst social indicators.
The data on the shares of expenditures in the social
sectorsand on enrollment ratios reveal some problems.Those
for a few countries showed a decreasing ratio of govemment
non-interest expenditures to GDP. Closer examination of
government expenditures showed that the share of expenditures on the social sectors also decreased in some of these
countries, especially the EIAL ones. This decline is particularly worrisome in the education sector, where the reduction
in the share of education expenditures was accompanied by
a decrease in primary enrollment rates. If measures are not
taken to protect government expenditures for the social sectors, some developing countries may face the erosion of one
of the pillars of economic growth: human capital. This trend
is inconsistent with the objective of sustainable long-term
growth, which is central to adjustmentpolicies.
What do these findings suggest for future Bank-supported adjustment policies? The fact that this paper is
unable Itodetect any discernible difference in the trends in
living conditions between adjustment lending and non-adjustment lending countries probably says more about the
usefulness of the specific country groupings than about the
effects of any sets of adjustment policies on social outcomes. The important point is that, while there was no
evidence that Bank-supported adjustment lending policies
per se had an adverse effect-with the exception of the
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decline in manufacturing labor's wage share in GDP and
decliningprimary school enrollmentratios in the EIAL countries-on any of the labor and social indicators examined,
the chapter did not find evidence that adjustment policies
accelerate progress where it is most needed. These policies
should be faulted for that limitation, and the focus on longterm poverty reduction should be more integrated into the
SAL design.
It is therefore recommended tha-tlong-term objectives to
reduce poverty (to achieve improvements in the labor and
social indicators) should be systematically integrated into
adjustment programs. Despite the overall social progress
observed, the unacceptably high levels of mortality and
mralnutritionprevailing in many developing countries raise
the question whether more can be done to improve the
incomes of the poor and social conditions even during the
transition to adjustment. The reconr shows that progress can
beaachieved and maintained under austere economic conditions. Given the inefficiencies in the social sectors, there is
scope for improvements in social conditions without large
budgetary consequences.
Compensatory interventions are required to mitigate the
transitory costs of adjustment on readily identifiable groups.
However, greater attention needs to be devoted to strengthening the analytic underpinnings of these interventions.The
longer than anticipated transition period of adjustment,
coupled with the frequency and magnitude of compensatory
interventions,may render the current ad hoc approach

Appendix Table 4-1-i. Country Classification
EIAL

Bangladesh

India

Benin

Lesotho

Ethiopia

Kenya
Madagascar
Malawi
Mauritania
Nigeria
Pakistan
Tanzania
Togo
Zambia

Burundi
Central
AfricanRep.
Chad
China
Gambia,The
Guinea-Bissau
Guyana
Mali
Nepal
Niger
Siera Leone
Sudan
Uganda
Zaire

Myarunar
Sri Lanka
YemenArab
Rep.

Haiti
Liberia
Mozambique
Rwanda
Yemen,PDR

Argentina
Congo,
People'sRep.
Ecuador
Gabon
Honduras
Hungary

Botswana
Cameroon
Egypt,Arab
Rep.
Greece
Jordan
Malaysia

Algeria
Dominican
Rep.
El Salvador
Guatemala
Nicaragua
Paraguay

Indonesia

Oman

Peru

Mexico
Morocco
Philippines
Thailand
Turkey

able success against the correlates of poverty.

NAL-

Burkina Faso

Mauritius

pensatory interventions,
it is crucial that the emphasis on the
development of a longer term reduction in poverty be maintained through policies that improve the incomes of the poor
and through economic and sector work and social sector
lending. The aim of these measures is to guarantee sustain-

NAL+

Ghana

MIC
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
CostaRica
C6ted'lvoire
Jamaica
Korea

unsustainable. In parallel with the design of short-term com-

OAL

UC
Bolivia

Panama
Tunisia
Uruguay
Yugoslavia
Zimbabwe

PapuaNew
Guinea
Poland
Portugal

SouthAfrica
SyrianArab
Rep.
Trinidadand
Tobago
Venezuela

Note:EIALcountriesareearly-intensiveadjustmentlending.
OAL countries are other adjustment lending.
NAL countries are non-adjustment lending, divided into
NAL+ whose per capita real GDP increased from 1981 to 1988 and
NAL- whose per capita real GDP decreased from 1981 to 1988.
LIC (low-income countries) are those that received IDA loans in FY89
and
MIC (middle-income countries) are those that did not receive such IDA
loans.
Source: World Bank (1990b).
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Notes

12. As Behrman and Deolalikar (1989) note, there may be
some offsetting effects, but they are unlikely.
13. National disposable income is a measure of the income
domestic residents have for consumption. It includes net factor
income from the rest of the world (negative for high debt countries) and net current transfers from the rest of the world and
excludes depreciation on capital. These data are from the United
Nations national accounts statistics.
14. The real effective exchange rate depreciated from 107 in
1981-84 to 79 in 1985-88 in the EIAL countries. See chapter 3,
"World Bank-Supported Adjustment Programs: Country Performance and Effectiveness," by Vittorio Corbo and Patricio Rojas,
in this volume.
15. Agricultural purchasing power is defined as the nominal
value added in agriculture (data from the World Bank), divided by
the consumer price index (CPI) (from the IMF), divided by the
rural population (from the World Bank).
16. Rturalnon-agricultural production generally moves in the
same direction as agricultural production, a pattem that amplifies
the growth rates for rural incomes.
17. See Chapter 3, "World Bank-Supported Adjustment Programs: Country Performanceand Effectiveness,"by Vittorio Corbo
and Patricio Rojas, in this volume, for the methodology and
Maasland and van der Gaag (1990) for the regression results.
18. Significant at least at the 10percent level.
19. This section is a reduced and revised version of Kakwani,
Makonnen and van der Gaag (1990), which was prepared as a
background paper for World Bank (1990b). The present section
uses straight arithmetic averages across countries, whereas the
original paper used population-weighted averages. In addition,
here the focus is on the differences across countries when they are
grouped by adjustment lending category; regional averages are not
reported as was done in the original paper.
20. See chapter 3, "World Bank-Supported Adjustment Programs: C'ountryPerformnanceand Effectiveness,"by Vittorio Corbo
and Patricio Rojas, in this volume, for an analysis of the investment performance of adjustment lending country groups.
21. 'he methodology used is that developed by Vittorio Corbo
and Patricio Rojas in "World Bank-Supported Adjustment Programs: Country Performance and Effectiveness," chapter 3, this
volume. The regression results for consumption are presented in
Maasland and van der Gaag (1990).
22. Furthermore, a reduction in total public and private expenditures on social services may not lead to an immediate reduction
in the amount of services provided. For instance, a freeze on
wages fDrdoctors and teachers may not reduce services at all in
the short run, although in the long run inadequate salary levels
may severely lessen the quality of services. Maintaining employment and salary levels by reducing funds for equipment, drugs,
school books and other essential complementary inputs could, on
the other hand, hurt the poor who rely on public social services.
23. Countries were selected if they had social expenditure data
for the years 1981 through 1986.
24. The average for the EIAL countries was affected by the
large reallocation of social sector spending in Costa Rica. Without Costa Rica, the EIAL averages for the share of education in the
three tirne periods were 15.5 percent, 17.0 percent and 15.9 percent; foirhealth, 4.6 percent, 4.2 percent and 4.3 percent; and for
the "other" category, 15.2 percent, 16A percent and 16.1percent.
25. DHS data are produced from actual surveys by the Institute for Development,Columbia, Maryland.

1. Some recent empirical analyses of the poverty impacts of
adjustment areBehrman and Deolalikar(1989),Blejer and Guerrero
(1988), Bourguignon, Branson and de Melo (1988), de Janvry,
Fargeix and Sadoulet (1989), Glewwe and de Tray (1988 and
1989), Kakwani (1989), Kanbur (1990), and Ravallion and Huppi
(1989).
2. Both Behrman (1988) and the just cited study, which is not
available to the public, describe the difficulties in evaluating the
impact of adjustment programs on income distribution and poverty.
3. The countries are categorized as early-intensive adjustment
lending (EIAL) if they received at least two structural adjustment
loans (SALs) or three adjustment operations (SALs or sector
adjustment loans (SECALs]), with the first such loan having been
made prior to or during 1985. Other adjustment lending (OAL)
countries are those that received loamsafter 1985 or received less
than two SALs or three adjustmeni operations. Non-adjustment
lending (NAL) countries are those that did not receive any Bank
adjustment loans between 1980 and 1988. NAL+ countries are
non-adjustment lending countries that had a positive annual rate of
growth in per capita real GDP from 1981-88; NAL- countries are
those that had a negative rate of growth of GDP. Eighty-eight
developing countries are categorized into these groups, as listed in
appendix table 4-1-1.
4. The loan years are defined as all the years during which a
loan was disbursed. The first year of disbursement was included
because there were usually policy conditions that had to be met
prior to Board approval of the loan.
5. Data availability for a country requires that each of the three
time periods have at least two observations. This minimnumwas
relevant for the third time period (1985-87), as most other time
periods had more than two data points.
6. The underlying country-specific data for this and all subsequent tables are available in Maasland and van der Gaag (1990).
7. See chapter 3, "World Bank-Supported Adjustment Programns:Country Performanceand Effectiveness," by Vittorio Corbo
and Patricio Rojas, in this volume for a discussion of these methodologies. The regression results were presented in Maasland and
van der Gaag(1990).
8. It is difficult to compare twc,distributions that cross. This
difficulty is commonly encountered in comparisons of changes in
the distribution of income over time. Different inequality measures are more sensitive to changes in different parts of the size
distribution than others, so that these measures can result in different conclusions about the changes in income distribution over
time. See Chapemowne (1974).
9. See Corden (1985, chapter 2), who argues that labor is
likely to be negatively affected by devaluations. In addition to the
expenditure-switching effect described in the text, real devaluations can be contractionary, a characteristic that may also affect
labor negatively.
10.This technique was used by ]3ehrmanand Deolalikar(1989)
in their analysis of indicators in Jarnaica.
11. The estimated growth equation is In X = a + bt + ct2 +JD
where X is the indicator, t is time and D takes the value of one in
the loan years. If the Durbin-Watson statistic indicates serial
correlation, an AR1 correction is made. The impact of D on X is
calculated as e'- 1 and is reported in table 4-3 for countries with
statistically significant coefficients,!
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26. While the use of calorie norms to estimate the global
number of adequately nourished people does have serious limitations, calorienorms can be usefullyemployed to assess the changes
in the degree of nutrition at an aggregate level.
27. Per capita protein consumption was also examined. In
general, protein consumption improved in all countries throughout
the eighties, with no apparent relationship between adjusting and
Tnon-adjustingcountries.
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Comments
Jere R. Behrman

there is scope for improvementsin social indicators
withoutlargebudgetaryconsequences.
Compensatoryinterventionsare requiredto mitigate ihetransitorycostsof adjustmenton readilyidentifiablegroups.However,greaterattentionneedsto be
devotedto strengtheningthe analyticunderpinnings
of theseinterventions
...parallelwiththedesignofshortterm compensatoryinterventions,it is crucialthat the
emphasison the developmentof a longerterm reduction in poverty be maintainedthroughpolicies that
improve the incomesof the poor and througheconomicand sectorworkand socialsectorlending.The
aim of these measuresis to guaranteesustainable
successagainstthe correlatesof poverty.

This paperpresentsa carefulcross-countrystatisticalanalysis of variousindicatorsof living,conditions(in particular,
labor and social indicators)in developingcountries and
looks at how changes in them might be associatedwith
participationin WorldBank-supported
adjustmentprograms
in the 1980s.The approachfocuseson comparingmovementsin suchindicatorsamongthreecountrygroups:EIAL;
OAL; andNAL.
In their summarythe authors' state that the evidence
doesnotrevealmuchin the way of systematicrelationships
betweenBank-supportedadjustmentprogramsand shortrun effectsas measuredby laborandsocialindicators.Among
thelaborindicators,the sharesof employeecompensationin
GDPandagriculturalwagesin GDPseem not to havebeen
significantlyaffected.Theaverageandmediangrowthrates
in real per capita rural incomeswere higher in the EIAL
countriesin 1985-88 than they were in the 1970s,but the
shareof the manufacturingwagebillin manufacturing
value
addedtendedto be lower.Amongthe socialindicators,the
growthof per capitaconsumptionwashigheroverallin the
EIALthanin the othercountries,and the nutrition,immunizationandmortalitydata indicatedcontinuedprogressin all
countrygroups.However,the sharesfor healthand educabon expendituresin total govemmentexpendituresand the
primaryschoolenrollmentratesshoweda tendencyto declinein the EIALcountries,withpossiblelong-runcostsin
terrmsof humanresources.
In theirconclusionthe authorscommented:

My commentson this paper are organizedaroundseveral broadtopics:methodology;statisticalissues;interpretationof theresults;conclusions;and therelationof thispaper
to someof the otherconcemsraisedin thisconference.
General Methodology
Broadlyspeaking,the methodologyis sensibleand appropriate,with a commendableeffort to look carefullyat the
empiricalresultsand the distributionsacrosscountries(for
example,to incorporateconcemsaboutmediansas wellas
meansso as to limitthe influenceof outliers).Somequestions,however,can still be usefullyaddressed.
* Cross-country
studiesversuscountrycasestudies.In a
worldin whichinformationand analyticaltoolsare limited,
bothtypesof studiescontributeto theknowledgebase.Given
thata numberof casestudieshavealreadybeencarriedout
on the impactof adjustmentprogramson livingconditions,
at this time a carefulcross-countrystudyhas definitevalue
in terms of providingas broad a perspectiveas possible,
despitethe inherentlimitationsof the approach.If anything,
the authorsoverlyqualifythe valueof thisapproach.
* Definitionof countrygroups.Theuse of Bank-assisted
adjustmentas the criterionfor assigningcountriesto groups
has the advantagesof being a relativelyclean criterionand
of addressingthe interestsof the authors'employer.Froma
broaderpoint of view, however,a more relevantcriterion
would be what policiesvarious countriesfollowedrather
thanwhethertheyhappenedto be Bank-assisted.The effects
of variouspoliciesshould be the centerof interest,rather
thana particularinstitutional
affiliation.Thisapproachwould
requiremore work, but the returns from definingcountry
groupsby clustersbasedon the extentof policychange(for

The factthat thispaperis unableto detectanydiscernible differencein the trendsin livingconditionsbetween adjustmentand non-adjustmentlendingcountries probablysays more about the usefulnessof the
specificcountrygroupingsthan about the effects of
any sets of adjustmentpolicieson social outcomes.
Whatis importantis that,whilietherewasnoevidence
that Bank-supportedadjustmentlendingpoliciesper
se had an adverseeffect-with the exceptionof the
declinein manufacturinglabor'swage sharein GDP
anddecliningprimaryschoolenrollmentratiosin the
EIALcountries-on any of the labor and socialindicators examined,the chapter did not find evidence
that adjustment policies accelerate social
progress...These policies shouldbe faulted for that
limitation,and the focuson long-termpovertyreduction should be more integrated into the SAL
design...Given the inefficienciesin the socialsectors,
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example, changes in the govermnental deficit relative to
C;DPand in the real exchange rate) would be high.
* Sensitivity to outliers. The authors showed substantial

values of the outcomes of interest as if they were indefendent of the stochastic tern. This approach seems quite implausible. The stochastic term surely had to have had some

sensitivityto outliersin summarizingtheir results,a com-

countryeffectsin it, as wellas someomittedvariablesthat

mendable point. Nevertheless, that some of the results are
very sensitive to the inclusion or not of one country such as
C'osta Rica or Chile is troublesome. To their credit, the
authors seem quite conscientious about reporting such sensitivity for the countries in their samnples.What is troublesome
is the possibility that the addition of a few countries that are
not included because of inadequacies in the data would
change the results significantly.

were correlated over time. Therefore instrumental variables
should have been used for the lagged outcome variables as
well. Finally, the Maasland-van der Gaag application of this
procedure apparently uses OLS and does not concern itself
with endogeneity. While the issue of simultaneity is a severe
one for such aggregate estimates, so that reasonable analysts
might differ in their perceptions about how it is best treated,
it certainly would have been best not to have ignored it. It
would have been preferable at least to have reported how
robustthe results were relative to alternative treatments of it.
- Differential country populations. If I understand correcdy,the analysiswas of unweighteddata. That is, Botswana,
for example, was weighted the same as China, even though
the latter had about 1,000times the populationof the former.
In calculatingaverages, this procedure is troublesome since,
by treating all countries equally, each Han (in China) was
weighted about a thousandth of a Tswana (in Botswana). Is
the lack of weighting also troublesome with respect to the
regression analysis? Here the answer is not obvious. If the
regression was linear in the (perhaps tnsformed) regression variables and if there was no heterogeneity in the stochastic terms that were associated with population size, then
it does not seem the procedure would have caused any
biases. However, if the Asian countries (which include most
of the countries with greater populations) had, say, more
unobservedreverence for learning or less land available, the
estimation of the relation between school enrollments and
adjustment policies may have been biased by the use of a
selection rule that underrepresentedAsian individuals.

Statistical Issues
The use of statistical techniques to summarize the consideralble information that is covered is commendable. This approach also imposes some discipline, which lessens the
possibility of seeing only the patterns in the data that are
consistent with the researcher's expectations or with the
experience of a selected country or two. This very bias
seems present at times in the literature on the impact of
structural adjustment. The use of statistical techniques also
mnakesvery explicit exactly what comparisons are being
made. The Corbo-Rojas procedure, with its extension to
include specific policy variables, is another improvement in
the tools for such analysis.
Nevertheless, some questions remainabout the statistical
lechniques:
Uniformity of approaches. At times the authors give
good reasons, which relate to the few countries for which
observations are available for a particular indicator, for why
they limit their techniques. At other times, however, they do
not explain their use of a technique for one indicator and not
for another. For example, why did the authors not use, in the
case of the social indicators, the Corbo-Rojas procedure
with the Maasland-van der Gaag extension to include explicit policies and the Behrman-Deolalikar deviation from
secular trends? The apparently arbitrary switch in techniques left this reader puzzled and should be remedied.
- Endogeneity of the right-side variables. The CorboRojas procedure recognizes explicitlythe endogeneityof the
decision to participate in a Bank-assisted adjustment program and accounts for this variable in the estimates through
the use of instrumental variables. While the method may
have had an element of arbitrariness in it (to paraphrase
Charles Manski in his recent survey, "Exogeneity of instruments, like beauty, is in the eye of the beholder"), the
exploration of the extent to which this treatmentchanges the
estimates is to be commended (although the authors might
have summarized how this treatment changed the results
and have elaborated on the instruments used). On the other
hand, the Corbo-Rojasprocedureapparently treats the lagged

Interpretation

of the Results

In most respects, once again the authors were very careful.
However, a few comments are in order:
* Use of shares (such as labor compensation). The use of
shares focuses on whether or not some group's income or
some expenditure remained in the same proportion to some
denominator. Maintaining the same proportion of the same
denominator is, however, consistent with declining or increasing absolute values, a point that perhaps should have
been emphasizedmore. Moreover,if many individualswithin
a particular group are close to some critical subsistence
level, as Ralvallion (1990a and b) has emphasized, small
absolute shifts may cause many to move from one side to the
other of the subsistence level. Of course, these comments
are related to the more general problem of using aggregate
data that obscures the distribution within countries and the
possibility that it might have been desirable to weight L e
changes more heavily for the poorer people in light of the
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purposes of the present paper. Incidently, if that approach
had been taken, the poorer groups in the EIAL countries
(who live largely in rural areas) might well have emerged as
having improved their situation with regard to labor outcomes rather than just maintaining it, as Maasland and van
der Gaag seem to summarize in the overall impact on labor.
e Integration with other relevant studies. The results
would have benefited from being integrated explicitly with
other recent studies of the impact of adjustment or a major
component of adjustment programs. For example, the studies by Krueger, Schiff and Valdes (1988) or by Binswanger
(1989) might usefully have been cited to highlightthe apparent difference between the results for urban and rural workers. Similarly, it would have been useful to have illuminated
some of these aggregate results with some relevant recent
micro household studies. For instance, the limited impact on
nutrition and on health seems consistent with recent results
that, for the poor, the demand for nutrients has a relatively
low income elasticity (forexample, Behrman and Deolalikar
1987, Bouis and Haddad 1990, and Thomas and Strauss
1990) while the demand for health care has a high price
elasticity (for example, Gertler and van der Gaag 1987).

Relation to Other Issues Raised at the Conference
Some elaboration on a number of other issues raised at the
conference that were referred to only briefly or not at all in
the paper would have been useful:
* Sequencing and the social sectorsand the poor. Is there
any evidence on the relationship between the sequencing of
the stabilizationand structural changes and the impact on the
social sectors and the poor?
* Maintenance or improvement of short-run consumption but reduction of longer run investment. There seems to
be evidence of such a pattern for the indicators covered in
the paper as well as for other indicators discussed in other
papers. C'an some light be shed on the extent to which the
decline in public investment in the social sectors was associated with expanded private investments, increasedefficiency
of resource use in the social sectors, and/or reduced prices
for such investments (for example, as a result of reduced real
wages for personnel in such activities)?
* Strengthening the government in activities in which it
has a cornparative advantage. Steven Webb, in his discussion of his paper co-authored with Karim Shariff, emphasized the importance of shifting the composition of govemment activities to reflect better the comparative advantages
of governments. He suggested explicitly that the social sectors are one such area in which govemments should become
more active. Is there any evidence that such shifts tend to be
part of adjustment programs? Is there any way in which
adjustment programs change the efficiency and distributional criteria for judging what policies should be adopted in
the social sectors?

Conclusions
The authors' conclusions, summarized at the start of these
comments, raise several issues (in addition to the possibility
noted above that the authors overly downgrade their results):
* Status of indicators has no association with adjustment
programs. Although the authors recognize some effects,
their conclusion states that in the study they did not identify
differences associated with adjustment. A more positve
assessment might have been appropriate in the case of the
improvement in rural incomes, even for the short-run effects, given that most of the pooI live in ruralareas. That
assessment would stand in sharp contrast, even more than
the authors' present summary does, with the conclusion
drawn from the UNICEF studies that the impact of adjustment on the poor and on human resources was negative.
* The statement that "...greater attention needs to be
devoted to strengthening the analytic underpinning of these
interventions" above should be elaborated. Does the paper
provide any support for such interventions? Is this statement
based on unsupported priors or the conjecture of others?
* The basic point that the reduction of poverty is critical
and that this basic longer run problem should be addressed
without unduly diverting resources to ad hoc short-term
compensatory measures is appropriately emphasized. Some
examples of how resources and attention might have been
divertedinappropriatelyto ad hoc short-term measureswould
have been useful.
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F'rancesStewart

verse negativetrends in humanconditionsin the 1980s,
whichhadmultiplecauses.
Whenthe evidenceon what actuallyhappenedto social
conditionsduring the adjustmentperiod of the 1980s is
reviewed,the picturethat emergesis much less complacent
thanthatprovidedby Maaslandandvan derGaag.In Africa
and Latin Ainericaas a whole (both adjustingand nonadjustingcountries),percapitaincomesfell duringthe 1980s
in 17 out of 23 adjustingcountries'in Africaand 11 out of
13 in LatinAmerica.However,Asian countries(including
many of the adjustingcountries)did much better. About
two-thirdsof the countriesin AfricaandLatinAmericaalso
experienceddeclinesin per capita consumption,although
typicallytheywereless severe.
The drop in incomewas particularlyfocusedon urban
areasas a resultof fallingreal wagesand a slowdownor fall
in the growthof employment.However,the ruralpopulation
was not unaffected.Even where the adjustmentpolicies
raisedruralincomesthroughincreasesin the pricesof cash
crops, the incomesof the poorestoften fell because they
were generallyless involved in the production of those
crops.Thus in the Cote d'Ivoire, the incomesof food producers,amongwhom rural poverty was concentrated,fell
the most during the 1980-85 adjustmentperiod (Kanbur
1990).Similarly,in Ghanatheruralpoorwereless involved
in cocoa prcductionthan were averagerural households.
There were pervasive,and often substantial,cuts in per
capita real expenditureson health and educationthat affectedabout60 percentof the adjustingcountries.Thus,for
many countries,adjustingas well as non-adjusting,and
especiallyin Latin Americaand Africa,the conditionsof
humanlife deterioratedover the 1980sas a resultof declining real incomesand lesserprovisionof basic social services.
The rapid expansionof low-costhealth interventionsnotablyimmunizationand oral rehydrationtherapy-that
also took place over those years helped to protect infants
againstthese worseningconditions.In mostcountrieswhere
accuratedata were available,the rates of infant and child
mortalitycontinuedto decline,as shownin the Maaslandvan der Gaag chapter,although the rate of improvement
slowed in some countries,and in a few in Africa infant
mortality rates rose. Nutritionstandardsworsenedin the
majorityof countriesin Africa,but onlyin a few countriesin
Latin America,wherehouseholdswere able to cushionthe

The paper presentsa carefuland comprehensivereviewof
the majorsocial effectsof WorldBankadjustmentlending.
H[owever,from the perspectiveof whetherthe policiescan
be commendedfrom a social point of view, and from the
perspectiveof the formulationof futurepolicy,the paperis
far too preoccupiedwith an assessmentof the effects of
Bankadjustmentlendingcomparedwithsomecounterfactural
scenario,rather than lookingat what actuallyhappenedto
the humanconditionover the 1980sin both adjustingand
non-adjustingcountries.
If the concemis to developappropriatepoliciesfor the
1990s,thenthreequestionsneedto be answeredin the social
area:
(1) Was the situationsatisfactory?
(2) If not,could it havebeenimproved?
(3) If so, how?
The Maasland-vander Gaag paper does not directly
addressthese questionsbutrather considerswhetheradjusting countriesdid as well as non-adjustingones,afterallowing for exogenousshocks.There is no reasonto disagree
with the main conclusionthat, on balance and with the
exceptionof the educationvariables,Bankadjustmentpoliciesdid not havenegativesocialeffects,despitesomeproblemswith the methodology(thesearisefrom the somewhat
arbitrarydividingline betweenearly-intensiveadjusters,adjustersand non-adjustersand the preciseperiodschosenfor
study) and despite the absenceof some estimatesof the
sensitivityof the conclusionsto methodologicalchoices,an
addition that would have made the results more robust.
Indeed,the findingwas not unexpectedsince the negative
socialeffectsidentified,for example,in Adjustmentwith a
HumanFace (Comia,Jollyand Stewart1987),weremainly
the result not so much of the supply-focusedpolicies ofBank adjustmentlendingthan of adverseextemal factors
(recession,falling commodityprices, high interest rates,
negativecapitalmovementsand, iinsomecases,unfavorable
staweather)andthe IMF'sdeflationary/expenditure-cutting
lending
are
adjustment
Critics
of
Bank
policies.
bilization
not so much concernedwith the negativeeffectsof Bank
policiesas such, but rather with the failureof Bank (and
'Fund)adjustmentpoliciesto protectthe poor from the ad-
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impact of worsening income on nutrition by adapting consumption patterns. The decline in primary school enrollment
was widespread,particularly in ad justingcountries.
This very brief review2 suggests the following answers
to the three questions posed above:

The Maasland-van der Gaag paper is correct in showing
that, for the most part (with the important exception of
education), Bank adjustment lending did not have bad effects on social conditions, in comparison with the performance of non-adjusting countries. However, the poor absolute performance of many countries, which encompassed
many dimensions as reviewed above, is the most relevant
issue for the future. It points strongly to the need for reforms
in adjustment policies in the 1990s so that they produce the
conditions under which poverty can be substantially reduced
and the human condition improved in absolute termns.

(1) The situation was not satislactory in many countries,
although there were some notable successes in protecting
the poor during adjustment. Moreover, the poor macro perfornmancein many countries, including falling investment
rates, together with weak educational achievements, augurs
badly for both economic and social performance in the

1990s.

Notes

(2) Improvement in this performance is possible as indicated by some successful experiences-some countries
managed to improve the position of the poor while successfully adjusting.
(3) Experience also suggests how to improve performance. Changes are needed at both the macro and meso
levels. At the macro level, adjustmentneeds to be combined
with equitable growth
as
indicated
Indonesia's experiwith
rothequi
asoble
indicated by
byIndonesia's
expen
ence, where the poor participated in economic growth and
poverty levels fell substantially (Ravaillionand Huppi 1989).
At the meso level, policies to restructuregovernment expenditures toward the social sectors and, within the social sectors, toward basic services to which the poor have access,
can protect and extend services for the poor even with
expenditure cuts. Indonesia and Chile are examples. In contrast, the experience with compensatory or "add-on" programs, such as those instituted in Bolivia and Ghana,suggests these are rarely sufficiently comprehensive to protect
Lhepoor.

1. "Adjusting"countrieshere includebothearly-intensiveand
otheradjusters.
2. See Stewart(1990)for a muchmore detailedreview.
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The World Bank's adjustmentlendinghas evolvedin responseto the experiencesof the 1980s.This chapterdescribesthatevolution,drawingonevidencefromthe AdjustmentLendingConditionalityandImplementation
Database
(ALCID)and from internalbackgroundpaperson the design and implementationof adjustmentlendingoperations
in variouspolicyareas.
The chapteropens with an overviewof the designand
implementationof the adjustmentlendingprogram.It then
looksat the majorareasofpolicythathavebeenaddressedmnacroeconomic,
govenrnent financesand administration,
trade, agriculture,industry,financialsector,public enterprisesand environment.Akeypoilltthattheexperiencewith
adjustment lending reinforces is the importance of
macroeconomicstabilityforthe successof reformsin other
areas.The thirdsectiondiscussesthe timingand conditionalityof adjustmentlendingandtherate of implementation
of
conditions.Itisfollowedbyananalysisof howthePresident's
Reportsand loanagreementsdescribethe programandconditionalityand how the specificationof conditionsaffects
theirimplementation.Finally,the chapterconsidersthe politicaleconomyof adjustment-how a progran can be designedand presentedso as to build the politicalsupport
neededto sustainadjustment.Soimeconclusionsappearat
the endof thepaper.

of-paymentsproblemsthat accompaniedthe debt crisis of
the 1980s.The policyreformsfall into threebroadareas:
* Expenditure-reducing
policies-principallyfiscaland
monetarymeasuresaimedat bringingdomesticdemandinto
linewith resources.
* Expenditure-and production-switching
policies designedto encouragethe productionof tradablegoodsand
discourageexpenditureson them by raising the domestic
priceof tradablesrelativeto the priceof non-tradables.
* Supply-side,
growth-orientedpoliciesto remove the
structuralcausesof the macroeconomicimbalances,to improvethe efficientuse of resourcesin the publicandprivate
sectors,to strengtheninstitutionalcapacities,and to increase
saving,investmentandgrowth.'

Overview of Program Design and Implementation
Whileeachadjustingcountryfacesa uniqueset of problems
and requiresa uniquemix of rernedies,the Bank's crosscountryexperiencesuggestssomegeneralguidelinesforthe
clesignof successful structural adjustmentprograms. A
county's own programof refomis usuallyis broaderthan
the componentsthe Bank supportswith adjustmentlending
and includessomeelementsthatthe IntemationalMonetary
Fund (IMF)supports.Thepolicycontentof Bank-supported
adjustmentprograms reflects both the Bank's traditional
concernfor long-termbalancedeconomicdevelopmentand
Eileviationof povertyand its neecdto deal withthe balance69

The broad pictureof the reformprogramsupported.by
each adjustment program is described in the Bank's
President'sReport,whichis a documentpreparedby Bank
staffto explainthe rationaleof theloanto the Board.A policy
matrixat the endof the President'sReportdescribesthe actionsthat the govemmenthas takenor expectsto undertake
to bringaboutthe adjustmentbeingsupportedbythe loan.A
few of these actions,supposedlythose most importantfor
the program'ssuccessand mostsalientto the govemment's
commitmentto it, are spelledoutas conditionsor covenants
in the Legal Agreementthat sets forth the preciseterms of
the loan.Oftenthereis alsoa Letterof DevelopmentPolicy
fromthe borrowergovernmentto the WorldBank,explaining morefullywhat the governmentintendsto do.
The componentsof the programdealingwith the implementationof supply-side,growth-oriented
policieson average accountfor over 80percentof the conditionsin the loan
agreementsand fora similarshareof all actionscalledforin
the President's Report (table 5_1).2As discussedbelow,
expenditure-reducing
and switchingpolicyreformsarealso
vital. In particular,fiscalreformsthat permanentlyreduce
publicsectordeficitscan enhancethe benefitsof supply-side
reforrns.
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Table 5-1. Content of Conditionality, FY1979-89
(percent)
Distribution of loan agreement conditions by policy area and country type

All
countries HICs

SSA

Hybrid
SALs SECALs loans

Distribution
of all actions
in President's
1979-85 1986-89 Reportsd
OAL
countries

EIAL countries
1979-85

1986-88

1989

88
26
36

88
17
21

88
11
44

87
10
53

80
13
23

6

4

7

4

2

5
25
3

4
13
14

24
12
18

2
47
9

4
14
7

84
16
28
5
5
17
10

1.Supply-side, growth-

85
16
28

89
22
23

82
14
26

77
15
18

91
17
35

4

4

4

3

4

6
Energy
17
Agriculture
10
Financialsector
Rationalizationof gov't
fmance& administration 7
Publicenterprisereforms 16
4
Socialpolicyreforms
4
Others

3
16
12

2
19
7

3
12
10

7
20
9

90
4
62
5
31
19
1

7
18
5
2

6
19
5
5

11
15
2
4

4
17
5
3

0
7
14
1

8
14
1)
1

6
21
8
2

5
6
0
2

3
6
2
3

8
18
5
7

9
14
3
5

12
9

9
7

13
12

18
16

8
6

8
7

11
9

10
9

9
7

9
8

15
11

11
8

2

2

2

2

2

0

1

1

3

2

4

3

3
2
2

2
2
0

4
2
3

5
2
3

2
1
1

0
2

1
1
0

2
2
1

3
2
1

4
2
3

5
2
3

5
3
2

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

orientedpolicies
Trade
Sectoral
Industry

II. Absorptionreduction
policies
Fiscal
Monetary(money
supplytargets)
HI.Switchingpolicies
Exchangerate
Wage
Total,

,2

loan;EIAL= earlyloan;SECAL= sectoraladjustment
adjustrnent
Africa;SAL= structural
SSA= Sub-Saharan
countries;
a. HIC= highly-indebted
lending.
lending;andOAL otheradjustrnent
adjustment
intensive
inthe
supportandpartis for investment
is for generalbalance-of-payments
(hybridmeanspartof thefirnancing
b. Basedona subsetof 10 hybridSECALs
sector).
c.Seetable2-1.Yearsrefertofiscalyearof Boardapproval.
d. All actionsin all countries,includingconditionsin loanagreements.
e. Totalincludesmore thanthe itemizedsubcategories.
inall.
of 7,723actionswereconsidered
Atoteld
countries.
of 183SALsandSECALsto61developing
onan analysis
Source:Based

pattem. Despite this concem, the statistics do not show an
improvement in the focus of conditionalities. As table 5-2
shows, the spread of conditionality across sectoral categories was as high in the late 1980s as it was earlier.
Building on the lessons from experience, the Bank has
encouraged and supported programs that take vital crosssectional linkages into account. For instance, agricultural
pricing reforms may require complementary reforms in the
food processing and distribution industries, financial sector
reforms may require fiscal reforms, and trade reforms may
require complementaryreforms of domesticindustrialpolicy.
A study of adjustment loans to the industry sector reveals
this pattern (see the appendix).
The typicaladjustment loan is disbursed in two tranches,
with sorne of the conditions required for effectiveness of the
first tranche, some for the second tranche, and others (special covenants) required by a specific date or sometime

The Bank and the Fund have usually arrived at some
division of labor in the focus of their conditionalities. The
Fund concentrates on short-term macroeconomic stabilization, the Bank on structuralreforms to consolidatethe stabilization and lay the foundations lor sustainable growth. For
instance, most issues relating to exchange rate and monetary
policies are left to Fund condiitionalitywhen a Fund agreement is in place. The Bank's adjustmentloans are less likely
to have conditions in these areas when the Fund has a
concunrent agreement with the country. Where there is no
concurrent Fund agreement (39 out of 180cases), the Bank's
loans have usually addressed more narrowly defined areas
of sectoral policy.
The Bank's management has long been concemed that
the conditions in adjustment loans call for reforms in too
many unrelated areas. The first Report on Adjustment Lending (RAL-1) (World Bank 1988) recommended against this
70
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Table 5-2. Content of Lending Operations, FY1979-89
(percent)
Share of loans with loan agreement conditions in varioas policy areas
EIAL countries

OAL countries Share of loans
with actions
1979-85 1986-89
in various
(9)
(55)
policy areasb

All
countries
(183)

SSA
(84)

HICs
(64)

58

58

67

64

55

30

60

69

33

56

55

79

22
15
45
31

30
12
62
26

16
14
33
31

25
21
56
40

20
11
37
25

10
30
30
20

24
15
44
16

20
14
35
35

27
7
27
27

22
22
89
44

20
16
53
40

44
27
62
51

11
28

57
58
13
42

50
34
9
17

71
49
11
33

38
40
11
25

10
40
10
10

51
31
4
7

53
49
20
27

40
33
0
20

44
33
22
33

55
56
11
51

72
65
24
49

51

69

41

78

34

30

47

51

53

33

58

67

16

14

13

14

16

10

7

16

13

11

24

42

16
13

18
23

20
5

22
25

13
6

0
20

9
4

18
8

20
7

11
11

22
29

45
22

SALs SECALs Hybrid
(73) (110)
(10)

1979-85 1986-88
(55)
(49)

1989
(15)

I. Supply-side,growthorientedpolicies
Trade

Sectoral
bIdustry
Energy
Agriculture
Financial sector

Rationalizationof gov't
fmance & administration 51
Publicenterprisereforms 44
Social policy reforms
Other

n1.Absorptionreduction
policies
F'iscal

Monetary(money
supply targets)

m. Switchingpolicies
Exchangerate

NVage

a. Thenumbersinparentheses
arethe
totalnumberof loans.HIC= highly-indebted
countries;
SSA= Sub-Saharan
Africa;SAL= structural
adjustment
lending.
loan:SECAL= sectoraladjustment
loan;EIAL= early-intensive
adjustment
lending:andOAI.= otheradjustment
b. AUl
countries.
Allconditions
calledfor inallloanagreements
orotheractionscanedforinall Pr-esidents'
Reports.
countries.
Source:Basedon ananalysis
of 183SALsandSECALs
to61developing
during the life of the loan. When not all the conditions can be
satisfactorily implemented as originally written, management either cancels the loan or recoimmendschanges in light
of the new circumstances and brings the matter to the Board.
Only three loans have been totally canceled, and two others
had half of their commitments canceled. As experience has
demonstrated the importanceof credible reforms to the economic recovery of adjusting countries, the Bank has increased its insistence on program irnplementation.
The pattern of implementation of loan conditions was
analyzed in a sample that covered a majority of the loans
with tranche releases prior to the end of fiscal year 1989.
Based primarily on the information on releases of tranches,
with supplemental information from the reports on loan
supervision and discussionswith operational staff, the implementation of each condition was classified as none, partial,
substantial, full, or more than full.4 Because a statistical
analysis cannot capture all the nuances of judgment necessary to evaluate program implementation, the results need
cautious interpretation.3 Nevertheless, the statistics reveal
some trends in implementationand some factors that influence implementation.

Of the conditions in the legal agreements for the adjustment programs in the sample, which covered the entire
decade of the 1980s, the overwhelming majority-84 percent-were implemented at least substantially by the time
the final tranche was released, and 66 percent were implemented fully or more than fully (table5-3). In the case of the
five or six most critical actions in the program (coded on the
basis of the President's Reports [see notes to table 5-4]), the
rates of implementationwere as good on average as with all
the conditions in the legal agreements. The legal agreements, which are prepared on the basis of the recommendations in the President's Reports, include on average only a
third of the expected actions in the correspondingPresident's
Reports. Most of the other, less critical actions were also
implemented substantially or fully.
Someof the obstacles to implementation,such as changes
in world interest rates and the terms of trade, were beyond
the control of the countries. Loans during the 1980s to
countries with stable or improving external circumstances
during the loan period had higher average rates of implementation than loans going to countries experiencing major
negative shocks.6
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Table 5-3. Implementation of Conditions by Policy Area, FY1979-89
(average percent at final tranche release)

Loantypeb
In all loan agreements

FuYly
inplemented

I. Supply-side, growthoriented policies
Trade
Sectoral
Industry
Energy
Agriculture
Financial sector
Rationalization of gov't
finance & admin.
Public enterprise reforms
Social policy reforms
11.Absorption reduction
policies
Fiscal
Monetary (money
supply targets)
HI. Switching policies
Exchange rate
Wage
Total
Loan agreement
conditionsd
All conditions
or actions'

At least
substantially
implemented

SALs
SECALs
at least
at least
substantially substantiaily
implemenied inplemented

HICs
at least
substantially
implemented

Critical actions
SSA
at least
At least
substantially
Fully
substantially
implemented implemented implemented

62

85

79

88

87

84

56

82

72
69
62
73

92
80
81
89

90
70
86
94

92
84
80
83

100'
79
88
97

96
67
75
80

53
72
49
79

65
80
74
92

63
66
59

81
80
91

79
77
67

83
78
92

85
90
93

85
71
75

54
67
55

68
77
82

74

82

81

85

93

84

72

89

67

83

o

91

l00'

50'

61

89

75
45

85
91

78
89

91
100

80
33

91
100

71
50'

81
50'

66

84

83

84

89

80

67

83

57

77

73

80

82

75

60

79

Note:* Lessthan fiveobservationsfor thesecells.
a. 'Ie dataon implementation
indicatethe extentto whicha conditionor actionwas fulfillAd
at final trancherelease.A totalof 1,015legalconditionswere
gradedfor implementation.
b. HIC = highly-indebted countries; SSA = Sub-Saharan Africa; SAI. = structural adjustment loan; SECAL = sectoral adjustment loan, EIAL = earlyintensive adjustment lending;and OAL = other adjustment lending.
c. Critical actions are so identified becaose Bank staff designing the operation put particular emphasis on them and because they were expected to make a
significant contribution to adjustment in a shon time. A total of 494 actions were coded as critical, of which 303 appeared as conditions in the loan
agreements.
d. The rate of implementation for the items that appear in the loan agreemen.
e. Average implementation of actions that appear in the President's Repon or conditions in the loan agreement. A total of 2,231 actions were graded on
implementation.
Source: Based on an analysis of 97 SALs and SECALs to 32 developing countries. The sources of information on implementation were mainly supervision
reports, tranche release documents and, where available, Project Completion Reports and Program Performance Audit Reports.

The rates of implementation rose over the course of the
1980s, with those for loans made since 1985 higher on
average than was the case with those made earlier (table 54). The increase in the average rate of implementation of
conditions under loans made to the early-intensive adjustment lending (EIAL) countries contributed to the overall
rise.' There was an even bigger change with the loans to
non-ELALcountries: before 1986 the rates of implementation for those loans were below average, whereas after 1986
they were higher than the average for the loans to EIAL
countries (the non-EIAL loans made after 1986 mostly went

to a different set of countries than before 1986). In the case
of those loans whose final tranche was released in fiscal
year 1989, 99 percent of the conditions had been implemented at least substantially, 80 percent fully. When the
Morocco Public Enterprise Reform Loan is excluded, some
of whose conditions the Board waived in fiscal year 1989
(the only such instance in the sample), the share of condidions fully implemented rises from 80 percent to 88 percent.
Although cancellation of loans for non-fulfillment of
conditions has been rare-only Panama SAL II and Argen72
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Table 5-4. Implementation of Conditions by Type of Country and Condition, FY 1979-89
(ave,rage percent at final tranche release)

All conditions or actions b

Cowtry groups
and loan types

All
HICs
SSA,
SAl,s
SECALs
IDA,credits
IBRD loans
EIAL countries
FY79-85
FY86-88
OAL countries
FY79-85
FY86-88

Loan agreements

Precise

Precise and legal

Actions only in
President's Reports

At least
At least
At least
At least
At least
substantially
substantially
substantially
substantially
substantially
Fully
inpleFully
impleFully
impleFully
impleFully
inmpleinplemnented mented implemented mented inmlemented mented
implemented
nented implerented mented

57
61
55
53
60
57
57

77
82
75
73
80
77
77

66
72
60
65
66
70
59

84
89
80
83
84
86
80

62
71
56
56
67
65
56

78
87
71
74
82
80
75

71
78
66
73
70
75
62

86
93
82
87
86
88
83

49
50
50
47
53
47
55

72
74
70
69
76
71
73

53
60

71
82'

63
66

80
86

60
62

75
79

71
69

85
85

47
54

66
78

33
70

67
94

35
86

74
93

43
83

83
93

46
93

92
97

30
51

59
95

a. HIC = highly-indebted countries; SSA = Sub-Saharan Africa; SAI. = sructural adjustment loan; SECAL = sectoral adjustment loan; EIAL = earlyintenisiveadjustment lending; and OAL = other adjustmnentlending.
b. All conditions called for in the loan agreements or other actions caUedfor in the IPresident'sRepons, except prior actions. Prior actions are not included
because they are said to have been fulfilled "prior' to negotiation.
c. All conditions in the loan agreement.

d. Preciseconditionsor actionsare specificand usuallyquantifiable.
e. Precise and legal conditions are those that appear in the loan agreement and are specific in nature.
f. Actions that appear only in the President's Repon (excluding prior actions).
Source: Based on an analysis of 97 loans to 32 developing countries.

tina Banking Sector Loan were canceled-release of tranches
has often been held up because of delays in meeting conditions. Typically poor implementation has resulted in the
country not getting another loan, at least not until there has
been a clear change in attitude toward adjustment (Bolivia
being an example). Problems with implementation was the
reason that most of the countries with one or two adjustment
operations in the early 1980s did not receive other such
loans subsequently.8
Macroeconomic stability was associated with improved
implementation; presumably they reinforced each other.
Countries with low average annual rates of inflation (less
than 10 percent in the four quarters after effectiveness)
implemented 93 percent of conditions at least substantially
(averaging structural adjustment loans [SALs] and sectoral
adjustment loans [SECALs]), whereas the implementation
rate in countries with moderate rates of inflation (10-20
percent) was 79 percent and in high-inflationcountries (20400 percent) only 74 percent (table 5-5). Rising rates of
inflation were also associated with lower raLesof implementation. As expected, policies to reduce the budget deficit:were poorly implemented in inflationary economies. Inflation also reduced the chances of reforming price and
exchange rate policies: in high-inflation countries less than
half the exchange rate conditions were fully implemented.

Policy Reform under Adjustment Programs
All SALs and rmostSECALs call for policy reforms in more
than one area. The issues in those policy areas
(macroeconomic, govemment finances and administration,
trade, agriculture, industry, environment, financial and public enterprise)are discussed below.
MacroeconomricPolicy
The relation between structural adjustment and macroeconomic stability has depended on the situation of the country.
In countries starting with acute macroeconomicimbalances,
successful adjustment loans have focused on supporting the
structural measures necessary to restore long-run macroeconomic balance, such as reform of taxes, public expenditures
and public enterprises.9 The success of sectoral reform has
depended on the maintenance of a supportive and stable
macroeconomic environment-competitive and stable real
exchange rates, low and predictable inflation, domestic interest rates that are competitive with international interest
rates, and a sustainable current account deficit. In the past,
an unstable macroeconomic situation led a number of countries that had initiated well-designed sectoral reform programs in areas such as trade and the financial sector to
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Table S5-. The Macroeconomic Environment and Implementation, FY1979-89
Implementation of conditionality'
(percent)
Average rate of
inflation'
(percent)

At least
substantially
implemented

Numberwith
concurrent
IMF prograns
at effectiveness d

Nunber with
concurrent
IMF programs
at least 8 of
first 12 months

Loan type

Number

Fully
implemented

SECAL
SAL

27
22

75
72

92
95

20
21

20
15

SECAL
SAL

12
15

61
57

93
73

7
12

7
12

SECAL
SAL
SECAL
SAL

24
10
18
7

58
59
53
52

76
81
78
66

17
10
12
5

16
8
9
6

Low

-10 to 10
Moderate
10to 20
High
20 to 50
50 to 400

a. The rate of inflation is based on the average annual percentage change in thc consumer price index for the four-quarter period beginning the quarter of
loan effectiveness.
b. HIC = highly-indebted countfies; SSA = Sub-Saharan Africa; SAL = structural adjustment loan; SECAI. = sectoral adjustment loan; EIAL = earlyintensive adjustment lending; and OAL = other adjustment lending.
c. The rate of implementation is based on the average share of conditions implemented per loan. In this regard only conditions listed in the loan agreement
were considered. A total of 53 SECALs and 35 SALs were graded on implementation.
d. Includes stand-by arrangements, extended fund facilities, structural adjustment facilities and enhanced structural adjustment facilities.
Source: Based on an analysis of 135SALs and SECAl,s to 52 developing countries. The data on inflation are based on quarterly data from the Intemational
Monetary Fund (various issues).

abandonor reversethem.In thisregard,it is noteworthythat
halfor moreof the adjustmentloanagreementsto allcategoriesof countries,exceptone,containedconditionsinvolving
fiscal reforms aimed at reducingabsorption(table 5-2).
Such conditionswere not prevalentwith countriesthat receivedadjustmentlendingin the early 1980sand did not
continuewithadjustment.It seemslikelyweakfiscaladjustment to reduce macroeconomicimbalancescontributedto
the overallfailureof adjustmentin mostof thosecountries.
Trade reformsare designedLoshiftresourcesfromnontradableand highly protectedimpon-competingactivities
towardthe productionof exportsandefficientimportsubstitutes. Overvaluedexchangerates underminethese efforts,
however.The SouthernConecountriesof Argentina,Chile
and Uruguay faced this problem in the late 1970s,as do
some African franc zone countriestoday. Overvaluedor
unpredictable
real exchangeratesare alsocommonin countries with high and unpredictableinflation,such as Brazil
and Yugoslavia.A major studyof tradeliberalizationfound
that countriesthat canriedout sustainedtraderefonmusually
had lowerfiscaldeficitsthandid thosewhereliberalization
failed. In some cases the countriescarried out successful
tradeliberalizationwhilestabilizationwasstill underwayas in Chilein 1974-79 andTurkeyin 1980-84.Moretypically,however,eitherseveremacroeconomic
instabilitycontributedto the failureof liberalization(Argentina,Braziland
Sri Lanka in the 1960sand Pera, the Philippines,Portugal,
74

TurkeyandUruguayin the 1970s)or stabilitycontributedto
successful liberalization (Greece, Korea and Spain)
(Papageorgiou,
Choksiand Michaely1990).
At leastfourof fivelegalagreementsforSALscontained
expenditure-reducing
or switchingpoliciesto improvethe
macroeconomic
balance(basedon table5-2). Measuresthat
improvethe administrationand financesof the govemment
and pulblicenterprisesalso addressthe structuralcausesof
macroeconomic
imbalances.Overthree-fourthsof the SALs
requiredfiscalreformsto reduceabsorption,and over onefifthrequiredreformof the exchangerate, the keypolicyin
facilitatingswitching.Producingand sustaininga real devaluationusuallyinvolvesthe coordinationof fiscal, monetaryandexchangerate policies.Exchangerate reformwas
more importantin adjustmentlendingprogramns
initiated
afterthe mid-1980s,andexchangerateconditionswereeven
more importantto adjustmentsupportthan is indicatedby
their incidencein adjustmentprograms supportedby the
Bank,given that the concurrentIMF programsoften dealt
with exchange rate issues. Conditionsinvolvingthe exchangerate were less common in loans to countrieswith
concunrentFund operations,presumablybecausethe Fund
conditionalitywas addressingsome of the exchange-rate
problerns.
In countrieswhere the real exchange rate greatly exceededthe levelrequiredby macroeconomicfundamentals
and where rigiditiesimpededadjustment,reform of ex-
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change rate policy was not simply a tool for managing the
balance of payments: it was a fundamental instrument of
structural adjustmenL
Although it is not expected that macroeconomicpolicies
would be the centerpiece of SECALs, complete success with
sectoral reforms generally has required satisfactory
macroeconomic management. In 1980-89, however, fewer
than half the SECALs included at least one condition on the
reduction of absorption. In a few countries such as Mexico
and Pakistan in fiscal year 1989, the macroeconomicconditions called for under one adjustment loan were applicable
to the other loans to the same country in the same year, but
most SECALs were made at a time when there were no
other adjustment loans to the country. In fiscal year 1989, 11
of the 21 SECALs going to the Board had no macroeconomic
conditionality (Jaspersen and Shariff 1990); those 11 were
concurrent with IMF arrangements, except for the private
sector development loan to Indonesia, a country that had no
major macroeconomic imbalances.
The Bank often evaluates the macroeconomicsituation on
the basis of specific indicators, such as the public sector deficit, rate of inflation, interest rate on bank deposits, real exchange rate and growth of exports. These indicators provide
early warnings, clearly recognized by the Bank and the borrower, of whether the macroeconoimicframework is getting
out of control. While some of these indicators are not under
the direct control of the government, their evolution is fundamental to the success of an adjustmentprogram. The practice of using these indicators is becoming more prevalent.
Experience has led to greater attention to macroeconomic fundamentals. In some recent cases, the main reason
thlatrelease of a second tranche was held up was a failure to
irnplement the macroeconomic program (Zaire SAL and
Turkey Financial Sector Adjustment Loan [FSAL] II). (The
rest of the Zaire loan was disbursed when the macroeconomic
situation improved.) Disbursement of two adjustment loans
to Argentina-Banking Sector and Trade Policy-have been
held up since early 1989 because of a total breakdown of the
program, including the macroeconomic aspects. (The Banking Sector Loan was completely canceled.) In other cases
where tranches were released, an evaluation of the key indi-

and because of creditworthiness issues. Over 80 percent of
the SALs and 60 percent of the SECALs were made to
countries with an IMF agreement-a standby agreement, an
extended Fund facility, a Structural Adjustment Facility
(SAF) or an Extended Structural Adjustment Facility
(ESAF)-in place at the time of Board presentation" (table
5-6). (Annex table 5.5 in the second Report on Adjustment
Lending [RAL-II] [World Bank 19901lists bank adjustment
loans and concurrent IMF agreements.) Even if an agreement with the Fund were in place at the time of Board
presentation, or if the initial situation did not indicate the
need for an IMF program, by the time the later tranches were
to be released the macroeconomic situation may have deteriorated."2 In one-sixth of the cases where a country had an
IMF agreement in place at the time the adjustment loan was
presented to the Board, the IMF agreement was canceled
within a year of Bank program effectiveness, usually because of some deterioration in the policy reform. (Half of
canceled IMF agreements have subsequently been renewed,
usually with revisions.) The tradition of the Bank avoiding
cross-conditionality means that, after approval of a loan by
the Board, failure to meet Fund targets is not by itself
grounds for holding up effectiveness and tranche releases of
Table 5-6. Fund Agreements, Inflation and
Implementation of Bank Adjustment Loan Conditions,
FY 1979.89
Loantypea
__SAL_SECAL
Concurrent IMF agreements at
Board presentation b

Numberof loans

Yes No
56 15

Yes No
70 43

27
2
21
9
8
4
19 27

17 5
36 33
17
5
39 38

60 70
79 100

64
84

Fiscal year of Board date

1979-84
1985-88
1989
Averagerate of inflation' (%)
Implementation
of conditionality d (%)
Fullyimplemented
Atleast substantially implemented

62
84

catorswouldhaverevealedmacroeconomic
difficultiesthat

a. SAL = structural adjustment loan; SECAL = sectoral adjustment loan.

ultimately did lead to a breakdown of the program. Sectoral
reforms were then reversed or had reduced benefits.'°
The Bank consults regularly with the IMF and in the past

b. Basedon a sampleof 184SALs andSECALsapprovedby the Board
through 1989.The numbersin each columnrefer to the set of loans
indicatedat the top of thecolumn.

usually refrained from adjustmenl Ilending if a country with

cc Based on the average annual percentage change in the consumer price
index for the 12-month period beginning the month of loan effectiveness.

macroeconomic instability did not have a concurrentstabilization program supported by the IMF. Since March1989
this practice has been universal. All adjustment lending
countries except Colombia and Iridonesiahave had at let
one program with the Fund since 1980. Nevertheless, the
I3ankhas needed to make its own macroeconomic assessrnentsbecause it often has had to make decisions on the
release of tranches when an IMF agreement was not in place

Basedon a sampleof 135loansfor whichdatawere available.
d. Basedon the averageshare of conditionsin the loan agreement.that
were implemented.In total, 36 SALs and 53 SECALswere graded on
Boardpresentation
(btoreygraded os without iMF
programsat the time of
Source: Basedcinan analysisof 184SALsand SECALsto 61developing
countries.Fund Programdata are drawn from IntemationalMonetary
Fund AnnualReportsand IntemationalMonetaryFund Surveys. Inflation based on quanTerlydata is from Intemational Monetary Fund (various
issues).
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a Bank loan.Therefore,with increasingfrequencythe loan
agreementshave containeda clear definitionof expected
progresson the macroeconomicprogram.

Improvingthe efficiencyof taxation and reallocating
govemmentexpenditureremain almost universallynecessary componentsof adjustmentprograms.Reformingthe
decision-makinginstitutionsfor fiscalpolicyis oftennecessaryas well.

GovernmentFinancesand Administration
In additionto fiscalreformsaimned
at reducingpublicdeficits and restoringoverall macroeconomicbalance, which
were mentionedearlier, Bank-supportedadjustmentprogramshaveemphasizedstructuralrefornnsaimedatstrengthening publicfinanceson a more permanentbasis.The reallocationof public expendituresand the tax incidencehave
also been used as means to encourageprivate investment
and overall growth.Public investmentin complementary
infrastructureas well as expendituresformaintenancehave
been vital in stimulatingprivateinvestment.Almostthreefourthsof the loan agreementsfor SALsand more than a
thirdof thoseforSECALsrequiredmeasuresaimedat rationalizinggovemmentfinancesand administration(table52).13Measuresto rationalizegovemmentfinancesand administrationare as prevalentin adjustmentloanagreements
as deficit-reducingmeasuresa¢e (tables 5-1 and 5-2).'4
Conditionsfor rationalizingthe public sector were least
prevalentin the other adjustmentlending(OAL)countries
that startedadjustmentlendingin theearly 1980sbut didnot
continuewith adjustment-the drop-outs-a point that offers evidencefor the importanceof strengtheningthe public
sectorfor successfulstructuraladjustment.
Measuresto restructurethe public sector includeprograms that target social spending,upgrade the quality of
civil servantsand contractwith theprivatesectorto provide
public services."'Thesereformshavebeen beneficialwhen
the reviewsof public sectorexpenditureson whichthe reforms havebeen basedhavecoveredboth currentexpenditures and investments.In countrieswith an overextended
bureaucracy,reducingthe numberof civilservantshas been
a commonconditionof adjustmentloans,especiallyin the
SALs to African countries.Recent programs in Ghana,
Kenya, Mexicoand Uruguayincreasedthe salariesof the
topcivilservants,withthe expectationthatthosecostswould
be offsetby the expectedbenefitsof improvedperformance.
In Ghanathe govemmentcurbedspendingon the civil service by creatinga rosterof civiilservantsto ensurethat no
phantomworkerswere on thepayroll.
Many adjustmentlendingprogramshave attemptedto
improvetax policy.In some cases new taxes-such as the
value-addedtax in Turkey-have beeninstitutedto replace
moredistortionarytradetaxesor monetaryfinancing.In Asia
the Bank has supportedmany administrativereformsof the
tax system,particularlythe streamliningof customsadministrationprocedures,revisionof the tax codesand improved
collectionof excise taxes. Tax reformis one of the most
universallyimportantmeansunderstructuraladjustmentto
6
increasepublicsectorsavingandreducedistortions."

TradePolicy
Refomi of trade policy,which often also involvestax reform, hasbeen most importantin countrieswith very distortedtraderegimesanda pressingneedto increaseexports,
especiallyof manufacturedgoods.Theresponseof countries
to reformsof tradepolicy have varied greatly.Poorer and
less diversifiedeconomies,which often face institutional
weaknessesandmajorimpedimentsto factormobility,have
usuallyrespondedslowlyto changes in the real exchange
rate and rationalizationof the tariff structure.Some countriesreversedearliertradeliberalizationwheninappropriate
macroeconomic
policiesor lack of adjustmentin the faceof
an adverseshock led to a balance-of-payments
crisis.Low
rates of implementationof trade policy reform havebeen
7 Countries
associatedwith negativeterms of trade shocks.'
experiencing
adversetermsof tradeshockshavedonepoorly
in implementingconditionsinvolvingreductionsin tariffs
andquantitativerestrictions.Contingencyfinancingandcontingencymacroeconomic
policiesto dealwithexternalshocks
shouldplay a largerrole in adjustmentprograms.
Trade policy reforms are especiallyimportantin the
initial phase of adjustment.Usually these measuresstart
witha reductionin or eliminationof the quantitativerestrictionson imports,thenmoveon to a reductionin the dispersionof the tariffsand finallyreducethe averagelevelof the
tariffs,with faster movementon thoseimports that do not
competewithdomesticproduction.Wheretariffswereloweredfust, as in Tunisia,it has beenmuchharderto phaseout
thequantitativerestrictions.
The majorityof loansto all categoriesof countrieshave
includedconditionsinvolvingthe reform of trade policy
(table5-2); theseconditionswere especiallyprevalentin the
pre-1986loans to the EIALcountries(tables5-1 and 5-2).
Recent loansto the EIALcountrieshave showndecreased
emphasison tradepolicy,presumablybecausethoseeconomieshavealreadyremovedthe largestdistortionsof trade.'8
Efforts to strengthenthe institutionalbase for exports
haveoftentakenmore timethanoriginallyestimatedand,in
some cases, have conflictedwith other objectivesof the
adjustmentprogram.For example,duty-drawbacksystems
for exportershave been difficultto establish in countries
with fiscal stringencyand low institutionalcapacity,althoughthe systems,if instituted,have usuallyresultedin
enoughtrade growthin the long run to increasetax revenues.Vestedinterests,sometimeswithinthe govemment,
haveoftenstymiedeffortsto reducetheprotectionforhighly
protectedimport-competingindustries.For example,trade
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reform in Argentina has seldom dared attack the high-cost
steel produced by a plant the armed forces own. In Colombia, vigorous opposition by the govemment agency holding
shares in an automobile assembly firm and by the head of a
trade regulatory agency with ties to the firm defeated a
proposal to reduce the firm's protection. The bureaucracy
that administers trade restrictions may resist reform because
it also derives rents and power (Hutcheson 1990).Nevertheless, in the countries with active trade reforms, about 85
percent of the trade policy conditions were implemented at
least substantially (table 5-3).
Successfulprograms of trade relormnhave had to proceed
rapidly enough to develop momentum and credibility without being so sudden as to provoke a political backlash or
generatebudget deficits or current accountdeficits that would
have led to a reversal of the reform, as happened in many
Latin American countries. Reducing protection according to
a pre-announced, credible schedule can enhance the supply
response and counter the pressure for ad hoc reinstatement
of protection that arises when finrnlsare exposed to import
competition. The experience of many countries shows that
credibility and sustainabilityare enhancedif trade liberalization begins with a bold move that signals the government's
seriousness. Often the most effective signal has been a dramatic institutional change, such as Turkey's elimination of
the quantitative restrictions, Venezuela's elimination of the
agency in charge of allocating foreign exchange, Korea's
move from positive to negative lists for import restrictions,
and Chile's elimination of quantitative restrictions and drastic reduction in the highest tariff rates. Although these measures may have had only a small direct impact initially, they
made further liberalization more automatic. In contrast, programs that have begun with weak steps have seldom been
sustained (Papageorgiou,Choksi and Michaely 1990).Moreover, realizing the maximum gains in efficiency from trade
liberalization has usually required complementary reforms
in exchange rate, regulatory, public sector, labor market and
financial sector policies.

framework. In the EIAL countries, adjustment never focused
exclusively on agriculture, and the importance of agricultural conditionsdeclinedoverthe 1980s.Countriesthat started
withadjustment lending in the latter 1980s did not pay much
attention to agriculture, at least as reflected in loan conditionality. Attention to agriculture seems to have waned in
the EIAL and OAL countries since 1986 (tables 5-1 and 52). Despite the frequent need for further agricultural reform,
rarely have there been follow-up agricultural sector adjustment loans (AgSECALs). Only Brazil, Mexico, Morocco,
Somalia, Sudan and Tunisia have prepared second
AgSECALs. Perhaps the pressure from the interest groups
involved or the duration and intensity of the effort have
discouraged the Bank and borrower govemments from preparing AgSECALs. (Table 5-7 shows the distribution of
adjustment loans pertaining to agriculture.)
While reformnsof trade, exchange rate, and pricing policies have always been crucial means for enhancing efficiency in agriculture, recent adjustment loans in a few countries (such as Kenya, Mexico, Morocco and Tunisia) have
integrated agricultural reforms with related reforms of food
policy, internal and external regulations, and management
of public investment. In Kenya, adjustment lending has
supported an ongoing effort to strengthen the institutional
capacity of the Ministry of Agriculture through improved
budgeting, computerization of project monitoring and the
introductionof a system of timely reporting of expenditures.
To make irrigation projects self-financing, reduce wastage
of water and avoid subsidizing the rich, loans often include
conditions calling for cost recovery. In middle-income countries, where the agriculture sector has close links to agroindustry, adjustment programs have needed to assure that
the prices and marketing systems for processed agricultural
products are adjusted in step with reform of the agriculture
sector itself.
In some countries where public agencies have monopolized the trade in agricultural commodities and the distribution of inputs, Bank-supportedprograms have involved ma-

Agricultural Policy

Table 5-7. Distribution of Agriculture Adjustment
Loans by Country Category, FY1979-89

Thelarge share of the agricultural sector in both gross dornestic product (GDP) and employment, particularly in lowincome countries,makes it an important targetfor efficiencyenhancing reforms. Attention to agriculture in the context of
adjustmentlending has, however, variedwidely acrosscountries. Agriculture reform was the dominant focus with the
countries that started adjustment lending before 1986but did
not continue. Almost half of all the conditions in those loans
concerned agriculture, and 9 out of 10 loan agreements had
at least one agriculturalcondition (tables 5-1 and5-2). These
countries failed to continue with aidjustment
lending not because they tried to reform agriculture,but probably, as noted
earlier, because they ignored the fiscal and macroeconomic

Nwnber of countries
OAL
Nunber of agriculture
adjustment loans

°
2

EIAL

13

4

Early
(1980-85)

Late
(1985-89)

4
1

9

1

a. Agriculture adjustment loans include AgSECALs, fertilizer adjustment
loans, rural sector adjustment loans, etc. They also indude hybrid loans,
where part of the financing is for general balance-of-payments support
and pan is for investment in the sector.
Source: World Bank (1990, Annex Table 5-5).
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jor steps toward decontrol of the agricultural markets. Jamaica divested some major commodity marketing boards of
all non-marketing functions and promoted marketing of export crops by the private sector. C6te d'Ivoire reorganized
the sugar marketing board and liquidated many of its direct
refining operations.Nigeria abolishedmost marketing boards.
It has been politically difficult for countries to make these
reforms, but they have tended to last. Where countries have
not been able to dismantle agencies quickly under their
adjustment programs, they haveused other mechanisms.For
example, the approach Mexico used to eliminate a major
parastatal monopoly over food imports and link domestic
agricultural prices to international prices involved reducing
the distortions sequentially so as,to avoid arbitrariness and
increase the likelihood of sustained reform.
Public investment in agricultural infrastructure-mainly
roads, irrigation and flood control-can be vital in the transition from structural adjustment to sustained long-term
growth (Binswanger 1990). However, in almost all developing countries the rate of such investment dropped markedly
in the 1980s, and the capital stock has deteriorated. To some
extent this trend may have been a rational response to the
declining world terms of trade for agriculture,but it was also
the result of budget and capital constraints.Despite a need to
invest in and maintain agricultural infrastructure, the number of AgSECAL hybrids in Africa declined to two in fiscal
year 1990.
It has proven helpful for countries to develop institutions
for project evaluation, and this needs remains to be done in
many Sub-Saharan and other small low-income countries.
To realize economies of scale, the small countries in a region
may need to set up a regional institution, as they did in
Central America.
Structural adjustment lending to support agricultural
policy has often worked well in the past and will remain
important, especially for low-income countries. There have
also been some serious failures with AgSECALs. To avoid
repeating the mistakes, adjustment programs need to assure
that agricultural sector reforms have a supporting environment, with measures to minimize macroeconomic instability and distortions in the sectors purchasing agricultural

conditionality in loans involving the industrial sector has
shifted from restructuring and incentives for direct investment toward pricing policy, entry barriers, the regulatory
environment and technology policy. The scope of industrial
sector loans has also been broadened to include the financial
and general business environment, a reflection of an effort to
increase the pace at which firms restructure and resume
investment (see the appendix). In Africa, industry loans
initially focused mostly on rehabilitating the export sectors
and eliminating major price distortions through changes in
the exchange rate and trade regimes. Some countries implemented these reforms quickly. Where the required institutions were weak, however, the economy's response was
often disappointingly slow.
Adjustment programs in recent years have paid more
attention to increasing the competition in the domestic and
export markets as a way to raise productivity and make firms
more cost-competitive (see the appendix). Mexico, for example, has increased the range of competition and clarified
its laws on foreign investment; however, deregulation of
prices has progressed slowly. In most countries with small
domestic markets, as in Africa, import competitionand freer
access to imported inputs have allowed market forces to
encourage efficiency and growth in industries with a comparative advantage.
Some adjustment programs, especially some of those in
Africa being supported by SALs, have addressed policy on
industriallabor relations.Hungary's Industry SECAL (1987)
financed programs to retrain and redeploy laid-off workers
and to improve unemployment compensation mechanisms.
In other cases, particularly in Latin American countries but
also in l'unisia and Bangladesh, the Bank has acquiesced in
the desire of governments to avoid the politically sensitive
issue of labor retrenchment.
Where entry regulations, investmentand pricing controls
cause major distortions, removing or reducing them should
continue to be a high priority in adjustment lending. In other
cases, the priority should go to reformningindustrial and
labor regulations.
Financial System

outpuL

Successful structuraladjustment requires a healthy financial
system to help mobilize resources for investment in newly
viable sectors. Usually, however, countries in need of adjustment have credit allocation systems that do not promote
the profitability of the sector or address crippled financial
institutions with many non-performing assets.
Financial sector adjustment is complex, and World Bank
(and IMF) expertise potentially has a high pay-off in this
area. Financial sector reforn typically needs to ensure an
orderly transition for banking systems burdened with nonperforming loans (sometimes to public enterprises) and to
rationalizeand ultimately decontrol the rates for lending and

Industry
Countries have often undertaken structural adjustment because the inefficiency of previous strategies to promote
industrialization-import substitutionand state enterprisescontributed to low growth and art inability to accommodate
external shocks. Switching to a more export-oriented, market-directedstrategy for industialization has been an important part of the structural adjustment programs in many
countries, including Bangladesh, Ghana, Turkey, Mexico,
Tunisia, Mauritius and the Philippines. The emphasis in the
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deposits. When financial institutions need recapitalization,it
is important that prudential regulation and supervision systems first be established.
Financial reform has become an increasingly important
component of adjustment lending operations (see tables 5.1
and 5.2). SALs and a variety of SECALs have supported
reforms in the financial sector, and some recent loans have
supported adjustment that concentrated on the financial sector. Prior to fiscal year 1988, the Bank made only three
FSALs, but in the next two fiscal years it made 10.
Conditions in SALs and non-financial SECALs related
to financial sector reform usually touch only on the most
obvious and easily corrected distortions-relaxation of the
ceilings on interest rates and reduction of the reserve requirements. Lowering the quasi-fiscal deficit of the financial
public sector and reducing the politically directed allocation
of credit are often vital for fiscal stabilizationand the initiation of structuralreform. FSALs take a more comprehensive
approach, including restructuring, strengthening of portfolios, regulation and supervision, and sometimes development of new instruments for the capital markets.
The closing or restructuring of major banks requires a
pragmatic approach that recognizes the explicit and implicit
need to guarantee deposits because of the way individual
banks reflect the soundness of the whole financial system.
'When insolvent institutions are allowed to stay open as a
result of government-guaranteed deposits, they have an incentive to roll bad loans over ancl to make risky new loans.
In the process, they push interest rates up, a situation that
affects other financial institutions and the whole economy.
Consequently, the budgetary cost of restoring the banking
system continues to grow over time, often very rapidly. The
need for quick action must be balanced, however, against
the risk of causing a financial panic by moving before the
mechanisms are in place to back up fundamentally sound
banks. By downsizing the ailing institutions in a series of
steps, the govemment may be able to limit the cost of the
transition and avoid the upheaval of bank failures.
Institutional reforms in the financial sector are essential
in most adjusting countries. In Mexico, althoughthe government retains the banks it nationalized in 1982, the 1989
FSAL eliminates the restrictions on entry into domestic
banking and encourages competition in the financial sector.
The 1989 FSAL in Kenya merges 10 weak finance companies into a single institution that may eventually be financially viable.Jamaica's 1987SAL and Kenya and Pakistan's
1989FSALs aim at developing the capital markets; the 1989
FSALs in Mexico and the Philippines address the need to
restructure the development finance institutions (DFIs). The
Philippine FSAL provided seed funding for the Development Bank of the Philippines to reduce retail lending and
shift to wholesale long-term lending.
The Bank has felt a special responsibility for the fate of
DFls, since it often encouraged their establishmentas a way

of directing subsidized credit to protected sectors. These
institutions often are not financially viable in a post-adjustment economy and need to be diversified or dissolved in
orderly fashion.
Although successful financial reform requires an appropriate macroeconomicpolicy framework, FSALs have generally had weaker macroeconomic conditionality than the
SALs have had. In any event, if a country has major
macroeconomicproblems, it is better to address them first
with a SAL or a SECAL whose conditionality focuses on the
structural causes of the imbalances-public expenditure,
taxation and public enterprises-in tandem with an IMF
agreement. Of course, correcting very high negative real
interest rates on loans and deposits is always useful. When
the FSAL is initiated in the follow-up phase, it needs sufficient macroeconomic conditionality to insure the maintenance of an appropriate macroeconomic framework. Some
countries have negotiated FSALs without an adequate
macroeconomicprogram in place-for instance, Turkey and
Argentina (as it happened, the loan to Argentina was never
made effective, and the second tranche of Turkey's FSAL II
was delayed).
Financial reform is undermined when the government
taxes financial intermediation with very high reserve requirements and other financially repressive measures. In
Turkey, despite five SALs (several with financial sector
conditionalities) and two FSALs (the only country to get a
second), fiscal and quasi-fiscal requirements in the financial
system still force banks to charge borrowers a high spread
over the deposit rate. Financial reform is even more difficult
if large budget deficits and high real interest rates have
bankrupted the borrowing firms and produced insolvency
throughout the financial system. When controls on interest
rates are lifted, they move toward market-clearinglevels that
are often substantially higher, particularly when depositors
expect a high rate of inflation or large devaluations of the
exchangerate. Higher realinterest ratesby themselvespresent
budgetary problems for govemments with high domestic
debts, such as Zambia, Mexico and Turkey experienced in
the mid-1980sand Argentina and Brazil recently.The recent
Philippine FSAL explicitly recognized this problem by deferring a requirement to reduce the taxes on financial intermediaries until other tax revenue had reached an adequate
level.
Designers of financial sector reform need to be careful about sequencing and coordinating with macroeconomic stabilization. Some reforms, particularly of interest rate and credit allocation, are crucial for restoring
macroeconomic stability in the early phases. These reforms often do not entail any cost to the government and,
in fact, save money. Restructuring of banks is usually
appropriate later, is often very expensive and requires
policies to assure the continuation of macroeconomic stability.
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in Chile. Other countries, such as Ghana, have had difficulty
dealing with financiallyailingentities: shutdownshave meant
increastd unemploymentand politicalopposition. Industries
that have not been rehabilitatedare not attractive to potential
buyers, and underdeveloped domestic capital markets are
frequently unable to provide funds for such enterprises. As a
result, governments continue to run the enterprises at a loss.
Structural adjustment of public enterprises must start
with an evaluation of the activities and firms that should
remain in the public sector and those that can be done as well
or better by the private sector and should be transferred
there. For those remaining in the public sector, reforms need
to restructure the incentives of managers to encourage efficiency.

Public Enterprises

Public enterprise reform has been a component in more than
a third of recent adjustment loans (table 5-2). Structural
adjustment of public enterprises generally starts with an
evaluation of the activities and firms that should remain in
the public sector and those that can be handled as well or
better by the private sector and thus should be transferred
there. When circumstances warrant continuedpublic ownership, the reform measures seek to improve both efficiency
and profitability. Strengthening management and allowing
competition from private domestic and foreign firms usually
help raise efficiency. For instance, the 1989 Public Enterprise Reform Loan to Mexico supports measures to compel
state-owned firms to operate in a more competitive environment. Turkey's state-owned steel and textile firms faced
increasing competition from the private sector during the
1980s. In some cases, however, state enterprises have reduced their losses by using their monopoly position to raise
prices (e.g., electricity in Argentina).
State-owned enterprises are often inefficient. However,
many firms that are not competitive intemationally at an
overvalued exchange rate do become competitiveafter a real
devaluation. Because the output of state enterprises is usually the inputs for other firms, ihe prices of traded goods
such as steel and textiles usually need to be adjusted to world
levels (plus appropriate tariffs), and non-traded goods such
as electricity need to be priced according to the marginal
cost of efficient production. Where state-owned enterprises
would lose money forever if their output were sold at world
prices or the efficient marginal cost, there is a trade-off
between getting the prices right and reducing the
government's budget deficit. It is sometimes necessary during a transitional period to allow state-owned enterprises to
sell at prices above desired levels, although competing imports should be allowed.
In economies with overextended public sectors, privatization has been an important strategy, as in the recent loans
to Chile, Costa Rica, Mexico, Morocco, Pakistan, Ghana,
Kenya, Malawi and Tunisia. Privatization (at a fair price to
the government) requires a credible and sustainable policy
environment. This requirement is true whether the prospective buyers are domestic or foreign firms. It has proven wise
to give a government that is committed to reform some
flexibility in the timing and identification of which enterprises toprivatize so that it can take full advantage of market
conditions. When countries have strict deadlinesand lists of
firms to privatize, potential buyers may collude to offer low
prices. Privatization, especially of large enterprises, is a
complex undertakingthat often requires technical assistance.
Success with privatization often requires the success of
other adjustment policies in reviving or creating a healthy
private sector with vigorous growth. Private sector strength
was important, for instance, to the progress of privatization

Environment
Even though most adjustment programs have not specifically addressed environmental issues until recently, on balance most appear more likely to have helped than to have
hurt the environment. Simply overcoming an immediate
macroeconomic crisis increases the government's ability to
plan ahcad. Similarly, strengthening public sector finances
and improving the efficiency and foresight of public sector
institutions increase the likelihood of developing and implementing coherent environmentalstrategies. Without orderly
adjustmnent,growing fiscal deficits, unsustainable external
imbalances,mounting externaldebt,hyper-inflationand sharp
declines in investment work their way through economic
decline and increased poverty to shorten the planning horizon and worsen environmental degradation.
Many measures to reduce the distortion of prices for
tradable goods relative to world prices probably have favorable effects on the environment. Raising the prices of gasoline, fertilizers,pesticides and other tradable inputs to world
levels usually benefits the environment by reducing their
use. Prices may be raised by reducing government subsidies
or implementing a real devaluation. The change in relative
prices also affects the composition of outputs, but here the
impact of the changes on the environment is not obvious.
Adjustment lending in fiscal year 1989 revealed the potential for advancing toward environmental objectives, and
recent adjustmentprograms have introducedregulations and
incentives aimed specifically at protecting the environment.
Of the 34 adjustment operations approved in fiscal year
1989, 7 contained conditions directly related to environmental management: 4 SALs (to the Gambia, Ghana,
Guinea-Bissau and Laos), 2 AgSALs (to Pakistan and
Burundi) and an energy sector loan (to Pakistan). These
operations included the establishment of an environmental
management system, elimination of subsidies for agricultural inputs that have an adverse effect on the environment,
and introduction of incentives for conserving vulnerable
natural resources.
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The Ghana SAL in fiscal year 1989 supports a comprehensive environmental action plan for land management,
control of soil degradation and erosion, development of
water resources, conservationof forestry and wildlife,coastal
zone management, control of mining and industrial pollulion, and improved planning for human settlements. The
Gambia SAL addresses some environmental issues, including salinity intrusions along the Gambia River, excessive
exploitation of trees for fuelwood, overgrazing of pastures
and inadequate groundwater management. The adjustrnent
loans to Guinea-Bissau and Laos People's Democratic Republic emphasize conservation of forest resources through
measures such as royalty payments on logging. In GuineaBissau the loan supports a plan for the use and replenishimentof forest resources.
The agriculture SECALs to Pakistan and Burundi aimed
to strengthen soil management and conservation, rehabilitation and maintenance of drainage and irrigation systems,
and integrated pest management to reduce the use of agrochemicals that have contaminated the groundwater. The
energy SECAL in Pakistan supports a monitorable environmental action plan that includes standards to protect against
air and water pollution and establishes guidelines to assess
the environmental impact of energy-producing activities.
Adjustnent lending programs are thus increasingly recognizing the importance of maintaining a sustainable natural
resource balance as well as a sustainable external resource
balance.
The environment is a new area of concern for adjustment
lending, but one that will surely expand in the near future.
The Bank has thus far chosen to address environmental
problems not with specialized loans but rather through components of other sectoral lending. This course seems to be
the wisest one.

restoring investment and restructuring the financial system.
The reforms supported by a loan often require institutional development or other measures that take longer than
the 6 to 18 rmonthsbetween the Board date and the scheduled release of the final tranche. When the disbursernent
schedule of a loan calls for the first tranche to be disbursed
immediately and the second in six months, the condilions
tied to release of the tranches can call for an action plan but
sometimes cannot control whether it actually gets implemented. In countries with balance-of-payments problems
that require structural reforms with long gestation periodstax reform, financial and social sector reform and public
enterprise restructuring and privatization-the Bank could
usefully match the timing of its disbursements to the speed
at which the reforms are introduced. Assurance of a continued flow of financial supporl increases the credibility and
ultimatesuccess of the reforms and brings the availability of
financing more into line with the pace of implemeniing
critical institutional reforms. Traditional quick-disbursing
loans have been most appropriate for countries with balance-of-payments problems and major distortions that can
be removed quickly, such as price subsidies, excessive govemient spending and import quotas.
Guided in part by experience, the Bank has changed the
conditionality ofadjustmentlending, mainly by using conditions that are more specific to the achievement of each
objective. This strategy makes sense because the rates of
implementationare usually higher with more specific conditions. The average number of conditions in Ican agreerents
has risen from about 10 before 1985 to 17 in recent years
(based on table 5-8). The number of actions in the policy
matrices of the President's Reports has risen similarly, with
the average in fiscal year 1989 reaching 56 for the l_IAL
countries. Of the actions specified in fiscal years 1979-89,
18 percent pertained to actions initiated prior to appraisal, 34
percent were required by the loan agreement and 48 percent
were listed only in the President's Reports as actions to be
taken within the timeframe of the program.
More than a quarter of all policyactions in the President's
Reports are precisely specified-usually with the turgets
quantified-whereas only one-tenth are both precise and in
the loan agreement-an average of four per loan. IDA credits have about the same share of precise and legal condiidons
as IBRD loans (a tenth). With hybrid loans (hybrid means
part of the financing is for general balance-of-payments
support and part is for investment in the sector), oniaverage
half the actions in the President's Report are conditions in
the loan agreements, and a third of those are precise (16
percent of the total). In addition to specifying more precisely
the actions agreed to by the borrower, typical conditions in
more recent loans have been more explicit as to whether the
action was a condition for release of a tranche.
Serious controversy has surrounded the issue of lending
to support prior actions where many but not all of the struc-

Timing and Conditionality
Structural adjustment has usually taken longer than originally anticipated and indeed has become an integral part of
the development strategy for many countries. When countries face a complex agenda of reforms, it is important to
sequence them properly. The stabilization phase of the adjustment may take a few years, and introduction of fiscal
refonn is a key component of the stabilization program.
Experience indicates that the subsequent phases are most
effective if initiated after the stabilization is substantially
underway. Thus, a country generally needs a series of operations. The early operations usually focus on structural reforms to achieve a sustainable reduction of the fiscal deficit
and a competitive real exchange rate. The next round of
reforms aims at reducing the other distortions hindering the
efficient allocation of resources--typically these distortions
involve domestic prices, interest rates and the trade regime.
The later stages of adjustment focus on building institutions,
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Table 5-8. Types of Conditions, FY1979-89
Average share of total conditions and other actions (percent)
Loan typesl
country
groups '

Total nunber
of conditions
and other actions
per loan b

All
HICs
SSA
SALs
SECALs
IDA credits
IBRD loans
Hybrid loans

42
39
44
50
37
41
43
46

EIAL countries
FY79-85

Prior
actions

Other
actions in
President's
Reports5

Loan agreement
condition '

Precise
aclions d

Precise
and legal
conditions'

34
36
36
24
42
31
37
49

27
27
28
27
27
27
27
26

10
11
10
7
13
10
10
16

18
20
14
19
17
20
16
9

48
43
50
56
41
49
48
42

30

31

24

9

16

54

FY86-88

39

43

29

12

17

40

FY89

56

29

23

7

22

49

27
56

50
29

28
29

12
10

14
19

36
52

OAL countries
FY79-85
FY86-89

a. HIC = highly-indebted countries; SSA = Sub-Saharan Africa; SAL = structural adjustment loan; SECAL = sectoral adjustment loan; EIAL = earlyintensive adjustmer.t lending; and OAL = other adjustment lending.
b. The conditions in the loan agreemnentsDrother actions (including prior actions) caUedfor in the President's Reports.
c. Al conditions listed only in the loan agreements (including dated and undated covenants).
d. Precisely specified actions or conditicis are those that are specific and usually quantifiable.
e. Precisely specified and legal condition; are those that appear in the loan agreements and are specific in nature.
f. Prior actions are those that a country has undertaken prior to a loan's negotiation, either on its own initiative or with suppon fromnan adjustment loan.
g. Actions listed only in the President's Report (excluding prior actions), to be implemented during the lifetime of the loan.
Source: Based on an analysis of 183 SALs and SECALs to 61 developing countries. A total of 7,723 actions were considered in all, of which 2,592 were
legal conditions.

tural reforms were initiated before loan appraisal and sustaining the reforms is the chief goal of the program. The
evidence is that adjustment performance in the long run has
been remarkable where the Bank has supported adjustment
measures undertaken before the loan approval was complete.
In Indonesia, for example, the govemment independently
encouraged private sector development and foreign direct
investment as part of its adjustment strategy. It has restored
the rate of growth of noxi-oiloutput to more than 5 percent
annually, inflation is under 10 percent, and the deficit in the
current account of the balance of payments has been reduced
to less than 3 percent of GDP. When adjustment lending for
prior actions was not allowed, govemments on occasion delayed reforms so that the Bank would give them credit for
the actions. Adjustment lending for prior actions has thus
proven effective when the timing of the loan has been consistent with the financing needs of adjustmentand when certain other conditions have been met:

be acting on the basis of Bank dictates rather than its own
initiative,
* The prior actions are part of an ongoing reform.
Rates of implementation have depended significantlyon
whether a policy action was specific or qualitative and
whether it was a condition in the loan agreement (table 5-4).
As noted, however, the rates of implementation need to be
interpreted with care. Conditions that are precise or in the
loan agreement have higher-than-average rates of implementation, and condilions that are both precise and in the
loan agreement have even higher average rates (71 percent
fully implemented and 88 percent at least substantially for
the whole of the 1980s).The high rates of implementation
for precise and legally binding conditions imply that legal
agreements on critical policy actions should be made as
specific and detailed as possible.'9 Greater detail may require a larger number of conditions. At the same time,
general conditions that summarize the spirit of the adjustment effort are also important.
The incentive of tranche releases obviously motivates
policy adjustment.The perceived benefits of adjustment and

* The government has a strong track record of reform.
* The borrowing governmenimis prepared to take the
necessary actions but finds it politically difficult to appear to
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the desire to have ongoing adjustment lending also motivate
reform. Measures written into the loan agreement as conditions are selected with the implicit.recognition that they do
not consfitute the whole program--and with the intention of
focusing on the actions most central to the program's success and most indicative of the government's commitment
to reform. As mentioned, the five or six actions the Bank
considered most critical to achieving the objectives of the
program had implementation rates that averaged as high as
those for all conditions in the loan agreements.20In addition,
countries carry out the majority of the actions in the
President's Reports that are not in the loan agreements.21
After release of the final tranche, countries usually sustained
or increased the rate of fulfillment (table 5-9). Of the condidions that were not met at all during the loan, over a fourth
were substantially or completely implemented later. Reversals occurred on less than a tenth of the conditions met
during the loan, suggesting that most govemments believed
ex post that their adjustment programs were beneficial.

sustained or undermined by the adjustment process itself.
Although the Bank avoids interfering in politics, the cost of
failure is too great for borrowing countries, as well as the
Bank, to ignore the potential contribution of a better understanding of the political economy of adjustment. Further
research in this area is needed.
The credibility of an adjustment program depends on the
quality of the program itself and on the way the govemrnment
identifies itself with the program and shows consistency
between announced intentions and policy actions. The govemments in Bolivia, Mexico, Korea, Ghana and Thailand
made extensive efforts to publicize their commitments to
reform, explaining the nature and timing of the reforms and
why initially painful measures were necessary to obtain
widespread benefits over the long run. It has also proved
counterproductiveto oversell the program and create unrealistic expectations or to blame austerity measures on the
Bank or the Fund. It is particularly difficult to sustain reform
measures if the govemment has openly disavowed the refornn.Disavowal occurred in Zambia, where the reform was
reversed in the face of political protest and unrest, even
though the loan had been disbursed.
When a country has a severe economic and balance-ofpayments crisis and there is an imminent political crisis or
upcoming election, the government is sometimes unwilling

Political Economy of Adjustment
RAL-1 and many other analyses have stressed the importance of a government's commitmnentto the success of adjustment programs. This commitment can be enhanced,

Table 5-9. Implementation of Conditions Prior to and after Final Tranche Release, FY1979-89
(percentage of conditions)
As offinal tranche release

As of 198849

Fully
implemented

At least
sabstantially
implemented

60

85

66

85

62
73
62
71

86
82
84
90

52
77
69
75

76
86
87
93

62
63

79
88

72
70

89
92

1I.Absorptionreductionpolicies
Fiscal

74

85

74

89

'M. Switchingpolicies
Exchangerate

68

89

58

90

Loan agreementconditionsb

65

86

69

88

All conditions or actions

54

77

61

82

1.Supply-side,growth-oriented
policies
Trade
Sectoral
Industry
Energy
Agriculture
Financial
Rationalization
of govemment
financeand administration
Publicenterprisereforms

Fully
imnplemented

At least
substantlially
implemented

'rotal

a. Atleast 18monthsafterfinal tranche release.
b. Basedon conditionsthat appearonlyin theloan agreements.A totalof 813legal conditionscouldbe considered.
Source:Basedon an analysisof 57 SALsand SECALsto 23 developingcountries.The same loanswere gradedon implementationat the final tranche
releaseand in 1988or 1989.
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to adopt a sufficiently comprehensive adjustment. In such
cases-including Peru recently and Poland and Ghana earlier in the 1980s-the Bank wisely refused to make exceptions in the designrof programs. As painful as they may be,
crises can increase the likelihood of reform by raising the
perception within and outside the govemment that policies
must change, by weakening anti-;reforminterest groups and
by increasing the willingness to rely on technocrats (the case
in Bolivia, Mexico, Nigeria and Ghana and perhaps to occur
in Argentina and Peru) (Grindle 1991;Callaghy 1990).
The timing of reform measuwescan affect the political
and economic viability of a program. Where new economic
teams or governments have come to power and the policies
of the previous team or governmmnthave been discredited,
there is more leeway to undertake reform measures-witness Mexico under Presidents Miguel de la Madrid and
Carios Salinas and the stabilizationof Bolivia's hyper-inflation undera new democratic governmentof President Victor
Paz n11985-RS6.Often the strongest political asset of new
teams and governments is people's dissatisfaction with previous policies and their willingness to try something fresh
(the honeymrooneffect), as exemplified in Poland and Argentina (in the first months of the Menem administration).
This eiffect is temporary, however, so that the key political
task is to produce economic results before the honeymoon is
over. In such political conditions, reforms should be introduced as quickly as is economicallyand technically feasible.
As the temporary dislocations associated with adjustment
and the previous crisis decrease, improvements will be atributed to the,initial reforms. Where a govemment moves
quickly, it also reduces the opportunity for the opposition to
coalesce and increases the credibility of the reform.
Although it has generally been counterproductive for
governments to yield to the pressure of interest groups for
gradualism, some measures require time, such as the development of institutions and human capital. The lack of administrative capacity also limits the number of fronts on

beginning can help with this dilemma, because the areas
needing future reform are better identified in the minds of
the populace and policy-makers.
Most successful political strategies for sustaining adjustment have involved building coalitions of the beneficiaries
of adjustment, for example, exporters in Korea, Thailand,
Zimbabwe and Chile. That is, in developing a program it is
important to identify the groups that will benefit from adjustment. It has sometimes been politically useful to establish economic organizations of the beneficiaries of the reform, such as the exporters' associations in Korea and Chile,
which also function as focal points for political support
Althoughcompensationto adversely affected groups usually requires taxing those who benefit from the reform, it has
sometimes contributed to other valid objectives, such as
targeting subsidies for the reduction of poverty. More serious opposition to reform, which needs to be defused, usually
comes from the upper- and middle-income groups that were
previously collecting high rents and that see themselves as
permanent losers from the reform. Compensation measures
such as severance pay (which requires workers to exit from
adversely affected groups) and retraining subsidies (to prepare people to enter expanding sectors) have enhanced both
economicefficiency and politicalviability. Recent prograrns
in Bolivia, Hungary and Ghana have included such measures.
A technically well-designed program is a necessary but
not sufficient condition for political sustainability. The govemment also needs to explain the program to the public.
Particularly where new governments and economic teams
have come to office,reforms should be introducedas quickly
as is technicallyfeasible-while public disillusionment with
past policies is high and support for the new measures is
strong. Adjustment programs should thus be designed and
presenteclwith an awareness of the importance for political
sustainability of building a coalition of groups benefiting
from and expanding as a result of the reform process. Pro-

which reform can go forward. The Bank has thus urged

tection of the poor also contributes to sustainability of re-

govemrnents to group reforms into packages that not only
have an economic and administratve coherence but that also
will produce identifiable benefits that will generate public
support for broader reform. In M!exico, sectoral reforms
supported by agricultural and industial SECALs assisted
the government in this way.
Sometmes the benefits of early success with part of the
program can undermine the commitment of the government
and populace to press forward with a thorough structural
adjustment. For example, the initial benefits of stabilization
in Argentina in 1985-86 induced some complacency that
contributed to the failure to tackle the underlying budget
deficits, which in the end undermined the program. Despite
the rapid growth of Turkey's exports through the 1980s, it
now faces problemswith budget deficitsand inflation.Grouping the reforrns and publicizing the overall agenda from the

form and is an important objective in itself.
Conclusions
The experience of the World Bank in the 1980s has helped
improve the design of adjustment programs, and countries
have usually carried out the specific actions called for in
their programs. Most of the conditions in the loan agreements in the sarnple analyzed were substantially or fully
implemented,as originally written, by the time of release of
the final tranche. The rates of implementation have improved over time and have been especially high since RALI was written. Conditionality in the loan agreements is now
specified more precisely, a measure that apparently has contributed tD the rising rates of implementation. Many loans
experienced delays in tranche release because of unforeseen
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delays in implementing the programs. If it becomes clear
that the loan condidons as originally stated cannot be met
satisfactorily, Bank management recommends either cancellation of the loan or modification of the conditionality in
light of the new information, and it brings the matter to the
Board.
In policy areas that called for the reallocation and investment of resources, successful programs were those that established predictable incentives, including macroeconomic
stability. In fiscal year 1989, conditions related to
macroeconomicpolicybecame more prevalentin loan agreements, usually in the form of references to the program in
the Letter of Development Policy. For countries with acute
macroeconomic problems, adjustmnentlending was used to
support the structural reforms that addressed the fundamental causes of the problems. Other countries needed to maintain a macroeconomic framework conducive to the success
of the sectoral reforms supported by adjustment lending. To
make sure the borrowers and the Bank have a common
understanding of what a supportive macroeconomic framework means, the typical conditionality in loan documents
now establishes specific values ito be achieved with key
indicators of macroeconomic stability.
As the Bank's experience with adjustment lending
evolved, the emphasison reforminginternalregulation,public
enterprises and the financial sector increased. Reform of
fiscal, trade, agricultural and industrial policies remained an
iimportantaspect of adjustmnentprograms, although the emphasis on institutional development in these areas grew.
Greater competition became a higher priority in industrial
policy reform, despite the frequent opposition of interest
groups. Financial sector reforms--including measures that
can be implemented quickly, such as liberalizing interest
rates, and longer term measures such as reorganizing the
banking system-were important to restoring efficient investment and sustainable growth. Usually the quicker measures were appropriate at the beginning of adjustment; financial restructuring, on the other hand, rarely succeeded
until the macroeconomic situation was stabilized. In countries where the public sector was overextended, adjustment
programs involved restructuring that sector. Privatization
was often the most appropriate way for the public sector to
exit from activities that the private sector could do as well or
better. At the same time, the public sector had to be strengthened in areas where it had a comparative advantage-such
as providing infrastructure and educational services.
Although knowledge about the ideal sequencing of reforrns is still imperfect, the Bank's experience supports several generalizations. High rates of inflation or other manifestations of severe macroeconomic imbalances need to be
addressed at the beginning of a program. Adjustment lending to support any other reforms is most likelyto be effective
after the structural reforms aimed at reducing the extreme
macroeconomic imbalances are underway. Removal of the

price distortions and the impediments to factor mobility
should proceed at roughly the same pace as trade is liberalized, so that the reform can increase output rather than
prompt speculation and unemployment. Institution-building
and regulatory reform, along with the development of human capital, generally take much longer.
Adjustment lending traditionally has been fast-disbursing, but the slow pace of implementationand slow response
to some types of reform indicate that a slower rate of disbursement might be better. Slower disbursing instruments
are usually more appropriate for institutional reforms in the
public finance and financial sectors, as well as in the social
sector. In keeping with this point, hybrid loans are growing
in importance, partly in recognition of the benefits gained by
assuring that investment policy complements the reform.
They are also useful when the recovery of investment is
central to obiaining a supply response-and when the expansion of investment will cause a temporary problem with
the current account if consumption cannot be reduced.
For govermnents to sustain their commitrnent to reform,
which RAL-1[emphasized as a precondition for successful
adjustment, they need to maintain political support for the
program. The design and presentation of a program were
often important factors in enhancing political support. A
major effort to convince the public of the program's virtues
usually had important benefits. To take advantage of public
dissatisfaction with the pre-reform crisis and to demonstrate
commitment, countries in a crisis had more success when
starting reforns with a new team and when they moved as
quickly as was technically feasible. Compensation measures
for groups unfairly injured by adjustment helped reduce
economic inequality and softened the political opposition,
but they worked best when designed to move labor and
capital into sectors that were expanding with adjustment.
Appendix. Design of Adjustment Lending for
Industry
23
This appendix
analyzes adjustment lending for the industrial sector, using the ALCID database as a point of departure.24 Key issues and trends have been identified through
interviews with operational managers involved with industry, trade and finance (ITF) and investigated through a survey of industrialproject officers throughout the Bank. Country information was also taken from case studies of industrial adjustment programs, especially those in Hungary,
Mexico, the P'hilippinesand Turkey.

Issues of Program Design
Distribution of conditionality. While industrial sector
policies constituteda relatively consistent proporition(about
6 percent)of adjustment programs before and after 1984,the
closely related category of trade policies fell sharply from 27
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percent to 16 percent of total conditions, and financial sector
reforn rose by a corresponding amount, from 8 percent to
17percent (Appendixtable 5-1-1). Within the industrialsector, the emphasis on conditionality shifted from restructuring and investment incentives toward pricing policy, entry
barriers, the regulatory environment and technology policy.
This reflects an effort to move closer to the causes of the
slow rate of restructuring and investment responses at the
firm level.

* Financial sector reforms and credit availability should
be considered early in adjustment programs. Potential exporters and high-growth industries cannot respond to improved incentives if past policy distortions have left them
illiquid and credit for investments is unavailable.
* Early liberalization of domestic price ceilings is important so that viable firms can maintain their profitabilityin
the face of cost increases resulting from devaluations and
higher interest rates.

Phasing of reforms. Some broad conclusions emerge
about the phasing of policy reforms, based on a range of
experience.Their applicabilitydepends heavily on the situation in a particular country, especially the extent of past distortions.

A typical pattern has been for industrialpolicy reforns to
follow the earlier phases of stabilizationand trade liberalization. In some cases, this sequence has not generated the
expected supply response from industry because the earlier
reforns weakened the profitability of industries without
overcomingthe financial, infrastructural and technical barriers that made it difficult for them to become more competitive. Incorporating conditionality to address constraints in
the supply response is problematic because the time required
to effect institutionalchanges often exceeds the duration of a
single SECAL.

* Export incentives should be improved (for example,
through devaluation, retention of foreign exchange, and access to imported inputs) prior to general liberalization of
imports so that revenues from exports begin rising before
the pent-up demand for imports is released.
Broad transitional protection that will be phased out
B
according to a pre-announced, credible schedule can help
counter pressures for ad hoc reinstatementof protection that
arises when firms ire exposed to import competition too
quickly.

Macro and trade reforms. Bank staff view macro and
trade policy reforms as likely to have a positive effect on
industrial output and capacity utilization; most respondents
see devaluation as positive. There is, however, some concem that stabilization policies and liberalizationof competing imports can adversely affect industrial output and investment.
The 1982 IMP program in Hungary focused on reducing
demand with minimum effect on consumption; it did not
include devaluation, partly for fear that devaluation would
generate inflation and be ineffectivewithout a more market-

Appendix Table 5-1-1. Distribution of Industry, Trade
and Finance (ITF) Conditions for Major Adjusting
Countries, FY1980-84 and FY1985-89
(percent)
FY1985-89

All loans

Industry

27
8
6

16
17
6

19
15
6

Total,ITF

41

39

40

28
13
16
14

24

Distribution

Sharein allconditionsY
Trade
Finance

FY1980--84

Sharein industrialsectorconditions
Pricing
15
Restructuring
36
20
Investment
Regulation
7
Planning
7
Entry
4
Technology
3
Marketing
1
Other

6

loCo

9

6
6
4
3
100

based system. With no significant change in incentives and
no supply-side measures, exports stagnated and foreign exchange shortages became critical, and the situation worsened for industry. Subsequent Bank lending supported a
more comprehensive, systemic approach that included devaluation and incentives for greater competitiveness. Although consumption cuts held back industrial production

because of weak demand in the domestic and ruble markets,
in 1987--88 improved incentives eventually led to rapid
19
growth of manufacturedexports.
17
Devaluation has frequenty stimulated a strong response
13Deautohafrqetysiuaeasrngepne
9
from manufactured exports, even when some anti-expon
6
bias remains. Potential beneficiaries tend to be skeptical of
5
export promotion schemes that depend on administrative
3
actions, such as duty drawbacks and bonuses; such schemes
3
can complement a more favorable exchange rate policy but

oo

Note: The table is based on data for 26 countries selected for special

cannot substitute for it. Tariff and tax reforms have reduced
anti-export bias mainly by replacing quantitative restrictions
with tariffs and, in some cases, lowering very high rates of

attentionin thesecondreporton adjustment
lending(WorldBank1990).
Source: World Bank IENN AdjustmentLending Conditionalityand
Inplementation Database(ALCID).

effective protection for import substitutes (for example,
Mexico and the Philippines).

Total
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Financial sector reforms. In many countries, the industial sector is intimately intertwined with the banks. When
inclustriesrun into financial difficulty (for example, because
adjustment policies expose them to competition), banks extend additional credit to keep poorly performing loans afloat.
Such situations threaten the financial soundness of the banking system and channel financial resources to the least efficient firms.
Recently, Bank staff have recognized the importance of
restructuring a poorly performing financial sector before
pumping more money into it for industrial recovery. Previously, financial reform in structural adjustment programs
focused almost exclusively on achieving positive real interest rates. Where the rates of inflation were high, this focus
sometimes aggravated the difficulty firms had in meeting
their debt payments and discouraged borrowing for new
investment (a situation that made banks all the more likelyto
favor quick-return commercial lending).

recent years, a broader perspective incorporating industrial
organization theory has supported greater emphasis on competition in domestic and export markets as alternative ways
of inducing firms to raise productivity and become more
cost-competitive. In Mexico, for example, increasing the
range of competition has been a theme of the Bank's program since 1987. In most African countries, however, import competitionremains the most effective forrn of compeition for industries with economies of scale because the
domestic markets are small and exports account for a minuscule share of manufactured output.
The area most consistently ignored is labor policy. Perhaps partly for lack of the necessary expertise to carry out an
effectivedialogue, the Bank has often acquiescedin governments' consistent desire to avoid the politically sensitive
issue of labor retrenchment (for example, Mexico). One
exception is Ghana, which has carried out substantial layoffs to reduce the government budget and improve the cost
performance of state enterprises. In some countries, high
wage bills have been watered down in real terms by devaluations substantially in excess of wage increases.
The Bank's knowledge of political economy issues has
been particularly weak, sometimes resulting in a structural
adjustment program whose design is politically unacceptable or excessively risky. In the industrialsector, knowledge
of the power structure and lobby groups is needed so that
measures can be incorporated to deal with the inevitable
pressures to restore protection. If the Bank is to help governments design more robust adjustment programs, consideration should perhaps be given to including analysis of political factors and vested interests.

Toward more comprehensive approaches. Bank staff
appear to be taking a more comprehensive approach to the
programming of structural adjustment, covering an increasingly wide range of policy areas. The biggest increases in
emriphasishave been in areas thaat support a supply-side
response: financial restructuring; regulatory policies; the
business environment; and institutionalstrengthening.
Post-1986 Hungary provides one example of a comprehensive programdesign, as opposed to a sequencedapproach.
Hungary has introducedparallel measures in 11policy areas
aimed at stimulating competitiveness, greater mobility of
resources and enterprise autonomy. It is paying particular
attention to the financial system, infrastructure, technology
updating and subsector restructuring. Progress in each area
is reviewed as a basis for adjusting the program and moving
on to the next steps. Nevertheless, structural changes in industry have taken a long time, despite the well-thought-out
program and a high degree of government commitment.
The Bank still has work to do in developing practical,
sound programs to support a supply response. The strengths
of the Bank's economists are more on the demand side and
the analysis of macroeconomic variables. The tendency on
the supply side is to concentrate on activities that can readily
be stated as loan conditions, such as revising the investment
code, rather than on less clearly defined problems, such as
the business environment. Better conceptual frameworksare
needed to guide project designers toward the most effective
types of reforms.
The area in which the most progress has been made
toward a more satisfactory conceptual framework is policies
related to competition. Early adjustment programs emphasized import liberalization and reduced tariff protection to
force industries to become efficient, based on a trade-oriented analytical framework that revealed high effective protection as a cause of inefficient industrial investment. In

Bank-Fund coordination. The design of IMF programs
addresses fundamentalmacroeconomicimbalances, but usually without in-depth analysis of the intersectoral implications of macroeconomicreforms. Programs have succeeded
best where the Bank and Fund have worked together to
design a coordinated, comprehensive program. In Mexico,
the Fund has done most of the macroeconomic work (since
there has been no SAL), while the Bank has concentrated on
careful preparation of SECALs, which have generally followed approval of Fund programs. Recent efforts in the
Philippines have involved much closer coordination than
before, with cross-participation in the preparation of programs (such as financial sector reform). Bank-Fund cooperation has been good in Tanzania, less so in Madagascar,
Economic and sector work (ESW). Bank staff view good
ESW as essential to obtaining the in-depth understanding
necessary for good project design and to stimulate dialogue
with country officials, despite concern about the timeliness
of the ESW and its operationalrelevance in individual cases.
A majority of Bank staff surveyed see general sector reviews, analysis of the structure of protection, and action87
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Appendix Table 5-1-2. Implementation of Industrial
Policies in Adjustment Loans

oriented study of the regulatory system as "very important."
Mexico is a case where extensive sector work has supported an effective dialogue with the government and aided

(percentage of conditions implemented)

in the designof specificprogramcomponents.Sectorwork
has expanded to cover regulatory policies, tax reform
' '
infrastructural requirements, development of energy, and
environmental issues. In the Philippines, the 1979 crisis
stimulated Bank-government collaboration on ESW to review economic and industrial p)olicies.The resulting goveminent program provided a basis for the SALs. The adjustment program in turn generated more action-oriented sector
work aimed at understanding supply-side constraints. Particular emphasis was placed on subsector studies to prepare
for SECALs.
Lack of budgetary resources and sufficient well-qualified staff were cited as important constraints on the Bank's
ability to carry out effective E-SW. The quality of staff
evidently varies widely among divisions. There was a relatively high proportion of responses at both the extremes of
"very important" and "very unimportant" as a constraint.
The quality of staff depends in large part on the number of
people with hands-on country experience with reform programs.

Degreeofimplementation
bypolicy area

During Anteriod
After
At As oflatesi
FY19o
~~~to
1984 FY1984 loans monitoring

Fullyimplemented
50
44
Trade
56
Finance
Allpolicies
49
Fullyor substantiallyimplemented
Indusuly

Industy
Trade
Finance

84
66
69

57
62
61
62

47
52
58
54

49
63
64
61

80
84
83

79
77

80
77
82

77

Source: World Bank IENIN Adjustment Lending Conditionality and
Implementation Database (ALCID).

ment retains the initiative as originator of the program (for
example, in Ghana).
Good program design does not necessarily ensure effective implementation because there are too many ways to
negate the effects of measures required as part of loan conditionality. Some countries agree on paper to reforms they
have little intention of actually implementing, knowing the
Bank is unlikely to stop disbursement. Bank staff unanimously recognize the importance of building government
commitment during loan preparation and indicate that more
attention is now being paid to this point than in the past.
Nevertheless, formal assessment of the degree of govemment commitment to and involvement in an adjustment
program occurs only indirectly in the context of appraising
implementation capacity and risks. More explicit attention
to this important determinant of program success might lead
to the development of better indicators of commitment, a
wider dialogue that includes those who might oppose the
program, and the establishment of criteria for unacceptable
politicallrisks.
There are some good examples of structural adjustment
programs that have been well and flexibly implemented
because governments initiated them and the govemment and
the Bank cooperated in designing them. In Mexico and
Hungary, the governments saw industry as a potential engine of growth and were receptive to Bank partnership in
developing an appropriate strategy, with different ministries
and agencies involved in the design of a coherent program.
In these cases the Bank has been viewed more as a partner in
developing adjustment programs than as an outside agent
imposing reforms.

Implementation
Industrial policy conditions have proven difficult to implement fully and to sustain over time. Only 47 percent of industry sector conditions were fully implemented during the
loan period, rising only to 49 percent as of post-loan monitoring. In contrast, the overall alveragewas 54 percent and
rose to 61 percent (Appendixtable 5-1-2). However, 79 percent achieved at least substantial implementationduring the
loan period, close to the overall average. There is some indication this situation has improved: the gap between "full"
and "ful/substantial" implementation for industry was narrower in the post-1984 sample than it was before. The reason may be that expectations and conditionality have become more realistic.
Government commitment. Implementation problems are
most likely to arise when government officials have had
minimal direct involvement in preparing the program and
agree to conditions mainly because-theyneed the financing.
C6te d'Ivoire is one case where the preparation work was
hasty and government commitment to implementationof a
complex prograrn weak. In Zamabiathe Bank (and Fund)
dealt mainly with those leaders who favored a structural
adjustment program; they made insufficient effort to understand and anticipate the politicalforces working against it. In
Africa the Bank's role in pushing painful measures tends to

Implementation
capacityandproblems.WhilemostBank

be viewedsuspiciously,and suczessin achievingeffective

staff surveyed believe that governmentcommitnent to struc-

implementation depends heavily on whether the govem88
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tural adjustment programs is "very strong" in the countries
they work with, few rank the government's ability to implement the program similarly. There is some concern that
pressures to prepare loans quickly may lead to a glossing
over of the weaknesses in implementation capacity or their
being addressed through technical assistance programs that
are unlikely to be completed in time to remedy the problems.
Studies may be a way either to delay implementationor
to make it more effective. They are a convenient means for a
govemment to request more information before coming to a
decision it wishes to avoid, and for Bank staff to make some
apparent progress in an area where the govemment is not
ready to act. On the other hand, Bank staff sometimesput in
measures with little understanding of the extent of preparation involved. For example, tariff reform often involves
changing nomenclature, drafting and passing legislation,
publishing new regulations and training customs officersall of which may take much longer than estimated.

and it is not surprising that it tended to exceed GDP growth
in the recovery period. Growth rates in that period (data are
available for 1984-86) do not, however, show a clear pattern
relative to the period prior to the crisis (1978-81).
Some African countries also showed a turnaround in
industrialgrowth, especially in manufactured exports, in the
three years following adoption of an adjustment program.
Much of the increase in exports represented the recovery of
formnermarkets (such as cocoa products from CMted'Ivoire
and Nigeria to Europe). In some cases it represented an
advantage vis-a-vis neighboring countries gained through
devaluation (for example, textiles from Ghana and Nigeria
to neighbors in the CFA franc zone).
The figures on low industrial capacity utilization typically found prior to adjustment reflect the reduced foreign
exchange for imported inputs.The increase in utilization and
output is attributable in large part to the combination of
more funding and liberalized access to foreign exchange
under adjustment lending. In Zambia, liberalization of the
allocation of foreign exchange enabled the private sector to
expand rapidly by removing the public sector's privileged
status. While capacity utilization rose from 38 percent to 54
percent in the private sector, it fell from 56 percent to 25
percent in five of the least efficient public enterprises.However, direct allocation of imports was subsequently restored
when the adjustment program faltered.
The short-term impact has not always been positive. In
the Philippines, manufacturing output growth fell by 23
percent from 1984to 1986, having averaged 6 percent a year
over 1972-82. With a continuing economic crisis and weak
demand under the stabilizationpolicies, the growth in manufacturing output did not recover until 1987. In Hungary,
weak demand and competition from imports caused manufacturing value added to fall by 2 percent in 1988, after
rising by 4 percent in 1987.
The evidence is not clear on whether industrial growth
fares better over time following the policy reforms of an
adjustment program as compared with the pre-crisis period.
One positive example is Turkey, where manufacturing exports grew at 41 percent a year over 1980-85, increasing
from 6 percent to 15 percent of GNP and from 34 percent to
75 percent of total export earnings. This phenomenal export
response enabled manufacturing (at 8 percent a year) to lead
GNP growth (4 percent).
Industrial employment has universally shown negligible
growth during the recovery period. Given that most countries had prevented firms fTom laying off workers when
utilization was down, most of the short-term growth has
come from increased capacity utilization. In some cases
(especially in Africa), lay-offs to reduce excessive costs in
overstaffed state enterprises have tended to offset employment gains in the private sector.
Employment growth has been slow partly because industrial investment has been slow to recover. Gains in em-

Impact
Thleobjective of industrial adjustment is to achieve a more
efficient structure of production. Although the initial impact
of stabilization, trade liberalization and domestic deregulation measures on existing industries is often negative, those
with the following characteristics are expected to benefit
over the longer term: export potential; intensive use of locally available inputs (including labor); competitiveness,
that is, a policy of minimizing costs and marketing; and
optimum scale that is small, to the extent that previous
policies restricted the access of firms to resources and markets and that new policies favor growth of agricultural income.
Analysis of aggregate data in connection with the first
Report on Adjustment Lending (WorldBank 1988) suggests
that industry generally recovered relatively rapidly in the
first three years of most structural adjustment programs because the additional resourcesrelieved the constraint on imported inputs. This result says little,however, about whether
adjustment policiesactually induced structuralchange within
the industrialsector. In the absence of consistentcross-country structural data, analysis of industrial adjustment must
rely heavily on country case studies. In each country it is
especially important to identify the institutional and
infrastructural constraints that affect the speed with which
resources shift from declining to more efficient industries.
Impact on output, exports and employment. Adjustment
lending has generally been successful in helping industrial
production and capacity utilization recover from the period
of crisis immediately preceding structural adjustment, although this point is not true for all countries or for Africa as
a whole. In many countries, industrial output had declined
faster than GDP in the crisis period preceding adjustment,
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ployment therefore will have to come mainly through structural shifts from more capital-intensive activities to more
labor-intensive(oftensmall-scale)ones.In Nigeria, the smallscale sector has been a source of employment recovery
because it was able to shed labot when output declined.

nological and marketing capabilities and linkages-with a
focus on strategies for industrialcompetitiveness.
Further improvementsare needed in developing the combinations of policy and institutional reform measures that
are important to achieving a flexible and competitive industral base. Weaknesses still exist in designing the appropriate
mix an(dphasing of reforms for the least developed countries, for centrally planned economies, for heavily indebted
middle-income countries, and for next-in-line newly industrializing countries.
Experience demonstrates that Bank analysis and money
cannot substitute for commitment and competence by govemmenitand institutionalleaders.The most successful Banksupported operations involve real partnerships, where the
Bank's analysis and funds are used to achieve the
government's policy, institutional and investment priorities.
The failures have occurred when the Bank has tried to
substitute optimism for the missing competence and commitment of its clients. It is clear that: (1) policy reform
programs agreed to only on paper are easily avoided or
reversed; (2) marginal policy or institutional changes combined with studies and technical assistance can be counterproductive if they substitute for fundamental changes, while
increasing government debt; and (3) cases of bad banks
becoming good ones are rare-particularly if they continue
to receive funding.
The Bank needs to improve its analysis and operations
by including an explicit recognition of politics and vested
interests.Restructuring public enterprises, selecting the best
financial intermnediaries,and reforming trade and industrial
policies involve relatively straightforward technical issues.
What mnakesor breaks programs, however, is the decisiveness of governments-and their ability to build consensus
and implement agreed-upon actions. The timing of policybased operations needs to be sensitive to political cycles.
Sector work, project preparation, Economic Development
Institute seminars and technical assistance can be used to
identify the real change agents, to build forums for private
sector involvement in policy change, and to select the most
strategic areas for influencing change.

Structural changes. Changes in the structure and efficiency of production within industryprovide the most meaningful measure of whether industrial adjustment has occurred. Unfortunately, the evidence remains extremely
sketchy and anecdotal, even at the level of country case
studies. Manufactured exports show a consistentlyhigh supply response. Devaluation and trade liberalization, sometimes combined with reduced domestic absorption, have
clearly shifted industrial production toward export markets.
In both Nigeria and the Philippines, the tire industry responded to reduced protection and demand by restructuring
production and seeking export raarkets, which had become
more profitable through devaluation.
Investment. No systematic data exist for industrial investment. Anecdotal evidence suggests, however, that investment in industry has been very slow to respond under
adjustmnentprograms. A common explanation is that monetary policy has restricted the general availability of credit
and that banks prefer to allocate scarce credit to short-term
commercial borrowers. In some countries, the weakness of
financial intermediation is a problem.
Evidence from Africa indicates that overall investment
continued to decline during 1935-87, although at a much
slower rate than that during 1982-84 in those countries with
strong reform programs (World Bank and United Nations
Development Programme 1989, p. 30). In some countries
this decline was partly caused by persistent adverse extemal
price movements. Investment grew slightly in the strongly
adjusting countries that suffered no external shocks after
initiating their reform programs.
Lessonsfrom the 1980s
During the eighties, the pendulum in ITF lending swung
sharply toward policy reformm-withimport liberalizationa
major focus of adjustment operations during the first half of
the decade. At the same time, resources continued to move
through distressed financial initermediariesand into loans
with a nanow focus on physical rehabilitation and public
enterprise reform. More recent policy operations have reflected a slightly bette. balance in the reforms over the three
dimensions of competitionpolicy: import protection;domestic regulation and incentives; and export rivalry-all in the
context of macro policy measures. Country strategies are
beginningto reflectbeginning
the
to reflect
combine:(1)policy
reforms
the need
needtocombine:
to
policyrefos
to increasecompetition; (2) structural change in financial
institutions and industrial enterprises; and (3) building tech-

Notes
1. On theeconomicsof structuraladjustmentseeCorboand de
Melo (1987);Fischer(1986); and chapter 2, "AdjustmentProgramisandBank Support:Rationale and Main Results," by Vittorio
Corboand StanleyFischerin thisvolume.
2. The first Report on AdjustmentLending (RAL-1) was
based on an examinationof 51 adjuscmentloans to 15 countries
(WorldBank 1988).The presentchapterrelies on a databaseon
conditionalityand implementation
developedby theIndustryDevelopmentDivisionwith supportfrom the MacroeconomicAdjustment
and Growth
Division.
In the
oftoconditionality,
the
databasecontains
information
from
184case
loans
61 countriesthat
were codedfor the conditionsspecifiedin both the loan agreements and President'sReports.In the case of implementation,a
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subset of 97 loans to 32 countries was also coded. Release of the
final tranche of all these loans had taken place by the summer of
1989.
3. There was insufficient time to code all the loans for analysis, and the sample was therefore limited to loans to countries that
had received at least three adjustment loans as of the end of fiscal
year 1989.
4. The underlying data on implementation are drawn from the
database coded by the Industry Development Division (IENIN),
with support from the Macroeconomic and Growth Division
(CP.CMG). Of the 184 loans in the sample, only 97 had been in
place long enough to have any information on implementation.
The sources of information on implementation were mainly reports on supervision, documentation on tranche releases, and,
where available,Project Completion Reports (PCRs) and Program
Performance Audit Reports. Although those managing and supervis-ingthe loans may well have had incentives to give adjusting
coumtriesthe benefit of the doubt, the coders did not try to correct
for this possible bias or make independent assessments. The fulfillment rate for quantified or otherwise unambiguous conditions
was higher than that for more impressionistic conditions, where
the supervisory missions had greater latitude for judgment. This
finding suggests that the evaluations were not excessively biased
on average. The rates of implementation shown in table 5-3 are
about the same as those in the RAL-1.
5. While full implementation is a desirable objective at the
time the loan is initiated, it may not remain desirable. Both economic and political circumstances can change unexpectedly and
necessitate a shift in policy instruments.
6. Data that could be used to compare the total external shock
with degree of implementation were available for 73 SALs and
SECALs for a two-year period, beginning with the year of effectiveness (with shock measured as Vittorio Corbo and Patricio
Rojas do in chapter 3, "World Bank-Supported Adjustment Programs: Country Performance and Effectiveness," this volume).
Countries whose negative terms of trade and interest rate shocks
exceeded 5 percent of GDP per year implemented only 74 percent
of the conditions at least substantially, while in those with positive
shocks that exceeded 5 percent of GDP the rate of implementation
averaged 89 percent. Where there was little or no improvement in
external conditions, implementation averaged 83 percent.
7. This increase took place even though the EIAL countries
that did little or no borrowing after 1985 had above average
implementation rates before 1986.
8. True for Burkina Faso, Guinea-Bissau, Guyana, Panama,
Sierra Leone, Sudan, Uruguay, Yugoslavia and Zimbabwe.
9. For an elaboration of these issues, see the background paper
by Jaspersen and Shariff (1990).
10. RAL-1 recommended as a precondition that "...there should
be an understanding with the government on its overall structural
adjustment program. This understanding would cover the shortterm stabilization and longer-term development objectives, the
macro and the micro policies, and the needed institutionalchanges."
(World Bank 1988, p. 11.) Recent experience in Yugoslavia,
Turkey, Brazil and Argentina indicate that sometimes the understanding on the macroeconomic aspects of the program was not
explicit enough.
11. The share with IMF programs at the date of effectiveness
rose to 87 percent for SALs and 66 pe-rcentfor SECALs.
12. For instanc--,second tranches of seven SECALs and one
SAL were released to seven countries even though the rate of
inflation was over 100 percent annually during the first four quar-

ters after effectiveness-Argentina (Export Development Adjustment Loan, fiscal year 1987, Agriculture SECAL, fiscal year
1984, Agriculture SECAL, fiscal year 1986), Mexico (Trade
SECAL, fiscal year 1987), Turkey (SAL, fiscal year 1980), and
Uganda (EconomnicRecovery, fiscal year 1988). In the Argentine
and Brazilian cases, as well as in several cases where the rate of
inflation was 50-100 percent, the macroeconomic program went
seriously off track in the medium term.
13.These measures do not even include fiscal measures aimed
mainly at reducing the deficit.
14. Conditions aimed at rationalizationwere present in a larger
share of loans than were conditions for reducing the deficit (table
5-2), although there were a larger number of individual conditions
aimed at deficit reduction (table 5-1).
15. It may be more efficient to contract actual construction and
maintenance out to the private sector.
16. The IMF's advice and technical assistance in the area of
tax reform have often been an important input into programs
supported by adjustment lending (World Bank 1991).
17. The terms of trade shock is calculated as the annual percentage change in the terms of trade, averaged over a two-year
period beginning with the year of effectiveness. The terms of trade
is calculated as the ratio of the average export and import indices.
Countries experiencing negative terms of trade shocks (more than
a 10 percent decline in the terms of trade) implemented less than
half (48.9 percent) of the conditions fully. (The 57 SALs and
SECALs for which data were available were divided into three
groups based on whether they experienced negative, positive or
roughly zero terns of trade shocks.)
18. See also Thomas, Matin and Nash (1990).
19. Analysis of a smaller number of loans for RAL-1 did not
reveal this pattern.
20. The designation of a condition as critical was made by the
coders for the IENIN Adjustment Lending Conditionality and
Implementation Database (ALCID).Most but not all of the conditions coded as critical were in the loan agreements. Critical conditions may include measures such as changes in tariff rates and
increases in taxes but not usually the preparation of studies.
21. Actions that are described as required in the President's
Report but that do not appear in the loan agreement are effectively
conditions for negotiation or Board presentation. Not surprisingly,
their implementation rates are high: 71 percent of these conditions
were fully implemented and 89 percent were at least substantially
implemented.
22. Front-loading of conditions (requiring most of the policy
actions before the money is even disbursed), as was done in onetranche operations, can help with this problem, but only when it is
technically feasible to implement the reforms quickly and when
the fait accompli of reform results in political acceptance and
ultimately support.
23. This appendix was written by William F. Steel, Deborah
Bateman and John Wayem.
24. The ALCID database, maintained by the Industry Development Division, includes approximately 9,400 conditions contained in 212 official adjustment loans approved from FY1980
through FY1990.
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Comments
ArnoldC. Harberger

big push does not occur as a result of coming out and
proclaiming in advance that "we're going to have one."
Most of the time a true big push will emerge in the wake of a
major crisis. The important message is that governments
have to be ready to take advantage of the crisis when it
happens. In doing so they should recognize in advance that,
precisely because of the crisis atmosphere, their actions will
be limited in number and will have to be taken quickly. In a
crisis atmosphere it is possible to do more than normally, but
there are still limits. The true lesson is the need to move with
all deliberate speed. That is to say, try to do the best all the
time-when there is a crisis and when there is no crisis.
However, a crisis offers more scope, permits more to be
accomplished.Govemments should thus be preparedto move
rapidly to take advantage of a crisis, then and there. Put
another way, policy should be constrainedby true, not imagined, constraints.Govemments need to be pushing at the real
boundaries, not the ones that seem to be there.
Having applauded the paper in all sorts of dimensions, I
tum to some comments on the general topic. For a long time
I have characterized as utter nonsense the idea of the Bank
being basically a lending institution. Anybody who thinks
the Bank is really a lending institution had better go home
and start thinking afresh. I calculate that if the entire gross
lending of the Bank in one year had been given to India as a
permanent addition to its capital stock, not as a loan, and if

John Williamson is fond of taLkingabout the Washington
consensus; I like to think of it as an emerging professional
consensus. Take a meeting such as this one and think about
how divergent the views were on the same subject in, for
example, 1972. By comparison, it is absolutely incredible to
see how far we have moved, how high a level of professional consensus we have reached on most of these matters.
I agree so much with the spirit in which this paper was
written-it is precisely the spirit in which I would have
written it-that I find it very hard to complain about anything. I would like to emphasize and applaud the attitude the
authors have taken toward inflation. We have got to get
away from thinking that the cost of inflationis some triangle
under the demand curve for money. Instead we must recognize (and proclaim) that the fog of relative prices, into which
inflation inevitably puts us, is the principal source of the
ultimate costs of inflation. I am happy to see that the authors
emphasize this view.
Another thing I very much like is the emphasis on taking
advantage of crises. That strategy, I believe, is one of the
true secrets of great finance ministers, great cabinet secretaries, great statesmen.The idea of stakingadvantage of crises is
closely related to the old debate conceming a big push
versus gradualism. What I want to emphasize here is that a
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India had invested it at a real rate of return of 20 percent, the
funding would have added one point to India's growth rate
for one year. That scenario involves giving away the whole
budget of the Bank, with nothing ever coming back. Obviously, that sort of activity cannot be the mission of' the
hundreds of professionals who work at the Bank.
The Bank must recognize that ultimately its role is that of
a teaching institution. It teaches developing countries lessons they have to learn about economic policy. In part it
does so by training young people from developing countrics
in the Young Professionals Program. In part it docs so
through what people from developing countries learn when
they occupy staff jobs. In part it does so through Bank
missions going to developing countries and working with
the ministers and their staffs and cadres. All o' that work is
extremely important.
In addition, there are new lessonscoming out of' Lhe
story-lessons that have particular meaning for adjustment
lending and in general for what we used to call program
lending. Back in the early days of the Bank, the concentration was on projects, with the insistence that Lheybe very
solid. When the Bank made an electric power loan, it would
impose conditions on the structure of electricity rates as a
quiid pro quo for the loan. The country would borrow a
hundred million dollars, and if it did everyLhingright, it
would receive a sort of steady flow of 20 percent per year
coming back. This flow of cash would be more Lhansuil'ficient to pay the debt service on the loan, so that the country
could pay, say, 14 percent per year in interest in amorLization and still end up with 6 percent of its own as a kind of'
pirofitfrom the overall operations of borrowing plus executing the project. That early Bank strategy was fine, especially
so with respect to such things as electricity loans, because
pDwer projects bring benefits in the form of money. For
ellectricpower projects and other traditional types of' Bank
lending, the cash flow reflecting part ol' the project benefiLts
came through to the relevant entity (i.e., the clectricitycoinpany), which then paid the bill to LheBank, Now, the problem with a SAL or SECAL is that, for 1()0million dollars, if'
it ends up producing an overall benefitof 20 percent per year
of the investment,that benefittendsto be prulifcratedthroughout the economy. It does not flow directly into the Lreasury.
If it produces no more than a 20 percent rate of' return in
overall social benefits, it is unlikely the endogenous taxes
that are generated will tum out to be greater than, say, 4 or 5
million dollars. However, the payments on the Bank loan
might be 14 million. Thus, the country may have a SAL
yielding 20 percent, but it still has to go out and impose new
taxes on a lot of innocent people in order to collect 9 or I0
million dollars-the extra revenue it needs to pay its bill to
the World Bank.

Prigr-ams

Now that is a problem. It forces us to think in terms of
dil'ferent scenarios.My scenario of a good SAL or SECAL
is that a country borrows 100 million dollars, which is then
applied so productively that it truly produces a social benefit
of 6()million per year.That marginal productivity is tremendous for a loan. However, I feel sure those who argue for
SALs and SECALs as triggers for major policy reforms
definiLelyhave in mind "marginal productivity" at least this
high. In that case, the endogenous taxes might be 15 or 16
million, out of which the debt service of 14 million (in our
example) can readily be paid.
A great and extremely useful task for the future with
respect to both SALs and SECALs is for people to generate
simulations in advance, in which they try to anticipate the
results of' each loan in tenns of greater economic growth,
secLorgrowth, income growLh,tax growth, etc. In making
such asimulation, people shouldcexplicitlyprojectthesources
of the lax revenue wiLhwlich they are going to pay the
interest an(damortizatiolnonithc loan. That is, Lheyshould try
lo specify in advance where the money is coming from to
pay thc debt service on Lhe loan. The key first question is
wheLherthe benefits that accrue direcLlyto the treasury are
big enough to pay the full debt service. If so, the loan is selfsLanding;it necedsno outsidc support. However, if the benCleitsare widely distributed among the people, while the
ureasuryonly takes in a small increment of revenue, then
new aixes are going to have to be levied on somebody to pay
the debt service of this loan. In such a case attention should
be paid to this problem in advance. Ideally, the new taxes,
when necessary, should apply to the groups in society that
mainly bencfit from the SAL or SECAL loan. If not, innocent bysutnderswill end up having to pay the freight.
RighLnow, in the af'ermath of the savings and loan crisis
in the United Statesand of'similar financialdebacles in other
parts of Lheworld, the poor taxpayers are being asked almost
everywhere to ante up lo pay off depositors and other creditors ol' flile(d inslitutions. It may be true, at least in some
cases, that the projects that some of these failed entities
financed may have paidlol1'in some broad social sense, but
the idea oflhving to go tO an innocent taxpaying public to
get the money to pay thc freight is something we should
avoid.
SALs an(dSECALs must have a high level of productivity to be truly justil'ied.Their rate of return in terns of added
growLhand adidedGDP should be high enough to generate
for the treasury suff-icientextra tax money to pay the bill.
When that condition does not pertain, the recommendation
is thal the beneficiariesof these programs be identified and
new an(dspecial taxes intro(lucedto collect the money fiom
them.
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Gerlad K. Helleiner
The main subject matter of this paper is much narrower
than its title leads one to expect. Rather than designand
implementation,its contributionlies in the original data
it presents on the range of topics covered in the conditioning of World Bank adjustmentlending and the degree of borrower compliancewith these conditions. As
the authors say, these data are themselvesof questionable quality; assessmentsof compliancewith Bank conditionsare inevitablysubjectiveand probablybiased upward. More important, the data tell us nothing about
what policies worked. In place of such analyses the authors offer a variety of obiter dtictaand anecdotes,drawing heavily upon other World Bank studies (including
some of those in this volume),all of whichare consistent

pointthe authorsdescribethe realexchangerate as a "fundamentalinstrumentof structuraladjustment."Thetablesseem
to imply,however,that inflationmattersmost.Theevidence
on the associationof inflationwithpolicycomplianceis not
as clear as the authorssuggest:low inflationcountriesare
more compliantthan high inflationcountries,but there is
littledifferencebetweenmoderate(10-20percent)andhigh
(over210percent)inflationcountriesin thisregard.
The authorsreportthat countrieswith stableor improving externalcircumstancesimplementedtheir agreed-upon
prograrnsto a greater degree than did those experiencing
negativeshocks.Specifically,tradepolicyreformsare implementedless whenthereis adverseterms-of-trade
experience.
Contingencyclausesrelating to the impact of exogenous
changesuponpolicyor performancetargetswouldtherefore
seem to makesense. It wouldalso seem to followthat the

with the "priors" we have come to expect from the Bank's
analysts.
Although the primary data source would probably have
permitted it, there are no data presented on such crucial
design issues as the pace of policy changes, their packaging,
sequencing, timing or sustaineclnature, or the relationship
between such characteristics and compliance or "successful" adjustment. Nor can we discem from the paper's data
any idea as to the depth of the policy changes grouped under
its categories, although it clearly varied a lot and must have
influenced "success." "Success"' in this paper's account is
purely the rate of implementation, that is, the degree to
which the borrowers did what they said they were going to
do. By and large, according to the data, most borrowers
fulfilled their obligations in most policy areas.
The paper does not include comprehensive data on the
frequency of loan cancellations, changes in conditions during the course of the loan agreement or failures to disburse
the second tranche of an adjustment loan. The implication is
that such events were rare-largely because compliance was
so frequently judged to be "full," "substantial" or at least
"partial." Yet threatening noises evidently are made to borrowing countries, not least (and increasingly) with reference
to macroeconomic management which, we might think,
should normnallybe the province of the IMF. It is interesting
that in about 20 percent of the Bank's adjustmentloans there
was no concurrent IMF agreerment.The World Bank evidently uses macroeconomic inclicators(combining performance and policy) to govern the release of second tranches.
Its indicators include the rate of price inflation, the interest
rate, the public sector deficit, the real exchange rate and the
rate of growth of exports. The weights assigned to these
variables, which rather untidily combine elements of policy
and exogenous influences upon performance, are unclear.
(The IMF's targeting is rather more straightforward.)At one

rate of implementationwould be related to the adequacy of
extemal funding. Neither of these points is made. Indeed,
elsewhere in their account, the authors offer a contrary interpretation of the politicaleconomy of adjustment, which their
data do not substantiate: that crises are conducive to policy
reform, and good times may generate complacency.
In this paper's discussion of the design and implementation of adjustment programs, there is curiously little said
about bargaining between the World Bank and its clients.
That SALs are employed in some countries and SECALs in
others is attributed to the greater "complexity" of the latter,
rather than to their greater bargaining strength. The account
is couched more in terms of a struggle between "truth"
(possessedby the Bank) and "error" than, more realistically,
as a bargain struck between lenders and borrowers wherein
each has interests to pursue, and the latter have a wide
varietyof "initial conditions."
Particularly striking and surprising to this observer is the
fact that the number of conditions attached to adjustment
lending has been rising. Only 10 percent of these conditions
(averaging four per loan), however, are stated in precise
form arid are actually conditions for loan disbursements.
Over 80 percent of the conditions are described as "supply-side" and, in the view of the World Bank and the authors, are "growth-oriented."They relate to "structuralcauses"
of macroeconomic imbalance; allocative efficiency (never
"x-efficiency"); institutionalcapacity, especially in the public sector; and the mobilization of savings and investment.
The issues of poverty and distributional equity do not figure
prominently, if at all, in the vigorously "productionist" conditions described here. The closest they come to the Bank's
conditioning is the heading of "social policy reforms." The
authors rather lamely note that distributional equity is "a
valid objective" and indicate concern for the "unfairly" injured in adjustment programs; they do not, however, seem to
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share the concern expressed by others over declining social
expenditures by central govemments or the Vittorio CorboStanley Fischer call for increased targeting of the poor.
At the level of specific spheres or sectors within which
policy conditions have been set by the Bank, some further
comments are in order. In the sphere of government finance,
why do the authors say nothing about the desirability of
cutbacks in defense and security expenditures? (After all,
they comment on the role of the Argentine armed forces,
who owned a steel plant, in the making of that country's
trade policy.) In connection with the discussion of trade
policy reforms, why has there been no reference to the
ambivalent results of the Bank"s current research on the
relationship between growth in total factor productivity and
trade regimes? As far as agricultural policy reforms are
concerned, the effects of privatization have been rather more
mixed than the authors make out. It might also have been
worth noting that Bank lending for agricultural infrastructure dropped sharply during the period in question and that
this change, in many instances, had a greater impact than did
the policy reforms. In the financial sector, the authors' account of the impact of reforms, particularly the raising of
interest rates, is ambivalent and uncertain. Does the Bank
now have a clear policy agenda in this realm?

In light of the heavy emphasis this paper places upon the
need for sustained effort-in trade policy, tax reform, agricultural reforms, etc.-there is remarkably little evidence on
it. Of what there is, some is disquieting. Follow-up (second)
loans in agriculture, for instance, are infrequent; six are
mentioned, of which only two are in low-income countries
where the need is presumably the greatest.
The policy suggestion that, particularly where reforms
have a long gestation period, the quick-disbursing element
of adjustment lending be reduced in favor of disbursement
that is geared to the pace of policy change may have some
merit. It does not logically flow, however, either from this
paper's data, which show remarkably full compliance as the
norm, nor from the fact that there has generally been a
slower response (in terms of economic performance) to
policy change than had been expected. The rationale for
quick-disbursing program lending relates to the need to
cover the short-term costs associated with policy changes
and to bolster these policies' credibility and sustainability,
not to the lengths of their gestation periods en route to what
are frequently fairly uncertain outcomes. If the Bank proposes to cut back on its balance-of-paymentslending, it will
have to find better arguments than are offered here.

Authors'Response

Series no. 10,World Bank (1990). Chapter 5 of the RAL-2,
which is not being discussed here, recommends the use of
contingency clauses in adjustment loans.
Conditions for adjustment loans are, by the definition
used here, the actions called for in the loan agreement as
conditions for disbursement.About one-third of them-four
per loan on average-are quantitatively specified. The
President's Reports contain a list of planned policy actions
that is typically about three times longer than the list of
conditions in the legal agreement. Thus, about 10 percent of
the actions called for in the President's Reports are quantifled conditions for tranche release.
How much of the Bank's lending should take the form of
adjustment lending is outside the scope of this chapter;
chapter 5 of RAL-2 discusses it to some degree. Having an
individual adjustment loan continue over a longer period,
with a proportionately larger total value, would not generally result in a cutback in balance-of-payments lending. In
appropriate circumstances it would enhance the response of
the country in carrying out institutional and other reforms
that take longer than the traditional quick-disbursingadjustment loan.

We are pleased that the candor of our paper gave the discussants something to sink their teeth into. We are also pleased
that the lessons we draw from the Bank's experience with
adjustmentlending are so close to what Professor Harberger
calls the professional consensus.
Professor Helleiner's comments indicate some confusion on his part about the purpose and empiricalbasis of the
chapter. The purpose was to explain what lessons the Bank
can draw from its experience with adjustment lending in
terms of the design and implementation of adjustment programs. Statistics on the pattern of conditionality in adjustment loans and the rates of implementationwere one source,
but equally important were background reports prepared on
each major sector, such as the one on industrial sector lending in the appendix. The circumstances of the countries and
the nature of the programs vary in many dimensions, so that
statisticalevidence does not give a sufficientpicture by itself
and needs to be fleshed out with discussions of particular
cases.
Trade policy reforms supported by adjustment lending
are discussed extensively in Policy and Research (PPR)
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NominalAnchors, Stabilizationand Growth:
Some Thoughts on High-InflationEconomies
Miguel A. Kiguel and Nissan Liviatan

It is often said that in the high-inflation economies of Latin
America such as Argentina and Brazil, stabilizationof inflation is a precondition for the resumption of growth.' Indeed,
high-inflationeconomies have a lot to gain from price stability-it may encourage domestic and foreign investment,
help in carrying out trade reformnsand create conditions
conducive to the repatriation of flight capital.
In spite of the potential gains, almost all stabilization
programs in those economies have failed. Moreover, those
failures have made the next attempt at stabilization more
difficult because they have resulted in higher external debt,
greater capital flight and more unstable inflation. Some stabilization programs have been associated with growth in
gross domestic product (GDP), but that growth has been
cyclical, or short-term, rather than sustained. Further, domestic demand rather than exports has led the growth, which
has also been characterized by real appreciation.Typically,
ultimately deterioration of the current account has brought
the economic expansion to a halt. In the end, temporary
stabilization cum temporary growth appears to have slowed
the long-term rates of growth in the economies in question
Endraised expectations of longer term inflation.
Only a very few stabilization programs have been successful. Their experience suggests that stabilization takes a
very long time to accomplish. In Chile, it was not until after
1984, following a decade of disinflation policies, that stabilization led to sustainable growth. Similarly, Israel has been
pursuingits stabilizationeffort for five years, and the economy
is still in a recession. A second feature of successful stabilization is that during the adjustment the economy exhibits
many of the same characteristics that are found in the case of
failures. In particular, both Chile (in 1977-80) and Israel
(1986-87) experienced an unsustainable growth cycle. In
each case, the initial upsurge in output led to deep recession
(especially in Chile). It seems, therefore, that successful
stabilization is not only a long but also a painful process.

In these respects, the experience of high-inflationeconomies (or "chronic-inflation"countries, to use a phrase coined
by Pazos 1972),differs from that experienced by the hyperinflationary countries in Europe, whose ability to bring their
inflation under control marks them as remarkable success
stories (Sargent 1982), despite some recessionary side-effects (as pointed out by, for example, Wicker 1986). The
reasonsfor this differenceare discussedin Kigueland Liviatan
(1988) and are not repeated here. It is only necessary to
mention that in the chronic-inflation countries that adjusted
well to living with inflation, the perception was that stabilization could be postponed (a choice that may make stabilization less credible) as compared with the explosive hyperinflation to which the economy could not adjust even in the
short run.
The damaging effects of failed stabilizationand the long
time that must elapse before success is achieved suggest that
the main costs of inflation do not usually appear in the short
run (in fact, growth might not suffer much with high but
stable inflation).Typically the costs appear at a later stage as
inflation becomes more unstable, sometimes with hyperinflationary spikes, and the govemment feels compelled to
stabilize because living with inflation is no longer an option.
The fact that these costs may appear only in the relatively
late stages of inflation explains how shortsightedness may
push an economy into chronic inflation.
This chapter is concerned not with the beneficial effects
of an eventual stabilization of inflation on growth. That
outcome is taken for granted. Rather, the focus is on the real
effects of stabilization programs themselves, with some aspects of their costs in terms of actual or potential growth
highlighted. The paper is organized around the following
questions. Given the cost of stabilization, is it preferable to
learn to live with inflation, i.e., to develop techniques to
mitigateit? Second, what is the explanation for the phenomenon of unsustainable growth during stabilizationprograms?
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Third, what were the causes of the failed stabilizations,and
why does successful stabilizationtake so long? Fourth, what
role can external assistance play in increasing the chances
for successful stabilizationof inflation?
To a large extent the answers to the foregoing questions
seem to hinge on two issues related to the credibility of the
stabilization effort-will policy-makers sustain the fiscal
policies, and will they have the resolve to uphold the nominal anchors of the system? There is broad agreement within
the profession over the crucial roles of fiscal adjustmentand
belief in its persistence. There is much less agreement about
the significance (or even the meaning) of the credibility of
the nominal anchors as distinct from the fiscal component of
the stabilizationprogram. It is asserted here that the credibility of the nominal anchors influences important aspects of
stabilizationprograms.
The type of nominal anchor adopted is also of great
importance in explaining the behavior of real variables during disinflation. In particular, the phenomenon of
unsustainable growth seems to occur mainly with stabilization programs that use the exchange rate as the main nominal anchor in an environment of partial credibility. Some
space is therefore devoted to clearing up some conceptual
issues related to nominal anchors.

third (in the second quarter) via the Tanzi-Oliveira effects.
These developments indicate that the inflation in chronicinflation countries eventually leads to hyper-inflation, with
the greatest impact on GDP growth. It should be noted that
there is rio reason to expect that reaching hyper-inflation in
chronic-inflation countries will enable the problem to be
resolved as in the classical European hyper-inflations. The
scenario in chronic-inflation countries may be quite different. The existence of the technology to mitigate inflation
may create an unstable situation even if, initially, the usual
orthodox disinflationary policies succeed in stopping the
hyper-inflation.
Recognition that chronic inflation is unsustainable in the
long run and will lead to major crises in its advanced stages
is an important reason to stabilize at an earlier stage. Further,
as long as policy-makers postpone full stabilization, they
will face serious problems with their credibility in view of
the history of failures. These problems relate both to their
ability to carry out the proper fiscal adjustment and their
resolve to defend the nominal anchor of the program. The
distinction between these two aspects of inflation is not fully
appreciated. It is therefore useful to start by clarifying some
of the conceptual issues by means of an example.
Fiscal Deficits and Nominal Policies

Is Stabilization Necessary?
When distinguishing between fiscal and nominal policies, it
is necessary to specify what kind of fiscal deficit is involved.
The deficit defined as "public sector borrowing requirements" already includes the inflationary component of interest and is therefore an effect rather than a cause of inflation.
Therefore, the concept of an "operational deficit" (the sum
of the non-interest budget deficit, which is sometimes referred to as the "primary deficit," and of real interest payments on government bonds) is to be preferred. It is shown
below, by means of an example, that it is possible to have
different inflation rates (determined by nominal policies)
with the same operationaldeficit.
For simplicity's sake, suppose, first, that the money base
is the only liability of the public sector. Again to simplify
matters, assume that money consists only of bank deposits
(in the following example money means a broad aggregate
such as M 3 , and the interest paid on base money is the
average rate corresponding to this broad base). Let I, i and id
denote the nominalinterest rates on commercialloans, banks'
reserves at the central bank and deposits held at commercial
banks, respectively. Then the zero profit condition for a
competitive banking system is given by2

For many years the chronic-inflation countries in Latin
America (the point applies also to Israel) succeeded in limiting the damage from inflation by an elaborate technology of
living with inflation by means, primarily, of various methods of indexation. One of the best indicators of the
sustainability of this system was the ability of these countries to maintain a stable ratio of txaes to GDP despite rising
inflation. Thus, unlike Bolivia (a traditionally low-inflation
country), where the eruption of hyper-inflationin 1982-85
almost completely eroded the ratio of taxes to GDP, Argentina and Brazil were able to sustain the ratio even in the face
of a tremendous acceleration in inflation in the first half of
the 1980s (table 6-1).
The philosophy of living with inflationrather than fighting it was adhered to especially strongly in Brazil, which
achieved remarkable growth in the 1967-80 period. It shows
clearly that growth and inflation (in the two-digit range) may
be compatible if methods to mitigatteinflationare employed.
On the other hand, developments in the second half of
the 1980s suggest that in the end the technology of living
with inflation lost the battle to rising inflation. The recent
destabilizing cycles of inflation in Argentina and Brazil
(figure 6-1), whose govemments managed to stop the hyperinflation with recurrent impositions of price controls, were
the first sign of this development. The next sign was the
hyper-inflationary outburst in Argentina in the first half of
1989, which eroded the ratio of taxes to GDP by about one-

(6-1) /(1 - 0) + iO= id
where 0 is the (constant) reserve ratio defined as H = OM,
with H defined as reserves (base money) and M as deposits
("money"). Assuming a zero real rate of interest on loans, so
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Figure 6-1. Inflation as measured by the Consumer Price Index and Trends in Inflation, 1982-89
(first quarter data)
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Table 6-1. Inflation, Tax Revenue and Seigniorage in Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil and Mexico
Country

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

Argentina
Inflation(percent)
Publicsectorrevenues
(percentageof GDP)
Seigniorage(percentageof GDP)

159.0

101.0

104.0

165.0

344.0

627.0

672.0

29.0
5.9

31.0
4.8

32.0
3.5

28.0
7.8

29.0
8.6

31.0
7.1

32.0
6.5

20.0

47.0

29.0

133.0

269.0

1,281.0

11,750.0

9.4
1.1

9.6
3.2

9.4
1.6

4.6
12.1

2.6
10.0

2.6
15.9

1.3
8.8

53.0

83.0

106.0

98.0

142.0

197.0

227.0

28.0
3.3

28.0
2.0

31.0
2.0

34.0
2.1

32.0
2.0

30.0
2.7

33.0
2.7

n.a.

26.0

28.0

59.0

102.0

66.0

58.0

n.a.
n.a.

27.0
2.7

27.0
2.7

29.0
4.2

33.0
2.4

32.0
3.0

31.0
2.5

Bolivia
Inflation(percent)
Revenuesof centralgoverrunent
(percentageof GDP)
Seigniorage(percentageof GDP)
Brazil
Inflation(percent)
Total receipts of general

government(percentageof GDP)
Seigniorage(percentageof GDP)
Mexico
Inflation(percent)
Totalpublicsector
revenues(percentageof GDP)
Seigniorage(percentageof GDP),
n.a. Notavailable.

Note: Inflation is the annualaverageof the consumer price index (CPI).

a. Basedon Ml. Theuse of this moneybasefor thispurposeis problematicbecause it was remunerated by the Central Bank.
Source:
Argentina, Boliviaand Brazil-Kiguel and Liviatan (1988); Mexico-World Bank data base.

thatI = it (the rate of inflation)3 , jitis possible to express the
demand for real balances. as L(n - id). The cost of holding
money can also be expressed as

mum value of 7i is 7c,= (1/8)x(D).
However, while itm is determined by D, there are many
reasons why it may exceed 7it.For example, if following an
extemal shock the agents expect inflation to be higher than

(6-2) 7i- id=0 (it - i) _ x.

it,

The money market equilibrium is then given by
(6-3)

M

Lx),

L'<O

where P denotes the price level.
The govemment's budget equation in steady states is
given by
(6-4)

and adjusttheir nominalwagesaccordingly,then main-

taining inflation at nt may involve a recession that the
policy-maker may be unprepared to accept. Consequently,
inflation may end up higher than %it.
Recent theoretical developments from work on policy
games (see Barro and Gordon 1983) provide an analytical
framework to explain how inflation can be in excess of 7tm
when the public suspects the policy-maker of using surpriseinflation tactics to erode the real balances (to gain more
seigniorage) or the real wage (to raise employment or improve the trade balance). These considerations can explain
how in the long run inflation can stay above the level justified by the "fundamentals" (it,). Only where the
govemment's announcements are completely credible will
it = 7it.In a discretionaryregimein whichthe govemment

G - T + ih =ih

where G and T are real government expenditures and taxes
and h is HIP. Equations (6-2)-(6-4) allow the primary fiscal
deficitD (= G - 7) to be expressed as

doesnot precommitto a monetaryrule,non-fiscalconsiderationssuch as a worseningcurrentaccountmay raiseit far
above it, so that the non-fiscalcomponent(it - 7tm)
is the
dominantfactorin inflation.
The likelihoodof endingup in an equilibriumwitha rate
of inflationabove it, is greater when there is uncertainty
about the preferencesof the policy-maker.For example,
supposeihereare two typesof policy-makerswhodifferin
theirpreferencesfor inflationand unemployment,
andthere

(6-5) D =xL(x) _ S (x)
whereS is a conceptof net seigniorage.
AssumingS'>O,then D deternines x but not 7r.In fact,
anyir is possibleprovidedi is adjusted.It maybearguedthat
under these conditionsthe policy-makerwill choose the
lowestpossibleit that is consistentwith D. If x(D) is the
solutionof equation(6-5),then, assumingi 2 0, the mini102
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is uncertaintyaboutwhichtypeis in government.A "tough"
policy-maker(one whoprefers less inflation) will haveto
face a cost in termsof unemploymentfor sometransitional
period.Thereasonis thatnominalwageswillbe set according to inflationaryexpectations,whichare a weightedaverage of the optimal policies of tough and weak types of
policy-makers.Consequently,real wages willrise, and unemnployment
will increase.
Accordingto thisapproach,the toughpolicy-makercannot avoida recessionin theprocessof establishinghisor her
credibility.This process may be a long one for several
reasons,such as the policy-makernot having full control
overthe policyinstruments,a situationthat willlengthenthe
time the publicneeds to leam aboutthe preferencesof the
policy-maker.Anotherreasonis that the policy-makerpreferringless inflationwill tendto compromiseon the targets
for inflationto cut the costs of the inevitablerecession,an
5
approachthat willagainlengthenthe disinflation.
An importantissue that remainsopen is the interaction
between fiscal and nominalpolicies.In particular,it has
beenobservedempiricallythat attemptsto reduceinflation
throughnominalpolicieswithouta fiscaladjustmenthave
failed.If, however,the existenceof a non-fiscalcomponent
of inflationis accepted,whycanit notbe reducedwithoutan
accompanyingcut in the fiscal deficit? This questionis
addressedlater.

improvethe currentaccount,whichled to a vigorouspolicy
of depreciationthat helpedreducereal wagesandraisedthe
real exchangerate (table6-2). Thus the governmentsused
inflation,viadevaluations,to speedthecorrectionofrelative
prices in the contextof an externalcrisis. It may be presumedthat the use of inflationas a policy instrumentto
achievethe foregoinggoalschangedthe public'sperception
aboutthe weightthe governmentattachedto inflationrelative to balance-of-payments
considerations.
This perception
in turnmayhaveledto a risein the basiclevelof inflationary
expectations.It is well-knownfrom the policygameliterature that a change in a policy-maker'spreferencesin that
directionwill cause a change in inflationnot only in the
shortrun but alsoin the longrun.
An alternativeexplanation,in the same spirit, involves
wageindexationandthe asymmetryof contractadjustments.
With full lagged wage indexation(formalor informal),a
reductionin the real wage,withinthe frameworkof a given
indexationscheme,canbe accomplishedonlyby an increase
in the plateaufor inflation.The needto erodethe real wage
in Mexicoand Brazilthereforerequireda step increasein
inflation,whichwasaccomplishedthroughdevaluations.In
principle,it is possiblelater to reversethis increasein inflation withoutraisingthe averagereal wage.The mechanism
is a changein the termsof the indexationscheme-the base
(peak)wagecan be reducedor the intervalsfor the cost of
living adjustments(COLA)can be lengthened.However,
thisscenariowillnever take placeas long as the agentsdo
not believethe inflationarytrend is goingto be reversedin
the longerrun. In this situation,real wages are erodedby
steppingup inflationand raisedby increasingthe basewage.
The foregoingexamplesmakeclear that non-fiscalfactors play an importantrole in raisingthe levelof inflation.
They also underscorethe fact that even a sharpcut in the
fiscaldeficitwillnot forcea reductionin inflationif it is not
accompaniedby an appropriatepolicywithregardto nominal anchors.As noted,however,whenthe policy-makeris
not fullycredible,the use of nominalanchorsmust involve
socialcosts.The actualform of the costwill dependon the
type of nominalanchorsused in the policypackage.In the
present study, exchangerate-basedstabilization(ERBS),
whichhigh-inflationeconomiesuse the mostoften, is considered,with thestudylimitedto thoseprogramsconsidered
to be "major."

Some Empirical Observations about Nominal
Anchors and Fiscal Adjustment
The prevalentview arnongeconomistsis that inflationin
LatinAmericais primarilythe resultof fiscaldeficits(Sachs
1987).Thus,forexample,theincreasein inflationfollowing
the outbreakof the debtcrisisin 1982wascausedby arisein
deficitfinancingthat cameaboutby meansof seigniorageas
a resultof a cut in the transferof externalresources.
Whilethis view maybe validin some cases,it tendsto
in the upsurge
overlooktherole of non-fiscalconsiderations
in inflation,asillustratedby theadjustmentBrazilandMexico
carried out in the post-1982period.Note, first, that both
countriesimplementedvery remarkablecuts in their fiscal
deficits(table6-2). Theyalsodid notrely on seigniorageto
a greaterextentthanpreviously(table6-1). Estimatescalculatedforthe presentstudyshowthatseigniorageas a percent
of GDPremainedconstantin Mexico-2.7 percentin 198081 and 2.6 percent in 1983-85on average.Brazilexperienceda smallincreasefrom 2 percentto 2.4 percentin the
correspondingperiods.For the same periods, inflationin
Mexicorose from 27 percent to 73 percent and in Brazil
from 95 percentto 189percent(annualaveragesaccording
to the consumerpriceindex[CP]). Inbothcases,thechanges
in inflationwerea stepincrease.
The explanationof this increasein inflationis certainly
not a fiscalone. Rather,the cause was the obviousneedto

Exchange Rate-Based Stabilization
ByERBSis meantprogramsin whichexchangerate policy
is usedfor purposesof disinflation.The programmaytake
variousforms,sucha fixedexchangerate,a crawlingpeg, a
step-wiseadjustablepeg and the like. It may also include
capital mobilityto various degrees.ERBS includesboth
orthodoxand heterodox(incomespolicy-supported)programs.In the lattercase,initiallytheexchangerate is part of
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Table 6-2. Annual Macroeconomic Indicators, Brazil and Mexico
Brazil

1982

1983

1984

1985

Growthrates(annualpercentagechange)
GDP
Consumption
hnports(constantprices)
GDPdeflator
Nominalexchangerate'
Realindustrialwages

0.9
3.0
-6.0
93.0
93.0
7.5

.2.5
3.0
-17.4
152.0
221.0
.8.6

5.7
2.8
-2.9
211.0
220.0
-1.4

8.3
7.1
235.0
235.0
6.3

Operationaldeficit/GDP(percent)

8.3

4.8

2.7

4.3

Realeffectiveexchangerate (index)

100.0

123.0

123.0

128.0

Currentaccountbalance
(billionsof U.S.$)

-16.3

6.8

-

-0.2

Mexico

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

Growthrates (annualpercentagechange)
GDPpercapitae
5.4
Consumptionper capitae
4.9
GDPdeflator
29.0
Nominalexchangerate
-4.0
Realindustrialwages
-4.4
Imports(real)
31.9

5.1
4.8
27.0
-1.0
1.2
20.3

-3.1
-1.4
61.0
114.0
1.9
-37.0

-7.6
-9.1
92.0
96.0
-26.0
-41.7

0.8
0.2
62.0
25.0
2.9
19.8

-0.1
-0.8
54.0
40.0
1.8
11.8

-1.4
-7.7
78.0
143.0
-19.2
-18.0

Operationaldeficit/GDP(percent)

5.2

10.0

6.5

2.4

2.1

2.1

2.7

Primarydeficit/GDP(percent)

n.a.

9.4

5.1

-5.1

-5.0

-3.3

n.a.

100.0

91.0

134.0

138.0

114.0

113.0

152.0

-8.1

-13.8

-6.2

5.4

4.1

1.2

-1.3

Realeffectiveexchangerate(index)
Currentaccountbalance
(billionsof U.S.$)
-Negligible.
n.a.Notavailable.
a. Preliminary
figures.
b. Atconstantprices.
c. Effective
exchange
rate.
Source:WorldBankdata.

a broader set of nominal anchors; then, as the price controls
are made more flexible, it becomes the main nominal anchor
(as in Israel or Mexico). Otherwise, ERBS is in fact the
second stage of a stabilization that starts with monetary
anchors.
ERBS programs also differ with respect to the active or
passive role assigned to monetary policy. The tablita policies in the Southern Cone countries entailed the most passive role. Israel began with a tight monetary policy but then
gradually loosened it, especially in 1989-90. In none of the
programs was money used as an anchor in the sense of
having targets for monetary expansion.
Most ERBS is characterized by a sequence of expansion
and recession of GDP growth and by a deterioration in the
current account. These features are shown, for the various
programs in the present study, in figure 6-2 (the shaded
areas represent ERBS).6
One of the main causes for the failure of ERBS in Latin
America has been the lack of supporting fiscal policy. For

example, although four of the five ERBS programs in Argentina in the past 30 years (Kiguel and Liviatan 1990a)
began with a reduction of the fiscal deficit, the governments
maintained it for only a limited time (one to three years).
The programs collapsed when the fiscal support was discontinued. Similar developments have been observed with other
ERBS programs (for example, the Uruguayan stabilization
of 1968-71). These programs were characterized by initial
booms in output, increases in real wages, real appreciations
and subsequent recessions. In some cases the collapse of the
exchange rate regime was associated with a severe crisis
(such as that in 1980-81 in Argentina and the 1972 collapse
in Uruguay).
It is interesting to note, however, that similar developments were also observed in the case of ERBS programs that
involved continued support through fiscal adjustment, as
occurred in the Chilean and Uruguayan tablita-type
stabilizationsaround the end of the 1970s and in the Israeli
stabilizalion of 1985. With respect to Chile, the fiscal ac-
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Figure 6-2. GDP Growth and Current Account
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Figure 6-2. (continued)
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counts werein surplusthroughouLt
the last threeyearsof the

program,whereasIsraelran a sutrplusin the firsttwo years.

govemrnment
to sustainthe programin the longerrun andthat
ultimatelya balance-ofpaymentscrisis willemerge,as has

Nevertheless, in all these cases there were output cycles that
ended, in the Southern Cone coLntries,in severe recessions
and in Israel in a prolonged one (Kiguel and Liviatan 1990a).
Other characteristics included the real appreciation of domestic currencies and the emergence of current account
problems (except in the case of Israel). Thus, the phenomenon of temporary growth cannot be explained solely by a
lack of fiscal balance.
What is the explanation for the difficulty of maintaining
a stable exchange rate when the government's budget is
balanced? One possible reason is that the nominal anchor
lacked credibility. Suppose the agents do not expect the

happened in the past. In this case the agents expect tight
credit conditions and liquidity constraints to emerge in the
future, conditions that induce them to shift expenditures to
the present period. In an ERBS, this type of expectation
tends to be self-fulfilling,since the central bank supplies the
foreign exchange reserves to finance the expenditure boom
and capital flight. This pattern may explain the actual consumption booms observed with ERBS programs. This expansionary tendency may also explain part of the rise in real
wages and the real appreciation.7
An additional point is that uncertainty about the persistence ofl the official exchange rate policy will give rise to
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expectations of devaluations in excess of actual ones, a
situation that will tend to raise real wages (or prevent them
from falling) even when the boom in expenditures subsides.
This factor then exacerbates the recession.
It has been argued that the rise in real wages under some
ERBS programs was attributable to the effect of lagged
wage indexation. This argument was mentioned especially
in connectionwith the Chilean tablita (Edwardsand Edwards
1987). However, since the same phenomenon was also observed with heterodox programs, which used incomes policies to eliminate the inertia, it seeimslikely that the dominant consideration was expectations.
The real appreciation that characterizes ERBS creates an
unfavorable environment for effective reform of the trade
and capital accounts. Trade liberalization, which tends to
worsen the trade balance in the medium run, requires a real
depreciation to maintain the extemal balance. However,just
the opposite occurs under ERBS. While trade has been
liberalized under some ERBS programs, often the moLivation has been the desire to strengthen the effecl ol' the
exchange rate on domestic prices and to supporL the
disinflation by a direct reduction in the prices of imports.
However, a worsening trade balance may reduce Lhebelief
in the persistence of the reform and Lhereforeprevenl the
shift in resources from import-competing to export industries.
The liberalization of the capital[market under the tabliia
policies in the Southern Cone countries was also intended in
part to offset the current account deficits by generating
inflows of private capital. However, if Lhereare problems
with credibility, these inflows have a destabilizingeff'ect on
the economy.
It seems, therefore, that on the whole ERBS creates
conditions that are unfavorable to reforn of LheLradeand
capital accounts, which are in principle the most important
reforms for the generation of endogenous growth (see, for
example, Romer 1989).
Money-Based Stabilization
In view of the difficulties posed by ERBS, is it not preferable to use the supply of money as the nominal anchor? In
practice, use of money-based stabilization (MBS) has been
rare (with reference to major programs). The first stage of
the Southem Cone stabilizations(that is, prior to the tlabliias)
implemented by the military regimes in the 1970s ofl'ers
some evidence on the effect of MBS (Ramos 1986). While
dheseexamplesare not classic cases of MBS in the sense that
they did not involve targets for the supply of money, they
did use a fiscal adjustment with occasional tight monetary
policy.
The effect of these programs was recessionary (especially in the case of Chile) on the output side, with a slow

disinflation of prices. Unlike ERBS, the programs were not
characterized by real appreciation or a rise in real wages.
Similarly, the stale of the current account improved, contrary to the experience with ERBS.
Current policies in Argentina and Brazil provide some
furLher,more recent experience with MBS. In both cases,
policy-makers reduced Lhe fiscal deficit to a near balance
and implemented a very Lightmonetary policy (including
freezes on a large part of liquid assets as well as compulsory
conversionsof short-term into long-term public debt). While
iLis too early to evaluate these programs, the results seem to
confirm the recessionaryeffect of MBS in the early stage of
stabilization and the favorableeffect on the trade balance.
A basic feature of MBS is that these recessionary costs
appear up front, whereas with ERBS they appear at a later
stage as a result of the real appreciation and the deterioration
of the current account. The immediate recessionaryeffect of
MBS is mainly the result of the short-term downward rigidity in prices and wages and the lack of credibility in the
persistence oflthe monetarycrunch (thesetwo factors are not
unrelated).' If there is full mobility of capital, a real appreciation woukl be expected. In practice, the uncertainties
surrounding the stabilizaLionmay discourage the inflows of
capital. This situation may explain why there were real
depreciations rather than appreciations under MBS in the
Southern Cone in the 1970s. However, the current
Argentinean MBS has generated a pronounced real appreciation.
AnoLherdiffercnce beLween the two strategies is that,
under MBS, iL is not usual for policy-makers to set targets
lor an expansion ofthhemoney supply, whereas under ERBS
it is very comimonto announce targets for the exchange rate
(whCtherunder a full peg or the use of a pre-announced rate
as in Lhe tablita fashion). One reason for this difference
seems to be that with MBS the credibility problem is reJlected in a slow reduction in short-term expectations of
inilation that prevents implementationof the rules for a low
monetary expansion.9 On the other hand, under ERBS the
program's lack of credibility shows up mostly in the current
account and Loa much lesser exLentin prices.
Of the two strategies, ERBS has the advantage of avoid0
ing large iniLialrecessionary cosLs.s
However, postponing
Lheconf'rontationwith overvaluationto a more distant future
tends to exacerbate the credibility problem. People may
suspect Lhatthe policy-maker's current reluctance to face the
recessionary consequences of stabilization indicates an inability to fiacethem later. This perception leads to speculalion about thiecollapse oflthe policy, which exacerbates the
problems of overvaluation, capital flight and booms in consumption.
It seems that the case for ERBS must depend on the
ability to perlorm a t'iscal overadjustment that prevents a
sharp deterioration in the balance of trade. This requirement
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goes beyond the conventional one of avoiding money creation through the government's budget in order to prevent a
balance-of-payments crisis a la Krugman (1979). What is
needed is a countercyclical fiscal policy that offsets the
effect of adverse expectations that lead to a boom in expenditures. Ideally, fine-tuning the fiscal adjustment could keep
the current account in balance.However, even if fiscal policy
offsets the expenditure boom in the early stages of ERBS, it
does not necessarily disperse the doubts about the persistence of this policy. Therefore real wages will still tend to
rise, and the real exchange rate, will tend to appreciate in
anticipation of a possible collapse (this situation is especially likely in the case of forward-looking staggered wage
contracts). With the current account maintained in balance
by fiscal policy, the result will be recessionary. Thus, even
in this scenario, it is impossible to avoid the recessionary
consequences of stabilization. It is possible, however, to
avoid the balance-of-paymentscrises that characterizemany
ERBS programs and endanger stabilization.
Israel did attempt to follow a countercyclicalfiscal policy
as part of its stabilization. The fiscal adjustment (especially
on the side of real expenditures) succeeded in offsetting
much of the effect of the boom inrconsumption on the trade
balance. However, even this policy was insufficient to prevent the output cycle. Mexico implemented a more effective
fiscal policy as part of its stabilization, with most of the
fiscal adjustment carried out in the years preceding the
nominal stabilization through the Pact for Economic Solidarity of 1988. This approach may have increased the credibility of the exchange rate policy and helped contain the
boom in consumptionand the phenomenonof overvaluation."'
The Mexican experience suggests that the ideal approach
may be to use fiscal policy to irrprove the current account
prior to the nominal ERBS. However, this step-wise solution may be difficult to carry out whereinflation is very high
and unstable.
The relatively successfulERBS programs of Mexico and
Israel in the 1980swere characterized by very high (ex post)
real interest rates. In part those rates reflect a lack of credibility of the exchange rate policy and, in the case of Israel, in
part a policy of protecting the balance of payments. However, high interest rates also characterize MBS. Thus, both
types of policies create an untavorable environment for
investment.

discontinuation of the initial support). However, this answer
leaves open the question of why policy-makers initiate a
stabilization program whose probability of failure is very
high. Understanding this phenomenon is especially important to the issue of external support for inflation-stabilization
programs (an issue addressed later).
The reason policy-makers initiate stabilization programs
that are very likely to fail is relatively simple in the case of
the "populist" programs common in Latin America. (The
two cases in the sample used for the present study were the
Peronist stabilization of 1973-75 in Argentina and the
Cruzado plan of 1986 in Brazil. The Peruvian stabilization
of 1985 is another example.) Apart from a lack of fiscal
austerity, these programs entailed a deliberate policy of
raising real wages in an unsustainable manner. Accordingto
a simplistic explanation, it could be said that in these cases
the policy-makers deliberately aimed to bestow short-term
benefits on the existing population (or parts of it) at the
expense of the future. However, political economists need to
inquire into the deeper reasons for this kind of behavior.2
It is rnoredifficult to understandwhy policy-makers who
initiate a serious stabilization program abandon it after two
or three years, as was the case with most of the programs in
this studly.For example, the Austral plan in Argentina started
along lines that were very similar to those of the Israeli plan
(Blejer and Liviatan 1987), including an impressive fiscal
adjustment. Nevertheless, after about one year the govemment relaxed the fiscal policies and abandoned the nominal
anchors (mainly the exchange rate).
One possible answer is that extemal shocks that could
not have been anticipated with certainty might have destabilized the programs (Dornbusch 1990a). Thus, every program faces a probability distribution of failures that depends, among other things, on the adjustmnenteffort of the
programrr,.
Indeed, the external shocks of rising oil prices and
interest rates might have been factors in the failure of the
Southern Cone stabilization efforts in the early 1980s. However, in the case of the Austral program, it is hard to identify
any external shock that led to abandonment of the program.
The foregoing discussion suggests that when the cost of
failure to the policy-maker is low, the adjustmenteffort will
be limited so that the probability of failure will be high. This
outcome may characterize the programs of policy-makers
from whom the public does not expect much.
An alternative explanation might be along the lines of a
modified version of the ideas of Alesina and Drazen (1989).
A successful stabilizationprogram normally requires different sacrifices by different sectors of the economy. The degree to which any sector is willing to give up some of its
medium-term interests to contribute to the success of the
overall program (even though it is in that sector's long-run
interests) is the private information of that sector. Before a
govermmentinitiates a program, it cannot know the extent to
which the various sectors will be ready to give up their

The Phenomenon of Failed Stabilization
There is little doubt that repeated failures to stabilize harm
the long-term prospects for growth a great deal. This outcome is especially evident in the case of failed ERBS programs, which are often accompanied by massive capital
flight and severe crises in the real and financial sectors. It
has been pointed out that in most cases the reason for the
failure of ERBS is the lack of fiscal support (or
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relative positions in the economy. In effect, the govemment
tests this readiness when it initiates a stabilizationprogram.
A program that seemed plausible at its inception may tum
out to be politically infeasible in the light of reality. The
various interest groups will try to outwait each other, hoping
the other groups will make the necessary concessions. If
none is ready to make concessions,then the govemment will
have to stop the "war of attrition" by abandoning the program.
The phenomenon of repeated failures is even more difficult to explain. For example, Argentina's history over the
past 30 years is full of failed stabilization efforts, some of
which look very similar to others. According to Dombusch
(]990a), awareness of the cost of failure should lead to a
bigger adjustment effort aimed at reducing the probability of
failure. However, there is no clear evidence on this point.
A possible explanation for the repeated attempts at stabilization without an increased stabilization effort is the deteriorating state of the countries' economies. Consistent with
the approach of Alesina and Drazen, it may be conjectured
by policy-makers that the absence of a true stabilization
causes continuous deterioration of the economy that will
make the various interest groups more ready to make concessions. Consequently, they try again, with the same effort,
even though their earlier efforts failed.

as a means of eroding real balances or real wages (on this
point see Corbo and Solimano 1990). Only when these
principles are applied over a long period can the credibility
of fiscal and nominal policies be restored.
The Israeli stabilization provides further evidence that
successful stabilization takes time. Quite early in the program the public perceived that short-term inflation would
run about 20 percent a year, and that expectation persisted
despite the non-accommodating exchange rate policy followed in 1986-88, which led to a real appreciation and an
eventual recession.The stubbornnessof the inflationary expectation, despite fiscal balance, indicates clearly the longterm nature of adjustment.
Since early 1990, Israel pursued a devaluation policy
that roughly accommodated the low inflation step (20 percent a year). Even so, the exchange rate remained below a
competitive level (when viewed in the context of a full
employment economy). A policy of stepped-up devaluation
would probably have mitigated the recessionary phase but
only at the cost of raising inflationary expectations. It seems
that only by demonstrating a willingness to confront a recession is the govemment able to enhance the credibility of its
commitment to the nominal anchors."3
It should be noted that at the beginning of its stabilizalion
program Israel thought that a combination of a balanced
budget and incomes policy would be sufficient to overcome
the credibility problems of stabilization.No one realized that
a wage-price freeze conveys very little information to the
public about the govemment's resolve in dealing with the
issue of nominal anchors in a decontrolled economy. It is
very easy to maintain a stable exchange rate when wages
and domestic prices are frozen. The problem of establishing
credibility suirfaces when flexibility is initiated, a process
that is lengthy.
It was noted that one reason for the slowness of adjustment is the "noise" in the use of policy instruments. For
example, in Israel the government was quite stubborn with
its exchange rate policy but at the same time adjusted public
sector prices in line with inflation. This measure, which
reflected the struggle between fiscal and nominal objectives,
prolonged ihe confusion and the leaming process by the
public about the change in regimes. Another reason for a
lengthy leaming process is the tendency of policy-makers to
compromise with adverse expectations. In the case of Israel,
the government could not persist with a pegged exchange
rate and had to shift eventually to a more flexible policy.
Uncertainty about how far the government would carry the
compromise policy added additional confusion to the leaming process.'4
Another reason for the long time required for successful
stabilization may be the consequences of the initial fiscal
shock treatinent. The effort to eliminate the fiscal deficit in
the early stages tends to create a distorted system of taxes
and expenditures. The Israeli stabilization shows that much

Why Does Successful Stabilization Take So Long?
It was noted that the (scanty) evidence on successful stabilization suggests the process is very lengthy. The Chilean
experience also teaches that it is necessary to distinguish
between a stabilizationprogram and a stabilizationprocess,
which may consist of a number of programs. Chile made
two important switches in the course of its stabilization,
which started at the end of 1973. Disappointed with the slow
pace of disinflation under some variant of MBS, the govemrmentmoved gradually to an ERBS that in 1979-81 took the
form of a full peg to the dollar. Then, after the crash of this
program in 1982, it abandoned the ERBS and shifted to a
more balanced program that relied implicitly on monetary
policy, the de-indexation of wages and a fiscal adjustment
that reduced the public sector deficit from 9 percent of GDP
in 1984 (this high ratio being related to the 1982 crisis) to a
surplus of 3 percent in 1988 (Corbo and Solimano 1990).
Under this new regime, Chile experienced a transition to
sustainable growth with a competitive real exchange rate
and low and stable real wages.
The Chilean experience helps put stabilizationprograms
in better perspective. It is not so much the individual stabilization program that is important in long run, but rather
persistent adherence to some basic principles. These consist
of a striving for fiscal balance (in spite of understandable
deviations during recessions), an insistence on using some
nominal anchor and avoidance of surprise-inflation tactics
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of the increase in taxation via the Tanzi effect fell on the
business sector, a phenomenon Lthatled to a reduced incentive to produce and invest. The comprehensive fiscal reforms that were supposed to redress this situation stumbled
over the elimination of the tax axemptions, which was required to balance the reduction in taxation. It seems the
social struggle over the allocation of the adjustnent costs
can be viewed as a "war of attrition" between the various
sectors, which lengthens the transition.
If it is true that successful disinflation in a chronicinflation country takes many years, even if carried out with
the resolve of the Chilean military regime, then it is perhaps
more understandable why so many stabilization programs
end in failure. To the earlier explanations concerning failed
stabilizationmay be addedanother one-policy-makers have
been unaware how long it takes to complete a successful
stabilization.
Recent work on signaling theory suggests that a policymaker may establish credibilityearly in the game by adopting a sufficiently large overadjustment in the initial phase of
the program (see, for example, the discussion of a "separating equilibrium" in Vickers 1986). However, when the tremendous efforts made by Chile in 1974-75, Israel in 198586 and Mexico in 1988-89 (ancLbefore) are examined, the
applicability of this principle to the issue in question is
unclear.
As noted, it seems that towari the end of the 1980s some
basic changes took place as a result of the evolution of
inflation in chronic-inflation countries. Specifically, there
appears to have been a growing recognition that the technology of living with inflation was no longer effective and that

the economies were no longer protected against hyper-inflationary outbursts. This recognition may have led to a shortening of potentially successful stabilization programs.
The foregoing view is in line with the "crisis theory of
stabilization" and the "war of attrition" approach of Alesina
and Drazen. Put differently, only a severe hyper-inflationary
crisis can produce the required social attitude for true
disinflation. It was pointed out, however, that at this stage it
is unclear whether this theory, which worked so well for the
classical hyper-inflations in Europe, will also work for
chronic-inflationcountries that have finally become vulnerable to hyper-inflation.It should not be forgotten that during
the hyper-inflation in Europe prices were stable, whereas in
countries such as Argentina and Brazil an annual rate of
inflatiornof 100 percent was not above the norm of the past
decade. The possibility that full stabilization may remain a
lengthy undertaking despite the constant threat of hyperinflation cannot be ruled out.
This section concludesby clarifying the term "successful
stabilization." Even Chile did not reduce inflation to OECD
levels; rather, it became stuck at a 15-20 percent step (annually). Israel and Mexico are stuck at the same step. In the
latter cases, however, stabilization is supported by high domestic real interest rates and, in the case of Israel, by an
appreciated currency and a low level of economic activity.
These phenomena indicate that stabilization affects the real
sector adversely. In Chile, however, the low inflation step
has not generated distortions.When reference is made to the
length of time required to stabilize, the goal is not a full
reduction of inflation but rather a "Chilean low inflation
step."
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Notes

Calvo, Guillerrno A., and Roque Femandez. 1983. "Competitive
Banrksand the Inflation Tax." Economics Letters 12:313-17.

1. This paper is based on research on high-inflation economies
inILatin America (Kiguel and Liviatan 1988, 1990a and 1990b).
These countries include Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico and
Lfruguay. Israel has been added here because it is also highinflation. For a table summarizing of the main features of the
stabilization programs, see the appendix.
2. This is an extended version of Calvo and Fernandez (1983).
3. The expected and actual rates of inflation are assumed to be
equal.
4. "Tough" can also mean ability to commit.
5. The characterization of the optimal adjustment path (in a
successful stabilization) of a tough policy-maker is the subject of
current research by Alex Cukierman and Nissan Liviatan.
6. The one exception is the successful Brazilian program in the
sixties, where a sustained flow of long-term inflows of capital
financed the deterioration in the current account and the expansion
in output.
7. Calvo (1986) explains how these aspects of temporariness
can be generated in a cash-in-advance model. For altemative
explanations, see Kiguel and Liviatan (1990a).
8. For a more comprehensive comparison of ERBS and MBS,
see Kiguel and Liviatan (1990a).
9. Another reason relates to the difficulty of dealing with the
increase in the demand for money that results from the disinflation.
10. Typically, heterodox ERBS 'producesan initial recession.
However, it is usually small relative to that observed under MBS,
as indicated by the sample of countries studied here and as observed in the industrial countries.
11. However, the high domestic interest rates in Mexico suggest that it did not solve the credibility problem with regard to
exchange rate policy.
12. For an article on the populist economies in Latin America,
see Dombusch and Edwards (1989).
13. Dombusch (1990b) offers a different view of this issue.
He suggests starting the stabilization with an undervalued fixed
exchange rate (as a cushion) and then "very soon" moving to an
adjustable crawling peg to maintain competitiveness. While the
latter part is certainly a desirable goal, it may be very hard to
implement the proposed policy when people have pessimistic
expectations about the evolution of the program. The initial
undervaluation of the exchange rate will then be eroded quickly,
and the adjustable peg will not provide an anchor for inflation.
14. These ideas are formalized in Cukierman and Liviatan
(1991).
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Appendix.Characteristicsof the StabilizationPrograms Included in the Study

Program term
or quarter

When did
finish?

t

Exchange rate fixed versus
crawl

Income
policies

Multiple
or uified

Fiscal

1980s

Israel
3rd Q. 1985

Not yet

Fixedwith
infrequent
adjustnents

Yes
(shock)*

Official
andparallel

Big initial
adjustmnent

Austral
3rdQ. 1985

3rd Q. 1986

Fixed

Yes
(shock)

Official
andparallel

Large
transitory
adjustment

Cruzado
lstQ. 1986

4thQ. 1986

Fixed

Yes
(shock)

Official
andparallel

No
adjustment

(large premium)
Mexico
1st Q. 1988

Not yet

Fixed (1st year),
then crawl

Yes
(small shock)

No

Yes, main
adjustment

priorto progress
1970s Tablitas

Chile

3rd Q. 19132

3rd Q. 1976

Crawl,then

No

Unified

Yes

pre-announced,
then fixed

Uruguay
4th Q. 1978

4th Q. 1982

Pre-announced

No

Unified

Yes

Argentina
4th Q. 1978

1st Q. 1981

Pre-announced

No

Unified

Moderate stable
budget deficit

Argentina
3rdQ. 1973

2nd Q. 1975

Fixed

Yes

Three
exchange rates

Expansionary

3rd Q. 1970

Fixed

Yes

Unified

Fiscal

(gradual)

exchange

adjustment

1960s
Argentina

2ndQ. 1967

rate
Brazil
2nd Q. 1964

3rd Q. 1968

Fixed w/ step
devaluation

Yes
(gradual)

Official
and parallel

Fiscal
adjustment

Uruguay
2ndQ. 1968

1st Q. 1972

Fixed

Yes
(shock)

Official
and parallel

Fiscal preceded
deterioration
later on

2nd Q. 1962

Fixed

No

Unified
exchange rate

Initial
adjustmnent
deteriorated
later on

1950s
Argentina
3rd Q. 1959

* A shock usuallyincludesa simultaneousfreezeof wages,pricesandthe exchangerate.

Source: The authors.
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Initial
reserves
(months of
imports)

Reduction in
inflation
Cormnnercial
policy

Preceded by
monelary
fiscal measures

Termination
shock or
gradual

Initial inflation
(average 12
months prior
to program)

Preceded
by maxidevaluation

327.7

Yes

1082.4

Yes

from

to

3.2

21.1

6.1

No special

No

5.3

24.9

2.6

No

No

Gradual

10.4

11.1

1.7

No

No

Shock

237.2

No

12.4

8.2

2.6

Tradeand
capital account
liberalization

Fiscal
adjustment

Notyet

131.8

Yes

2.6

11.2

6.5

Trade,
capital account
liberalized

Yes

Shock

249.37

Yes

5.9

3.4

4.5

Liberalized
trade and
capital accounts

Preceded by
small fiscal
adjustment

Shock

42.3

No

16.7

8.1

8.6

Yes

Yes

Shock

180.7

No

3.5

5.7

0.8

No

No

Shock

75.4

No

1.9

2.5

2.7

Incentives for
capital inflows

No

Gradual

27.4

Yes

0.9

6.4

4.2

No

No

Gradual and
successful

96.3

Yes

4.9

9.5

1.9

No

Yes
6 months earlier

Shock

163.0

Yes

5.7

9.5

1.9

Incentives
for foreign
investment

Yes (IMF
Gradual
program
6 months before)

136.1

Yes
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Comment
Rudiger Dornbusch
The researchprojectof MiguelK.igueland NissanLiviatan
on high inflationand stabilizationhas added in important
ways to our understandingof what the right questionsare
and what the rightanswersmighl:be (Kigueland Liviatan
1988,1989and 1990aandb). I say cautiouslywhatthe right
answers"might" be becauseI remnainunconvincedof the
basic thrustof theirresearch:playinggamesof seigniorage
and credibility.There are other storiesthat are as plausible
andat leastas consistentwith the evidence.
Seigniorage
To startwith,I wouldlike to comrnenton the centralroleof
seignioragein much of the credibility-basedliteratureon
highinflation.Eversincethe workof Bailey(1956),it ought
to be obviousthat thinkingof high and extremeinflationin
terrmsof optimalseigniorageis misdirected.Rather,attention shouldbe paid to the experiernce
of Argentinaor Peru,
for example,wherethe situationgot entirely out of hand,
with fiscalcollapseand demonetization
chasingeachother
in ever-accelerating
rounds.
It is true that money creationis ultimatelybehindthe
high or extremeinflation.Even smalldeficitscan produce
extravagantratesof inflationin economieswheredemonetizationhas reachedveryextremeproportions.Thatdoes not
mean there is anything optimalor optimizingat work. It
mightbe more appropriateto view extremeinflationas an
unstableprocess(Dombusch,Sturzenegger
andWolf 1990).

Kiguel-Liviatanwillargue that the costscan be seen in
the 1970s-in the formnof inflationand stagnation.However, in the 1980smany countriesexperiencedinflationin
the aftemiathof the oil anddebtshocksand in the transition
to democracy.Brazilwasunusuallycarelesswithits system
of indexation.There is a lessonhere,and it surelymust be
that indexationsystemsmust exemptreal shocks,not that
indexationis per se an unstablesystem.It mustalsobe asked
whethercountriesthat did not have formalindexationsystems fouid a betterway of solving the problem of falling
real wagesin the faceof adverseshocks.It is my impression
that few did; the onlydifferencewith explicitindexationis
the greatertransparencyof the process.
On the remainingtwoquestions-the growthsurgesthat
occur wilh failing stabilizationprogramsand the lengthy
processof consolidatingsuccessfulattempts-the authors
concludeas follows:
To a largeextent the answersto the foregoingquestionsseem to hingeon two issuesrelatedto the credibilityof the stabilizationeffort-will policy-makers
sustainthe fiscalpolicies,and will they have the resolveto upholdthe nominalanchorsof the system?
I do not sharetheirconfidencein "credibilitygaps"being
the all-aroundexplanationfor the failures.That explanation
is too vacuous.Accordingto theirargument,anythingthat
failsdoesso becausetherewas no credibility,anythingthat
succeedsdoesso becausethe commitmentwascredible.The
Europeanexperiencewithdisinflationdoesnotsuggestthere
wasanycredibilitybonusat work.Noris thereevidenceof a
credibility:i
bonusin the Europeanstabilizationsof the 1920s

The Key Questions

(Webb 1989; Siklos 1990; and Wicker 1986). All the evidence suggests it took quite a while for the reforms to
become part of everyday life because of the expectation of a
return to stability, as reflected in the interest rates.
This example accords with the Kiguel-Liviatan story.
The authors argue that credibility needs to be cultivated over
time, established if necessaryby a showdown or two; it does
not materialize at the first sight of a balanced budget. Their
main assertion is that govemments must seek a confrontation to establish their credentials because economic agents,
hardened by the failed stabilizations of the past, will not
believethat anythinghas changed fundamentallyunless their
noses are bloodied.
If the credibilityperspective is seen as a hypothesisabout
how governments actually behave, it leads to the question of
what kind of regime is more likely to enjoy low inflation.
One possibility is to compare economies that view stability

Kiguel-Liviatanask three central questions:
* Is it preferable to learn to live with inflation?
* What is the explanation f.or the phenomenon of
unsustainable growth during stabilization?
* What were the causes of the failures of stabilization,
and why is successful stabilization such a lengthy process?
The authors vigorously reject the notion that living with
inflation is a stable mode. In their view, it is an arrangement
that postpones the ultimate costs but does not avoid them; in
fact, it may make matters worse. Here it is necessary to ask
for more evidence in support of that assertion. Consider, for
example, Brazil in the period 1955-80. Real growth averaged 8.5 percent, and inflation came to an average of 40
percent. Where are the costs?
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as a public goodand rewardstewardship.VictorianBritain
mayhavebeena casein point.Thealternativeis long-lived
govemmentsfor which the pay-off on the investmentin
credibilitycan be reapedover manyyears.Thataltemative
helps explain why much of Latin Americatoday cannot
makeprogress:governmentsare short-lived,and the notion
of public goods is not high on the agenda.It also suggests
that controlof inflationwillnot succeedbecausethe necessary investmentswillnot take place.Thatsituationnecessitatesa look in a differentdirection.
The credibilitybattle would seem to be the strategyof
lastresort.Moredirectmeanswoulddrawon two elements
of strength.The firstis a nationalunitygovernmentthat,by
its nature,facilitatesthe adoptionof economicmeasuresand
lends some plausibilityto their persistence.It is worth rememberingthat many successfulstabilizationswere in fact
the product of a national unity effort or special powers,
contraryto what the war of attritionmodelsuggests.However, it is also likelythat the quality of the reformshas a
bearingon credibility. Anythingthat takes the form of
emergencymeasures,withoutfollow-up,cannotlast.Incontrast,broad-basedreformsof the budgetthat assurebalance
with moderatetaxationand cost-effectivespendinglevels
will inspireconfidencein continuity.Thus the successful
experiencesmightbe interpretednot in termsof the decisive
showdown,of the recessionthat itaughtthe lessons.Rather,
they mightbe interpretedin termsof the politicalcompromise and economicmodernizationthat made adjustment
last.
The reasonthis alternativeshouldbe seriouslyconsidered is that the credibilitybattle need not succeed. It is
altogetherplausiblethat a governmentthat triesto establish
just how toughit is will find itselflosingpoliticalsupport
and going under. Avoidinga key battle over immediate
credibilityand spendingthe polilicalcapitalto broadenthe
reforms(evenwithmoderateandrisinginflation)seempreferable to losingthe battleearlyon.

The most recentexperimentsin Argentina,Braziland
Peru involvesome mixtureof exchangerate targetingand
moneytargeting.They are singularlyunsuccessfulin that
the realexchangerateshavebecomevastlyovervaluedwhile
real incomesare declining.Strangely,evenwiththe budgets
balanced,inflationhas continuedat very high rates month
after month.One explanationis that the tradedeficitsproducedby themonetizationhavekeptinflationalive,another
that inflationhas had extraordinaryday-to-dayinertia that
has beenhard to eliminateexceptwith an even more massive recessionor, my preferredanswer, with a far more
aggressivefiscaleffortinvolvingrealisticrealexchangerate
and incomespolicies.Incomespolicy has been given too
little creditfor the role it played in Mexicoand Israel,the
two countriesthat effectedsuccessfulstabilizations
in economies that did not sufferextremeinflation(seealso Artstein
and Sussman1990).
Mexicoand Israel did stop inflationwithoutthe trauma
of a deeprecession.Israeldid not go furtherwithderegulaton and other supply-sidemeasuresand may be bogged
down by its largegovernment,includingdefense,and high
level of taxation.In Mexico,by contrast,real wages are
rising,andgrowthis nowpickingup.With supportivecapital inflowsthere is a seriouspossibilitythat inflationmay
only be moderateand growthsubstantial.The credibility,I
wouldargue,comesfromthe accomplishment
of thereform,
notfroma decisiverecessionshowdown.
Competition

Nominal Anchors
TheKiguel-Liviatan
researchseemsto suggestthatexchange
rate-basedprogramsare prone to an initialboom period,
followedby overvaluationand ultimatecollapse.Moneybasedprograms,in contrast,do notrun intothe overvaluation
problemandthereforeare notdoomed.
It is immediatelyobviousthat the Brazilianprogramof
1986cannotserveas the benchmarkfor anything:the budget deficitworsenedradically,andwageswereraisedsharply
by lawas part of the stabilization.Leavingout that extreme
experience,what othercases are there?Mexicopursuedan
exchangerate-basedprogram,and so did Israel.Mexicois
still waitingfor the growthboomn,
and Israelhas run out of
steam.Clearlyherethereis no commonpattem.
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In manyindustrialcountriesandthe developingworldalike,
controlof inflationhas alwaysbeena questionof when,after
thingshavegottenout of control,thenextrecessionhas to be
staged.Somethingis missing.A bettersystemwouldput far
more weighton competitionand far less on the deliberate
use of boomsand recessions.The labor marketsare insufficientlycompetitiveto play theirrole; in fact,in Britain,for
example,theyare entirelyimperviousto nationalinflationor
nominalincometargetsexceptat peak unemploymentlevels. Only countrieswith a substantialdegreeof incorporaton seemto succeedin maintaininglow inflation,and even
thereunemployment
playsa key role(CalmforsandDriffill
1988).
The Kiguel-Liviatanemphasison credibility,or more
broadlyon havinga policy rather than poorly predictable
opportunisticreactions,is appropriateas one ingredientfor
successfulstabilization.I suspectthat far more competitive
or morecorporatistlabormarkets-the extremes-are additionalelements.That point leadsbackto incomespolicyas
one of the piecesof stabilization,certainlyin the transition
but perhapsalso in a TIPS form afterdisinflationhas succeeded.

NominalAnchors,Stabilizationand Growth

Notes

Review." Journal of Economic Literature 24 (3)(December).
Kiguel, M[., and N. Liviatan. 1988. "Inflationary Rigidities and
Orthodox Stabilization Policies: Lessons from Latin America."
World Bank Economic Review 2 (1)(September):273-98.

1. On the issue of credibility see Persson (1988), Persson and
Tabellini (1989), Barro (1983), Blackburn and Christensen (1989)
and Sargent (1982) and the critical assessment in Eichengreen

'

(1986). See also Dornbusch, Sturzenegger and Wolf (1990).
2. On the war of attrition see Alesina and Drazen (1990).
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Economic Adjustment and Investment
Performance in DevelopingCounhties:
The Experience of the 1980s
Luis Serven and Andres Solirnano

:Developing countries experienced a significant decline in
investment rates and a parallel slowdown in growth in the
eighties.' Investment fell as part of the macroeconomic adjustment to the decline in the availability of external financing after the debt crisis, a decline that was not compensated
for by an adequate increase in domestic savings. However,
the drop in extemal financing was not the only factor behind
the slowdown in investment. In some instances, the adjustment measures themselves were a factor. For example, the
required fiscal adjustment, which was oriented to correct
external imbalances and reduce inflation, often took the
form of a decrease in public investment-in particular, in
public projects that might have complemented private investment. The large resource transfer needed to service lhe
foreign debt of most developing countries also discouraged
private investment, as part of the future returns on investment accrued to creditors in the form of debt repayments.
The adjustment effort typically involvedchanges in economic incentives. However, very often they did not produce
a sizable investment response, thiuspreventing an effective
transition from adjustment to resumed growth. In many
cases, the recovery of private investment was slowed by a
lack of confidence in the pemnanenceof the policy measures
and a high level of uncertainty about the future macroeconomic environment-the causes of which could often be
traced to the burden of the exLernal debt service, which
threatened the success of stabilization.
This chapter investigates the role different factors played
in the investment performance of developing countries in
the eighties, drawing on the experience of selectedcountries
as described in the theoreticaland empirical literatureand on
an econometric analysis of invesitmentusing a panel data set
of time series information for a group of 15 developing
countries. Moreover, some lessonsthat can be applied to the

design of growth-enhancing adjustment policies so as to
bridge the gap between adjustment and growth were to be
drawn from this experience.
The chapter is organized as follows. The next section
presents the empirical record of investment in developing
countries in the 1970sand 1980s. It explores the response of
private and public investment to external shocks, macroeconomic adjustment and structuralreform by comparing three
groups of selected countries: Latin American countries that
pursued structural reform and liberalization (Chile, Mexico
and Bolivia); countries that did not pursue such ambitious
reforms and that suffered severe macroeconomic instability
(Argentinaand Brazil); and the outward-orientedEast Asian
countries that adjusted to the adverse extemal shocks of the
1980s while maintaining high growth, low inflation and, in
general, a remarkable degree of macroeconomic stability
(Republic of Korea, Singapore and Thailand).
The subsequent section reviews, briefly, the theoretical
and empirical literature on macroeconomic policies and private investment, focusing on the effects of monetary, fiscal
and exchange rate policies and emphasizing some economic
and institutional features specific to developing countries
(e.g., intervention in the financial market, possible
complemeniarities between public and private investment
and high reliance on imported capital goods) that affect the
transmission mechanisms through which standard macro
policies affect private investment.
The recent literature on credibility, uncertainty and irreversibility in investment decisions is explored in the fourth
section, in order to highlight the main determinants of the
investment response to a given set of economic incentives
generated by the structural reforms.
An econometric analysis of the determinants of private
investment in developing countries using cross-country data
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Figure7-1. Shareof InvestmentIn GDP for
Developing Countries
(unweighted
average)

for the period 1975-87 for a selected group of developing
countries is presented next.The empiricalestimates are used
to evaluate the contribution of different factors to the slowdown in investment after 1982.
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ment rates were historically high. With the rise in intemational real interest rates in 1981 and the onset of the debt
crisis in 1982, however, the rate of investment fell sharply.
The decline started earlier in the highly indebted countries
than it did in other developing countries, and in the former
the decline was larger. For most developing countries, with
the exception of Asia, a slowdown in growth accompanied
the decline in investment (tables 7-1 and 7-2).
The fall in investment was so severe that some countries
may not even have been able fully to replace depreciating
capital. For example, in Africa the minimum investment
needed to replace depreciated capital was estimated at 13

1986 1988

SoiroG:
WOrld
Bankdata.

percent of GDP; in 1987, seven countries in sub-Saharan
Africa had investment rates below that level. Similarly,the
minimum rate of investment needed to replace capital in
Latin America was estimated at 14 percent; in 1987, three
countries were below that level (Easterly 1989).
The deficit in the resource balance (that is, the difference
between domestic investment and domestic savings) in developing countries was considerably smaller after the 1982
debt crisis as a result of the decline in external financing

Table 7-1. Investment, Saving and Growth in Developing Countries, 1970-88
(percentage of GDP)
1970-80

1981-82

1983-84

1985-88

All
Highly indebted
Middle-income

22.4
22.8
25.5

24.0
23.0
28.6

20.2
18.0
24.4

19.6
18.4
21.9

Low-income

19.7

20.3

17.0

17.4

Gross domestic saving
(current prices)

All
Highly indebted
Middle-income
Low-income

16.1
20.3
18.3
12.5

13.7
20.1
17.5
7.6

13.9
19.8
17.7
8.0

14.9
20.2
17.5
9.9

Resource balance deficit
(current prices)

All
Highly indebted
Middle-income
Low-income

6.4
2.5
7.2
7.2

10.3
2.9
11.1
12.7

6.2
-1.7
6.7
8.9

4.6
-1.5
4.0
7.5

Gross domestic investment
(constant prices)

All
Highly indebted
Middle-income

23.4
23.1
25.7

24.1
22.3
28.6

20.6
17.1
24.9

19.6
16.3
22.1

Low-income

21.5

20.7

17.5

18.0

All
Highly indebted
Middle-income
Low-income

4.7
5.0
6.1
3.5

2.7
-0.3
4.5
2.5

1.8
-0.4
3.9
0.5

3.3
2.7
3.2
3.5

Indicalor

Gross domestic investmnent
(current prices)

Rate of growth of real GDP
(percentage per year)

Counlry groups

Source: WorldBankdata.
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Table 7-2. GrowthandInvestment

Table7-3. Public and Private Investnentfor a Group
of 29 DevelopingCountries, 1970-88

(percent)
Real GDPgrowth
Region

1980-88

1965-88

1980-88

3.3
6.3

0.5
7.4

17.6
27.7

15.9
31.1

4.6

2.8

28.4

27.3

4.5

1.6

19.7

17.9

Sub-Saharan Africa
Asia
Europe/Middle East/
North Africa
Latin America and
Caribbean

(percentage of GDP at currentprices)

Investmentratio

1965-88

Group

1970-80 1981-82 1983-84 1985-88

29 countries
Total
Private
Public
13 highly indebted countries
Total

Source:IntemationalMonetaryFund (1989,Table 15).

Private
Public

20.3
12.2
8.2

22.2
11.7
10.5

18.8
9.7
9.0

17.6
9.6
8.0

20.1

20.2

15.1

15.2

12.3
7.8

10.9
9.2

8.1
7.0

8.7
6.5

Note: Argentina*,Bangladesh,Bolivia*,Brazil*,Chile*, Colombia*,
CostaRica*, Ecuador*,Guatemala*,Hungary,India,Indonesia,Kenya,
Korea,Malaysia,Mexico*,Nigeria*,Pakistan,Peru*,Philippines*,Portugal,Sri Lanka,
Thailand, Tunisia,Turkey,Uruguay*,Venezuela*,Zambia andZimbabwe.Theasteriskmeanshighlyindebted.
Source: WorldBank(1990).

(table 7-1). However,the decreasein the extemaldeficit
was not matchedby an offsettingincreasein domesticsavings, so that it was reflected almost entirely in reduced
investment.
The empiricalevidencefromdatafora setof 29 developing countriesfor whicha breakdownbetweenpublic and
private investmentwas availableshows that the share of
plivateinvestmentin GDP in currentpriceswas relatively
stable until 1980and then declined,followedby a modest
recoveryafter 1985(figure7-2).2The declinewas largerin
the highlyindebtedcountriesthanin other countries(figure
7--3).Publicinvestmentas a shareof GDP rose until 1982
and thenfell after 1982,two yearslater thanprivateinvestment (table 7-3). Unlike private investment,the rates of
publicinvestmentdeclinedsteadilyuntil 1988.

bionof the basicmacroeconomicimbalances,togetherwith
policiesof structuralreform,includingthe liberalizationof
foreigntradeand deregulationof the credit and labor marketsalongfree-marketlines.The secondgroupwasmadeup
of Argentinaand Brazil, two countriesthat in the 1980s
were unable to stabilizetheir economiesand correct the
basicmacroeconomic
imbalancesin a sustainableway.They
did not attemptcomprehensivestructuralreformsand liberalizationof the type adoptedby the countriesin the first
group.Thethirdgroup,consistingof threeEastAsianeconomies-Korea, Singaporeand Thailand-adjusted primarily
throughmacropoliciesand managedto dealwith the external shocksand debtcrisisof the eightieswithoutsacrificing
growthand domesticmacroeconomicstability.

PrivateInvestmentand Macroeconomic
Adjustment:
SomeCountryStories
The discussionin thissectionis organizedaroundthebehaviorof privateinvestmentduringadjustmentin threestylized
groupsof countriesin Latin Americaand East Asia. The
firstgroup,composedof Chile,MexicoandBolivia,adopted
decisivestabilizationpoliciesorientedtowardthe elimina-

Adjustingcum liberalizingcountriesin Latin America:
Chile,MexicoandBolivia.TheseLatinAmericancountries
sharedseveralcommonfeaturesregardingtheir macroeconomicpoliciesand structuralreforms.The formerentailed

Figure7-2. Publicand Private Investmentfor
:29Countries
(unweighted
average,percentof GDP)

Figure7-3. Publicand PrivateInvestmentfor
13 Highly IndebtedCountries
(unweighted
average,percentof GDP)
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Figure 7-4. Investment
(real)

as a Percentage of GDP In Chile, MexIco, and Bolivia
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both real depreciation of the exchange rate and restrictive
fiscal and monetary policies to reduce the large current
account deficits and high rates of inflation existing at the
time the reforms started to be applied.3
The structural reforms the three countries implemented
were trade liberalization, financial deregulation, privatization
and development of gTeater flexibility in the labor market.
The degree, timing and results of these policy reforms varied
in each country, although all three shared a general freemarket orientation.
Following the swings in the world economy in the 1980s,
the three countries suffered the cycle of over-borrowing, a
sharp cut-off in foreign lending arid the onset of the debt crisis. The pattern of investment followed the "debt cycle" (figure 7-4). Public investment in Mlexico and private investment in Chile increased sharply during the boom of the late
seventies and early eighties that was led by external borrowing. In 1982, when access to external lending was abruptly
cut off and countries were forced to reduce their current account deficit rapidly, investment fell sharply. Thus, basically
the adjustment was carried out by cutting the demand for
investment rather than by increasing domestic savings.

form of high rates of inflation (over three digits by the mid1970s) and a large fiscal deficit. Achievement and maintenance of low and stable inflation remained a top priority in
economic policy. In addition, the commitment to structural
reforms along free-market lines remained quite strong,4 and
the demccratic administration that took office in early 1990
reiterated the commitment to reform.
The response of private investment to the stabilization
cum liberalization program of the mid-1970s was strong.
The share of private investment in GDP rose from 5.3 percent in 1971-75 to 11.2 percent in 1976-81. In contrast,
public investment fell from 10.6 percent in 1971-75 to 5.8
percent in 1976-81.
Several hypotheses (and some puzzles) can be offered to
explain the response of private investment. One is the importance of the political economy. The country went from
the "Chilean Road to Socialism" program of President Salvador Allende in 1970-73, which involved large-scale nationalization and deeper land reform, to a radical free-market experiment launched in 1975 under the military regime.
The new economic program assured full respect for private
property, deregulation of the markets and tight political
control of the defeated left and of a militant working class
very active under Allende. The private sector responded
forcefully to the new program. The reduction in public
investment apparently crowded-in private investment because a large part of the increase in public investnent in the
period 1971-75 corresponded to enterprises that had just
been nationalized.
One of the puzzles in the strong response of private
investment in that period is that it coincided with a period of

Investment in Chile: The "maiwure"reformer. The experience of Chile is particularly inte:resting in several respects.
First, it started its reforms earlier--in the mid-1970s--than
the countries in the other two groups did, and it therefore
provides a better "laboratory experiment" for assessing the
impact of liberalization on private investment. Second, at
the time the reforms started to be applied, the Chilean
economy exhibited large macroeconomic imbalances in the
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very high real interest rates-over 25 percent per year in the
second half of the 1970s. Ex-post, however, given the massive rescue operation the govemment undertook in 1982-83
with respect to the intemal and external debt the private
sector had acquired previously, the private sector ended up
paying an effective real interest rate that was much lower.
In the 1980s private investment followed closely the
cycles of economic activity. It boomed in the early eighties,
although its compositiontilted heavily towardthe non-traded
sectors-housing, structures and commercial buildingsfollowing the real appreciation of the peso that developed at
the time. During the crisis of 1982-83,investment fell by
more than 10 percentage points of GDP with respect to
1980-8 1. The subsequent recovery was relatively forceful,
and by 1989 private investment had reached its 1980 level.
Given the strong performance of the export sector and the
very large real depreciation of the exchange rate after 1982
(on the order of 70 percent), it seems that private investment
shiftedtoward the traded goods sector in contrast with the
trend in the early 1980s.5

Table 7-4. Public and Private Investment and Macroeconomic Indicators in Chile, Mexico and Bolivia
(annualaverages)
Variable

Chile
Totalinvestnent
(% of GDP)(real)
Publicinvestment
(% of GDP)(real)
Privateinvestment
(% of GDP)(real)
RealGDPgrowth
Inflation
(GDPdeflator,%)
Currentaccountbalance
(% of GDP)
Foreigndebt
(% of GDP)
(1980=100)
Mexico
Totalinvestment
(% ofinvestmnent
GDP)(real)
Public
(% of GDP)(real)
Privateinvestmlent
(% of GDP) (real)
RealGDPgrowth
(%)
Inflation
(GDPdeflator,%)
Currentaccountbalance
(% of GDP)
Foreigndebt
(% of GDP)
Realexchangerate
(1980=100)
Bolivia
Totalinvestment
(% of GDP)(real)
Publicinvestment
(% of GDP)(real)
ProvateinvesPent
RealGDPgrowvth

Investment in Mexico and Bolivia. Total investment in
Mexico fell by 8 percentage points of GDP in the period
1982-89 compared with 1978-81. iowever, the bulk of the
cut involved public investment: the ratio of public investment to GDP fell by nearly 5 percentage points in 1982-89
over 1978-81. Nevertheless, it is important to recognize that
the level of public investment during the period 1978-81
had reached a high, and probably iLnsustainable,level following the oil boom.6 Private investment fell moderately
between 1982-85 and then, despite the high real interest
rates, started to recover, a shift that coincided with the
implementation of the reforms.7
In Bolivia,investmentdeclined steadilyduring the 1980s.
The first half of the decade was characterized by macroeconomic turbulence that ended up in the hyper-inflation of
1984-85. Then, in August 1985 the governmentintroduced
a sharp and successful program to stabilize inflation, which
went from the five-digit level of the hyper-inflation to an
average of about 20 percent in the second half of the 1980s.
The main problem Bolivia experienced in its stabilization
cum liberalization effort was a lack of growth and any
significant response by private investment in the aftermath
of the stabilization (table 7-4).!

1978-81

1982-84

1985-89

19.3

10.5

15.3

5.3

4.8

5.9

14.0

2.7

9.4

7.5

-2.9

6.1

36.0

18.1

21.4

-8.6

-8.1

-4.7

46.2

88.2

105.6

24.3

17.2

15.8

10.5

6.9

4.5

13.8

10.3

11.3

8.7

-0.4

1.0

22.3

70.2

77.6

-4.7

0.8

0.6

30.8

55.3

63.2

103.4

126.5

145.3

15.7

9.6

4.9

9.4

4.9

2.5

6.3
0.8

4.7
-3.7

2.4
0.9

(%)
Inflation
24.1
561.7
2,353.9
(GDPdeflator,%)
Currentaccountbalance
-10.8
-5.5
-8.5
(% of GDP)
Foreigndebt
93.0
133.6
137.2
(%ofGDP)
Realexchangerate
98.8
70.7
90.1
(1980=100)
Source: Investment-elaboration
basedonPfeffennann
andMadarassy
(1991);others-W1orld
Bank.

Lessons from the three experiences. What can be concluded about the effects of adjustment and the implementation of the reforms on the performance of private investment
in these economies? The first point is that of diversity. In
Chile, private investmentreacted forcefully to the reforms in
the mid-1970s and recovered relatively fast in the second
half of the 1980s after the restoration of macroeconomic
stability and the government's reassurance that it was commiitted to the reforms. In Mexico, the response of private
121
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investment to the reforms launched in the mid- to late 1980s
was moderate.In Bolivia, private investmentremained stag-

Table 7--5. Public and Private Investment and MacroeconomiicIndicators in Argentina and Brazil

nant,and so did growthin the aflermathof the stabilization

(annual averages)

and reform.
Second, the experience of these countries in the 1980s
shows clearly that the reforms may enhance private investment if they are accompanied by a stable macro environment. Chile in the second half of the 1980s is a good example of how fiscal balance, moderate real interest rates and
competitive real exchange rates provide a suitable framework for private investment to respond to the incentives
generated by the structural reforrns? To the contrary, in the
case of Bolivia, where disinflation was consolidated but the
fiscal deficit was still high (near 5 percent in 1986-90) and
the economy highly dollarized (Morales1991), the macroeconomicenvironmentwas notentirely supportiveof a strong
recovery of private investment.
A third point is that a favorable private investment response is associated with adequate external financing. All
three countries experienced a debt overhang, and they carried out a sizable resource transfer abroad. From simple
savings-investmentidentities it can be concluded that without a corresponding increase in domestic savings, a high
level of investment can hardly be achieved. In addition, the
foreign debt service acts like an implicit tax on investment.
A fourth point, generally downplayed in the academic
literaturebut one that investors in the real world seem to pay
a lot of attention to, is the favorable "business climate"
generated by the liberalization."' In fact, the privatization
measures as well as other liberalizing policies adopted in
these countries reflected a renewed faith in free markets and
private initiative.The distinctive featureis that governments
had come to perceive these principles as the "new engine to
growth."

Variable

Two non-adjusting cases in Latin America: Argentina
and Brazil. In the eighties, Brazil and Argentina stood out in

a = 1985-88.
Source: Investment-elaborationbasedon Pfeffernannand Madarassy

LatinAmerica'I as clear-cutexamplesof countriesthat were

(1991); others-World Bank.

unable to stabilize their high inflation, which, in several
cases, slid into outright hyper-inflation. Brazil managed to
grow at an impressive 7 percent,a year between 1940 and
1980, and its development strategy at the time was that of a
dirigiste state, supported, in the sixties and seventies, by
foreigndirectinvestmentand abundantextemal credits.Brazil
used the external borrowing of the seventies largely to finance its ambitious development plans, which required high
rates of investment to speed growth. In contrast, Argentina
started to experience a noticeable economic decline after the
early seventies, a reflection of the slowdown in growth and
mounting economic and political.instability.
The adverse external shocks of the early eighties and the
onset of the debt crisis hit Argentina and Brazil severely.
The correction of the external and fiscal imbalancestook the
form of an acceleration of inflationand slowdown in growth.

In contrast with Mexico and Bolivia (Chile had undertaken
its strucluralreforms in the mid-1970s), domestic authorities
in Argentina and Brazil did not seize the opportunity of the
crisis to attempt comprehensive structural reforms in the
public sector, the trade regime or other areas. The govemments devoted the bulk of their energy to fighting inflation
and managing their large external debt.'2
It is not surprising to find that the investment record of
countries such as Argentina and Brazil was poor in the
1980s. However, there are some differences in their experiences. As table 7-5 illustrates, investment rates dropped far
more in Argentina than in Brazil. In fact, total investmentin
Argentina in the period 1985-89 was 8.6 percentage points
of GDP lower than in 1978-81; this drop in total investment
decomposes into a reduction in private investment of 5.5

Argentina
Totalinvestment
(% of GDP)(real)
Publicinvestment
(% of GDP)(real)
Privateinvestment
(% of GDP)(real)
RealGDPgrowth
Inflation
(GDPdeflator,%)
Currentaccountbalance
(% of G3DP)
Foreigndebt
(% of GDP)
(1980-100)
Brazil
Totalinvestment
Publicinvestment
(% of rGDP)(real)
Privateinvestment
(% of GDP)(real)
RealGDPgrowth
(%)
Inflation
Currentaccountbalance
(% of iGDP)
Foreigndebt
(% of GDP)
Realexchangerate
(1980==100)
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1978-81

1982-84

1985-89

20.3

14.9

11.7

8.0

6.0

4.9

12.3

8.9

6.8

-0.3
128.9

-0.0
396.6

0.5
945.7

-3.3

-3.7

-2.9

45.4

70.0

71.7

23.1
8.9

18.7
7.0

17.6
6.7

14.2

11.7

13.71

3.7

0.8

4.9

73.0
4.5

154.1
-3.1

780.1
-0.2

28.5

43.5

36.4

87.6

89.1

97.3
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Figure7-5. Investmentas a Percentageof GDP In Argentinaand Brazil
(real)
A. Argentina

B. Brazil
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percentage points of GDP and a cut in public investment of
3.11 percentage points. Moreover, the decline in investment
persisted (on average) in the second half of the 1980s, in
contrast to the experience of other ]LatinAmerican countries.
In Brazil the drop in total investmrentwas Icss serious than
that in Argentina-its share in GDP was 5.4 percentage
points lower in 1985-89 than in 1978-81-while private
investrnent staxted to recover after 1984, although public
investment was still below its pre-crisis level.
Argentina provides almost a textbook (and dramatic)
case study of protracted economricinstability acting as a
powerfutldeterrenttoprivateinvestmnenL
As figure7-5 shows,
the downward trend in private investment-as well as in
public investment-had already started in Argentina in the
mnid-seventies.Clearly, the prefer-encefor taking resources
abroad rather tha investing them at home was at work
before,the debt crisis, and to a large extent that factor was
responsible for the absence of recovery afterwards. On top
of that lack of private investment, the data show a decline in
public investment in the 1980s, a phenomenon fied to the
fiscal crisis that Argentina was suffering from.'3
Brazil experienced the same downward trend in public
investment starting in the early eighties. That reduction was
part of the fiscal response to the reduced external financing
as well as to the enlargedburden posed by the internal public
debt.

(table 7-6). In addition, they have had high-growth, oUtward-orientedbut not lassez-faire economics. The distribution of incorne has been much more equitable in Southeast
Asia than in Latin America.'4
Since the mid-sixties Korea has been a high growth
country, stronglyoriented toward the expansion of manufacturing exports. The distribution of income has been relatively egalitarian,'5 although at the political level authoritarian military regimes governed the country from the sixties
until 1987.
The high rates of investment in Korea were guided by a
series of five-year economic plans. The government intervened actively to control, among other things, the allocation
of credit to firms, with an overwhelming focus on exports.
The close link between government and business in turn
created large conglomerates and a high degree of industrial
concentration.'6The trade regime was far from liberal, with
both tariffs anidquantitative restrictions in place, although in
the eighties the govemment relaxed these barriers. Exchange
rate policy wgasoriented to maintaining the external competitiveness of Korean exports, although some episodes of
real appreciafiontook place (for examnple,in the late 1970s).
Korea recove.redquickly from the impact of the debt crisis in
the 1979-82. In contrast with most highly indebted countries,"' it was able to reduce its current account deficit after
1982 while i-estoringa high level of growth, maintaining a
low level of inflafion and avoiding fiscal imbalances.
The case of Singapore is unique. It is a city-state, with a
high growth economy completely open to foreign trade and
with (almost.)unrestricted capital mobility operating under a
fixed excharngerate regime. Per capita income is comapa-

Macroeconomicstability in SoutheastAsia: Korea,
.Singapore
and Thailand.In stark-contrast to several of the
]LatinAmerican countries, Korea, Singapore and Thailand
lhave had remarkable records of macroeconomic stability
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Table 7-6. Public and Private Investmentand MacroeconomicIndicators in Korea, Singaporeand Thailand

rable with that of low-incomeOECD countries,and the
distributionof incomeis consideredto be relativelyeven.
Singaporedid not suffera debtcrisis in the eightiesandhas
beenrunning currentaccountsurplusessince the mid-1980s
in the contextof its high growthandvery low inflation.
Thlailandborrowedin the late seventiesand adjusted
graduallyafterwards,takingadvantageof its goodrecordof
creditworthiness(Corden1990).In the eighties,it reduced
the deficiton the currentaccountwithina macroenvironmentof sustainedgrowth,whilemaintaininginflationat low
levels and holding the fiscal budget in check. Thailand's

(annual averages)
Variable

Korea
Totalinvestmnent
(%of GDP)(real)
Publicinvestment
(%of GDP)(real)
Privateinvestrnent

1978-81

1982-84

1985-89

32.6

32.1

30.9

7.6

7.6

6.8

25.0

24.5

24.1

(% of GDP) (real)
RealGDPgrowth
Inflation

97

performance is certainly a case of successful handling of the

21.0

5.1

4.2

-.5.9

-2.3

4.7

41.1

48.7

32.6

adverse foreignshocks withoutexperiencinga macroeconomiccrisisanddomesticinstability.
W]hataboutinvestmentin theseeconomies(figure7-6)?
Two main features are worth noting. First, Korea and

(GDPdeflator,%)
Currentaccountbalance
(%of GDP)
Foreigndebt
(%ofGDP)

Singapore in particular were high investment, high growth
econo-mies.In the period 1978-88, Korea sustained an aver-

(1980=100)
Singapore
Total
investment
Publicinvestment
(% of GDP)(real)
Privateinvestment
(% of GDP)(real)
Real GDPgrowth
(%)
Inflation
Crentfaccountbalance
(% of GDP)
Foreigndebt
(% of GDP)
Realexchangerate
(1980=100)
Thailand
Totalinvestment
(% of GDP)(real)
Publicinvestcnent
(% of GDP) (real)
Privateinvestment
(% of GDP)(real)
RealGDPgrowth
(%)
Inflation
(GDPdeflator,%)
Currentaccountbalance
(% of GDP)

(FoofDP)
Realexchangerate
(1980=100)

39.3

49.4

39.1

10.1

15.6

12.3

29.1

33.9

26.9

9.3

7.8

5.9

6.5

2.9

0.7

-9r.4

4.7

age rate of investment near 30 percent of GDP and grew at
an annual average rate of 6.5 percent. Singapore invested,on
average, around 40 percent of GDP over the same period
and grew at an average annual rate of 7.5 percent. Investment was not immune to the cycles of economic activity
experienced in these economies in the eighties, however,
and the data show some volatility in investment. A judgment
on the relative efficiency of capital in these countries requires some difficult international comparisons, although
the implied incremental capital output ratios (ICORs) do not
look particularly low (Larrain and Vergara 1991).
Second, the data show that in these countries private
investment was more important by far than public investment as a share of total investment. In Korea, around threefourths of total investment was private; in Singapore and
Thailand, the share of private investment in total capital
formation was around two-thirds. These countries offer in-

3.1

12.7

9.4

11.6n

98.6

89.1

105.9

25.9

25.0

24.0

8.5

8.5

6.5

17.5

16.5

17.6

6.6

6.1

7.4

9.9

2.4

4.2

-6.6

-5.1

-2.2

25.5
103.5

35.2
93.3

38.8
120.0

terestirig examples of strong private sectors backed by active, growth-oriented govemments.
An overall assessment. Some conclusions emerge from
the diversity of experiences examined above.
* There are some clear differences in the level and composition of investment between the Latin American and East
Asian countries.During the 1980s (and also earlier), rates of
investment on the order of 30 percent of GDP and more (for
example, 40 percent on average in Singapore) were not un8
usual ir:lthe East Asian countries."
Their growth record was

also rermarkablefor the 1980s, with annual average rates on
the order of 6.5-7.5 percent. In Latin America, historically
the rates of investment were on the order of 20-25 percent,

a= 1985-89
Sowuce:Investment-elaborationbasedon Pfeffermann
andMadarassy
(1991);others-WorldBank.
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supportingrates ofgrowthof GDPof5.5-6.Opercenta year.19
In the t980s, the average annual rate of growth of GDP
decelerated sharply to around 1.5 percent, and the rates of
investmentcentered in the range of 15-18 percent of GDP.21
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Figure7-6. Investmentas a Percentageof GDP In Korea,Singapore,and Thalland
(real)

A. Korea

B. Singapore
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- The analysis suggests that a high degree of macroeconomic stability-defined as low and predictable inflation
and external and internal balances-is of paramount importance to ensuring a strong response by private investmentto
economic incentives. The East Aksiancases are good examples. In contrast, in some Latin American countries there
is evidence that macroeconomic instability may have been
largely responsible for the poor performance of private investment.
* The evidence from Chile, Mexico and Bolivia on the
effects of structural reforms (trade liberalization, fiscal reiformand privatization)on private investmentis mixed. Chile
experienced a rapid recovery of private investment in both
ihe late 1970s, following the inception of the reforms, and
in the late 1980s when macroeconomic balance was restored, the terms of trade turned favorable and the government affirmed its commitment to the reforms. Mexico also
saw a revival of private investrnent in the late 1980s in
spite of high domestic real interest rates. Bolivia, however,
which had also adopted liberalization policies after eliminating the hyper-inflation in the mid-1980s, did not witness
an upsurge in private investment, and growth remained stagnant.
* Several Latin American countries (adjusting and nonadjusting) experienced a decline in public investmentduring
the 1980s. Chile was an exception, although public investment also declined sharply in the 1970s when the structural
reforms were adopted. The implication is that public investment tends to be squeezed when balancing the fiscal and
external accounts.

Macroeconomic Policies and Private Investment:
Theory and Empirical Evidence
This section briefly reviews the literature on the effects of
macroeconomic policies on private investment for the purpose of understanding some of the experiences discussed
above.2' Of particular interest is the impact on investment of
the monetary, fiscal and exchange rate policy measures
typically included in macroeconomicadjustment programs,
as well as thieeffects of the debt overhang and credibility
issues on capital formation.
Dernand Management Policies and Investment
A basic ingredient of macroeconomic adjustment programs
is a set of absorption-reducing measures (for example, monetary and fiscal restraint) that, in the short run, are likely to
lead to a reduction in output growth. While each of these
measures may have some specific, direct effect on investment (as discussed below), they all affect investment indirectly through their impact on output. The reason is that, as
most empirical studies of investment behavior show, investment responds strongly to changes in output. Investment in
developing countries is no exception, and most econometric
studies conclude that fluctuations in output are one of the
most important determinants of private investment (see, for
example, Blejer and Kahn 1984, Faini and de Melo 1990,
Greene and 'Villanueva 1991, and this study).
The initial downturn in economic activity often associated with macroeconomicadjustmentmay affect investrnent
125
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through its effect on expectations. A current recession could
produce "pessimistic" expectations that lead investors to
postpone investment until the recovery arrives; this phenomenon in tum may prevent iLhetake-off of investment
(particularly in projects with short gestation lags) and delay
the recovery itself, and the economy could get stuck in a low
investment equilibrium because of insufficient investment
as a result of a self-fulfilling pessimism. How to avoid this
eventuality is an important consideration in the design of
restrictive demand policies that minimize the potentially
adverse impact on investment and growth.

Several empirical studies shed some light on this issue.
The results obtained by Blejer and Kahn (1984) from crosscountry data indicate that public investment in infrastructure
complernents private investment (and other types of public
investment do not). More recently, Greene and Villanueva
(1991), using a panel of 23 developing countries, and this
study, also found complementarity. Musalem (1989) found
evidence of complementarity between private and public
investment in a time-series study of investment in Mexico.
However, Balassa (1988) reported cross-section estimates
showing that public and private investment are negatively
related, with an increase in public investment leading to a
decline iinprivate investment.2

Monetary policy and private investment. The restrictive
monetary and credit policies usually included in stabilization packages tend to raise the cost of capital to users by
raising the real cost of bank cred:it,a major source of investment financing in developing countries, and by increasing
the opportunity cost of retained earnings, the other main
source of investment financing in most developing countries. The result is a decline in investment through both
mechanisms. The empirical relevance of this effect has been
confirmed in a number of studies (for example, de Melo and
Tybout 1990, Greene and Villanueva 1990, and Solimano
1989), but others have not found a significant effect of
interest rates on investment demand.The reason is that in the
repressed financial markets that characterize many developing countries,credit policyaffects investmentdirectlythrough
the stock of credit available to firms with access to preferential interest rates, rather than through the indirect channel of
interest rates-although the latter will also operate for firmns
that borrow in the unofficial money market (see van
Wijnbergen 1983a and b). Many empirical studies note this
directrole of creditavailability(for example, van Wijnbergen
1982, Blejer and Kahn 1984, Lirn 1987 and Dailami 1990).
Hence, the institutional set-up of the financial markets in
developing countries is an important ingredient in the transmission mechanisms of monetary and credit policy with
respect to investment.

Exchange Rate Policy and Private Investment
The other important ingredientof most adjustmentprograms
is a real devaluation, aimed at expenditure-switching to
complernentthe expenditure-reducingmeasures.In the 1980s
many developing countries undertook sharp real depreciations as part of their adjustment to the debt crisis. A real
depreciation affects investment through three main channels: the real cost of capital goods; the real interest rate; and
real output.23
First, a real depreciation tends to raise the real cost of
capital goods relative to domestic goods. The reason is that
in most developing countries capital has a high import content (mainlymachinery and equipment),whose relative price
is increased by a real devaluation. As argued by Buffie
(1986) and Branson (1986), this situation tends, ceteris
paribus, to depress investment in non-tradable activities.
However, the opposite happens in the traded goods sector:
the real cost of new capital goods in terms of final goods
falls and investment rises. The result for aggregate investment is ithereforeuncertain.Despite this theoretical ambiguity, most empirical studies conclude that in the short run a
real depreciationhas an adverse impacton investmentthrough
this cost-of-capital-goodseffect (althoughits long-run effect
may be positive).4 In general, a high dependence on imported capital and intermediate goods and a relatively low
share of the traded goods sector in total investment would
make the contractionaryresult hold. 5
A secondchannel through which devaluation affects the
profitability of investment is the real interest rate. Consider
first the case of an unanticipated devaluation and assume
that interest rates are determined in the markets for domestic
assets (for example, in the money market). Devaluation
raises the price level through its impact on the cost of
importedintermediate inputs and wages under indexation; if
monetarypolicy does not fully accommodate the increasein
the price,level, real money balances fall, pushing up the real
interest ratefor a given rate of (anticipated) inflation. Hence,
the cost of capital to the user rises and investment falls. On
the other hand, if the devaluation is anticipated and if it

Fiscal policy, public investnrmntand private investment.
High fiscal deficits push interest rates up and/or reduce the
availability of credit to the private sector. Thus, they tend to
crowd private investmentout. In principle,a reduction of the
public deficit-a main objective of many adjustment packages-should allow an expansiion of private investment.
However, as the experience of several Latin American countries in the 1980s shows, fiscal adjustment often takes the
form of reduced public investment, some of whose components (especially investmentsin infrastructuresuch as roads
and communications) may be complementary with private
investment. As a result, privateinvestmentfalls as well.From
the policy viewpoint, this underscores the need to protect
public investment in infrastructure during adjustment to facilitate the recovery of private investment and growth.
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succeeds in eliminating the expectations of a devaluation,
then it may result in an expansion of investment, since the
required return on capital would tend to fall, a reflection of
26
the reduction in the anticipated rate of depreciation.
The third channel through which a devaluation may
affect investment is through its impact on aggregate demand. If the devaluation reduces aggregate demand ex ante,
then ex-post investment is likely to fall. Moreover, if investment has a significant import content, then an expansion in
output is likely to be a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for investment not to fall ex-post (Serven 1990). The
literature on contrictionary devaluation (Krugman and Taylor 1978, van Wijnbergen 1985, Solimano 1986, Edwards
1986and Lizondo and Montiel 1989)emphasizeshow slowly
the substitution effects of a devaluation emerge; hence, in
the short run the impact of a real devaluation on aggregate
demand is dominated by its adverse effects on income: it
generates transfers of real income abroad (because of the
likely initial external imbalance) from wage earners (low
savers) to profit recipients(high savers)-a patternthat tends
to reduce aggregate demand.27 If ithenet effect of a currency
devaluation is contractionary, then the slump in economic
activity is likely to form the basis for investors to cut investment spending. However, with sufficiently strong substitution effects (for example, a large impact of devaluation on
net exports), greater output and investment could result-an
expansionary outcome that becomes more likely as time
passes and the substitutioneffects graduallycome into play?

dertake an irreversible investment in an uncertain environment involves the exercise of an option-the option to wait
for new informationthat might affect the desirability or timing of the investment.Thus, the lost value of this option must
be considered as part of the opportunity cost of investment.
As recent studieshave shown, thisopportunitycost (the "value
of waiting") can be substantial and is very sensitive to the
prevailing degree of uncertainty about the economic conditions that detrerminethe future retums on investment. As a
consequence, changes in uncertainty can have a very strong
impact on aggregate investment. From a policy perspective,
the stability and predictability of the incentive structure and
the macroeconomic policy environment may be as important as the level of the tax incentives or the interest rate.
The relevance of these issues for macroeconomicpolicy,
especially in developing countries, cannot be overemphasized. Consider, for example, the problem of relative price
volatility. Many developing countries suffer from high and
unpredictable inflation, which is usually matched by high
relative price variability. The irreversibility approach suggests that instability would reduce the effectiveness with
which relative price changes stimulate investment,9
The debt overhang that many high-indebted countries
face creates a similar problem, a point emphasized by Sachs
(1988). It arises from the need to carry out an external transfer to the country's creditors, and it represents another source
of instability in the macroeconomic environment: in a context of uncertainty, the level of the real exchange rate and/or
the demand managementpolicies consistentwiththe required
transfer also become uncertain; and the size of the transfer
itself is not known with certainty, as it depends on uncontrollable factors such as the future level of world interest
rates and the terms of trade. Carrying out the transfer may
require future changes in the real exchange rate, fiscal contraction or both. Thus, investors face the risk of large swings
in relativeprices, taxationor aggregate demand,any of which,
as argued above, would lead to reduced investment.
In practice, this effect may be hard to identify, since the
foreign debt may affect investment adversely through two
additionalchannels (emphasizedby Borensztein1989).First,
there is the debt overhang, which acts as an anticipated
foreign tax on current and future income: since part of the
future return on any investment will accrue to the creditors
as bigger debt service payments, the overhang discourages
capital accumulation and promotes capital flight. Second is
the credit ralioning effect: a highly indebted country is likely
to face creditconstraints in the international capiLalmarkets,
a situation that is equivalent to facing higher real interest
rates and that will also discourage investment.0

The Incentive Structure and Investment Response:
Credibility, Uncertainty and Irreversibility
A key ingredient of most macroeconomic adjustment packages is a change in economic incentives that raises profitability in the tradable sector. The objective is to attract new
investment, increase productive capacity and enhance economic growth-and thus ensure the sustainability of the
adjustment process.
In practice, however, the investment response often is
weak and slow (a clear example was Bolivia in the late
1980s), a situation that poses major difficulties for the
sustainability of the adjustment effort. The main reason for
this insufficient investmentresponse is uncertaintyfactors in
investrnent decisions.
Irreversibility, Uncertaintyand Investment
As an emerging literature emphasizes (see Pindyck 1991 for
a survey), the key role of uncertainty in investment decisions
follows directly from the irreversible nature of most investment expenditures. They can be viewed as sunk costs, in that
capital, once installed, is firm- or industry-specificand cannot be put to productive use in a different activity (at least
not without incurring a substantialcost). The decision to un-

The Role of Credibility
From a policy perspective,the imperfect credibilityof policy
reforns is a very important source of uncertainty. It is re127
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lated to the public's perceptions about both the internal
consistency of the adjustmentprogram and the government's
willingness to carry out the program despite the implied
social costs. Unless investors view the adjustment program
as fully credible in both senses, the possibility of a future
policy reversal will be a key determinant of the investment
response (Dombusch 1988and Rodrik 1990).In such conditions, the value of waiting arises from the losses (the "irreversible mistake" in Bernanke's [1983] terminology) that
investors would incur if the policy were in fact reversed in
the future.3 ' In conclusion, when investment is irreversible,
uncertainty over policy can have very adverse consequences
for private investment.?2
Thus, stabilization may entail large social and economic
costs if credibility is low. The reasons are that the investment response will be insufficient to offset the deflationary
bias of the usual fiscal and monetaryrestraint measures, and
a persistent recession may develop before investors become
confident enough that the adjustment measures will be maintained.
Although establishing the right economic incentives is a
precondition for investment and growth, it does not guarantee that investment and growth will take place. The investment response in Bolivia and Mexico was slow, whereas in
Chile, Korea and Singapore the reaction of the private sector
to the economic incentives was slrong.33
It is important to emphasize that in practice a reversal of
policy is an endogenous outcome, since current decisions by
the private sector affect the opportunity set of future policy
actions and ultimately determine the sustainability of the
adjustnent policy. As an example, consider the case of a
large real depreciation that, because of a low level of confidence, fails to stimulate investment in the tradable sector. Its
only visible effects will be a deflationary cut in real income
and a redistribution of income from labor to capital, especially in the traded goods sector. However, because the depreciation is not sufficient to compensate for the lack of
credibility, the increasedprofits will be reflected in increased
capital flight. Socialpressure and lbalance-of-paymentsproblems may eventually force a policy reversal that would confirm the initial skepticism of investors. The alternative scenario is a high level of confidence at the outset that fosters an
investment boom and validates thieadjustmentprogram.
In the context of these two possible outcomes, the final
result of the adjustment measures is indeterminate.? If left
alone, the economy might get stuck in the "low investment5
adjustment failure" equilibrium."
Since the "high investment-adjustment success" equilibrium is clearly better, it is
crucial to investigate what specific policy measurescan lead
the economy to this superior outcome.
There is no simple answer. While transitory investment
incentives appear to be the most appropriate tool for addressing the investment extemality, in practice they run the
risk of destabilizing public finances, which often are a key

element in adjustment programs. On the other hand, adequate external support for stabilizationmay play an importantrole by raising investors' confidence in the sustainability
of adjustment, thus giving rise to the investment take-off?6
Econometric Analysis
The preceding discussion examined from a theoretical viewpoint the effect of a number of factors on private investment.
The immediate question is to what extent these factors explain the actual performance of investmnentin developing
countries in recent years.
To irnvestigatethis question, a simple investment equation was estimated using pooled cross section-time series
data for a group of 15 developing countries. Based on the
discussion in the previous section, it is postulated that real
private investment is a function of real growth in output, the
real exchange rate, real public investment, the foreign debt
burden and the degree of macroeconomic uncertainty/instability, as follows:
(7-1)
where
IP
Y
e
IG
D/IY
a

IPIY = F(AY, e, IGIY, D'/Y, a)

=
=
=
=
=
=

real private investment
real GDP
the real exchange rate
real public investment
the ratio of foreign debt to GDP and
an appropriate measure of instability.

According to the previous discussion, it is expected that
the growth of real output will exert a positive effect on the
rate of private investment. In turn, the effect of the real
exchange rate is uncertain, as discussed before. The sign of
the coefficient of public investment depends on whether
public investment is primarily complementary to or substitutive of private investment. Last, an increase in the degree
of economic instability or the burden of foreign debt should
reduce investment.3 ' Finally, a dummy variable is introduced into the regressions that takes a value of one after
1982 to capture a possibleshift in the empiricalequation as a
result of the reduction in the availability of extemal financing after the debt crisis.38
To estimate the investment equation, data for the years
1976-88 for 15 developing countries were used; hence, the
sample consists of 195observations. The choice of countries
and time period was dictated by the availability and reliability of the data. The countries in the study were: Argentina,
Bolivia, Brazil,Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Kenya, Korea,
Mexico, Peru, Singapore, Thailand, Turkey, Uruguay and
Zimbabvve.
To measure uncertainty, a, the sample variability of
some key macroeconomic variables was used. In particular,
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the variabilities of the real exchange rate and the variability
of the inflation rate were considered. In each case, uncertainty is summarized by the coefficient of variation of the
relevant variable over the last three years;39 however, using
longer or shorter time horizons did not significantly affect
the estimated parameters.
The sample averages of the explanatory variables are
summarized in table 7-7 for all the countries in the sample
and for some regional subsamples. It should be emphasized
that the regional groupings are, "unbalanced," in that the
Latin American group consists of nine countries, while the
East Asian and African regions only include three and two
countries, respectively. Nevertheless, the information in the
table reveals a number of interesting differences across time
periods and country groups.
For the overall sample, there was a decline in all the
investment indicators between the pre- and post-debt crisis
years. The fall in total investmrentexceeded 4 percentage
points of GDP. When looked at regionally, however, the
decline was concentrated in the Latin American and African
country groups, for which the fall was about 6 percent of
GDP. In contrast, the East Asia region actually showed a
small increasein investment in the second half of the sample
period-in addition to a consistently higher rate of investment than the other groups had in all periods. It can also be
seen that the rates of both private and public investment
declined in the Latin America and Africa country groups,
while they both rose in East Asia.
On average, real GDP growth also declined after 1982.
However, the regional disaggregation again shows that the
slowdown was concentrated in the Latin American countries, with the other groups in the sample showing no significant change in their growth pattem.

All country groups experienced an increase in their average debt ratios between the pre- and post- 1982periods. The
increase was, however, much larger in the Latin Amnerican
and African countries in the sample (it almost doubled for
both groups after the debt crisis) than it was in the East
Asian group. Similarly, the real exchange rate depreciated
on average in all three country groups, although the extent of
the depreciation was much larger in Latin America (in excess of 20 percent) than in the other two country groups
(around 10 percent).
The pattem of the indicators of instabilityover time and
across regions also deserves comment.The last two columns
of table 7-7 show two interesting facts. First, the East Asian
country group was clearly "more stable" in terms of either of
the instability measures than the other two regions were.
Second, for the overall sample, after 1982 there was a spectacular increase in the variability of inflation, along with a
more moderate rise in the instability of the real exchanlge
rate. However, the regional grouping reveals that the increase in instability was concentrated in the Latin Am erica.
countries, while the East Asian group actually showed an
improvement in terms of both indicators, and the African
countries in the sample did not registerany significantchange
in macroeconomicinstability.
The investment equation was estimated using the "fixed
effects" panel data specification (see, for example, Hsiao
1986). Since preliminary experiments indicated the presence of moderate but significant first-order serial correlation
in the residuals, the two-stage estimation procedure, proposed by Bhargava, Franzini and Narendranathan (1982)
was used. The second round estimates do not show any
symptoms of auto-correlation.Finally, both linear and logarithmic specifications were tested; the latter were adopted in

Table 7-7. Macroeconomic anrdInvestment Indicators
Ratio of

Ratio of

invest.
to GDP
(%)

private
invest.
toGDP
(%)

public
invest.
to GDJP

Ratio of
total

Reai

Period

Real
GDP
growth
(%)

All

1975-88
1975-81
1982-88

0.036
0.044
0.028

0.206
0.226
0.185

0.131
0.144
0.117

0.075
0.082
0.068

0.487
0.344
0.629

113.6
104.6
122.6

1.000
0.406
1.593

1.000
0.89,
1.103

Latin
America

1975-88
1975-81
1982-88

0.023
0.037

0.009

0.171
0.200
0.143

0.106
0.123
0.089

0.065
0.077
0.054

0.589
0.409
0.769

125.2
113.1
138.1

1.585
0.585
2.584

1.167
1.040
1.286

1975-88
1975-81
1982-88

0.073
0.073
0.073

0.320
0.312
0.325

0.230
0.228
0.230

0.090
0.084
0.095

0.269
0.232
0.307

99.3
93.8
104.9

0.068
0.101
0.035

0.643
0.754

1975-88
1975-81
1982-88

0.036
0.036
0.036

0.184
0.217
0.154

0.104
0.128
0.081

0.080
0.089
0.073

0.414
0.270
0.558

98.8
94.7
102.9

0.091
0.094
0.089

1.234
1.230
1.226

Country
group

East
Asia
Africa

(%)

Ratio
Real
ofdebt
exchange
toGDP
rate
(o(%) (1980=100)

Inflation
instab.
index

exchangc
'ate

instab.
index

0.532

Note: Thesamplecoverstheyears1975-88
andincludes
Argentina,
Bolivia,Brazil,Chile,Colombia,
CoslaRica,Kenya,Korea,Mexico,
Peru,Singapore,

Thailand,
Turkey,Uruguay
andZimbabwe.
Source:WorldBankdata.
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view of their superior performance in terms of explanatory
power and overall significance.
The empirical estimates appear in table 7-8. Since the
real exchange rate always failedto be statistically significant
at any reasonable level of confidence, both the specifications
with and without it are reported. As can be seen from the
table, deleting the real exchange rate has only a negligible
effect on the remaining coefficients.
Overall, the results for either specificationare quite good:
the parameterestimates carry theiriheoretically correctsigns;
and the explanatory power of the equations is extremely
high.
As with most of the empirical studies, it was found here
that growth in real output had a strong positive impact on
private investment. Public investrnent also had a positive
effect on private investment. In short, the complementarity
relationshipsbetween both investmentcategories dominated
the sample. As expected, the foreign debt burden had a
strong negative effect on the private investment ratio; as
argued above, this result may reflect a combination of the
increased macroeconomic uncertaintyarising from the need
to carry out an increased resource transfer abroad and the
effects of credit rationing on the world capital markets. In
contrast, the effect of the real exchange rate reported in the
first column of table 7-8 is not significant;4'this result is in
accordance with the theoretical discussion in which several

channels were identified through which the real exchange
rate may affect investment in opposite directions.41
The two measures of instability carry a negative sign, as
expected. Although their individual significance is not always above the 5 percent level, taken together they are
strongly significant: for example, using model II, the null
hypothesiisthat they are jointly insignificant can be rejected
(the computed value of the chi-square statistic with two
degrees of freedom is 6.70, well above the 5 percent limit of
5.99). Thisresult is probably attributable to the fact that both
variables contain some common information (for example,
greatervariabilityin inflationwill often be reflectedin greater
variability in the real exchange rate).
Finally, the post-1982 dummy is negative and strongly
significant,clear evidence of a downward shift in the investment rule as a result of the reduction in external financing
after the clebtcrisis.
Since the parameter estimates in table 7-8 correspond to
a logarithmicspecificationof the determinants of the ratio of
private investment to GDP, it may be useful to restate them
in a manner that provides a more direct measure of the
impact olf the different variables on the investment ratio.
Table 7-9 provides that information: it details the impact on
the share of private investment in GDP of a 1 percentage
point increase in each of the right-hand side variables, using
the second specification in the previous table.42

Table 7-8. Estimation Results, .[976-88
(dependernvariable:logof the privateinvestmentlGDP
ratio)

According to the figures in the table, the largest effect
corresponds to the public investmentratio: an increase in the
ratio of public investment to GDP of 1 percentage point
raisesthe private investmentratio by over one-fourth of a
point. Similarly,a I percentage point increase in the growth
rate of real GDP increases the investment ratio by 0.15
percentage point; in tur, an increase in foreign debt of 1
percentage point; in
rn,uan investinen
abt 0f07
percentage point of GDP reduces investment by about 0.07
percentagepoint of GDP. Finally, a 1 percent increasein the
instability of inflation and the real exchange rate results in
declines in the investmentratio of .001 and .003 percentage
point, respectively.
An important practical question that follows from the
empiricalresults is what has been the relative contributionof
eacal
reexp whathas
tothe actualovariation of
each of the explanatory variables to the actual variation of
investmentin developing countries in recent years? IdentifyTable 7-9. Determinants of Real Private Investment
T ab7e
f Des
(percentageof GDP)

RealGDPgrowth' (lagged)
Real public investment
as % of realGDP

Foreigndebt d
as % of GDP
Realexchangerated
Inflationinstability
index,
Realexchangerateinstability
index'
Post-1982 dummy
R2

1.166
(3.500)

1.149
(3.560)

(2.550)
-0.230
(-3.500)
0.101
(0.980)
-0.006

(2.310)
-0.240
(-3.560)
-

0.160

(-1.690)

-0.043
(-1.920)
-0.107
(-3.090)
00974

Autocorrelationcoefficient

0.400

SEE

0.068

Standard deviation of dependent variable

0.530

Numberof observations

195

0.147

-0.008
(-2.030)
-0.027
(-1.610)
-0.095
(-2.890)
0.978
0.402
0.068
0.530
195

Effect on the private investrnentlGDP
ratio
of a I percentage point increase in

- Not applicable.

Percentage
point

Ratio of public investment to GDP
0.257
Ratio of foreign debt to GDP
-0.065
Real GDP growth
0.151
Inflation instability
-0.001
Real exchange rate instability
-0.003
Real_exchange_rate__________
-0.003
Note:The figureswereobtainedusingthe"all countries"samplemean of
each variable(presentedin table7-7).
Source:Authors' calculations.

Note: T-statisticsappearin parentheses.The regressionsalso include 15

countLry
dummies.
a. Withthe realexchangerateas a variable.
b. Withoutthe real exchangerate as a variable.
c. Firstdifferencesof the log of realGDP,
d. Expressedinlogs.
e. Measuredbythe coefficientof variation.
Source:Authors'calculations.
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ing the variables that have made the greatest contributions is
a task of more that scholarly interest: if some of the variables
can be affected in a systematic manner by economic policy,
lhen the exercise may provide some guidance as to what the
main policy priorities should be to revive private investment.
Table 7-10 presents the contributionof each of the determinants of investment to the observed evolution of the ratio
of private investment to GDP between the pre- and post-debt
crisis periods.43 The calculations for the overall sample of
countries and for the three regional groupings defined above
are both reported.
For all country groups, the estimated equation predicts a
fall in the investmentshare between both subperiods.For the
overall sample,all variables contribute to the adverse investment performance. However, the largest contribution corresponds to the debt burden, which is responsible for a decline
in the share of private investment in GDP of almost 2
percentage points; moreover, this variable contributes about
half of the explained change for all country groups. Similarly, the post-crisis dummy also has a large impact: it
explains a reduction in the investment share of more than 1
percentage point.
In tum, the evolution of public investment played a
significant role: its reduction contributed to a deterioration
in the private investment ratio of about 0.5 percentage point
in both the overall sample and the Latin American and
African country groups; however, its increase in the East
Asian countries helped raise their private investment ratio
by about 0.3 percentage point of GDP.
According to table 7-7, real GDP growth in the sample
countries slowed only in the Latin American countries,while
it was practically unchanged in the rest. Hence, in table 7-10
its contribution to the decline in investment is only 0.2

percentage points in the overall sample; however, in the case
of the Latin America region, the deterioration in growth
contributes a fall of 0.4 percentage points in the investment
ratio.
Finally,the change in macroeconomicuncertainty, which
combines the two instability measures, also contributed to
the change in the private investment ratio. Its pattern differed widely across regions: it led to a 0.3 percentage point
decline in investment in Latin America but to a 0.1 percent
increase in East Asia; in the African country group, its
contribution was nil. It should remembered, however, that
these figures probably represent a lower bound for the effects of instability, since a significant portion of the adverse
contribution of the external debt burden to the investment
performance reported above is likely to be related to the
macroeconomicuncertainty associated with the servicing of
the foreign debt.
To conclude, it should be emphasized that these computed contributions of the different explanatory variables to
the observed investmentperfonnance should be viewed with
caution. Interpreting the contributions in terms of "causality" may be misleading, as in general the different variables
are not mutually independent. For example, in a context of
extemal credit rationing, an increasedforeign debt burden is
likely (or almost certain) to be associated with reduced
public investment; in this sense, the adverse effect of the
external debt burden on private investrnentwould be understated by simple calculations such as the ones reported
above-which consider only the direct effect of each variable on investment.
Conclusions and Policy Implications
This chapter investigated the macroeconomic determinants
of the recent.investment performnanceof developing countries,drawing on the experience of selected countries, on the
theoretical and empirical literature and on an econometric
analysis of a sample of developing countries.
The comparisonof the experienceof severalLatin American and East Asian countries suggests some lessons regarding the performanceof investmentfollowing adjustmentand
reform. First, the investment and growth performnanceof the
Latin American and East Asian countries in the 1980s differed markedly. In the latter, the adjustment to the exteral
fered warela.Ive
ld, and aften
to the
in

Table 7-10. Contribution of Explanatory Variables
to the Change in Private Investment
(1982-88 versus 1975-81)
All
Latin East
countriesAmerica'Asiab Africa

Changeinprivateinvestment
as % of GDP
-2.7
Explainedby changes(%) in
Ratioof foreigndebt to GDP
-1.8
GDPgrowth rate
-0.2
Ratioof publicinvestmentto GDP -0.4
Instability
-0.2
Post-1982 dummy

Explainedchange
Residuald

-1.2

-3.8
1.1

-3.4

0.5

-4.7

-2.3 -0.5 -1.9
-0.4 0.0 0.0
-0.6 0.3 -0.4
-0.3 0.1 0.0
-1.2 -1.2 -1.2
-4.8 -1.3 -3.5
1.4 1.8 -1.2

shockswas relativelymild, and after an initialdeclinein
investmentand growth, both returned to the pre-shock levels
fairly rapidly. In contrast, in several Latin American economies the adverse external shocks of the early 1980s and the
debt crisis led to a protacted period of macroeconomic
instability,with large drops in investmentand growth. Moreover, recovering a path of sustained growth has proved slow
and complicated. The maintenance of macroeconomic sta-

a. The countries included in the Latin American group are Argentina,

Bolivia,Brazil,Chile,Colombia,CostaRica,Mexico,PeruandUruguay.
b. TheEast Asia groupincludesKorea,Singaporeand Thailand.
c. TheAfricagroupincludesKenyaand Zimbabwe.
d. Residualis actualchangerninusexplainedchange.
Source:Authors'calculations.

bility and predictable policy, in addition to a more rapid
resumption of foreign financing in East Asia relative to
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Latin America, to a large extent exiplainthe differences in
the performance of investment in both regions.
Second, the evidence from Chile, Mexico and Bolivia on
the effects of structural reforms (trade liberalization, fiscal
reform and privatization)on private investment is mixed. In
the late i970s and 1980s in Chile and in the late 1980s in
Mexico, the response of private investment to the reforms
was considerable. However, Bolivia, which adopted liberalization policies after eliminating the hyper-inflation of the
mid-i 980s, did not see an upsurge in privateinvestmnent,and
growth remained stagnant.
Third, the decline in public investment is a disturbing
factor in the response to adjustment and reforn. That trend
was observed in Chile in the mid- to late 1970s and in
Mexico in the late 1980s. In addition, this feature was also
present in non-adjusting economies such as Argentina and
Brazil in the 1980s. While in some instances the cut in
public investment was unavoidable (because it had reached
unsusianable levels, as, for example, in Mexico in the late
1970s), in others the across-the-board contraction of the
accumulation of public capital probably affected many
projects tiat were complementary with private investment.
The determinants of private investment were analyzed
econometrically using panel data for 15 developing countries. Overall, the specification presented here had a high
explanatory power, accounting for more than 90 percent of
the observed variation in the ratio of private investment to
GDP. The results indicate that, in the sample, growth in
output and public investment had a significant positive im-

ment response. In a context of high macroeconomic uncertainty, the reaction of investment to changes in incentives is
likely to be very limited. The same will happen if the policy
measuresare perceived as inconsistent or suspected of being
temporary. In such circumstances, investors will prefer to
wait and see before committing resources to irreversible
fixed inves,tments.
Second, even if the policy changes are perceived as
permanent, insufficient public investment (particularly in
infrastructure) that is complementary with private investment may hamper the recovery of the latter. The protection
of well-targetedpublic investment projects in infrastructure
during the course of macroeconomicand, particularly, fisc
adjustment can play an important role in stimulating the
private sector's response to adjustment measures.
Third, the availability of sufficient external resourres
may be a key ingredient for the recovery of private investment, not only because it contributes directly to an easing of
the financing constraints on investment, but also because it
may raise the private sector's confidence in the viability of
the adjustment effort. In particular, the empirical findings
suggest that debt relief measures could go a long way toward
helping revive investment by liberating investible resources
currently committed to service the debt burden, and also by
reducing the disincentive effects on investment caused by
the debt overhang.

pact on private investrnent. In contrast, the foreign debt
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burden, macroeconomicinstability(measuredby the vanability of inflation and the real exchange rate) and the reducton in external financing after 1982exerted a significantly
adverse effect on private investment. Finally, the effect of
the real exchange rate was found to be insignificant.
Given the econometric estimates, the contributionsof the
different explanatorv variables to the decline in the average
raio of private investment to GDP after 1982 were ana'yzed. All the variables contributed to some extent to the fall
in investment, but at the same time the external debt burden
and credit rationing may have played relatively the largest
roles in the slowdownin investment. However, the contribuiions of the different variables differed widely across the
regions represented in the sample; for example, increased

macroeconomicinstabilityand reducedpublic investment
helped push the private investment ratio in Latin America
down, while reduced instability and higher public investment had the opposite effect in East Asia. These regional
patterns are in broad agreement with the conclusions derived
from the country experiences reviewed above.
This analysis has some important implications for the
design of growth-enhancingmacro,conomic adjustmnentprograms. First, macroeconomic stability and policy credibility
are key ingredients for the achievement of a strong invest132

StanleyFischer,FelipeLarrain and Dani Rodrikon an
earlierversionof this chapter.RaimundoSotoprovidedefficient
researchassistance.
2. The breakdownof investmentinto privateand publiccomponents drawson Pfeffermannand Madarassy(1991). Private
investmentwas obtainedfrom the nationalaccountsdata as the
differencebetweentotal investmentand investmentby the consolidatedpublicsector.
3t Mexicousedincomespolicyfor stabilizationpurposesafter
lae1987;Chile and Bolivia used some form of exchange rate
stabilizationand/orwagecontrolsto help disinflationat different
timesduringstabilization.For theChileanexperiencewithstabilizationin the last two decades,see Corbo and Solimano(1991).
Bolivia'sexperiencewithstabilizationandreformis describedin
Morales(1991).
4. The crisis of 1982-83put some of thesepoliciesin Chile
underheavystress.Somereversalstookplace,suchas increasesin
tariffsand directinterventionin the fmnancial
system.However,as
thecrisisreceded,the goverunentloweredtariffsagainandgraduallyderegulatedthe financialsystem.
5. An econometricanalysisof the behaviorof privateinvestmentin Chile in the 1980sappearsin Solimano(1989).
6. The shareof publicinvestmentinGDPin Mexicorosefrom
7.7 percent in the period 1971-77 to 10.5percent in 1978-81.
7. See Ortiz (1990)for a discussionof the Mexicancase and
the behaviorof privateinvestmentin the late 1980s.
8. See .Morales(1991)for a discussionof the Bolivianplan.
9. The developmentplans of the late sixties in forestryand
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for Chile derived from an extended Tobin's Q approach, also
concluded that a real depreciation reduced investment in the short
run. See also Branson (1986).
25. See Lizondo and Montiel (1989) for a detailed analysis of
this issue.
26. In fact, whether this shift takes place will depend on the
degree of capital mobility and import content of investmnent;see
Serven (1990).
27. A real depreciation may also have adverse supply-side
effects that lead to a contraction in output, such as the increased
real cost (in terms of domestic goods) of imported inputs and the
rise in the costs of working capital (because of higher interest
rates).
28. See Solimano (1986) for an evaluation of these J curvetype effects of devaluation on output in Chile.
29. van Wijnbergen (1985) provides an example along these
lines. A trade reform that is suspected of being only temporary can
in fact lead to a fall in investment, as the economic agents postpone investment in both the domestic and traded goods sectors in
order to receive additional information.
30. Empirical studies have confirmed the adverse impact on
investment of the foreign debt burden (for example, Faini and de
Melo 1990, Greene and Villanueva 1990, and this chapter), although more research is needed to identify the specific mechanisms at work.
31. Clearly, the larger the perceived probability of a future
policy reversal, the less willing investors will be to undertake
fixed investment projects-or the larger the current return they
will require to compensate for the possibility of an irreversible
mistake. Moreover, such an increase in the required return on
investment can be substantial even when the perceived probability
of reversal is moderately low, as Dombusch (1989) and Rodrik
(1989) have shown.
32. This adverse impact of uncertainty on private investment
in developing countries has been empirically verified in several
recent studies (see Solimano 1989, Faini and de Melo 1990 and
Lopez 1990) as well as in this chapter (see below).
33. Obviously, a high level of credibility speeds the investment response and reduces the costs of adjustment. However, the
question of how govemment actions can affect credibility is largely
unresolved. An important related issue here is the choice between
gradual and abrupt stabilization. The former involves initially
modest objectives that can be achieved with near certainty, an
approach that enables the government to build its reputation. The
latter starts with an over-adjustment (for example, an over-depreciation of the exchange rate) to frontload the incentives for resource reallocation (but this approach also raises the costs of
adjustment).
34. The reason is the existence of an externality that creates a
wedge between the social and private returns on investment: higher
aggregate investment helps sustain the adjustment effort and tlerefore results in higher retums on investment, a mechanism that the
individual investor will ignore. Observe also that in both outcomes
the expectations are self-fulfilling, a phenomenon that reflects the
existence of multiplerational expectations equilibria. This result is
familiar from the literature on investment under monopolistic
competition (Kiyotaki 1988and Shleifer and Vishny 1989).Rodrik
(1989) provides an example of indeterminacy similar to that in the
text, but focused on the consequences of trade liberalization.
35. However, when multiple equilibria are present, there is no
clear rule for determining which of the possible outcomes will
prevail. Krugman (1991) addressed this issue.

agro-industrial activities, and the nev. land-property structure following the agrarian reform, are also elements in the strong export
response of agricultural goods in Chile in the mid- to late 1980s.
10. Keynes (1936, chapter 12), referred to it as "...the state of
confidence...a matter to which practical men always pay the closest and most anxious attention. But economists have not analyzed
it carefully .....
"
11. Peru and Nicaragua are other cases of extreme macroeconomic instability in Latin America in the 1980s.
12. Argentina was the pioneer with heterodox stabilization,
launching the Austral Plan in mid-1985; Brazil followed with the
Cruzado plan in early 1986. After somneinitial success, those plans
were undercut by a resumption of inflation and the repeated use of
price controls and emergency fiscal measures to curb (transitorily)
the escalating inflation. The situation in both economies worsened
in 1989 as the rate of inflation approached hyper-inflationary
levels in the context of domestic recession and political disarray.
See Heymann (1991), Kiguel and Liviatan (1991), Cardoso (1991)
and Solirnano (1990) on these two and other experiences with
stabilization.
13. It is well-known that the quality of public services has
deteriorated sharplv in Argentina in recent years. No doubt this
situation is related to the inability of the state to improve the
collection of fiscal revenues from the tax system.
14. See Larrain and Vergara (1991) for an intemational comparison of the patterns of income distribution. They compare East
Asia, Latin America and the countries in the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).
15. The agrarian refomn is credited with being an important
factorin the relativelyeven distribution of income in Korea (Collins
and Park 1989).
16. See Collins and Park (1989) for a good description of the
Korean case.
17. Chile is perhaps an exception in this respect.
18. In terms of the composition of total investmnent,private
investment was overwhelmingly dorminant,representing between
two-thirds and three-quarters of the total capital accumulation in
these East Asian economies.
19. The average annual rate of growth of GDP in 19 Latin
American countries for the period 1950-80 was 5.8 percent, with
output measured in terms of adjusted purchasing power. GDP per
capita grew in the same period at an annual rate of 3 percent. See
Cardoso and Fishlow (1989).
20. This range is an unweighted average for Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile and Mexico for the period 1978-88.
21. A more thorough review of ihe literature can be found in
Serven and Solimano (1992).
22. Khan and Reinhart (1990) reexamined the issue of the
differentials in productivity between private and public investment for a sample of 24 developing countries and found that the
marginal productivity of public sector capital was negative, although not significantly so, while that of private investment was
significantly positive.
23. A real depreciation may also have potentially important
effects on the timing of investment, depending on the degree of
financial openness in the economy and on the import content of
capital goods. For reasons of space this issue is ignored here;
details can be found in Dornbusch (1986) and Serven (1990).
24. Musalem (1989) found that in Mexico the devaluation had
an adverse investment effect. Faini and de Melo (1990) arrived at
similar results using data for 24 developing countries. Solimano
(1989), on the basis of an empirical simultaneous equation model
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36. In fact, the lack of extemal resources has been a negative
element that probably has contributed to a weakening of the
private sector's confidence in some stabilization attempts in highly
indebted countries.
37. It is important to emphasize that, as discussed above, the
ratio of debt to GDP may affect investment negatively through
more than one channel, as it constitutes a summary measure of
anticipated taxation, extemal liquidity problems and the macroeconomic uncertainty associated with the servicing of the foreign
debt.
38. The empirical equation does not include the real interest
rate among the explanatory variables. Experiments by the authors
with alternative measures of the ex-ante rate of interest proved
unsuccessful. The usual difficulties in measuring such a variable
are likely to be compounded here by the wide differences in
financial market arrangements across the countries in the sample
and across time periods. Thus, a decision was made to exclude the
interest rate from the fnal specification.
39. The measure thus obtained was rescaled so that its sample
mean equaled 1.
40. This result was not altered in other specifications that
allowed for one- or two-year lags in the effect of the real exchange
rate.
41. Time-series studies of private investment tell a somewhat
different story. In Solimano (1989), which examines the case of
Chile, a real appreciation of the exchange rate raises (aggregate)
private investment,butthe outburstof investment is unsustainable;
conversely, a real depreciation reduces investment in the short
term. Musalem (1989) also finds a significant negative effect of
depreciation on investment for Mexico. For further discussion of
this issue, see Fischer (1991).
42. Thus, the calculations in table 7-9 involve a linearization
of the logarithmic equation around the sample means of the variables.
43. The figures in table 7-10 follow directly from tables 7-7
and 7-9. Because for each subpericd and/or region the residuals
need not add up to zero, and because table 7-9 is based on a linear
approximation, there is in general a discrepancy between the
observed and actual changes in the ratio of investment to GDP.
This discrepancy is the figure reported at the bottom of table 7-10.
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Comment
Dani Rodrik
This is a very usefulchapter,summarizingneatlymuchof
what we know about the theoryof andevidenceon investment behavior in developingcountries.Luis Servenand
Andres Solimanodo an exemplaryjob of discussingthe
major linkages between macroeconomicstabilizationand
investment,and theymakegood aseofboth casestudiesand
econometricevidence.Theirmajorworryis the disappointing investmentperformanceafter 1982.Their major culprits, althoughthis does not come out particularlystrongly
in the regressions,are instabilityand lackof policycredibility.
I would be the last personto quarrelwith theseconclusions.I agreewith the emphasison instability,and I share
the implicitview in the chapterthat, no matterhow much
investmentefficiencyis enhancedby adjustmentprograms,
economicrecovery will require a substantialincrease in
investmentalso.WhatI wouldlike to do in my commentsis
broadenthe discussionon the determinantsof the private
investmentresponseto the 1982shock.
But firsta few smallcomments.WhileI think the use of
somecountrycasesis helpful,thesectionpresentingthemas
it presentlystandsis an awkwardmixtureof factualdescription and hypothesizedcausal links. Since the theoretical
discussionand econometricevidencedo not come until
later, the explanationsadvancedas to why, for example,
Bolivia did so much worse in investmentthan Chile and
Mexicoare unsatisfactoryand smelltoo muchof after-thefact rationalization.The real messagein this sectionis the
diversityin the countries'experiences(BoliviaversusChile
and Mexico,ArgentinaversusBrazil)evenwithinbroadly
similargroupings.I would suggestthat the case studiesbe
limitedto factualdescriptionsor that the sectionbe moved
to the end of the chapter.
Second,the analyticalbasis of the three countrygroupingsis unclear.Thefirsttwo grolipsare classifiedaccording
to whetherthey had undertakenadjustmentmeasures;the
last group is classifiedon the basis of the successof its
adjustment,that is, by an outcome. I would cut it a bit
differently.What distinguishesKoreaand Thailandin the
last groupfrom the first group (adjustingcum liberalizing
countries)is that their adjustmentwas by and largelimited
to macropoliciesandthat structuralreformswereclearlyof
secondaryimportanceto theirpolicy-makers.So the threefoldclassificationreallyshould read:(1) adjustingcum liberalizingcountries;(2)non-adjusting
countries;and(3)countriesadjustingthroughmacropoliciesprimarily.One obvi-
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ous benefitofrenamingthe lastcategoryis that thissupports
one of the mainthemesof the paper: the primacyof macro
stability (over structuralreforms)in elicitingthe desired
investmentresponse.
Third,the theoreticaldiscussionon the determinantsof
privateinvestmentoverlooks,exceptin the caseof exchange
rate policy, a fundamentalpropertyof unsustainablepolicies: such policies must be reversed at some point, and
forward-looking
investorswillanticipatethatreversal.Thereforea monetarysqueeze,a reductionin publicinvestmentor
a reduclionin public deficitsshould not be viewedas an
unanticipatedchangein policy;frequentlythe privatesector
will have anticipatedthem, and hence the investmentresponseIDtheir implementationcan be quite different.The
argumentsmade in the chapterregardingthe effectsof anticipateclversusunanticipateddevaluationsalso carry over
to theseotherpolicychanges.
Fourth,thereis somewhatof an imbalancein the chapter
betweentheemphasison instabilityandpolicycredibilityin
the conceptualdiscussionand the air time these receivein
the empiricalwork. It is, of course,difficultto do serious
econometricswhenit comesto credibilityissues.Nor would
I maketoo muchof the discouragingresultsobtainedin the
second-stage
regressionswiththe instabilityvariables(which
the authorsdo not). However,I think a more seriouseffort
could havebeenundertaken.For example,insteadof averaging instabilityover a decadeand a half for each country
and reducing the observationsto 12, a rolling index of
instabilitycoveringobservationsfor, say, the most recent
fouryearscouldhavebeenconstructed.Thisapproachwould
have allowedthe time-seriesdimensionto be maintained
and the whole estimationto have been done in a single
round.At the very least,the samplecould be split between
the pre-andpost-1982periodsto seewhetherinstabilityhad
a differentialimpact.
Now,as I mentionedearlier,one of the importantmessages of the chapter is the diversityof experiencewith
privateiinvestment,
evenamongcountriesthatlook superficially similar.Private investmentin Brazil has rebounded
whilein Argentinathe slidecontinues.In Bolivia,the investmentresponse(likeGodot)is still awaited,eventhoughthe
reformstherelooknotmuchdifferentfromthoseundertaken
in Chile and Mexico.In fact, once the typicaleconomic
variablesare controlledfor, a regressionsuch as the one in
table 7-.7typicallyfindspost-1982countrydummiesto be
statisticallysignificantfora largenumberof countries.This
inter-countryvariationin investmentperfornnance
after1982
is an importantpuzzle.
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Since the usual economic variables do an incomplete
job, it stands to reason that much of the variation may be
attributable to differences in what might be called the "political transmission mechanism." I use this term to capture
the notion that the effect of an extemal shock on private
investment is mediated through the local political economy
and through political institutions. What I would like to do is
discuss how this fuzzy notion can be operationalized and
used to provide insight into inter-country differences in investment response.
Begin by dividing the economy into two groups: capitalists and workers (or, more broadly, the popular sector). As in
classical political economy (and in the more recent literature
on populism),an appropriate focus is the distributivestruggle
between these groups. The questions we should ask are (1)
how that struggle is affected by the external environment
and in turn (2) how it affects private investment. Broadly
speaking, each group has one "weapon" in this struggle.The
capitalists have economics on their side (in the form of their
investment behavior), while workers have politics on their
side (in the form of political activity). We can think of the
government maximizinga weighted average of the welfares
of the two groups, where the weight put on the workers
increases with the politicalactivity undertakenby that group.
(Political activity by workers in the form of general strikes
or election contributions is naturally costly to them.) To
cany out its (endogenous) objectives, the govemment has
recourse to a tax on capital, which it uses to finance transfers
to workers as well as public investment(which increases the
efficiency of private production). Capitalists decide how
much to invest, and workers how much pressure to exert on
the govemment, in anticipation of how these decisions will
shape govemment policies.
The framework leads to a picture as in figure 7-C-l. The
KK schedule shows the capitalists' "reaction function": it is
downward-sloping because increased redistributiveactivity
by workers translates into a higher tax rate on capital. RR is
the workers' "reaction function": it, too, is downward-slop-

ing because a rise in private investmentincreases real wages,
reducingthe marginalbenefitof redistributiveactivity(thanks
to the concavity of the utility function). The figure shows a
political-economyNash equilibrium.
Now consider an external shock in the form of an increase in the world interest rate. The KK schedule is shifted
downward as a consequence, as the opportunity cost of
private investment is now larger. Figure 7-C-2 shows the
new equilibrium.Two results are noteworthy. First, political
activity by workers increases, the implication being that the
effect of the external shock is magnified by the distributive
struggle at hoime.As shown in figure 7-C-2, the net effect
on investmentcan be decomposed into two components: (1)
the direct economic effect of the shock; and (2) the indirect
effect resulting from the interaction of the shock with the
local political economy. Second, the extent of the magnification depends on the slopes of the RR and KK schedules.
For example, the flatter RR is (without crossing over to the
other side of KK), the larger the magnification effect. These
slopes are in turn functions of primitive politicalparameters:
the slope of RR will depend on the opportunity cost of
political activity, the responsiveness of the government to
politicalpressure,and the government's own ideology,among
other things.
In a full-fledged model many more things can and do
happen. The point is simply that such a framework can
provide another layer of analysis in addition to the usual
economic one. Retuming to the original puzzle about diverse country experiences, it can help us trace our way from
the extemal shock to the investment response through the
political context. It can help us understand why Argentina,
with its populist tradition (which translates into a flatter RR
schedule), suffered a more severe investment collapse than
did Brazil, with its technocratic tradition. It can help us
understand why some countries are able to manage external
shocks so much better than others. More generally, it can
help us think more analytically about that elusive concept,
"the investment climate."
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Figure 7t-Ci. A Political-Economy Nash Equation
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Public Policy and Private Saving
Klaus Schmidt-Hebbeland StevenB. Webb

Introduction
Saving-A CentralIssuefor PublicPolicy
Fastereconomicgrowthis a major objectiveof economic
policyinmost developingcountries.Normallyfastergrowth
requiresa higherqualityandquantityof investment.In turn,
more resourcesfor investmentrequirehigherlevelsof saving, which, in the absenceof significantflows of foreign
saving,haveto comefrom increasednationalsaving.Thus,
policy-makersneedto knowwhatpoliciescanraisenational
savingin the shortand mediumterms,and theyneed to be
aware of how policiespursued for other objectiveswill
affectsavingby the privatesector.
This chapterfocuseson two categoriesof ways in which
public policies can affect nationalsaving.One is through
policiesthat change public sector saving,and the second,
moreindirect,channelis throughpolicychangesthat affect
variablesto whichprivatesavingis sensitive.
With regard to fiscal policies,this chapter shows that
raisingpublicsavingis the mostdirect,powerfulandimmediate way that governmentpolicy can contributeto higher
nationalsaving.Theprivatesectorwillnotoffsetmostof the
increase in public saving. On average,a $1 increasein
publicsavingis only partiallyoffsetby a declinein private
saving,whichrangesfrom$0.16to $0.50fora sampleof 13
developingcountries.Hence,fiscalreform,aimedat reducingunsustainablebudgetdeficits,willbe effectivein achieving the objectivesof both stabilizationand highernational
saving.
Adjustmentpoliciesthatraisegrowthareby farthe most
effectiveways to raise private saving.Consistentwith the
resultsof previousstudiesusingnationalincome,this chapter shows that, on average,it is possibleto achievea 1
percentagepoint increasein the rate of householdsavingby
increasingeithertrendper capitaincomeby 4 percentor its
growthrate by 2 percentagepoints,basedon a sampleof 10
low- to medium-incomedevelopingcountries.The impor-

tant implicationis that whenpoliciesreformthe incentive
structureof developingeconomiesin a waythatspursgrowth,
the increasedincomewill feedbackinto higherprivateand
nationalsaving,providingresourcesfor evenhighergrowth.
Hence,successfulstructuralreformscanmovecountriesout
of the initialtrap of low resource mobilizationand slow
incomegrowthand giveriseto a virtuouscycleof mutually
reinforcingsavingand growth,as illustratedby the East
Asianexperience.
Usually,the effectsof policyreformson privatesaving
throughthevariablesdirectlyaffectedby the reformsare not
large or direct.For instance,higher real interestrates and
increasedfinancialassetsbroughtaboutby liberalizationof
the domesticfinancialsystem,or reduceduncertaintyand
lowerinflationstemmingfrom successfulstabilization,often haveambiguousor at bestminorpositivedirecteffects
on private saving. If the policy reforms are effectivein
raisinggrowth,however,theymakea strongindirectcontributionto higherprivatesaving.
SavingRatesin DevelopingCountries:1960-87
Savinghas declinedin manydevelopingcountriessincethe
secondhalf of the 1970s,as measuredby both the average
ratiosof grossnationalsaving(GNS)to grossnationalproduct (GNP)and of gross domesticsaving (GDS) to gross
domesticproduct(GDP):figure8-1 showsthe averagesfor
83 developingcountries.'
Figure8-1 confirmnstwo stylized facts. First, the gap
betweenthe nationalanddomesticratesof savingwassmall
in the 1970sin relationto that in the 1960sand 1980s,a
reflectionof the lowreal ratesof interestin the 1970s.In the
1980s,however,foreignfactorpaymentsbydevelopingcountries increasedsharplybecauseof the combinedeffect of
higherratiosof interestratesand foreigndebtto output.
Second,rates of savingare procyclical,a characteristic
that was probablyclearestduringthe recessionof the early
1980s,whenthe rates declinedsharply.To some extentat
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Figure 8-1. GrossDomesticSaving/GrossDomestic
Productand GrossNationalSaving/GrossNational
Product,1960-87

started to diverge radically from each other- those in Asia
almost doubled, reaching 22 percent of GDP, while those in
Africa fell by half to, as noted, 6 percent. These trends
illustrate the phenomena mentioned earlier: the virtuous
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This chapter uses new empirical evidence to assess the
determinants of private consumption and saving and from
0.12that to draw conclusions about the ability of public policy to
\.11raise the rates of private and national saving.
The next section reviews the empirical evidence in previ0.1
ous studies on the main economic and demographic deter0.09
, ,,,
,
,
minants of saving in developing countries. The studies sur19601t962
19641966
1968197019721974197619781980198219841986veyed here for the most part used national rates of saving in
Source:WorldBankdata.
their statistical analysis. To improve the understanding of
the behavior of the private sector, this chapter reports on two
least, consumption is smoothed over the business cycle in
statistical investigations of aggregate private consumption
developing countries, a point that is at the center of the
and household saving rates in developing countries.
discussions in the following sections.
The third section discusses the specificationof the model,
Figure 8-2 shows the rates cf saving in four main rethe characteristicsof the data, and the estimation techniques
gions. The long-mindecline in the rates of saving is mainly
used here.
an African phenomenon: there they fell by half, going from
The iourth section, which draws heavily on Corbo and
12percent of GDP in the 1960sarid early 1970sto 6 percent
Schmidt-Hebbel (1991), presents the results of the estimain the 1980s. Although the rates in Latin America and the
tions of tiheconsumption function for a panel sample of 13
Caribbean (LAC) suffered in the 1980s, they did not fall
developing countries, focusing on the sensitivity of conbelow their levels in the 1960s. The procyclical behavior of
sumption to direct and indirect public policy and the implisaving during the early 1980s was apparent in all regions
cations for the effectiveness of fiscal policy in raising naexcept Europe, Middle East and North Africa (EMENA).
tional saving.
Possibly the most striking feature brought out by figure
The first empiricalevidence on saving behavior of house8-2 is that the average rates of saving in Africa and Asia
holds in developing countries, which was based on a 10were close to each other during the 1960s(around 12percent
country panel sample, is presented in the fifth section, in
of GDP) and significantly below those of EMENA and
keeping with Schmidt-Hebbel, Webb and Corsetti (1992).
LAC. After 1969, however, the rates in Africa and Asia
The policy implications of the findings are discussed in
the final section.The section highlights the significant effecFigure 8-2. GrossDomesticSaving/GrossDomestic
tiveness of, first, fiscal reforms in raising national saving
Productin 83 Developing Countries, 1960-87
immediately through increases in public saving and, second,
(unweghted
averages
by region)
structural adjustment/growthpolicies in raising national sav04
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oping countries (for surveys, see Mikesell and Zinser 1973,
Gersovitz 1988 and Deaton 1989). Before delving into an
issue-by-issuediscussion of the literature, it is useful to note
the types of data they used, because the differences in results
usually derive from the differences in the data sets.
Typically the studies used a combination of cross-secfionand time-seriesdata on the rates of national saving (see,
for instance, Collins 1989; Fry 1978, 1980 and 1988;
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Giovannini 1983 and 1985; and Gupta 1987).' The advantage of this procedure was that more years of data were
available for more countries and, it was argued, private
saving was a large and normally predominant part of national saving. The drawback of using national aggregates
was that public sector saving may have responded very
(lifferently from private sector saving. Consequently, the
response of public sector saving could have masked that of
private sector saving. For instance, when the focus is on
national saving, it is possiblethat changes in public saving in
response to shifts in fiscal policy can cause changes in the
real interest rate, so that the shift in public saving would
overshadow any effect of the interest rate on private or
lhouseholdsaving.
A few studies used data on private sector saving or
household consumption, but none of the studies of developing countries focused on aggregate household saving or on
thecombinationof household consumption and income from
which household saving was derived. Typically only one
disaggregation, at best, was available for each country, so
that the relevant question was not which was better but
rather how to interpret what emerged.
Because data of this type are only gradually becoming
available, the data sets vary widely from study to study.
Rossi (1988) used a cross-section time-seriesdata set for 49
countries over 10 years. Saving was implicit, since his dependent variable was per capita private consumption as a
function of per capita private income, among other things.3
Lahiri (1988) used time-series for private consumption to
run separateregressionsfor eight Asiancountries, with about
20 years of data for each.4 Despite the differences in the data,
the results on most of the major issues are consistent across
the studies when data on the private sector were used.
The main deterninants of saving or consumption considered in the literaturefall into five groups: income and wealth;
public deficits and saving; rates of retum; foreign saving;
and demographic variables. The individual contribution of
these variables to private saving in developing countries, as
identified by the empirical literature, is reviewed below.

in all years, for they also wish to cushion themselves against
fluctuating current income. They have relatively smaller
cushions, however, and more frequently find themselves
with zero wealth and no opportunity to borrow to sustain
smooth consurmptionin a year of low income (Deaton 1989;
and Zeldes 1989).All the studies mentioned in the previous
section found that the current level of income had a strong
positive effect on the rate of saving.5
The rate of growth of income has also been a typical
variable in the recent studies on saving in developing countries. Intertemporal optimizing (i.e., permanent income or
life-cycle) models of consumption and saving usually predict that faster growth of the income of an individual household will lower its rate of saving, because people will save
less now if they know that higher incomes in the future will
allow them to have both higher consumption and higher
saving in the future. However, faster growth in average per
capita (or average household) income could have positive
effects on saving. More rapid income growth would raise
the average rate of household saving if the growth were
relatively concentrated in households with relatively high
rates of saving-rich or medium-aged households. For instance, if rapid growth in income is relatively concentrated
in household cohorts at an age when they save for old age, it
will raise the average rate of household saving. Collins
(1989) developed these concepts in a simple model. Rostow
(1961) argued that rapid growth in income initially increases
the concentration of income, which raises saving and thus
contributes to the take-off into sustained growth. A positive
coefficient for the growth rate could also reflect the slowness with which people change their consumption habits or
could indicatethat people have regressive expectationsabout
the level of income. The studies that included real GDP
growth, such as Collins (1989), Fry (1978 and 1980),
Giovannini (1983 and 1985) and Mason (1986 and 1988),
found positive and usually significant effects on the rate of
saving.6
Consumption-smoothing models in their simple forms
predict that most income resulting from temporary fluctuations in income should go into saving. If households are not
credit-constrained and the temporary fluctuation does not
affect the perception of permanent income, consumption
would change only marginally in response to temporary
fluctuations, and most of these income variations would be
saved and be reflected by changes in saving. Households are
usually credit-constrained,however, particularlyin developing countries. In addition, Campbell and Deaton (1989)
argued that, at least in industrial countries, current shocks
drive perceiivedpermanent income, with no distinction between flows of current and permanent income. These considerations imply that households would vary consumption
in response to temporary income fluctuations, and thus
changes in saving would not offset all temporary changes in
income. Most empirical studies of developing countries did

Income and Wealth
Adjustment programs aim to affect income and wealth positively in the long run, although they are far from being under
the direct control of policy-makers. Most studies included
levels of per capita income and/or rates of growth and total
or financial wealth as the relevant determinants of income
and wealth.
The level of per capita income is hypothesized to have a
positive effecton the rate of saving-rich people save morebecause they can afford the luxury of doing more to assure
their future consumption. The poor are more likely to be at
their biological or social minimum level of current consumption. This point does not mean zero saving by the poor
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not look closely at the effect of fluctuations in income on
saving. Gupta (1987) is an exception; he consistentlyfound
a significantly positive response by the level of saving to
temporary fluctuations in income, with a coefficientranging
from 0.2 to 1.0.
Theoretical models of intertemporally optimizing consumption or saving typically have wealth as a key argument.
Of course, permanent income can be viewed as the stream of
income from totalwealth, but a narrower definitionof wealth
is the assets that can be exchanged for current consumption.
Theory clearly predicts that greater wealth will reduce saving as a share of current income. Since most concepts of
wealth are not easily observed directly, very few empirical
studiesof saving in developingcouintriesused them. SchmidtHebbel (1987) used five alternative measures of total wealth
for an empiricalintertemporalconsumption model for Chile,
based on different assumptions on how expectations of future variablesare formed. Behrman and Sussangkam (1989)
had micro data on household wealth and saving. Both studies found a negative effect of wealth on saving.
Monetary or financial assets lessen a household's dependence on sources of current income when income declines
transitorily. The reason is that consumers can draw on the
assets to maintain their levels of consumption.Hence, holding a higher stock of assets over the business cycle allows a
household on average to maintain a higher rate of consumption, which depresses the rate of saving. In addition, holdings of monetary assets are an important component of total
consumer wealth.7 The implication is that monetary holdings have a second, negative influence on the rate of saving,
a conclusion that previous studies did not test for.

also identified as major determinants in Rossi's (1989) crossdeveloping country study on private saving.
Rates of Return
Controls on interest rates and credit rationing are common in
many countries. As a result, real interest rates on deposits
and targeted credits are often very low or negative, and
loanable funds are in short supply-conditions that effectively ration investment. Financial reforrns often raise the
real rates of interest with the aim of improving the efficiency
of resource use and increasing private saving. While financial reforms are justified on the grounds of improving the
allocation of saving and raising the efficiency of investment
as a result of liberalized flows of credit and interest rates,
higher real rates of interest have an ambiguous effect on the
quantity of private saving. The reason is that an increase in
the real return on saving has two offsetting effects. First, a
higher real interest rate decreases the present cost of future
consumption, so that it is attractive to consume less now and
more in the future and thus to save more today. Second, it is
no longer necessary to save as much to achieve a targetlevel
of future consumption, so that a higher real interest rate
allows greater consumption today and tomorrow, and thus
reduces the need to save today.
Given this theoretical ambiguity, the effect of the real
interest rate on saving becomes an empirical matter. Economists have heatedly debated what the empirical evidence
indicates. McKinnon (1973) and Shaw (1973), and more
recently B3alassa(1989), argued that the rate of return on
saving as indicated by the real rate of interest would have a
positive effect on the rate of saving. Fry (1978 and 1980)
found statisticalevidence to supportthe contention thathigher
real rates of interest contributed to higher rates of saving. In
his recent book, Fry (1988, p. 140)conceded that the magnitude of the effect is small, although the coefficient is statistically significant. Thus, only large changes in real interest
rates would be economically important. Giovannini (1983
and 1985) revisited Fry's earlier work and found that two
observations (Korea in 1967 and 1968) accounted for the
entireresult.On the basis of an expanded data set, Giovannini
concluded that the interest rate did not contribute significantly to explaining saving. Both Fry and Giovannini used
national saving data, which are especially problematic for
testing the effects of interest rates, as discussed above."0
Gupta (1987) found some support for a positive effect of
interest rates on saving in Asia but not in Latin America.
Schmidt-H[ebbel(1987) and Arrau (1989), who estimated
intertemporalelasticities of substitution in private consumption for Southern Cone countries, found the elasticity to be
around 1.0, the implication being that consumption was
insensitive to the interest rate.
While higher real interest rates are unlikely to raise private saving and hence total private wealth, the portfolio

Government Deficits and Government Saving
Fiscal stabilization programs aim to lower public sector
deficits or raise public saving (equal to public investment
minus the deficit). A key question on fiscal adjustment is
whether changes in governmentdeficits or government saving cause offsetting changes in piivate saving, because of
the effects of government deficits on the perceived permanent income of households. A voluminous empirical literature is devoted to the Ricardian equivalence proposition as
reformulated by Barro (1974), which states that issues of
public debt are macroeconomicallyundistinguishable from
increases in taxes and hence that public saving should be
exactly offset by private saving.
The empirical studiesof industrializedcountries have led
to widespread rejection of the Ricardian hypothesis. The
main explanation for rejection is pervasive credit constraints
on households.8 A study of a set of developing countries by
Montiel and Haque (1987) found that constraints on borrowing were the main cause for the deviations from Ricardian
equivalence.9 Constraints on borrowing, with current income or holdings of financial assels used as a proxy, were
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composition of private wealth may be altered substantially.
For instance, negative real interest rates on deposits cause a
substitution of assets away from bank deposits into real
assets, especially consumer durables, and into foreign cur1
rency assets via capital flight."
From the policy-maker's
perspective, these are good reasons for avoiding artificially
low and, in particular, negative real interest rates. However,
the evidence should not be interpreted as a responsivenessof
private saving to changes in real interest rates.
While inflation enters into a calculationof the real interest rate, it may also have independent effects. A high level of
inflation often contributes to stagnation in output or outright
recession, effects that are picked up by the income variable.
Greater inflation also increases instability and uncertainty
about future variables, including levels of income and rates
of return on real assets. Consequently, inflation has a theoretically arnbiguous effect on private saving, in that uncertainty about the future value of assets could either discourage saving because of the substitution effect of the lower
effectiverate of return or could encourage savingfor precautionary motives. Similarly, greater riskiness of income
streams, which inflation often exacerbates, affects private
saving ambiguously, depending on the form of the underlying utility function."2
Gupta (1987) and Lahiri (1988) included the expected
and unexpected components of the rate of inflation as separate determinants of saving; Gupta also included the nominal interest rate, while Lahiri did not. Gupta's results differed sharply by region. In Asia, both expected and unexpected inflation had positive and significant coefficients. In
Latin America, neither coefficient was significant with the
preferred estimation technique. In Lahiri's all-Asian sample,
the eight separate country regressions showed a mixture of
signs on both inflation variables. Overall, there was no clear
evidence that inflation affected the rate of saving.

tially had a negative impact on domestic saving, although
the secondary effects on the growth of capacity worked the
other way. Giovannini (1983) obtained coefficients with
mixed and insignificant signs. Gupta (1987) got positive
coefficients that were significant for Latin America but not
Asia.
The results seem to have depended on the sample and
model specification. All the studies with the foreign saving
variable were looking at total saving, so that the results may
have reflected the extent to which inflows of capital went
straight into investment by the public and corporate sectors,
which counts as an increase in saving.
Demographic Variables
Much research has been conducted on the influence of demographicvariableson saving (Collins 1989;Hammer 1987;
Leff 1969; Mason 1986; and Webb and Zia 1990;see Hammer 1986 for a survey). This chapter touches on the topic
only cursorily,because for the most part demographicchanges
are too gradual to show up in the short time series of this
study. The life-cycle models of saving imply that demographic variables should affect the rate of saving. The dependency ratio-the number of people under the age of 15
or over 65 as a share of total population-is the most common variable. In the life-cycle models, older people work
less and live at least partially off their saving. Households
with more children at home are also thought to save less
because they defer their saving for retirement until their
children have moved out (a change that raises the per capita
income of the parents) or because they anticipate that their
children will provide support in their old age. Thus, it would
be expected that the rate of saving would depend negatively
on the dependencyratio.
Early work on this question,especiallythatof Leff (1969),
found that the dependencyratio had a strong negative effect
on saving. Subsequent studies challenged the robustness of
his results and looked more carefully at the theory and
measurementof demographicvariables(lason 1986).Again,
the results seem to have depended a lot on the sample and on
the other variablesincluded.Mason(1986) and Collins(1989)
got good results using an interactionterm of the dependency
ratio with the growth rate of per capita income.

Foreign Saving
During most of the post-World War II period, developing
countries have not had access to unrestricted voluntarylending from private commercial sources, the exception being
the brief period of 1976-81 before the debt crisis. Even
during that short span many developing countries maintained domestic restrictions on foreign borrowing. Thus, for
most of the relevant period, foreign saving has been exogenous with respect to householddecisions on saving, and the
level of foreign saving has acted as a constraint on credit that
has held domestic spending down.
A number of empirical studies have included foreign
saving as a determinant of the rate of saving. Fry (1978 and
1980) and Giovannini (1985) found significant and negative
coefficients on foreign saving, although they were also significantly less than one. Chenery and Strout's (1966) noneconometric analysis also found that inflows of capital ini-

Summary
To summarize the empirical findings of previous studies,
there is a broad consensus that faster growth and high incomes contribute to higher rates of saving. Evidence on the
pervasiveness of liquidity constraints suggestsindirectly that
an increase in public saving is not neutralized by an offsetting decline in private saving. Some evidence indicates that
greater monetarywealth, with income held constant, leads to
lower saving. There is still controversy over the effect of
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inflows of foreign capital, the reai interest rate and inflation,
and demographic variables.

of household saving as linear functions of other rates and
non-trenidvariables such as inflation and interest rates.

Empirical Approach

Measurement Problems

The aim here is to provide fresh evidence on some of the
above controversies by analyzing saving behavior at the
private and household levels, irn contrast to most of the
above-mentioned studies, which focused on saving at the
national level.

National accounts calculate private consumption residually
as the difference between output and the sum of the other,
indepencdentlyestimated, components of aggregate demand.
Hence consumption is affected by measurement errors in all
the other accounts. Saving, calculated as the difference between income and consumption, is even more affected by
estimation errors in its two components,because they may be
very large relative to saving. For instance, income earned in
informal markets or in the underground economy is not accounted for in the national accounts, implying that official
saving underestimatesactual saving,particularly private saving.'5
In addition to errors in measurement,national saving and
its sectoral composition are plagued by a host of methodological shortcomings,'6 such as the inclusion of consumer
durables and public investment in consumption, the way
social security and pension payments are treated and the
exclusionof capital gainsand losses, which represent changes
in net wealth. Of particular concern in high inflation countries is thieinflation component of the interest payments on
public debt, which are often very large.'7 This repayment of
the principal that private creditors must set aside to maintain
the real value of their wealth compensates them for the
capital loss from inflation they would have suffered in the
absence of this payment.

Specification
Since the intent is to draw implications about the effectiveness of different policies in affecting private and national
saving, the specification is not based on a particular model
for decisions on saving or consumption.Rather, it contains a
broad range of variables consistent with different hypotheses about saving, with the emphasis on those affected by
stabilizationand adjustment policies.
The specification of private consumption in the next
section and household saving in the following section is
consistentwith the long-run relation between income, wealth
and consumption posited by the life-cycle or permanent
income hypotheses. The short-term variables that affect
intertemporaldecisions on consumption or that restrict current spending on consumption, common to both specifications, are the real rates of interest and inflation and the
variables that proxy the constraints on liquidity (such as
current income, domestic monetary assets and foreign saving).
The two sections differ in focas, however-differences
that are determined in part by the dissimilarities in the data
samples,as discussed below. The specificationin the section
on private sector saving allows the influence of fiscal policies on private consumption decisions to be quantified, distinguishing between transitory and permanent changes in
public expenditures and taxes. The section on household
saving emphasizes immediate variables in the household
budget, such as current income, interest rates, household
transfers and monetary wealth, and long-term determinants
of saving, such as economic growth, levels of per capita
income and demographic variables.
A final common feature of the specification is the treatment of trend variables. Co-integration tests and estimation
of error-correction models could not be conducted because
the time series were too short'3 and the samples combined
cross-country and time-seriesdata.'4 As an alternative,every
dependent or independent variable with a trend was divided
by a common scale variable.Private disposable income was
used in the case of private consumption and GDP in the case
of household saving. Hence, the final specificationsare for
the average rate of private consumption and the average rate

Data
The research work on consumption and saving behavior
presentedl here uses previously unanalyzed cross-national
data from 10-13 countries. One study uses data on the
consolidated non-financialpublic sector deficit, adjusted for
the inflation component of interest payments by the public
sector, to construct the variables for public saving and private disposable income for the estimations of the private
consumption function.The other study uses aggregate household data to estimate the household saving function (as
opposed lo data on the private sector or national saving),
since households are the relevant units for the consumption
or saving theories to be tested.
Privaoe consumption. The data set for the estimations of
private consumption in the next section combine annual
time series for 13 developing countries (Argentina, Brazil,
Chile, Colombia,Costa Rica,Ghana, Mexico, Pakistan,Peru,
the Philippines,Thailand, Venezuela and Zimbabwe) for the
period 1980-87. The time series were short because they
were restricted by the availability of data for the deficits and
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saving of the consolidated non-financialpublic sector, which
]playa crucial role in the consumption specification.

superior. The results of the tests consistentlysupport the use
of the fixed-effects model, as discussed later.23
Finally, instrumentalvariable estimation was used in the
estimations of household saving to take care of the possible
simultaneitybias stemmingfrom the interactionbetween the
dependent variable and one right-hand variable (the domestic real interest rate).

Household saving. The data for the estimations of household saving combine annual time series for 10 countries
(Botswana, Colombia, Ecuador, Honduras, Korea, the Philippines, Paraguay, Thailand, South Africa and Taiwan) for
which there were at least 8 and as many as 13 consecutive
observations from the subperiods in the 1970-85 period.
(The appendix discusses the sources for the two data sets.)

Private Saving
The empirical evidence reviewed earlier suggested that private rates of saving are usually not very sensitive to changes
in macroeconomicand financial policies. Raising real interest rates often induces shifts in the composition of portfolios
but has ambiguous or minor effects on saving. The rates of
private saving are sensitive to the business cycle as a result
of consumption smoothing.
The rate of saving for the public sector can be increased
directly by more stringent fiscal policies and reforms of
public enterprises,local govemment financesand the central
govemment budget. If the rate of private saving is negatively affected by an increase in the rate of public saving,
however, the prospects for an increase in the rate of national
saving will be much reduced. To examine the effect of
public saving on national saving, this section first provides
evidence on the link between private consumption and govemient saving using a general consumption specification.
Then it discusses the implications for the design of policies
to increase national saving.

Estimation Techniques
This discussion begins with the common elements of the
estimation strategy applied in the next two sections and then
turns to the specific features of each.
For the two panel samples (pooled cross-country timeseries), the panel fixed-effect estimator was the basic regression model. This class of models assumes that the empirical
results are conditional on the particular sample used in the
estimation. Altemative estimators, such as the error component (or random effect) model, treat the available observations as a random sample from some universe."8 Given the
small size of the country samples used here and the marked
differences in the economic features of the countries, the
fixed-effectestimatorseemedto be a more appropriatechoice.
An important caveat is the low number of cross-sectional
units considered in the estimation, since the properties of
panel data models are based on asymptotic results for large
samples. The choice to exploit a data set consistent with the
theoretical propositions to be tested limited the sample to
only those countries for which data on private consumption
and household saving were available for an adequate time
span (seven annual observations).
The private consumption function is estimated by
weighted least squares fixed-effects to take care of
heteroskedasticity.Because of possible simultaneitybetween
the dependent and one right-hand variable (foreign saving),
fitted values of the latter variable were used.'9
The choice of fixed-effectspanel estimationfor the household saving function presented later was verified by a set of
specification tests between competing models.21The first
test carried out was the Breusch-Pagan test for the presence
of both cross-sectionaland time-relatedeffects in the residuals of a simple OLS estimate.2' Rejection of the OLS implies
that fixed effects are superior. The second test applied here
is the Hausman specification test, which compares fixedeffectagainst random-effect estimators.2 Random-effectestimators are more efficient but are consistent only in the
absence of a correlation between the included regressors and
the errors. Fixed effects are less efficient but still consistent
when the above condition is not satisfied. Rejection of the
random effects as inconsistent implies that fixed effects is

Public Policies and Private Consumption
Fiscal policies directly affect consumption or saving through
public saving (or the deficit) and its composition. As indicated in the survey, the nature of the effect varies radically
with the way that the private sector perceives government
debt-in accordance with the Ricardian hypothesis or the
Keynesian.If the stringent conditions required for Ricardian
equivalence are satisfied (i.e., if the private sector is rational forward-looking,satisfies the permanent-incomehypothesis [PIH1,and incorporates the intertemporal public budget constraint into its own), then an increase in public saving accomplished through lower public spending is fully
offset by an increase in private consumption. Since disposable income does not change, the reduction in private saving matches the increase in public saving. A rise in public
saving does not affect private consumption at all if it comes
about through higher taxes. Since higher taxes reduce disposable income, a reduction in private saving matches the
increasein public saving(the latter being macroeconomically
equivalent to issuing more public debt). The opposite results are predicted by the Keynesian hypothesis: current
(permanent) taxes directly affect private consumption, but
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current (permanent) levels of public spending have only
indirect effects.
Fiscal and monetary policies have indirect effects on
private consunption through the impact of public deficits
and their financing on the major prices influencing private
consumption: real interest rates, inflation and the real exchange rate. Judging from the evidence surveyed earlier,
consumption seems to be insensilive to real interest rates.
The first order effect of inflation is on the composition of the
stock of saving and not on the levels of saving and consumption. There may be second-order effects that reduce measured saving, however, if inflation causes capital flight or
flight into consumer durables or if it raises precautionary
saving by raising uncertainty. An anticipated devaluation
leads to changes in the timing of investment and consumption decisions, but over the mediurmterm, once the anticipated devaluation has occurred, the fluctuation in the real
exchange rate has a clear predicted effect on average saving.24
Monetary policy and financial reform affect the aggregate of monetary and quasi-monetary assets. Broad money
increases consumption because it reduces the extent of the
constraints on liquidity and also because it is a major component of financial wealth.
Finally, and less related to direct public policies, foreign
saving affects private consumption when it is a (partial)
substitute for private saving in a regime of binding foreign
resource constraints.
A good starting point for the discussion of a relevant
framework for assessing the impact of public policies on
private consumption is to refer to a standard forn for testing
the Ricardian equivalence proposition,based on Bemheim's
(1987) survey:
(8-1) Cp, =ao +al(YN
O

Three hypotheses can be tested with this specification:
(1) the Keynesian hypothesis-aO > 0, a, > 0, other
coefficients 0;
(2) the PIH without Ricardian equivalencea, > 0, a, > 0, other coefficients 0; and
(3) the Ricardian equivalence hypothesis-a, = a2 > 0,
other coefficients 0.
This standard specification has various shortcomings,
which can be corrected.3 First, public saving and not the
public surplus should be the relevant determinant in equation (8-I),,because public investment adds to real capital and
therefore constitutes "net wealth" in the sense of Barro
(1974). Second, under inflation only the real component of
domestic interest payments should enter both private disposable income and the government surplus (saving).16Third,
permanent, not current, private disposable income and public surplus (saving) should enter equation (8-1) for a fair test
of the Ricardian proposition. Fourth, additional potential
determinants of consumption, such as foreign payments and
the real interest rate or inflation, should be included. Finally,
the role played by the public sector surplus may not reflect
Ricardian behavior but could result from direct crowdingout effects and from institutionalarrangementsthrough which
the public sector captures private saving either directly or
through the domestic financial markets. The latter two hypotheses are not distinguishable,so that reference should be
made to the joint Ricardian/direct crowding-out hypothesis
when introducing the public sector surplus as a determinant
of privatetconsumption.
The following specification for the ratio of private consumption to private disposable income takes care of the
above-mentioned shortcomings of equation (8-1). In addition, dividing through with private disposable income reduces the extent of non-stationarity of the time series and
makes the cross-country data comparable. Hence, the rate of
private consumption is specified as:
C
PDY,
PS
(8-2) .
PO
= + fP L-+ f02-5 +f33r+f34 INF
,DYp,
DYp,
DYp,
M
FS,
+
+ P'
+ V3
DYp,
DYp,

-T7 + i,D,) +o(T, -EG -i,D,)

+ a4D, + at5W + V,,

where
Cr
YN
T

=
=
=

i
D

=
=

private consumption
national income
tax revenue net of transfers and
subsidies to the private sector
the nominal interest rate
govemment domestic debt

EG

=

publicspending

W

=

u2

=

t

=

private wealth (net of govemment
domestic debt),
a stochastic error termn,and
a time index.

where
CP =
DYp =
PDY, =
PSG

r
INF
M
FS

Hence the first right-hand deterninant is private disposable
income, and the second is the nominal or total govemment
surplus.
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'3

=

a stochasticerrortermn.

privateconsumption
declinesbyone-fourth-muchlessthan
the 1.0fall predictedby the PIH.
Privateconsumersrespondto long-termor "permanent"
publicsaving,althoughtheydo so by muchlessthanthe 1.0
coefficientpredictedby either the Ricardianor the direct
crowding-outpropositions.Nonetheless,the impactof pub-

Permanentprivatedisposableircomeandpermanentpublic savingare consistentwith the followingdefinitionsof
theircorrespondingcurrentvalues:
(8-3) DYp1 = GDP, -NFPP

-

Tt+ rr,D

lic saving is sizable: for each $1 increase in public saving,

znd
(8-4) SG- Ti- CGI- NFPGt-rZ D,
where
GDP =
NFPP
SG

CG
NFPG
T
D

grossdomesticproduct
net foreignpaymentsmadeby the private
sector
currentpublicsaving
publicconsumption
net foreignpaymentsmadeby the public
sector
tax revenuenet of transfersand subsidies
to the privatesector
govemmentdomesticdebt.

Note that now the coefficientsB0 B,and B2in equation
(8-2)reflectmore appropriatelythe Keynesian,permanent
incomeand Ricardian/directcrowding-out hypotheses,respectively.Accordingto the definitionin equation(8-3),
public saving is now consistentwith the concept of an
operationalpublic deficit.Under the Ricardianhypothesis,
81 = 13;hence,the Ricardianconceptof permanentprivate
disposableincomeresultsfromaddingPDYandPSG,which
is permanentGDP net of permanenttotal net foreignpaymentsand permanentpublicconsumption.Underthe direct
crowding-outhypothesis,B2is positiveand couldeasilybe
largerthanB(or B.
Equation(8-2) was estimatedusing the data set introducedearlier,with operationalnon-financialpublic sector
deficitsfor 1980-87for 13developingcountries.Table8-1
presents the results of the estimationfor a fixed-effects
weightedleastsquarespanel.The resultsdifferbasedon the
27 the inassumptionsmadeaboutpermanentpublicsaving,
clusionof the ratesof real interestand inflation,money,and
perioddummiesfor 1980-82or 1980-83.3
The mainresultsare robustto the differentspecifications
and estimationmethods.Whilethe marginalpropensityto
consumeout of currentprivate disposableincomehovers
around0.60 (the fixed-effectsconstantsvary between0.49
and0.79,dependingon the country),the propensityto consume out of permanentincomeis significantlylower,varying around 0.24. Therefore,the evidenceon intertemporal
smoothingof consumptionin these developingcountriesis
only partial: for each percentagepoint increasein current
(transitory)incomevis-a-vispermanentincome,the rate of
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privateconsumptionrises (privatesavingdeclines)by an
averageof $0.44(underthe forward-looking
hypothesis)to
$0.49 (underthe static expectationshypothesis).The hypothesishere is that this coefficientreflectsboth the direct
crowding-outeffects of public deficit financing and the
Ricardianbehaviorofprivateconsumers,and is presumedto
29
be morethe formerthanthe latter.
Real interestrates, inflationrates and broad moneydo
not emergeas consistentlysignificantinfluenceson private
consumptionin the resultsobtainedhere.Hence,lines 1.41.6 and 2.4-2.6 of table 8-1 show the resultswith these
variablesomitted.
Thecoefficientof the realinterestrate is negativein most
resultsbut is never significantat the 5 percent level.This
outcomeis consistentwith most of the empiricalliterature
discussedabove.Similarly,inflationhas a non-significant,
smalland negativeinfluenceon privateconsumption.
Broadmoneyplays an ambiguous,non-significantrole
underthe forward-looking
specification.However,it shows
a small,negativeandsignificantcoefficientunderthe staticexpectationsaltemative,a resultthat contradictsthe predictionsof its sign.
Finally,foreignsavinghas a majorandconsistentlypositive effect on private consumptionin the samnpleof 13
developingcountries.Accordingto the results,foreignsaving is a partial substitutefor private saving:for each $1
increasein the currentaccountdeficit,privateconsumption
risesby an averageof $0.42,the remainderfinancingpublic
consumptionor domesticinvestment.
The resultsdiscussedhere tend to reject the Keynesian,
the permanentincomeand the Ricardian/directcrowdingout hypothesesin theirextremeforms,whichare mutually
exclusive.Rather,thereis strongevidencefor thejoint contributionof KCeynesian
cumliquidityconstraintdeterminants
as well as permanentincomeand Ricardian/directcrowding-outelementsin explainingprivate consumptionin developingcountriesduringthe eighties.
Effects of Public Saving on Private Saving

Beyondtestingforthe rejectionof eachof the maintheories,
it is alsoilluminatingto comparethe relativeimportanceof
the significantdeterminantsof privateconsumptionor saving. To anadyzethe impactof public saving on private
savingandhienceon nationalsaving,the resultswithrespect
to private consumptionbehavioras reportedin table 8-1,
basedon equation(8-2),are used.Rewritingequation(8-2)
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Table 8-1. Private Consumption in 13 Developing Countries, 1980-87: Fixed-Effects Weighted Least Squares
Panel Estimation
(dependent variable: the ratio of private conswnption to private disposable incomu [Cp/DYpl)
PDY

PSG

M

FS
--

DY

DY

r

INF

DYP

0.260
(4.9)

0.481
(7.5)

0.226
(4.1)

0.417 -0.006 -0.030
(6.1) (-0.5) (-0.8)

0.057
(1.3)

0.283
(5.1)

DYp

Dwnmy

R2,d4
a

~~~~~~~DuwbinWatson

I. Forward-looking
PSG
1.1 Complete specification

Withoutdummies

0.008 -0.026 -0.013 0.425
(0.6) (-0.7) (-0.3)
(7.2)

-

.52

1.09

0.465 -0.024
(6.2) (-3.3)

.46

1.24

0.434 -0.001 -0.018 0.071
(6.4) (-0.1) (-0.5) (-1.6)

0.490 -0.021
(6.3) (-2.9)

.49

1.20

0.241
(4.8)

0.473
(7.3)

-

-

-

0.413
(7.0)

.52

1.11

0.207
(4.1)

0.417
(6.2)

-

-

-

0.451 -0.019
(6.2) (-3.0)

.46

1.24

0.256
(5.0)

0.422
(6.3)

-

-

-

0.468 -0.017
(6.2) (-2.7)

.47

1.18

0.239
(4.5)

0.555 -0.011 -0.003 -0.060
(8.3) (-1.0) (-0.1) (-1.8)

0.381
(5.7)

.55

1.11

0.227
(4.0)

0.514 -0.018 -0.028 -0.112 0.398 -0.018
(6.8) (-1.7) (-0.7) (-2.6)
(5.1) (-2.3)

.49

1.18

.50

1.16

.49

1.10

1.2 Complete specification

Dummy1980-82
1.3 Complete specification

Dummy1980-83
1.4 Partial specification

Without dummies

-

1.5 Partial specification

Dununy1980-82
1.6 Partial specification

Dummy1980-83
II. Static expectations PSG
2.1 Complete specification

Without dummies
2.2 Complete specification

Dummy1980-82
2.3 Complete specification
Duimmy1980-83

0.265

0.504

(4.5)

(6.8)

0.015

0.237
(4.7)

0.497
(7.2)

-

-

-

0.393
(6.0)

0.214
(4.1)

0.435
(5.6)

-

-

-

0.376 -0.010
(4.8) (-1.4)

.41

1.15

0.243
(4.4)

0.425
(5.5)

-

-

-

0.390 -0.009
(4.9) (-1.3)

.41

1.13

(-1.3)

-0.008

(-0.2)

-0.110

(-2.6)

0.420

(5.1)

-0.016

(-2.2)

2.4 Partial specification

Nodunmmy

-

2.5 Partial specification

Dummy1980-82
2.6 Partial specification

Dumny 1980-83

Note: The t-statisticsare in parentheses.The specificationcorrespondsto equation(8-2). The weightedleast squarespanel results correspondto a
specificationwith weightsto take careof the heteroskedasticity
resultingfrom combiningdifferentcountrydata. Fittedforeignsavingvaluesandnot
actualvalueswere used in the regressionsto addressthepossiblesimultaneitybetweenconsumptionandthe currentaccountdeficitduring 1976-81.The
regressorsof foreignsavingwerelaggedforeignsaving,permanentincomeoveractualincomeand laggedpermanentincomeoveractualincome.
Differentspecificationswithdummiesfor ArgentinaandVenezueladuringsomesub-periodswere tried. Althoughtheimprovementin fits werelarge(R2
adjustedaround.80),therewereonly slightchangesinthe valuesof the parameters.- denoLesvariablenot includedas regressor.
PDY= permanentprivatedisposableincome;
DY= currentprivatedisposableincome;
PD = permanentpublicsaving;
r = realinterestrate;
INF = domestic inflation;

M = broadmoney;
FS = foreignsaving.
Source:Calculationsby KlausSchmidt-H:ebbel
and VittorioCorbo.
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in terms of the levels of private saving and using the coefficients of table 8-1 yield the followvingequations for private

Table 8-2. Public Expenditures and Taxes

saving:

Marginalsaving
propensity
withrespectto

(8-5) S, = (1 - cons,)DY., - 0.24PDYP,
and

-0.47 PSGt- 0.41 FS,

(8-6) Sp

= (1

1.DY7,
2. DY,,

-

0.50 PSGe- 0.39 FS,

where
Sp
=
DYP =
PDYP =
PSG =
ES

- cons,) DYp, - 0.24 PDYpt

=

3. DY
1

-B,

4. PS,,

foreign saving.

6. PT,

5.PC

Marginalsaving
propensities
consistentwith
equalion(8-6)

[1 - BO]= [0.29;0.50] [1 - B'0] = [0.28;0.49]
-B,/3 = -0.08
0
(SE = 0.02)
=

-0.24

(SE = 0.05)

private saving
current private disposable income
permanent private disposable income
permanent public saving, and

The coefficients in equation (8-5) are the estimated parameters presented in line 1.4 of table 8-1 (forward-looking
permanent public saving), and those in equation (8-6) are
from line 2.4 (static-expectationspermanent public saving).
The country-specific coefficient consi is the fixed-effects
lparameterfor country i.
Table 8-2 presents the results of computing the partial
effects of various changes in income and fiscal policy vari-

Marginalsaving
propensities
consistentwith
equation(8-5)

-B2 =
(SE =
B2 =
(SE =

-0.47

0.08)
0.47
0.08)

B- B2 = -0.23

-B1l

= -0.24

(SE =
-B'2=
(SE =
B'2 =
(SE =

0.05)
-0.50
0.07)
0.50
0.07)

B;,- B'2 = -0.26

(SE = 0.09)
-B/
2 = -0.50
(SE = 0.07)
B'2 = 0.50
(SE = 0.07)
[I - BO]+ BS
2 = [-0.75;-0.54]
= [-0.58-0.37

0.09)
-0.16
0.02)
0.16
= 0.02)
-[1-B] + B/3
(SE
B2/3
(SE
B2/3
(SE

7. Su
8. Ca

9. T

-[13

=
=
=
=

2
to the standard error of the parameter(s). Unecs I
Note: SE corresponds

and 9 showthe minimumandmaximumcountry fixed-effectscoeffi-

ables on private saving, calculated from equations (8-5) and

(8-6)after substituting the identities (8-3) and (84).

cientscons,.
income.
a.DY7= currentprivatedisposable
income.
privatedisposable
PDY
2 = permanent
publicCOnsUa
PtiOn.
PSC = permranent
net of transfersand subsidiesto the
Prg = permanenttax revenue
privatesector.
SG = currentpublicsaving.
CG = public consumption.

Private saving (or consumption) in developing countries
tends to be more sensitive to current than to permanent
income shocks,with correspondingmarginal propensitiesin
the neighborhood of 0.40 and 0.24, respectively (table 8-2,
lines 1 and 3). For each $1 increase in "permanent" or longer
termpublic saving achieved by a "permanent" $1 decrease

T

in public consumption, private saving declines by $0.47-

$0.50 (lines 4 and 5)-a far cry from the 1.0offset coefficient predicted by the Ricardiari/direct crowding-out hypotheses. If the "permanent" reduction in the public deficit
is achieved by lowering the long-term tax burden, private
saving fails by $0.23-26 for each $1 increase in permanent
taxation (line 6). By contrast, if permanent income and
permanent public saving had the same coefficient, which
would be a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for
Ricardian equivalence to hold, the effect of long-term taxes
on private saving would be zero.
The responsiveness of saving to current income and
fiscal policy shocks depends significantly on how the private sector forms its expectations about the permanent variables, as can be seen when comparing the coefficients in
columns 1 and 2 of table 8-2. Hence, a $1 increasein current
public saving (which determinesexpected permanent public
saving fully under static expectations but only partly under
partial perfect foresight) achieved by reducing current public expenditure reduces private saving by $0.16-$0.50, depending on the underlying expectations (line 7). If the cur-

=

tax revenuenet of transfersand subsidiesto theprivatesector.

Source:Equations
(8-5)and(8-6).
rent public deficit is reduced by increasing current taxes,
however, the effect would be much stronger, because a tax
increase affects current and expected permanent private disposable income, in addition to pernanent public saving. For
each $1 of higher current taxes, private saving declines on
average by $0.48-$0.65 (line 9), depending on how expectations are formed.
From the empirical results it is clear that raising public
saving is the most effective and sure way to increase national saving-a point made for the United States by Summers (1985). The final impact depends crucially, however,
on the way in which the increase takes place-by raising
taxes or lowering current expenditures-on how permanent
it is perceived to be and on how private consumer expectations are formed.
Increasing public saving helps countries experiencing
high inflation and unsustainable current account deficits.
For countries that have already made progress with stabili149
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zation but that now need to start growing again, raising
public saving-for a given level of a sustainable current
account deficit-will be required tz achieve higher levels of
public and private investmnent.

The signs below the variables indicate the expected a priori
signs according to the earlier discussion.
Three dimensions of income were included as deterTninants of the rate of household saving in equation (8-7): the
log of trerid per capita private disposable income; its growth
rate; and the log deviation of current from trend private
disposable income. Note that trend income plus log income
deviation equals the log of current income. Thus, the proposition, implicitly assumed in some earlier studies, that the
coefficients on the two components of income are the same
can be tested. A fourth income variable included here is
householdltransfers.
The domestic real rates of interest and inflation could
affect decisions about intertemporal consumption and portfolio composition,but theory cannot predict the direction of
the effects on household saving. Monetary wealth (which
affects liquidity constraintsand constitutesconsumerwealth)
and foreign saving should depress the rate of household
saving. Finally, while the dependency ratio also reduces
saving, the urbanization variable was added to control for
the potential effect of differences in the measurement of
urban and rural saving, as well as for other structuraldifferences in the economies.
A linear form of the saving equation (8-7) was estimated
using the panel sample and the econometric techniques summarized briefly in the second section. Tables 8-3 and 8-4
summarize the regression results, showing first the results
with different methods of estimation and then some runs
with certain variables excluded.
Four estimation techniques were used-ordinary least
squares (OLS), instrumental variables (IV) for the interest
rate term, a fixed-effects country dummy, and random effects. A priori it was expected that fixed effects with IV for
the interest rate would be best, and the results in table 8-1
bore that out.
For the IV estimation, the London interbank borrowing
rate (LIBOR) corrected by intemational inflation was used
as the instrumentfor the domestic real rate of interest.0 Line
4 in table 8-3-the
fixed-effects estimations with
instrumentalizationof the real interest rate-thus constitutes
the preferiredresult. Table 8-4 presents a set of fixed-effects
results obtained from omitting some variables.
Each of the income variables has a strong positive effect
on household saving rates, which accords with most of the
previous studies for developing countries. The growth rate
of trend rer capita disposable income (GITP) has a strong
effect on the rate of household saving in developing countries: a 1 percentage point increase in per capita income
growth raises the household saving rate by at least 0.5 percentage points in the sarnple of developing countries used
here. Faster growth of per capita income over the medium
tenn is the best way to raise the rate of private saving, a point
that suggeststhe presence of a virtuouscycle between growth
and saving.

Household Saving
This section focuses on saving by the household sector,
excluding private firms, which were included in the aggregate private sector income, saving and consumption measures of the previous section. The advantage of focusing on
households is that they are the natural unit for testing consumption theories. The sensitivity of households to longterm determinants of saving, such as growth and demographic variables, is analyzed hen>,abstracting from fiscal
policy issues, which were at the heart of the preceding
section.
Household Saving: EmpiricalResults
The specification for the rate of household saving, based on
the earlier discussion, is:
s
S
HT
(8-7)
=
(LITP, GITP, [LIP-lITP],
r, INF,
IT T
( )
(+)
(+)
() (?) (?)
MQM FS
*
FS, DEP, U'RB)
P
I
(-)
(-)
(?)
(?)
-,

where
S
I
LIP

=
=
=

LITP =

GITP =
HT =
r
=
INF =
MQM =

r

=

FS

=

DEP =
URB =

household saving
household disposable income
the natural logarithm of per capita household disposable income
the natural logarithm of trend per capita
household disposable income
the growth rate of trend per capita household disposable income
transfers to households
the real interest rate
the inflation rate
money plus quasi-money at the end of the
previous period
an average of I in the current and previous
years
foreign saving (the current account
deficit)
the dependency ratio, and
the urbanizationrate.
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Table 8-3. Determinants of Household Saving: Different Estimation Methods
(dependentvariable: householdsectorsavingasa percentageof householddisposableincome)
Independent variables
Beginning

Trend
income
(log)

Income
Imcome Transfers
growth deviation
to
rate
from
household
(5-year
trend
(ratioto
average)
(log)
income)

Real
interest
rate

of period
moneyand Foreign
quasi-money savings
Urban
Inflation (ratioto (ratiolo Dependency population
rate
income) income)
ratio
ratio
R;

1. OLS

0.03

0.75

0.12

-0.32

-0.10

-0.06

-0.03

-0.32

-0.48

(1.4)

(6.2)

(0.8)

(-1.7)

(-0.8)

(-0.6)

(-1.0)

(4.3)

(-3.2)

(-2.1)

2. Fixed
effect

0.26
(5.4)

0.54
(4.2)

0.30
(2.5)

-0.40
(2.1)

-0.08
(-0.7)

-0.14
(-1.5)

-0.19
(-3.1)

-0.14
(-2.8)

0.83
(2.5)

3. Random
effectb

-0.04
(1.6)

0.70
(5.8)

0.19
(1.3)

-0.38
(-1.9)

-0.13
(-1.1)

-0.13
(-1.2)

-0.06
(-1.7)

-0.18
(-3.4)

-0.54
(-3.1)

4. Fixed
effect

0.25
(4.6)

0.51
(3.5)

0.27
(2.0)

-0.42
(-2.1)

-0.19
(-0.7)

-0.23
(-1.0)

-0.18
(-3.0)

-0.12
(-2.2)

0.75
(2.0)

-0.001

0.646

0.0001 0.811
(0.1)
-0.001
(-1.6)
0.0004
(0.2)

0.703

0.809

IV
Note:The t-statisticsare in parentheses.
a. Breusch-Pagantest for the absenceof individualeffectsin the errors: = 15.99(P-value= .00006).
b. Hausmanspecificationtest,comparingrandomeffectand fixedeffect: = 28.4(P-value=.002).
Source:Schmidt-Hebbel,
WebbandCorsetti(1992).

T'able8-4. Determinants of Household Saving
(dependent variable: household sector saving as a percentage of household disposable income ')
Independentvariables
Beginning

5. Inflation

Trend
income

Income
growth
rate
(S-year

(log)

average)

Income Transfers
deviation
to
from
household Real
trend
(ratioto
interest
(log)

income)

of period
moneyand Foreign
quasi-money savings
Urban
Inflalion (ratioto
(ratioto Dependency population

rate

rate

income)

income)

-

-016
(-2.26)

-0.14
(-2.70)
-0.14
(2.68)

rate

0.22
(3.11)

0.56
(3.88)

0.26
(1.77)

-0.19
(-0.73)

-0.15
(-0.54)

6. Real
income

0.26
(5.67)

0.56
(4.43)

0.31
(2.78)

-0.38
(-2.00)

(-1.88)

-0.08
(-3.21)

-0.18
(-3.05)

7. Trend

(4.2)

0.75
(1.5)

0.24
(-1.4)

-0.34
(-0.4)

-0.13
(-0.6)

-0.15
(-1.2)

-0.08
(-2.2)

income

-

-0.14
(-0.8)

ratio

ratio

R2,4

-0.56
(1.00)

-0.0004
(-0.22)

0.765

0.87
(-0.04)

-0.0001

0.812

-0.26
(1.5)

0.003

0.748

-- Omitted
variable.
Note:Thet-statisticsare in parentheses.
a.All estimationsare withfixed-effectcountrydummiesand instrumentalvariablesfor the realinterestrate.
Source:Schmidt-Hebbel,
WebbandCorsetti(1992).

The deviation of income from its trend level, the proxy
for the business cycle, has a positive influence on the saving rate. Its coefficient is approximately 0.30, however,
which is significantly lower than the 1.0 coefficient predicted by the permanent income theory. The implication is
that households will save about one-third of each additional
percentage point of current (transitory) income over its
trend level. This important effect of current income on
consumption probably signals the combined effect of borrowing constraints faced by households and their use of

current income in reestimating their permanent income levels.
The (log of the) level of per capita trend disposable
income also plays a significant role in increasing saving, as
reported in tables 8-3 and 8-4. Saving is a superior good,
over the range of income levels in the present sample,so that
it increases by a higher percentage rate than that of (trend)
household income. The high elasticity of the saving rate
with respect to the per capita level of trend income (around
0.25) suggests that this coefficient should not be used for
151
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mation does not consider cross-country variation, not much
significance was attached to the coefficients on the demographic variables. The rate of urbanization has no discernible effect on saving. The dependency ratio has widely
varying effects depending on the specification and estima32
tion technique.
It was also highly collinear with the growth
term for each country, as a result of which both coefficients
were highly unstable.

wide out-of-sample extrapolations, since the rate of saving
cannot rise indefinitely with income. Omitting this variable
with the present sample, as in line 7 in table 8-4, significantly worsens the fit of the regression and affects the coefficients on other variables that are correlated with income
levels-mainly the ratios of monetization, dependency and
urbanization.
The two components of the level of income-trend and
3
deviation from trend-have almost identical coefficients.
"
Although the effect of higher curTentincome shows up in a
higher value for trend income and a higher estimate for trend
growth, temporarily raising income seems to have a relatively weak impact on saving. The reasons might be that
many households are credit-constrained or that they sharply
revise their estimates of permanent income in response to
fluctuations in current income. The coefficient on transfers
is negative, frequently significant and surprisingly large.
Since transfers are already counted as part of disposable
income, it indicates that households consume on average
$1.40 more for one additional dolar of transfers.
The domestic real interest rate has a small, mostly negative and non-significant influence-on the rate of household
saving. This result, which confirms most previous studies on
the role of interest rates in determining consumption or
saving, implies either that the income and substitution effectscancel each other out or thatliquidity constraintsweaken
the effects of intertemporalrelative prices.
Inflation has a negative effect on saving, but the effect is
not statistically significant. Since the real interest rate and
the inflation rate are somewhat collinear, they were entered
one at a time (table 8-4). This approach raises the significance of inflation to about the 1Opercent level (equation 87), still with the negative sign. Omitting inflation, on the
other hand, does not make the effect of the real interest rate
significant. In other words, reducing inflation seems to encourage saving, but raising the rate for deposits relative to
inflation has no positive effect on saving and might even
discourage it.
Monetary assets play a dual role in the specification:
first, they constitute a stock variable signalling (inversely)
the extent of domestic liquidity constraints; and, second,
they indicate the financial wealth of the households. For
both reasons monetary stocks were expected to have a negative influence on saving. The results show a negative and
significant coefficient for the ratio of money to income; it is
around 0.18 in most equations with fixed-effect estimation.

RequiremnentsforRaising Household Saving
The results lead to the conclusion that the measures of
income and wealth explain most of the variation in the rates
of household saving. Households save a larger share of their
income when that income is higher and is growing faster.
They save less when they start the period with greater liquid
wealth, although wealth reduces saving much less than onefor-one. Table 8-5 calculates the changes in all significant
non-demrographicdeterminants of saving required to raise
the rate of household saving by I percentage point, based on
the fixed-effect IV regression with all variables included
(line 4 in table 8-3).
To raise the rate of household saving 1 percentage point
would require increasing the trend growth rate of per capita
disposable income 2.0 percentage points. Because the business cycle has a relatively small influence on the rate of
saving, a 3.7 percentage point increase in the ratio of current
to trend disposable income is required to achieve a 1 percentage point rise in the rate of saving. A 5.6 percentage
point reduction in the ratio of money to income or a 8.3
percentage point reduction in the current account deficit
(foreign saving) corresponds to a 1 percentage point increase in the rate of household saving.

although it might not have during the period 1976-81 when
developing countries had access to foreign lending. Its role
in boosting private consumption is reflected in the results
obtained here. It had a negative influence on saving-statistically significant but not large.
Because of the short time series for each country and

Table 8-5. Changes in the Determinants of Saving
Required to Raise the Rate of Saving 1 Percentage
Point
Theregressionresultsin table8-3,equation4, inferthata 1percentagepoint increasein the rateof householdsavingin
developingcountriesresultson averagefrom anyof the
followingchanges:
1. Percentchangein the levelof trend
per capitadisposableincome
4.0
2. Percentagepoint changein the trend growth
rate of percapitadisposableincome
2.0
3. Percentagepointchangeinthe ratio of current
per capitadisposableincometo the trendlevel
3.7
4. Percentagepoint changeinthe ratioof household
-2.4
transfersto privatedisposableincome
5. Percentagepoint changein the ratioof monetary
assetsto privatedisposableincome
-5.6
6. Percentagepoint changein the ratioof foreign
savingtoprivatcdisposableincome
-8.3

becausethe fixed-effect(countrydummy)techniqueof esti-

Source:Schmidi-1[ebbel. Webb andCorsetti(1992).

Foreignsavingacts as a constrainton externalliquidity,
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stability of the macroeconomicand financial environment.
Reduceddomesticbudgetary financingrequirementscontribute to lower real interest rates or lower inflation, or both.
Most of the empirical literature shows that real interest rates
have no significanteffect on private saving-because either
the substitution, income and wealth effects of changed interest rates cancel each other out or the constraints on liquidity
are pervasive, so that the incidence of changing incentives
for the intertemporalallocation of consumption is reduced.
Inflation is equivalent to a tax levied on the holders of
base money. As with any other tax on a particular financial
asset, inflation causes a shift in the composition of private
portfolios without necessarily affecting how fast the portfolios grow over time through saving. The results obtained
here confirm the latter point-inflation has no significant,
systematic effect on levels of consumption or saving.
Temporary declines in income, often associated with
stabilization programs, normally depress saving more than
proportionally. This procyclical behavior of saving is far
less intense, however, than what the permanent income hypothesis predicts. As a result, the intertemporal smoothing
of consumption is far from perfect: liquidity constraints and
uncertainty over future income streams seem to account for
the significanL variations of consumption in response to
temporary fluctuations of income.
Finally, macroeconomic stabilization reduces the variability of relative prices and the uncertainty about future
policies and key macro variables. While reduced uncertainty
tends to boost investment, it has no clear effect on private
saving other than diminishing flight into consumer durables
and foreign capital, an outcome that tends to increase measured private saving in developing countries suffering from
high instability during the pre-stabilizationphase.

As many people suspected, inflation may discourage
saving. The result is at best marginally significant statistically, but there are few high-inflation observations in the
sample. Higher real interest rates do not encourage saving in
the countries in this sample; the coefficientis not statistically
significant. That real interest rates have no effect on saving
is especially striking given that liquid wealth was controlled
for. Households with a high level of wealth would be more
likely to reduce their rate of saving in response to increased
rates of interest because the wealth effect would more likely
predominate.

Policy Implications
The rate of saving has risen substantially in many developing countries, and fallen substantially in others, particularly
in Sub-Saharan Africa since the mid- 1970sand in the highly
indebted countries since the early 1980s. To raise investment to levels necessary for desirable rates of growth, these
country groups have to increase their rates of saving substantially. In the absence of large flows of foreign lending,
the required increase in saving will have to come mostly
from domestic efforts.
Public policies can affect national saving in two ways:
fiscal policies can change the level of saving by the public
sector; and, more indirectly, policy changes can affect the
variables to which private saving is sensitive. The following
discussion identifies the implications for the effectivenessof
public policies in raising national saving in developing countries that can be drawn from the empirical literature reviewed earlier and from the results of this study as described
in the preceding two sections.
Stabilization Policies

Financial Liberalization
Fiscal reform aimed at reducing unsustainable public sector
deficits is normally at the heart of effective stabilization
programs. Raising public saving is the most direct and powerful way the public sector can contribute to higher national
saving, because the private sector will not offset one-for-one
the increase in public saving. This policy implication rests
on the empirical rejection of the Ricardian equivalence hypothesis in most studies for both industrialized and developing countries and on the results obtained here.For the sample
of developing countries, a $1 increase in public saving is
only partially offset by declines in private saving that range
between $0.16 and $0.50, depending on how the reduction
in public saving is achieved (via higher taxes or lower
current expenditures) and how permanent the private sector
perceives the change to be.
Fiscal stabilization has additional, indirect effects on
national saving that stem from the lower requirements for
domestic financing of the budget deficits, the short-run
recessionary impact of stabilization, and the longer term

Interest rate controls and credit rationing are common in
many countries. As a result, real interest rates are very low
or negative, and loanable funds are in short supply. Financial
reformsoften raise real interest rates and contribute to financial deepening. While higher real interest rates improve the
efficiency with which resourcesare used, they do not have a
significant effect on private saving, as discussed above.
Financial deepening resulting from deregulation of the financial sector leads to higher holdings of quasi-monetary
and financial assets, which probably results more from reallocation within portfolios than from growth of total portfolios. Greater holdings of monetary and financial assets could
reduce the constraints on domestic borrowing, however, and
hence lower private saving. The evidence in the present
studies has mixed implications about the effects of thiese
stocks of assets: while these stocks appear to affect some of
the consumption functions for the first sample of countries
negatively, some of the saving regressions for the second
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sample also show a negative role for holdings of monetary
assets. The first sample includes many high inflation countries, with very variable real money balances. Further investigation is needed before a conclusion about the effects of
financial deepening on rates of saving can be reached.

Original variables.The followingoriginal variables were
obtained from the World Bank ANDREX data base (which
compiles data from the United Nations National Accounts,
the International Monetary Fund's [IMF] International Financial Statistics [IFS] [various issues, b] and national
sources): total consumption; money and quasi-money; private consumption; and GDP and GNP. All variables are
measured at current prices in local currency units.
The following original variables were obtained from the
World Bank SAVEM database (which compiles data from
the United Nations National Accounts,among other sources):
local currency investment; GNS; and GDP. All variables are
measured at current prices in local currency units.
The source of the nominal interest rate is the IMF IFS
data banlc.
The sources for the operational non-financial public sector deficit(percentof GDP at currentprices)for Latin American
countriesare:Argentina-KiguelandLiviatan(1989)andUnited
NationsEconomicCommissionfor LatinAmericaand the Caribbean(ECLAC)Projecton FiscalPolicies,Santiago,Chile;and
Brazil,Chile,Colombia,CostaRica,Mexico,Peruand Venezuela-ECLAC Project on Fiscal Policies.
The sources for non-financial public sector investment
(percent of GDP at current prices) for Latin American countries are: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica and Venezuela-ECLAC Project on Fiscal Policies; Colombia-internal World Bank data; Mexico-proportion of public investment in GDI at constant prices, from Banco de Mexico
(1989) alppliedto the GDI/GDP share at current prices from
the World Bank's ANDREX database; and Peru-proportion of public investment in GDI at constant prices from the
International DevelopmentBank (IDB) (1989, table IX-2, p.
203) applied to the GDI/GDP share at current prices from
the World Bank's ANDREX database.
Addiional country-specific variables for the five nonLatin Armericancountries were obtained from the following
sources:Ghana-non-financial public seztor deficitand share
of public investment in GDI from Islam and Wetzel (1990);
Pakistan-public sector figures from Pakistan Economic
Survey; the Philippines-public sector figures from Easterly
(1989) (figures were not available for 1980, and it was
assumed they were the proportion of GDP that pertained in
1981); Thailand-public sector figures from Easterly and
Honohan (1990) (figures were not available for 1980, and it
was assumed they were the proportion of GDP that pertained in 1981); and Zimbabwe-figures for the public sector from Schmidt-Hebbel (1990).

Inflows of Foreign Capital and Adjustment Lending
Inflows of foreign capital tend to reduce private saving, i.e.,
a fraction of each additional dollar of foreign borrowing
finances private investment. The findingsobtained here confirm this result, which was also observed by most of the
earlier literature: in the first sample, consumption is increased by some $0.40 and in Ihe second by only some
$0.14 for each dollar of foreign lending.
It is important, however, not to jump to the conclusion
from this evidence that foreign loans, and adjustment lending in particular, usually worsen the economic performance
of developing countries. The relevant questions are whether
effective public policies supported by adjustment lending
can raise aggregate saving-even if private or household
saving declines in the short run-and whether those policies
can increaseprivate saving in the long run. Positive answers
to these questions hinge on two things: adjustment lending
must contribute to increases in pilblic saving by more than
the decline in private saving; and it must contribute to future
higher growth, which will have a significant impact on
private saving, as discussed next.
Structural Adjustment and Growth Policies
Most empirical studies show thal.per capita income and/or
the rate of income growth have significant,high and positive
effects on private saving. The results obtained here for household saving confirm these findings, showing that both the
level of per capita trend income and its rate of growth
increase household saving over the relevant low- to middleincome range of the sample. It implies that higher growth
will feed back into higher private and national saving and
allow for even higher growth. Hence, successful structural
reforms need to move countries beyond the initial conditions
of low mobilization of resources and income growth and
into a virtuous cycle of mutually reinforcing saving and
growth efforts, as has happened in successful East Asian
countries.
Appendix

DataSourcesand TransformationsforPrivate

Transformed
variables.Theseincludecurrentperiodvari-

Consumption Functions

ables, permanent disposable income, permanent public saving, and inflation and interest rates.

This section discusses the definitions of the variables, the
data sources and the data transformationscorresponding to
the variables in equation (8-2).

* Current period variables. Public saving in current
prices was obtained by subtracting the operational non-
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financialpublicsectordeficitfromnon-financialpublicsector investment.To obtainprivatesaving,eitherforeignsaving and public savingwas subtractedfrom GDI or public
savingwas deductedfrom GNS.Privatedisposableincome
is the sumof privatesavingandprivateconsumption.
* Permanentdisposableincome.For the estimateof
permanentprivate
disposableincomeatcurrentprices(which
is dividedby currentperiodprivate disposableincome at
currentprices in equation8-3),the first step was to obtain
real privatedisposableincomeby dividingprivate disposable incomein currentprices(DY) by the GNPdeflator.In
the cases of Brazil,Colombia,Pakistan,Thailandand Venezuela, the next step was to calculatepernanent private
disposableincomein constantprices (real PDYp),accomplishedby estimatingthe 1980-87 deterministictrend. In
the cases of Argentina,Chile, CostaRica,Ghana,Mexico,
Peru, the Philippinesand Zimbabwe,the trend was not
significant,and real PDY, was thereforedefined as the
samplearithmeticaverageof the real DY, series.Finally,
permanentprivatedisposableincome(PDY)
incurrentprices
wasobtainedby multiplyingrealPDYPby theGNPdeflator.
a Penranentpublic saving.Two extremealternatives
for permanentpublic saving in current prices (which is
dividedby current-periodprivatedisposableincomein current prices in equation8-3) were used for the estimations.
The firstone is a partialforward-looking
optionthat specifiesexpectedlong-termpublicsavingas an arithmeticaverage of actual currentand future,public savinglevels two
periods into the future.The second optioncorrespondsto
staticexpectations.
. Inflationand interestrates.The rate of inflationcorrespondingto the privateconsumptiondeflatorwasnormalized as follows:

Divisionof theWorldBank.The remainingdata-inflation,
share of the urban population,dependencyratio, current
accountbalanceand moneybalances--camefrom the IMF
IFS (variousissues,b) and GovernmentFinanceStatistics
(GFS) (variousissues,a) and the World Bank's Economic
and SocialDatabase.
Householddisposableincome includes all current receiptsby householdsless taxesand socialsecuritycontributions. The key question is whether the exclusionof the
retainedearningsof (private)corporationsownedby householdsdistortsthe pictureof householddecision-making.
The
householdsectoralreadyincludesall agriculturalfirmsand
firms in informalnon-agriculture.
Excludingthe incomeof
private corporationsdoes not affect the resultsas long as
most of the variationin householdincomeand savinginvolveshouseholdsthat would not count the corporateincomeandsavingas partof theirown budgetand wouldnot
makehouseholdsavingdecisionsto offset whatwas going
on in the corporatesector.
To calculatethe threeincomevariablesactuallyusedin
the analysis,regressionswere run with five-yearoverlapping seriesup to and includingthe currentyear,regressing
the log of householddisposableincomeon time. The estimated value for the current year gives the trend value of
currentincome;the coefficienton time is the trend rate of
growth;and the deviationfrom the estimatedvaluein the
currentyearis the temporarycomponentof income.'
To testwhethersavingoutof transfersto householdswas
differentfrom that out of other income,it was includedon
the right-handside. Transfersincludedsocial security,unemploymentrelief and transfersfrom abroad;they did not
include indirect transferssuch as farm price supportsor
subsidiesthat permittedfood to be sold at below-market
prices.Since transfersare alreadycountedas part of total
income,the coefficienton transferswould be zero if'consumptionout of that incomewerethe sameas other income.
A significantnegativecoefficientwouldindicatethat saving
out of transferincomewas on averageless than that out of
other income.
Theinterestrate is the rate on three-monthtime deposits.
The inflationrate is the changein the log of the household
consumptiondeflator,going from the year averagefor the
previousyearto the yearaveragefor the year subsequentto
the observation.The real interestrate is the differencebetweenthe two.
As a measure of holdingsof monetaryassets, money
plusquasi-moneyat the endof the previousperiodwas used
as a measureof the liquidwealthavailablefor consumption
in the currentperiod.Toget its realvaluerelativeto income,
it wasdividedby the geometricaverageof nominaldisposableincomein the currentandpreviousyears.
Foreignsavingis the currentaccountbalance,againas a
shareof householddisposableincome.There are two reasons for believingthat foreignsaving is exogenouswith

(8-8) INF = (AP,1/P_) 1(1 +A P, /P,l)
deflatorand A is the
whereP, is the private consumiption
first-difference
operator.
The real interestrate (r) was measuredex-postusingthe
standardFisherequation:
(8-9) r = (1 + i) / (1 + AP,/I/

-l)

I

wherei is the nominalinterestrate.
DataSourcesfor HouseholdSavingFunctions
The UnitedNationsNationalAccountsbreak incomeand
consumptionseriesinto generalgovernmentand corporate
and householdsectors,from whichhouseholddisposable
income, householdsavingand transfersfrom the general
33 Interestrates
governmentto householdswere calculated.
came from a data set developedby the FinancialPolicy
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respect to household saving. First, developingcountries were
mies. Singh(1972)used the inversesof the squareroot and the
credit-constrained during the bulk of the period; most of the
fourth root of the per capitalevel of incometo test hypotheses
countries in the sample were borrowers throughout the peaboutaverageand marginalpropensitiesto save.
riod, and during the subperiod of freer access to foreign
6. T'heremightbe some simultaneitybias-high rates of savlendig
manydeveopingcounty
(196-81)
govmment
ingand of growthreflect theeffectof goodinvestmnent
opportunilending (1976-81), many developing country governments
ties, which are not fullyreflectedin the real rates of interestfor
restricted the access of the private sector to foreign capital.
deposits.Further,withthe publicsectordefinedto includeaggreSecond,any endogenous response of capital inflows to dogate saving,revenueswouldbe expectedto adjustmoreautomatimesticinvestmnentwould most likely be in the public and
cally tc increases in income than to current expenditures. In
corporate sectors, not the household sector.
additior, governmentinvestment(whichcountsas saving)might
The two demographic variables in the regression are the
be drivingbothfastergrowthand higheraggregatesaving.
rates of dependency
and
urbanization.
The
variables
change
7. However,
not all holdingsof monetaryassetshave a correrates
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~spondirig
counterpart in current and permanent flows of income;
little for each country over the observation periods and in
the returnson holdingsof basemoney,for instance,are excluded
many cases are not actually known on an annual basis. They
fromprvate disposableincome.
are entered mainly as control variables, and not too much
8. For Ricardianequivalenceto hold,the mainconditionsthat
importance should be attached to the coefficient estimates.
have to be satisfiedjointly are: absence of liquidityconstraints;
The dependency ratio is the population below 15 years and
equal rates of discountfor the public and privatesectors; and
above 65 years as a percent of total population. The rate of
certaintyof the flows of futureincome,taxes and public sector
urbanization is the share of the population in cities, based on
expendilures.For a furtherdiscussionof these conditionsand for
UnitedNationsdtsurveysof theempiricalstudies,seeHayashi(1985),Hubbardand
United Natons data; the cut-of-f for city size varies from
Judd(1986),Bernheim(1987),andLeidermanand Blejer(1988).
country to country.
9. Montiel and Haque also tested for differencesbetween
public and privatediscountrates and did not find that they exNotes
plainedthe deviationfromRicardianequivalence.
10. Giovannini(1985)implicitlyrecognizedthis point in not1. GDSis definedas the differencebetweenGDP and total
ingthat muchof the increasein Koreansavingin the late 1960s
consumption,or the differencebetween gross domesticinvestresultedfromthe increasein governmentsaving.
ment(GDI)and thetradesurplus. The differencebetween(GNS)
11.Elothgreaterpurchasesof durablesand capital flighttend
and GDS, or betweenGNP or GDP, is the sum of net current
to reduce measuredprivatesaving, as measuredby the official
transfersand factorpaymentsto the restof the world.Hence,GNS
nationalaccounts,withoutaffectingtrueprivatesaving,definedas
is the differencebetweenGDI anrdforeign saving(the current
the totalaccumulationof privatewealth.
accountdeficit). All variablesare measuredin currentpricesin
12. For a comprehensivetreatmentof the effectsof different
domesticcurrencies.An increasein factorpavmentsto therest of
sourcesof uncertaintyon saving,seeGersovitz(1988).
the world in relativeterms reduces nationalsaving more than
13. A recenterror-correction
modelfor U.S.privateconsumpGNP. The resultsare a shrinkingof the ratioof GNSto GDPand
tion can be foundin Bovenbergand Evans(1990).
an increasein thewedgebetweenthelatterand theratioof GDSto
14. First,the useof appropriateexchangerates is requiredfor
GDP.
cross-countrycomparabilityand estimation. Second,in the case
In figures 8-1 and 8-2, the rates of saving are unweighted

of data and estimations on saving, there is no adequate deflator for

arithmeticsampleaverages. Unweightedaveragesmake senseif
the relevantunit of analysisis the country, the case in most
empiricalcross-countrystudies,includingthat describedin this
chapter.Weightedaveragesarepreferablewhendrawingimplications for the entire sampleunderstudy, using, for instance,the
share of each country's GDP (or GNP) in the corresponding
indicatorfor the entiresample.
2. Collins(1989)discusseddataon theprivatesectoror households for some countriesbut did no: use themin the regressions
for lack of comparability.
3. Rossi's data are somewhatflawedin that privateincome
includedthe profitsof publicas wellas privateenterprises.Thus,
implicitsavingincludedsavingby publicsectorenterprises.
4. Several older studies-Singh (1972) and Williamson
(1968)-also used data on private saving from the 1950sand
1970s,but their theorieswere traditionalKeynesian,whichoverlookedmany of the issuescurrentlyof interest.
5. Rossi(1988)had firstdifferencesof consumptionon theleft
side and currentincomeminuspast consumptionon the right so
thatthe absolutelevelof incomedid notenterexplicitly;rather,it
was implicitlyassumednot to matter in each regression. This
approachmadesense becausehe groupedhis countriesby region
so as to controlfor levelof income,and he put in countrydum156

obtainingseriesfor savingin constantprices.Thesetwoproblems
are avoidedby specifyingratiosinsteadof levels.
15.Privateconsumptionis normallymeasuredaccurately(see
Bovenbergand Evans 1990). Thisassertionshouldbe qualified,
however,in the caseof undergroundproductionleavingthecountry as unrecordedcapital flight (via the underinvoicingof net
exportsor outrightsmuggling),which tendsto financeconsumption abroadbyholdersof flightcapital.
16. For a reviewof the measurementproblemswithnational
savingand its componentsin an internationalcontext,seeAghevli,
et al. (1990), and foT a discussionof the issues related to the
measurementof savingin the UnitedStates, see Bovenbergand
Evans(1990).
17.In a countrywitha ratioof domesticpublicdebtto GDPof
0.5 and an annualrate of inflationof 30 percent,the inflation
componentofnominalinterestpaymentsis close to 15percentper
year, the implicationbeing a correspondingunderestimationof
publicsavingandoverestimationof privatesaving.
18. SeeJudge,et al. (1988)for a detaileddiscussionof pooled
cross-sectiontime-seriesestimators.
19. Becausefittedvaluesfor a right-handvariablewereused,
the t-statisticsobtained from the regressionwere correctedby
using the variance-covariance
matrixof the actual(andnot fitted)
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values of the independent variables.
20. For a description of the tests described below, see, for
instance, Kmenta (1986) and Hsiao (1986).
21. Consider the residuals of a single-interceptOLS model run
on the pooled cross-sectional and time-series data. The aim is to
test for the appropriateness of a two-component model, i.e., an
irndividual-specificeffect constant over time, plus an error that is
identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.) over time and
across individuals: -,, = Di+ rl. For the Breusch-Pagan test the
null and altemative hypotheses are: H. : sy = 0; and H, : H, not
true. The test statistic is distributed as a V
22. Consider H0 : E(c,X) = 0 against H, : E(sjIX) • 0. The
Hausman specificationtest compares fixed-effectestimators,which
are consistent under both hypotheses, with random-effect estimators, which are consistent and efficient under H. but inconsistent
under H' The test statistic is distributed as a %2 .
23. In addition, regression t-tests for the presence of trend and/
Or time-specific effects were carried out by including appropriate
clummyvariables. These effects were not significant in any of the
rnodel specifications.
24. For the theory and the experience of Latin America with
therole of consumption-basedreal interest rates on the intertemporal
allocation of consumption see Dombusch (1983 and 1985), and
for the relation between saving and capital flight see Dornbusch
(1989).
25. Bernheim (1987) addressed the third and fourth limitations
discussed below.
26. The inflation component of interest payments on the public debt, which compensates for the loss in principal resulting from
inflation, is put back into public bond holdings by private investors. For a further discussion see Tanzi, Blejer andTeijeiro (1987).
27. Under the first hypothesis of partial forward-looking expectations,PSr, is constructed as an arithmetic average of current
and future actual public saving, carried two periods into the future,
while under the static expectations alternative current public saving is used (see the appendix).
28. The 1980-82(1980-83) dummies test for a structural break
in 1983 (1984) as a result of the eruption of the debt crisis and/or
domestic recessions, which are not sufficiently captured by the
changes in the business cycle (PDYIDY ) and foreign saving (FSI
DY). The dummies are 1 for 1980-82 (1983), 0 otherwise.
The fixed-effect coefficients for each country corresponding
to the estimations of table 8-1 are available upon request.
29. Direct crowding out of private consumption by the public
deficit can occur in countries where the public sector has preferential access to the resources of the private sector. This situation is
found in some of the sample countries, such as Thailand and
Zimbabwe.
30. Other sets of instrumental variables, such as the lagged
independent variables, were also tried but did not improve on the
reported results. IV without fixed-effect country dumnmieswere
also rejected in favor of IV with fixed-effect dummies.
31. The hypothesis that their coefficients are identical cannot
be rejected. The implication, then, is that for the present sample
there would be no error in using just the log of current income,
rather than decomposing income into trend and fluctuation.
32. An interaction tern of growth and dependency in the spirit
of Collins (1989) and Mason (1986) was attempted, but it was
insignificant.
33. In the case of Taiwan, the data come from China, Taiwan
(1988).
34. So as not to lose too many degrees of freedom with this

method, household income was extrapolated back four years prior
to the start of the sample period by using the growth rate of GDP.
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Comment
Suchdecompositionsmayalsobe usefulthemselvesin providinginformationon the natureof shocksso that policymakerscan be readyto respondin offsettingways.
The authorsexplainsomeof theirresultsby referenceto
a supposedinabilityof individualsto borrowin these countries.For instance,that constraintwouldhelprationalizethe
findingthat privatesavingdoes notfall sufficientlyto offset
fullyan increasein publicsaving,or thatconsumersrespond
to transitoryincomeas well as permanentincome,or that
they do not respondto the rate of interest.However,we
reallydo not havedirectevidenceon the prevalenceof these
liquidityconstraints.What is needed are implicationsof
creditconstraintsthat are moredirectlytestableat the aggregate level. Furthermore,an inabilityto borrow can raise
savingratherthanlowerit, if individualshaveto saveup for
discretepurchasesthat they wouldotherwisebuy on credit.
and wantto
Finally,if individualsare liquidity-constrained
savelittleor nothing,it is notat all clearthatit is a goodidea
to force them to increasetheir savingby, for instance,increasingpublic saving.Here,of course,is an exampleof a
verygeneralissue:higherlevelsof savingdo notnecessarily
implyan augmentationin the well-beingof the individuals
in the economybecausethat increasecomesat the cost of
currentconsumption.Afterall, savingis not a goal in itself.
A relatedset of issues concernsthe rate of returnthat
savers are supposedto get. The rate-of-returnvariablethat
these authorsuse is an interestrate reportedby the IMF, a
rate from the formal financial markets in each country.
However,thoseratesmaycorrespondpoorlyor not at all to
the rates of return most savers in the economy face. In
addition,the interactionsbetweenpublicactivityandprivate
savingthroughthe rate of returnmaybe more complicated
than the authorssuggest.For instance,public expenditures
on infrastructuremaycomplementprivateinvestmentrather
than substitutefor it andtherebyraise the rate of returnon
private savingand potentiallyincreasethe level of private
saving.This scenariocould provide one channelwhereby
increasedpublicsavingdoesnotlead to a fullyoffsettingfall
in privatesaving-private savingis crowdedin ratherthan
out.
The authorsplaceconsiderableemphasison the decompositionof saving:nationalversusdomesticandpublicversusprivate.Thisapproachbringsto mindanotherdistinction
on whichlittle informationexists in poor countries-that
between corporateand personalsaving. Policies that increase corporatesaving may be offset by oppositemovementsin personalsavingif individualsregardthe increased
corporatesavingas a substitutefortheirown saving.

MarkGersovitz
and StevenWebbprovide a wideKlaus Schmidt-H-lebbel
rangingdiscussionof savingin poorcountries.Theypresent
evidenceon the variationin the ratesof savingacrosscountriesover time and therebyhighlightsuchissuesas Africa's
this phenomlow and fallingratesof saving.UJndoubtedly
enonmustbe associatedwith the perplexingproblemof that
continent'spoor recordof growth,so that we are quickly
confrontedwith issuesthat needanalysis.The authorsfollow thisoverviewof nationalrates of savingwith a review
of the findingsof studiesthathaveinvestigatedthevariation
in thoserates.Finally,theypresentresultsfromtwo of their
ownstudiesof savingbehavior.
Theirbasic conclusionis plausible:the most directand
surewayto increasenationalsavingis to raisepublicsaving,
becauseprivate savingdoes not fall sufficientlyto offset
significantlythe increasein public saving.The authorsare
able to investigatethisissuebecausetheyhavedata on both
publicandprivatesaving.Theresultsillustratethe benefitof
of ratesof saving.
theiremphasisona disaggregation
This chapter,althoughextensive,is not exhaustive: a
thoroughanalysisof savingwouldbe an exceedinglyvast
undertaking.Thereforemy remainingcommentsindicate
someof the directionsfor furtherinquirythat are suggested
by thischapter.
Analysisof savingis complicatedby the simplefact that
savingis a sacrificeof currentconsumptionthat is usually
thoughtto be motivatedby the expectationof a consequent
gain in futureconsumption.Decisionson savingare thereforeinherentlyintertemporalandinvolveexpectationsabout
future events.The authorspay attention to these issues,
followingthe traditionaldistinctionbetweenpermanentand
transitoryvariables.Forinstance,theydecomposethe actual
serieson incomeintopermanentandtransitorycomponents.
An areafor furtherwork wouldbe to give moreattentionto
thisdecompositionbecausethe authorsuse relativelysimple
schemes.
on such
Furthermore,theycarryout the decompositions
variablesas income that may be subject to problemsof
measurementandendogeneity.It wouldbe usefulto investigate some of the underlyingvariablesthat cause incometo
changeeitherpermanentlyor temporarily,variablessuchas
conditions,intemationalcommoditypricesand
agro-climatic
eventhe nationalincomesof the rich countries.Thesevariables are less likelyto be endogenousand are less ambiguinto permaouslymeasured,andtheirown decompositions
nent and temporarycomponentsmaybe easierto interpret.
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Endogenous Growth in Developing Countries
with Government-InducedDistortions
William R. Easterly

Introduction

The Endogenous Growth Literature

Economiststhat work on developingcountrieshave long
arguedthat the large differentialsin growth amongthese
countriescan be explainedat leastpartly by differencesin
policies.'Policiesthat directlydistortrelativepricesand the
allocationof resources-such as tariffsand importquotas,
controls on prices and interest irates,and taxes-have in
particularbeen singledout to explainthe varyingperformanceof developingcountries(Krueger1978;andChenery,
RobinsonandSyrquin1986).Muchempiricalevidencehas
accumulatedthat growth is significantlyrelated to such
2 However,
policies,especiallydistortionarytrade policies.
in the standardneoclassicalgrowthmodelof Solow(1956),
distortionarypoliciesaffectthe level of incomeand not its
rate of growth.Assumingthe existenceof non-reproducible
factors,constantreturnsto scale anddiminishingreturnsto
each factorof production,sustaine-d
growthwillonly occur
if thereis exogenoustechnologicalprogress.The long-run
growth effects of distortionarypolicies have accordingly
been questioned(for example,Lucas 1988).It followsthat
distortionarypoliciesare not thaitimportantin explaining
largedifferencesin incomelevels(Rodrik1988).
The standardneoclassicaltheoryleavesunexplainedthe
very largedifferentialsin growthacrossregions,as shownin
table 9-1. As is well-known,per capitagrowthin East Asia
has beenhigherby far than that in othercountriesover the
last two and a half decades,while growthin Sub-Saharan
Africa has lagged badly. A significantset of the poorest
developingcountrieshavefailedto grow at all.Countriesin
the Organizationfor EconomicCo-operationand Development (OECD)have outperformedall developingcountry
regionsexceptEastAsia and the MiddleEast.This pattern
seemscontrary to the predictionof the Solowmodel that
incomelevels acrosscountrieswillconvergeover time.3

Theendogenousgrowthliterature,followingon the workof
Romer (1986, 1987, 1988 and 1989a),Lucas (1988) and
Barro (1989a and 1991),has presentedmodelsin which
policiescan have significanteffects on long-rungrowth.
These modelsvariouslyrelax the assumptionsof constant
returnsto scale (Romer 1986,1987,1988 and 1989a;and
factors
Lucas 1988),the dependenceon non-reproducible
(Rebelo1991),anddiminishingreturnsto eachfactor(Jones
and Manuelli1990).Whilemuchempiricaltestingof these
modelsremainsto be done,theempiricalwork in thisliterature has so far tended to confirmthat policy has strong
effectson growth(Barro1991and Romer1989b).
The analysisof fiscalpolicy in the endogenousgrowth
modelsis of particularinterestto the themeof thischapter.
Barro(1989)and Barroand Sala-i-Martin(1990)havediscussed how tax rates can distortdecisionson savingand
reducegrowth,whilegovernmentservicesfinancedby those
taxescan potentiallyraiseprivateproductivityand increase
growth.Rebelo(1991)and King and Rebelo (1990)have
similarlyshownhow differencesin tax ratescan translate
into largedifferencesin growthrates.
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Distortionary Policies in Developing Countries
Whilethe.endogenousgrowthmodelsstronglysupportthe
attentionpaidin the developmentliteratureto policies,so far
these modelshave not paid much attentionto the special
characteristicsof policiesin developingcountries.The salientfact aboutthesepoliciesis that theyare associatedwith
severedistortionsof staticresourceallocation.
Tax systemsin developingcountriesoften have a very
narrow base becauseof widespreadtax evasion and the
4 Generationof revenuefrom
smallsizeof the formalsector.
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1965-88

rules for the allocation of credit imply large subsidies for
some types of capital and heavy implicit taxes on others. For
example, credit for mortgage lending in Turkey was heavily
subsidized in the early 1980s, so that the borrowers paid
highly negative real interest rates, while commercial credits

Low-income
Chinaand India
Other

3.1
4.0
1.5

for other types of loans carried real interest rates as high as
50 percent (World Bank 1989b). Heavy reliance on money
creation in some developing countries-especially in Latin

Middle-income
Lower
Upper

2.3
2.6
2.3

America, where inflation has at times exceeded 1,000 percent a year--generates large taxes on money balances and
disproportionately penalizes activities that are intensive in

High-income
OECD
Others
Low- and middle-income
byregion
Sub-SaharanAfrica
EastAsia
SouthAsia
Europe,MiddleEast,NorthAfrica
LatinAmericaand Caribbean

2.3
2.3
3.1

the use of cash. In all of these cases, transactionscontinue to
take place even when the distortions penalizing them are
extremely severe.
In addition, however, a large informal sector has sprung
up side by side with the formal economy in many developing countries in response to the distortionary government
policies. de Soto (1987) has convincingly shown how govemment regulation led to a thriving infonnal sector in Peru.
Over half of urban employment in Africa is said to be in the
informal sector (World Bank 1989a). The illegal economy
in Ghana in 1982 was estimated to have been about 32
percent of GDP (Islam and Wetzel 1991). The informal

Table 9-1. Growth by Region
(percent)
Average per capita

incomegrowth,
Cowbry grouping

0.2
5.2
1.8
2.4
1.9

a. Countries classified by United Naticns or otherwise regarded by their
authorities as developing.
Source: World Bank (1989b).

this narrow base often implies very high tax rates. In Argenina, more than 80 percent of income is said to go unreported
(World Bank 1988). In C6te d'Ivoire, employment in the
formal sector amounts to only 1.4 percent of the population
while the average effective tax rate in the formal sector is 48
percent [Chamley and Ghanem 1990]). Repeated attempts
to increase tax revenues from the formal sector have met
with failure, as there is large-scale evasion of taxes. Developing countries rely heavily on taxes on international trade,
particularly in Africa, where it amounts to 35 percent of
revenues (World Bank 1988).
The tax systems in developing countries are also characterized by Large inequalities in the treatment of different
types of income. The tax system is used even more than in
industrial countries to promote a multitude of economic and
non-economicobjectives.For example, the tax rate on manufacturing assets in Malawi is '20 percentage points higher
than on non-manufacturing assets (World Bank 1988).
There are numerous other ways in addition to taxation in
which governments in developing countries intervene that
create large distortions in prices and the allocation of resources. Controls on foreign exchange lead to the creation of
black markets in foreign exchange, where the exchange rate
is a large multiple of the official one. For example, prior to
the reforms in Ghana in 1983, the black market exchange
rate was 44 times the official rate (Islam and Wetzel 1991).
Govemment marketing boards pay prices to domestic producers of export commodities that are a small fraction of the
intemational price. Controls on nominal interest rates often
result in large negative real interest rates, while quantitative

sector often seems to provide a cushion to soften the impact
of even the most extreme governmentpolicies. For example,
the depredationsof the Amin govemment in Uganda caused
output by the formal sector to fall by 2 percent a year, but the
traditional sector continued to grow at 3 percent a year
(Reynolds 1985).
A particularly interesting case of severely distortionary
govemmentpolicy is that of the (formerly) centrally planned
economies of China, the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.
Asshown inEasterly (1991), theirgrowthdoesnotcoimpare
badly withi the rest of the world, although their rates of
investment are much higher.5 This evidence suggests that
the effects of even severe distortions can be offset by sufficiently high rates of saving.
A Model of Endogenous Growth with
Distortionary Policies
This section presents an endogenous model of growth that
attempts to capture some of the special features of
distortionary government policy in developing countries. It
postulates a model of constant returns to scale in reproducible capital, as in Rebelo (1991). Capital is broadly defined
as both physical and human. Two generic types of capital
are considered to produce the single output; the types are
variously interpreted as imported and domestic capital and
formal and informal sector capital. The distortion is defined
as any government policy that causes the marginal products
of the two types of capital to diverge from static competitive
equilibrium. The relationship between this rate of distortion
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and growth is then discussed, taking into account both fixed
rates of saving and optimal saving behavior. While the
government plays no productive role in this section, productive govemment spending is considered in the following
section. Throughout the chapter, it is assumed that the
economy is insulated from the intemational financial markets, although trade in goods is considered.
While the model is highly stylized, the results seem to
give insight into some of the characteristics of developing
countries discussed above.6

The other interpretation is that two types of capital are
formed out of the single domestic output in an autarkic
economy. The first type, called formal sector capital, is
subject to a sales tax at the moment of purchase for investment. Tlhe second type is informal sector capital, which
evades the sales tax. The two types of capital can both be
formed fiom domestic output at zero installation cost. However, they differ in other characteristics such as location or
institutional form of ownership. These characteristics cause
them to enter into production differently and also determine
whether they can be hidden successfully from the tax authorities.
Although the analysis is presented in the form of a sales
or imporl tax on type 1 capital (the most common types of
taxation in developing countries), it can be shown that in a
steady state a tax on the income from type 1 capital is
equivalent.' Thus, the analysis would be the same for a
proportional income tax (on both labor earnings from human capital and profits from physical capital) that is widely
but incompletelyevaded. The tax is also equivalent to other
government actions that imply either extra unit costs for
investment in the formal sector-such as investment licenses or other regulatory requirements-or implicit proportional deductions from income, such as government violations of property rights. The analysis is the same if different types of capital are subject to differential rates of implicit
or explicit subsidization/taxation,such as would occur with
directed credit schemes or quantitative allocation of foreign
exchange. Thus, this simple set-up captures many of the
stylized realities of govemment distortions in developing
economies.8
The essential characteristic of this set-up is not who or
what is being taxed, but simply that a wedge is driven
between the marginal products of the two types of capital, as
follows:
al1J9K
(9-2)
eT

Production
Equation (9-1) shows the production function for the analysis:
1

(9-1) Y

where
Y
Ki
K2

=

=
=
=

(y1KP + y2 KP)

output
type 1 capital
type 2 capital.

Output Y is a CES function of Ihe two generic types of
capital, K, and K2, with the elasticity of substitution 1/(p - 1).
Since no fixed inputs enter the production function, sustained growth is feasible through the accumulationof physical and human capital. For simplicity's sake, the population
is assumed to be fixed throughout the analysis.This type of
production function can be justified as being an asymptotic
approximation of one in which fixed inputs become less
important at high levels of income (Jonesand Manuelli 1990
and Easterly 1990).Others have argued that spillovers from
the accumulation of physical and human capital produce a
linear relation between output and capital (Romer 1987).
Finally, Rebelo (1991) has shown that all that is necessary
for sustained growth is a core of capital goods that can be
produced without fixed inputs, as in equation (9-1).
The distortion,measured at exponential ratec, is defined
as a unit cost associated with investment in type 1 capital
goods.Two alternativereal-worldinterpretationsof the capital
types and distortions are illuminating (although analytically
equivalent). First, it is assumed that the economy produces a
single domestic good, with capital made up of imported
goods (KI) and the domestic good itself (K2). Both goods are
assumed to be traded, and the economy is assumed to be
small in intemational trade. The price ratio of the two goods
is thus fixed and can be normnalizedat unity. The distortion
rate T is either a tariff on the imported capital good or an
import quota (defined as the equivalent tariff rate). The
proceeds of the tariff are assumed to be rebated to the private
sector in lump-sum form, while the holders of import licenses receive rents under the quota system.

where
Y
K
K2

output
= type 1 capital
type 2 capital.

X is the exponential rate of

the sales tax (or tariff) on investment in type 1 capital.8
Profit-maximizing producers will rent the two types of
capital such that equation (9-2) is satisfied.The implication
is the followingratio of type 2 to type 1 capital (denoted B),
derived from equations (9-1) and (9-2):
l
(93)
K
K1
l
l
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where
B = the ratioof type2 capitalto type 1 capital
K2 = type2 capital
K, = type 1 capital.

It is more illuminatingto present the relationshipbetweenthe rate of distortionandgrowthfor plausibleparameter valuesgraphically."In figure 9-1, the relationshipapproximatesa logisticcurve,with flat segmentsat low and
high rates of distortion.In this simulation,growthasymptoticallyapproachesa minimumas the distortionT goes to
infinity.Increasesin the distortionfrom zero are not very
costly at first but show increasingcosts in terms of lost
growthas the distortionincreases.This pattern is the dynamicanalogto the well-knownstaticprincipleof increasing marginalcostsof distortions,whichin thiscase reflects
diminishingreturnson increaseduseof type2 capital.'2 The
reversalof the sign of the secondderivativeas r increases
reflectsthe gradualdisappearanceof type 1 capital.As the
use of type1 capitalapproacheszero,the damagecausedby
additionalincreasesin distortionbecomesslight.
The findingthat the growthrate is alwaysabovea certain
minimumeven as distortionapproachesinfinity is intuitivelyplausiblein lightof the countryexperiencediscussed
earlier.The possibilityof substitutinginformalcapital for
formalcapitalcouldexplainwhyoutputand growthdo not
fall to catastrophiclevelsevenwithalmostunlimiteddistortionof the allocationof resources.Thispossibilitycouldalso
explainwhycentrallyplannedeconomieshavebeenableto
growrespectably-withfinitelossesfroman arbitrarilylarge
distortion,the negativegrowtheffectsof distortionarypolicies couldbe offsetby sufficientlyhighincreasesin saving.
For exarnple,in thissimulation,the loss in growthfrom an
arbitrarilylarge distortionis 5 percentagepoints, which
could be offsetby an increasein savingof 20 percentage
points.Whilethisincreasesin savingwouldimposea severe
coston the population,it is withinthe rangeof feasibility.
The non-linearshapeof the growth-distortion
relationship alsohas interestingimplicationsfor policyreforms.In

The distortiont inducesmore of type 2 capitalto be held
thanis sociallyoptimal.Theelasticityof substitution[l/(p 1)]determineshowstronglythe ratio of capitalinputswill
respondto increasesin the distortion.
Theaccumulationof the two typesof capital,firstunder
fixed ratesof savingand thenunderoptimalsavingbehavior, is considerednext.
Capital Accumulationwith F'ixedRates of Saving
Witha lump-sumrebateof tax revenues,the incomeof the
private sectoris equal to total outputY. As in the original
Solowmodel,it is assumedthat a fixedproportion,s, of this
incomeis saved.Since it is assumedthe economyis closed
to inflowsof foreignfinancial capital,saving will equal
investmentin type 1 and type2 capitalgoods:10
(9-4) II + 12

= SY

where
11
12

s
Y

= investmentin type I capital
=
investmentin type2 capital
= savingrate
= output.

It is assumedthatthe rateof depreciationof capital(c) is the
same forboth types.
Thegrowthrate for theeconomyin a steadystateis then
givenby the following:

Figure9-1. Distortion and Growth, Alternative
(9
_)(y
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Assumptions
0.05

where
g
= the growthrate for the economy
s
B

oa

=
=
=

0.04

saving rate
the ratio of type 2 capital to type I capital

0.03

depreciationrate.

It can be shown that growthis unambiguouslynegatively
relatedto the distortionrate . Thispoint is intuitivelyclear,
giventhatoutputfora givenlevelof capitalis maximizedat
zerodistortion,and equation(9-5)simplyrepresentssaving
out of outputas a ratio to existingcapital.Thisresult is the

an
0.01
Exogenoussavingrate

_

endogenous growth analog to the standard result in the

0

Solowmodel that a tax on capitalwill reducethe steadystateratio of capital to laborand will loweroutput(see, for
example,Atkinsonand Stiglitz1980).
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this model, elimination of small distortions is practically
pointless, since it means just backwards movement along
the initial flat part of the curve. Similarly,modest reductions
of very large distortions have virtually no impact, since the
tax rate of an activity that is at a very low level has little
weight.
The elasticity of substitution plays a critical role in this
analysis. The results just presented will only hold in the case
that the elasticity of substitution is strictly greater than one,
the implication being that neither input is essential for production. (The simulationjust presented assumed an elasticity of 2.) Figure 9-2 shows the consequences of distortions
for growth under alternative elasticitiesof substitution.With
an elasticity equal to unity, outpultgoes to zero as type 1
capital is more heavily penalized,since this input is essential
for production.Growthdeclines asymptoticallyto the depreciation of the capital stock (-a) without replacement. With
an elasticity equal to 3, on the other hand, growth stays
above a minimum of over 2 percent, no matter how large the
distortion.
It can be seen from figure 9-2 that the flat part of the
curve at low rates of distortion with inelastic production is
much larger than the flat portion with highly elastic production. The point made earlier about small distortions not
being costly is stronger the more inelastic production is.
Similarly, the flat part of the curve at high rates of distortion
is longer (and the loss in growth smaller) the more elastic
production is. Modest reform of large distortions is more
ineffective the larger the elasticity of substitution is.
To summarize, in this model the reform strategy should
be affected by assumptions about ilhesubstitutability of formal and informal capital. If it is believed that substitutability
is high, then the focus should be on very large reductions in
the large distortions, since moderate reductions will have

little effect. If it is believed that substitutabilityis low, there
is no point in bothering with small distortions, whereaseven
moderate reductions in the large distortions will be effective.
The benefit of reform in terms of growth is greater the more
inelastic the production structure is.
Capital Accumulation with Optimal Saving
Behavioir
This sect6on addresses the implications of optimal saving
behavior to see how saving responds to distortion. It is
assumed that identical, infinitely-lived dynasties of producers-consumersmaximize the present discounted value of the
utility of Ifutureconsumption:
00
,:

(9-6) 1 e-r' C
0
1 -

where
C
= consumption.
Utility is given as an isoelastic function of total consumption
C where the intertemporalelasticity of substitution is 1/Ca.
Consumption, C, is given by the excess of income, Y,
over investment spending. The investment in type I capital,
I,, is taxed at an exponential rate, exp (X),as before."3
(9-7) C

=

where
C
Y
II
12

T

=

Y - et 1I - 12 + T

consumption
output
investment in type 1 capital
investment in type 2 capital
lump-sum transfers of revenues.

The equalions for the accumulation of capital stocks K1 and
K2 are simply:

Figure 9-2. Growth and Distortion Alternative
Elasticities of Substitution (ExogenousSavingRate)

(9-8) k1 =1,
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dt
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-~0
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Source:
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It is straightforward to show that the producer-consumer
solving this maximization problermwill allocate investment
between the two types such that equation (9-2) continues to
hold. That is, X will be equal to the wedge between the
imarginalproducts of the two types of capital. In a steady
state,both types of investmentand capital, consumption and
output will all grow at the same rate, which is given by:
(9-10) g

=

r2

K,
r2
a

r
B

r2

=
=
=
=

- a - r

term shows that the propensity to consume out of wealth
(capital) will increase with the net rate of return if the
intertemporalelasticityof substitution is less than one. If this
propensity is equal to one, it will be simply the second term,
the rate of time preference. The third term in equation (9-12)
gives the amount of the lump-sum transfer to consumers
from the tax revenues as a ratio to the capital stock. These
revenues are entirely consumed. As the tax rate increases,
consumption declines because the rate of return falls, and
the income effect is assumed to outweigh the substitution
effect. The decline in consumption is partially offset by the
consumption of lump-sum tax revenues, but these do not
affect the rate of growth, and the lump-sum transfer disappears as the tax rate increases. The increase in saving as a
share of income in response to high levels of distortion
explains why distortion causes less of a fall in growth in the
optimal saving case (given the assumption of the simulation
of an intertemporal elasticity of less than one, as supported
by most empirical evidence). As argued in Easterly (1991),
higher saving in socialist countries could also be a rational
response of planners to severe distortions.
If the intertemporal elasticity is greater than one, then
consumption will rise with increased distortion-the substitution of present for future consumption outweighs the income effect of the higher tax rates. The decline in saving
with higher levels of distortion implies a more severe decline in growth. Small distortions will be even more costly
than in the inelastic endogenous saving case, and the minimum rate of growth will be less than in the case of exogenous saving. Thus, the intertemporal elasticity of substitution is as critical in this analysis as the production elasticity
of substitution between the two capital types is.

2

the growth rate of the economy
depreciation rate
the marginal product of type 2 capital
discount rate.

is given by the following:
l l

(9-11) r2

where
B

=

= 72 (Y1 B

'P

+ 72 )7

the ratio of type 2 capital to type 1 capital
(equation 9-3).

Growth is given by the familiar condition that optimal
growth of consumption is equal to the difference between
the net marginal product of capital and the rate of time
preference times the intertemporalelasticity of substitution.
Since the marginal product of type 2 capital goes down
when type I capital is taxed more heavily, growth is unambiguously a negative function of the tax rate .
A plot of the growth-distortionrelationship for a simulation with the same parameter values as before is shown in
figure 9-1, which also shows thierelationship under exogenous saving behavior."4 As can be seen, the marginal costs
of increaseddistortion under optimal saving behavior are no
longer increasing. Even small distortions are costly, because
they cause both a decrease in saving and a static loss in
efficiency. However, with endogenous saving, the growth
consequences of very large distortions can be less severe
than under fixed rates of saving. 'Thereason is that the rate of
saving actually increases at high rates of distortion.
The causes of this outcome are exarnined next. It is
straight- forward to show that the propensity to consume out
of total capital K, plus K2 is given by:
C
K, + K,

(9-12) K
where
C
K.

=
=

(r 2 -a)(1-

I

r

-)+

a

type 2 capital
the marginal product of type 2 capital
depreciation rate
discount rate
the ratio of type 2 capital to type 1 capital.

The first two terms in this expression are familiar. The first

0f

where
g
a
r,
r

=
=
=
=
=

Comparison of the Exogenous and Endogenous
Saving Models
The exogenousand endogenous modelsof saving both show
that distortions significantly affect growth, a finding that
means that the effects of policy in endogenous growth models need not occur through the effect on saving alone. Both

r,(e't -1)
If
1+B

models also show that growth will stay above some minimum rate if the production elasticity of substitution is sufficiently highi.However, the exogenous saving model implies
that small distortions are not comparatively costly, while
optimal saving behavior implies they can be very costly
5
indeed."
It remains an empirical matter to determine which
theory better fits the experience of developing countries.

consumption
type 1 capital
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Other implicationsof the optimal saving models, such as
Ricardianequivalence, have notbeen supportedby evidence
6
in developing countries."
The survey of Schmidt-Hebbel
and Webb (chapter 7 of this volume) found little empirical
evidence of a saving response to rates of return or policy
variables in developing countries. However, the data on
saving in developing countries are so poor that the
endogeneity of the rate of saving rmains an open question.
A Model of Distortionary
Spending and Growth

(9-15)

iY
c = SG(es - 1)
,

where
KG

K,
SG

= government capital
= private type 1 capital
= govemment saving.

Given tha,tB is the ratio of type 2 to type 1 capital, which
continues to be given by equation (9-3), the following ratio
of output to type 1 capital, denoted X,emerges:

Taxation, Government

F

While govemment played no productiverole in the previous
section, this section looks at the implicationsof productive
government spending financed by the distortionary tax on
type 1 capital. A stock of government capital that enters
directly into the production function, meant to represent
such services as roads, telecommunications,sanitation services, generation of electricity, etc., is considered.1' The
production function for the single domestic output then becomes:
nFS
(9-13) Y =y(yK' +y2f P +yGKGJ

y
= K =[(y
lov1+y2 P)P+70(s (e-))J
0

(9-16)

1

where
the ratio of output to private type I capital

=

K
B

= private type 1 capital

S

=

ratio of private type 2 capital to private type 1
capital
government saving.

=

The growth outcome for exogenousand endogenousrates of
saving is considered next.
where
Y
K1
K2

K.

=
=
=
=

Exogenous Saving Rates

output
private type 1 capital
private type 2 capital
public capital.

It is assumed that any taxes not spent by the government on
capital accumulation are rebated to consumers. There is no
lending to the public sector by the private sector. In addition,
it is assumed that use of govemment capital is free and
equally dilvidedamong consumers/producers. This assumption implies that the rents from governmentcapital accrue to
the private sector, not an unreasonableassumption for many
developing countries. The accumulation of private capital is
then given by:

The two forms of private capital, K, and K,, continue to have
an elasticity of substitution l/(p - 1.).They are nested within
a larger production function where the elasticity of substitution between private and public capital is q. As with the
previous production function, this one can accommodate
various interpretations. Public capital could be another use
of domesticoutput, or it could be assumed that public capital

isimportedasK,
is(but is exemptfromquotasor tariffs).
The accumulation of public capital, IG.is given by an

(9-17) Il

assumption of fixed saving out of the revenues from taxing
type 1 capital:

where
1

i2

(9-14) IG = SG(es - 1) A

S
Y
SI

where

=
=
=
=

+

12

=

s

lY -

SG(el - 1) I1

investment in private type 1 capital
investment in private type 2 capital

privatesavingrate
output
government saving.

= publicinvestment
SG = government saving

IG
1

=

The steadly-staterate of growth of output and capital will
then be:
t- s
l
1 B
(9-18) g =)
( +)
1 + B + ssG(et - 1)

investment in private type 1 capital.

If it is assumed that the rate of depreciation is the same for
govemment as for private capital, it immediately follows
that the ratio of government capital to type I capital in a
steady state will be:
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where
g
= the growthrate of the economy
X = the ratio of outputto privatetype 1 capital
Sr
= governmentsaving
a
= depreciationrate
B = the ratioofprivatetype2 capitalto privatetype
1 capital.
Figure9-3 showsa simulationof the rate of growthas a
8
functionof the tax rate for plausibleparametervalues.'
There is now an upward-slopingportionof the growth-tax
rate relation.As tax ratesare increasedfrom zero,the marginalproductof publiccapitalis very high,outweighingthe
distortionaryeffectof the collectionof tax revenues.However, as more public capital is accumulated,diminishing
returnsset in, whileat the same timesuccessiveincreasesin
the tax rate worsenthe effectof the distortionon the accurnulationof privatecapital.At somepoint furtherincreases
in the tax rate will lowerthe rate of growth.Fromthatpoint
on, the behaviorof the growth-distortion
relationis similar
to that in the first model. Growth holds above a certain
minimumif the elasticityof substitutionis sufficientlylarge,
just as in the model without govemment.However,this
resultalsorequiresthatthe elasticityof substitutionbetween
public and private capital be greater than one. In other
words,noneof the inputsintotheproductionfunctioncanbe
essentialfor thisresultto obtain.
In thismodel,the effectof excessivelyhigh tax rateson
growthis potentiallymore severe,since not only do they
distortproduction,they could also cause movementto the
downsideof the Laffercurveandcausepublicrevenueand
investmentto decline. The growthoutcomealso depends
cruciallyon the share of public revenue,sG.allocatedto
capital spending.Since sGdeterminesthe reallocationof
savingfromthe privateto thepubilicsector,thissharecanbe

eithertoo highor toolowdependingon therelativemarginal
productsof publicandprivatecapital.
It is of interestto seethe associationbetweenthe rate of
growthand the total amountof publicrevenue,as shownin
figure9-4. Onceagain, the overallsizeof govemnment
can
be too largeor too small. At point A in figure9-4, the tax
rate is zero.Both growthand tax revenuesrise stronglyas
the tax rate increases,since the additionaltax revenueis
usedto financethe acquisitionof productivepubliccapiital.
Growthreachesa maximumat B,at whichpointthe positive
contributionof publiccapitalto growthjustoffsetsthe negative effect of the tax distortion.From B to C, furtherincreasesin taxrates leadto a trade-offbetweentax revenues
and growth-they continueto boost revenue(and public
capital)but at the expenseof a distortionsevereenoughto
reducegrowth.At C, tax revenueas a ratioto outputreaches
the maximumas of the Laffercurve. From that point on,
increasesin the tax rate are counterproductive
in terms of
both revenueand growth-revenue declines becausethe
situationis on the "wrong" side of the Laffer curve, and
growthdeclinesbecauseof the effect of the distortion.At
point D, thereis convergenceto a minimumrate of growth
at which tax revenueand the use of both K, and KGare
arbitrarilycloseto zero.
To the extentthat this modelcapturesreality,figure9-4
suggestscaulionwhenattemptingto estimatethe empirical
correlationbetweengrowthand the size of government(as
measuredby either revenueor spending).If countriesare
assumedto havesimilartax structuresbut differenttax rates
that are distributedrandomlyalong the curve,estimatesof
the relationshipcould be positiveor negative.The absolute
value of the coefficienton the size of governmentiin a
growthregressioncould range from zero (at point B) to
infinity(at point C). Even the interpretationof the coefficientis ambiguous.Both the segmentsAB and CD implya

Figure9-3.TaxRatesandGrowth,
Alternative
Assumptions

Figure9-4.TaxRevenue
andGrowth,
Exogenous
SavingRate
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positive relationship, but for much different reasons-the
former because hikes in the tax rate increase both growth
and revenues and the latter because hikes in the rate decrease
both. Causation is also problemalic since both tax revenue
and growth are endogenous.
To try to pin down where governments might wind up
on figure 9-4 is a task for theorists of political economy.
Benevolent growth-maximizing governments would tend
to cluster around B. (As Barro 19B9apointed out in a similar context, if a regression between growth and size of
government is estimated from such a sample, the erroneous
conclusion would be reached that there was no relationship
between the two.) The Buchanan-type patronage-maximizing state would move more toward point C (but not all the
way if it also valued future patronage, which will increase
with higher growth). In general, a rational state valuing
some mixture of patronage and growth would be found in
seg-ment BC, which could expLainthe negative relationship found in the empirical work. However, there are examples from the literature on the ipoliticaleconomy of irrational outcomes from game-theoretic interactions between
factions or coalitions that could result in governments falling along the AB or CD segments (Findlay 1989 and Haggard 1989).

Thegrowthratewillagainbegivenbyequation (9-10the difference between the marginal product of type 2 capital (net of depreciation) and the rate of time preference times
the intertemporal elasticity of substitution. The marginal
product of type 2 capital is now given by:
' l
(9-21) 1"2= X'-(7 1 + 2py
BP)P y2BP

where
r,
X
B

=
=
=

the marginal product of private type 2 capital
the ratio of output to private type 1 capital
the ratio of private type 2 capital to private type
1 capital.

The resulting relationship between the rate of growth and
the rate of taxation was shown in figure 9-3. As in the case of
exogenous saving, initially the relationship is positive between taxes and growth, where the benefit of more taxfinanced governmentcapital outweighs the distortionary effect of thietax. However, the maximum rate of growth is
reached at a much lower tax rate, and the maximum rate is
itself much lower, than in the case of exogenous saving.
With an intertemporalelasticity of less than unity, as in this
simulation,the minimum rate of growth is higher than under
exogenous saving (as in the previous model).

Optimal Saving Behavior, Government Spending
and Growth

Empirical Results
With optimal saving behavior,consumers-producersare again
assumed to maximize the sum of intertemporalutility (equation 9-6). Consumption C is still constrained by:

The absence of good measures of distortion hamper the
testing of the relationship between the rates of distortionand
growth. The lack of comprehensive data on the accumulation of human capital is also a problem.This secton presents
some attempts to measure fiscal variables and distortions
crudely t) test their cross-section relationship to growth,
with the sample limited to developing countries. Although
cross-sectionregressionsare subject to problems of interpretation and causation, they are a useful device in identifying
empiricalassociations in the data that roughly correspond to
long-run steady-statebehavior."9
In the first regression presented here (appendix I presents the results), the rate of growth of gross output (Y6588)
is regressed on the ratio of investment to GDP (IY6588), the
growth rate of the labor force (LFORCE), the change in the
share of exports in GDP over the sample period (DIFEXP),
and the share of governmentconsumptionin GDP (GY6588).
The export share variable is a rough measure of whether the
trading system is open, a calculation that is intended to
capture the existence or absence of large implicit or explicit
taxes on imports. The share of govemment consumption in
GDP conresponds to the portion of govemment revenue
collected that does not go to capital accumulation (although
some revenue may support the accumulationof human capital). Dumrmiesfor Africa and Latin America that other schol-

(9-19) C = Y - e' 1 - 12 + T
where
C
Y
I,
12

T

= consumption
= output
= investmentin private type 1 capital
=
investment in private type 2 capital
= lump-sum transfers of revenues to consumers.

Consumers will take lump-sum transfers as given, but they
are given by:
(9-20) T = (1 - sG) (et - 1) ',
where
T
=
SG =
I,
=

lump-sum transfers cf revenues
government saving
investment in private type 1 capital.

Consumers are assumed to be so small relative to the total
economy that they do not take into account the contribution
their taxes make to public capital.
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airshave reported were also tested. As shown in regression
B, "openness" (DIFEXP) emerges as having a significant
positive effect on growth, while government consumption
has a significant negative effect. This regressioninstruments
for the rate of investment because of possible simultaneity.
When the change in the share of exports is also instrumented
(regression C), it becomes significant only at the 10 percent
level. The dummy variable for Latin America is marginally
significant,but not the dummy variable for Africa.
The export share variable is vague as a test of import
distortions.Another alternative involving a directsubjective
classificationof countries as "inward-oriented"(from World

Appendix 1. Results of the Regressions and
Definitions and Sources of the Variables

Bank 1987),witha dummyvariableforthosecountries,was

Variable

also tested. Further, a dummy variable for countries with
distortionarycontrols on interest rates, defined as those countries in which real interest rates were less than -5 percent
(from Gelb 1989),was tested. As shown in regressions D, E
and F, both these dummy variables are highly significant.
Trade and financial distortions each cause a loss of growth
of about 1.5 percentage points on average. The government
consumption variable is still negative and close to being
significant at the 5 percent level. These results suggest that
distortions have a strong effect on growth, as predicted by
the theoretical model. However, the effect is small enough
to be within the bounds predicted by the model, with a
production elasticity greater than one.

Constant 1.4666681 1.1305687
IY6588
0.1091513 0.0353577
LFORCE 1.1792242 0.3092298
DIFEXP 0.0595169 0.0180365
GY6588 -0.0977830 0.0441492
LADUM -1.9046779 0.5996525

Conclusions

B. Two-stage least-squares/dependent variable is Y6588

The Results
The followingregression tables present the results of regressions A through F. The variables are defined in the section
following the tables.
A. Ordinary least-squares/dependent variable is Y6588
(nunber of observations: 70)
Coefficient

R2
AdjustedR2
Standarderrorof
regression
Durbin-Watson
statistic
Loglikelihood

Standard
error

2-tail
T-statistic significance

1.2972835
3.0870592
3.8134240
3.2997982
-2.2148313
-3.1763026

0.471407
0.421065
1.730117

Meanof dependent
variable
Standarddeviationof
dependentvariable
Sumn
of squared
1.673639 residual
-134.0113 F-statistic

0.199
0.003
0.000
0.002
0.030
0.002

4.149281
2.273843
188.5783
9.364044

(number of observations: 69)

The stylized model in this chapter shows how governmentinduced distortions can affect the rate of growth in an endogenous growth model, both with and without effects on saving. The results suggest that predicting the effect of distortions on growth depends a great deal on structural parameters and initial conditions, especially the elasticity of substitution of different types of capital, the intertemporal elasticity of substitution, the rate of government saving and the
level of government capital. Government saving and the
collection of tax revenue can both be either too large or too
small.
While this model is too simple to afford detailed policy
advice, it suggests some basic principles. The policy-maker
should attempt to identify aad move along the steeply-sloped
portion of the growth-distortion relationship. In the exogenous saving model, this finding means ignoring small dis. '' .
.
. .
tortions and making large reductions in very significant
initial distortions. With endogenous saving, even small distortions can be costly, but it continues to hold that small
changes in large distortions have a minimal effect on growth.
Since policy reform is so politically costly, it would be
unfortunate if policy-makers expended political capital on
partial reforms whose long-run effects on growth are likely
to be disappointing.

Variable

Coefficient

Standard
error

2-tail
T-statis.icsignificance

Constant -0.7011407 1.8319876 -0.3827213 0.703
IY6588
0.2294921 0.0897952 2.5557277 0.013
LFORCE 1.0133875 0.3491735 2.9022459 0.005
DIFEXP 0.0529485 0.0216968 2.4403774 0.018
GY6588 -0.1241806 0.0599143 -2.0726352 0.042
LADUM -1.3148390 0.7889153 -1.6666415 0.101
AFDUM -1.0501771 0.6737135 -1.5587887 0.124
R2
0.386402 Meanof dependent
AdjustedR2
0.327022 variable
4.166158
Standarderrorof
Standarddeviationof
regression
1.875392 dependentvariable 2.286081
statistic
1.
6Sumr of squared
218.0598
Loglikelihood
-137.6046 F-statistic
6.507238

~~~Instrument
list: C LFORCE DIFEXP GY6588 LDUM AFDUM
PRIMAGLURBPOPIET RIOr CIVLIEB
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C. Two-stage least-squares/dependent variable is Y6588
(numberof observations:32)
Variable

Coefficient

Standard
error

E. Two-stage least-squares/dependent variable is Y6588
(numberof observations:23)

2-tail
T-statistic signifcance

Variable

Standard
error

Coefficient

2-tail
T-statistic significance

Constant 2.4672395 1.2716152 1.9402407 0.064
IY6588
0.1468687 0.0722230 2.0335452 0.053
LFORCE 0.8796042 0.3364464 2.6143958 0.015
DIFEXP
0.0540633 0.0303997 1.7784154 0.088
GY6588 -0.2252280 0.0962568 -2.3398655 0.028
LADUM -1.3188960 1.0736029 -1.8265540 0.080
AFDUM -0.8222876 1.0736029 -0.7659141 0.451
R2
0.648085 Meanof dependent
AdjustedR2
0.608266 variable
4.16124
Standarderrorof
Standarddeviationof
regression
1.206383 dependentvariable 1.927478
Durbin-Watson
Sumof squared
statistic
1.319851 residual
36.38400
Log likelihood
-47.46033 F-staitistic
9.022545

Constant 3.6112415
IY6588
0.1834878
LFORCE 0.2450439
GY6588 -0.1746110
TDUM
-1,5457438
FDUM
-1.7120726

1.4910847 2.4218889 0.027
0.0383169 4.7886956 0.000
0.3235372 0.7573901 0.459
0.0886146 -1.9704534 0.065
0.4670607 -3.3095139 0.004
0.5015859 -3.4133189 0.003
20.816066
Meanofdependent
AdjustedIt2
0.761967 variable
4.299200
Standarderrorof
Standarddeviationof
regression
1.027550 dependentvariable 2.106128
Durbin-Waitson
Sumof squared
statistic
1.866252 residual
17.94961
Loglikelihood -29.78444 F-statistic
15.08485
Instrunentlist: C LFORCEGY6588TDUMFDUMAFDUM

Instrumentlist:C LFORCEDIFEXPGY6588LADUM
AFDUMPRIMAGLURBPOPIET RIOTCIVLIBRERSD
TDUM

LADUMPiRIMAFL URBPOPIET RIOTCIVLIB
F. Two-stage least-squares/dependent variable is Y6588
(number of observations: 22)

D. Ordinary least-squares/dependent variable is Y6588
(number of observations: 23)
Standard

Variable

Coefficient

error

2-tail
T-statistic significance

Standard
error

2-tai
T-statistic significance

Variable

Coefficient

Constant

4.0297392

1.7968652 2.2426497 0.039

1Y6588

0.1762197

0.0395366

4.4571276

0.000

Constant 3.7031913 1.4793810 2.5032032 0.023
IY6588
0.1739718 0.0345686 5.0326492 0.000
LFORCE 0.2578677 0.3220675 0.8006636 0.434
GY6588 -0.1667834 0.0873915 -1.9084638 0.073
TDUM
-1/5575002 0.4655863 -3.3452451 0.004
FDUM
-1.7311805 0.4993963 -3.4665463 0.003
R2
0.816882 Meanof dependent
AdjustedR2
0.763024 variable
4.299200
Standarderrorof
Standarddeviationof
regression
1.025268 dependentvariable 2.106128
Durbin-Watson
Sumof squared
statistic
1.878833 residaal
17.86996

LFORCE 0.2335276 0.3510087 0.6653043 0.515
GY6588 -0.1799308 0.0916823 -1.9625468 0.067
TDUM
-1.8116901 0.7165778 -2.5282533 0.022
FDUM
-1.7394032 0.5636737 -3.0858338 0.007
112
0.810246 Meanof dependent
AdjustedR1
0.750948 variable
4.357849
Standarderror of
Standarddeviationof
regression
1.066162 dependentvariable 2.136381
Durbin-Watson
Sumof squared
statistic
1.965986 residual
18.18724
Loglikelihood -29.12310 F-statistic
13.66397
InstrUmentList:C LFORCEGY6588FDUM1AFDUM

Log likelihood

LADUM PRIM AGL URBPOP JET RIOT CIVLIB RERSD

-29.73329 F-statistic

15,1625

RIR
Definitions and Sources of the Variables

The data are for the time period 1965-87 (and 1988 if the

LFORCE

data were available) unless otherwise specified.
Variables.
Y6588

IY6588

= average annual rate of growth of GDP, calculated by regressing the log of GDP (in constant 1980 prices) for the full sample against
time. The data on GI)P are from the World
Bank database.
= gross domestic investmentas a share of GDP,
1965-88, average for the full sample, with

GY6588

DIFEXP

170
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data from the Bank Economic and Social Database (BESD).
average annual rate of growth of the population of working age (15-64), 1965-85, for the
full sample. The data are based on the World
Development Indicators, World Bank (1987,
p. 264).
governmentconsumption as a share of GDP,
average 1965-88,for the full sample. The data
are from BESD, the World Bank database.
average share of exports (exports of goods
and non-factor services) in GDP for the last
five years of data (1982-87/1983-88) minus
the average share of exports in the first five

Endogenous Growth in Counties with Government-Induced Disiortions

PRIM

=

years (1965-70), for the full sample. The data
are from the World Bank database.
primary school enrollment as a percent of the
school-age population in 1965, for the full

categories 1-3). The information is based on
Gastil's index of civil liberties and freedom
(Barro 1991).

sample.The data are fromthe World Devel-

Appendix 2. Country Classificationsand Samples

opment Indicators(World Bank 1988,pp. 280-

81).
AGL

CountryClassifications

percentof the labor force in agriculture, 1965,
for the full sample. The data are from the
World Development Indicators (World Bank
1988, pp. 280-81).
URBPOP = urban population as a percent of the total
population, 1965,for the full sample. The data
are from the World Development Indicators
(World Bank 1988, pp. 284-85).
RERSD = real exchange rate standard deviation. The
calculations are based on data on the real exchange rate of CountryEconomic Department,
Macroeconomic Adjustment and Growth
(CECMG) of the World Bank.
=

The dummy variable used as an indicator of trade distortion
is based on the trade policy classification in the World Development Report 1987(World Bank 1987), which uses the
effective rate of protection, the use of direct controls such as
quotas and import licensing schemes, the use of export incentives and the degree of overvaluation of the exchange
rate. In determining the classification for the entire period
(1965-88),the period from 1973-85is weighted more heavily
than that from 1963-73 because of its longer time span.
The classificationused here is as follows:
Strongly outward-oriented
Hong Kong (HKG) Korea (KOR)

Singapore (SGP)

Dumny variables.
Moderatelyoutward-oriented
AFDUM = dummy variable ForAfrican countries-1 if
the country is African, zero otherwise.
LADUM = dummy variable for Latin American countries-I if the country is Latin American, zero

Brazil (BRA)
Malaysia (MYS)
Turkey (TlIR)

otherwise.

Chile (CHL)
Thailand (THA)
Uruguay (URY)

Israel (ISR)
Tunisia (T'UN)

Moderatelyinward-oriented

TDUM

= dummy variablefor tradepolicy distortions1 if the country is inward-oriented,zero otherwise. The country classifications are based on
World Bank (1987, Annex 3).
FDUM = dummy variable for the financial policy distortions-1 if the realinterest rate is less than 5 percent,zero otherwise.This variableis based
on World Bank (1989b). The data for 1965-85
are from Gelb (1989).
IET
= dummy variable for irregular executive transfers (e.g., military coup) for the period 195877-1 if there was more than 1 irregular executive transfer, zero otherwise. The infornation is from Barro (1991) (originallycollected
by Taylor and Jodice).
RIOT
= dummy variable for riots between 1958 and
1977-1 if there were more than 25, zero
otherwise. The information is from Barro
(1991) (originally collected by Taylor and
Jodice).
CIVLIB = dummy variables for civil liberties-I for political systems in which full democratic elections are blocked constitutionallyor have little
significance in determining the distributionof
power through thosethat are tyrannies(Gastil's
categories4 through7),zero otherwise(Gastil's

Cameroon (CMR) Colombia (COL)
C6te d'lvoire (CIV)El Salvador (SLV)
Honduras (HND) Indonesia (IDN)
Mexico (MEX)
Nicaragua (NIC)
Sri Lanka (LKA)
Senegal (SEN)

Costa Rica (CRI)
Guatemala (GTM)
Kenya (KEN)
Pakistan (PAK)
Yugoslavia (YUG)

Strongly inward-oriented
Argentina (ARG) Bangladesh (BGD)
Burundi (BDI)
Ethiopia (ETH)
Madcar (MDG)
India (IND)
Peru (PER)
Sudan (SDN)
Zambia (ZMB)

Bolivia (BOL)
Ghana (GHA)
Nigeria (NGA)
Tanzania (TZA)

Some countries changed classification between the two
periods. Cameroon, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cote d'[voire,
Guatemala and Indonesia moved from the moderately outward-oriented classification in 1963-73 to the moderately
inward-oriented classification in the 1973-85 period. Tunisia moved from moderately inward-orientedto moderately
outward-oriented. Chile, Turkey and Uruguay moved from
strongly inward-oriented to moderately outward-oriented.
Finally, Bolivia, Madagascar and Nigeria moved from moderately inward-oriented to strongly inward-oriented. (For
further delail, see World Bank 1987, pp. 82-83.)
The financial distortion dummy was based on a classification of the real rate of interest. Positive real interest rates
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Intersectivonof Trade Policy Sample and Financial Policy
Sample

are greaterthan zero; moderately negative rates are between
Oand -5 percent; and strongly negative rates are less than-5
percent. The classification is as follows:
Strongly
negative

Moderately
Positive

negative

Chile(CHL)
India (IND)
Korea(KOR)
Malaysia(MYS)
Singapore(SGP)
Sri Lanka(LKA)
Thailand(THA)

Brazil (BRA)
C6te d'Ivoire(ICIV)
Indonesia(IDN)
Malawi(MWI')
Morocco(MAR)
Pakistan(PAK)
Philippines(PHL)
Portugal(PRT)
Senegal(SEN)
Tunisia(TUN)
Uruguay(URY)

Algeria(DZA)
Argentina (ARG)
Ecuador(ECU)
Ghana(GHA)
Jamaica(JAM)
Mexico(MEX)
Nigeria(NGA)
Peru (PER)
SierraLeone(SLE)
Tanzania(IZA)
Turkey(TUR)
Yugoslavia(YUG)
Zaire(ZAR)
Zambia(ZMB)
SeeGelb(1989)andWorldBank(1989b)
for furtherdetail.

Brazil
BurkinaFaso

Pakistan
Panama
Panua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines

Burundi

Mexico
Nigeria

Tanzania
Thailand

C6te d'Ivoire
Ghana
India
Indonesia
Koreai

Pakistan
Peru
Philippines
Senegal
Singapore

Tunisia
Turkey
Uruguay
Yugoslavia
Zambia

3. The literatureanalyzingconvergencehasfoundevidenceof
convergencae
amongrich countriesbut in generalnot on a global
scale(Rorner1986,Baumol1986,DeLong 1988,Barro1991,and
Barroand Sala-i-Martin1989).
4. See World Bank (1988) for a general discussionof tax
systemsin developingcountries.
5. Thisstatementignoresthe issueof whetherthosecountries
measuredtheirgrowthaccurately.
6. The model was applied to socialistcountries in Easterly
(1991).
7. Atkinsonand Stiglitz(1980,p. 237)notedthisequivalence.
8.Theiodel differsfromthe seminalanalysisofBarro(1989a)
and theexistenceof
infocuson thedistortionarynatureof taxationthe
an infonnaisectorin thismodel,as wellas in generalizationto
non-taxdistortions.The presentmodel thus adds an elementof
distortion of resource allocation to theintertemporal
intratempo:ral
distortiondiscussedby Barro.
9, If income from type 1 capital is being taxed, then the
incometax ratet equivalenttothe exponentialsalestax X is t = 1 exp (-t).
10.The analysiswouldbe the same if therewere exogenous
capitalflowssuch as foreignaid or officiallendingthatpermitted
a tradedeficit,or if the economywas subjecttoexogenouscredit
rationingin the internationalmarkets. Fewdevelopingcountries
havefullycipencapitalmarkets. In any case,considerationof the
effectsof suchopennessis beyondthe scopeof this chapter.
11.The parametervaluesare s = .2,a = .05,y, = 2 = .5, and p
= .5.Sensitivitytestingconfirmsthat the shapeof the functionis
the samefor altemativevaluesexceptfor p, as notedin the text.
12. For example, a study of the Philippinesfound sharply
increasingstatic costs for successiveincreases in the rates of
taxationof imports(WorldBank 1988).
13.The variableT is the lump-sumtransfer,ex-postequal to
e'l, but trea-edby theconsumeras fixed.
14.The additionalparametersfor the simulationaresigma= 7
(intertemporalelasticity= .14)and r = .1. The sensitivityof the

Israel

Portugal

Rwanda
Senegal
Somalia
SouthAfrica
Sri Lan
Madagascar Sudan

Jamaica
Cameroon
Central African Rep. Jordan
Kenya
Chad
Korea
Chile
Lesotho
China

Colombia
Congo

Brazil
Chile

2. See Easterly and Wetzel (1989) for a survey.

Haiti
Honduras
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Iran

Botswana

Sri Lanka

1.Thischapteris a substantiallyrevisedversionof a paperthat
appearedearlieras NBERWorkingPaperNo.3214. I amgrateful
for the ccmments of Stanley Fischer, Robert Barro, Rudiger
Dombusch,SergioRebelo,MichaelGavin,Bela Balassa,Ricardo
Martin,DeborahWetzel,Surjit Bhallaand participantsin seminars at the World Bank and in the NBER Growth Workshop,
October1990.

Note that in any given regression the number of observations may be less than the full sample sizebecause of missing data:

Bolivia

Malaysia

Notes

Full Country Sample

Argentina
Benin

Argentina

Malawi

Syria

Costa Rica
Cote d'Ivoire
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Ethiopia

Malaysia
Mali
Malta
Mauritania
Mexico
Morocco

Tanzania
Thailand
Togo
Trinidad & Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Uruguay

Fiji
Gambia, The
Ghana
Guatemala

Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria

Yugoslavia
Zaire
Zambia

Mauritius
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results to these parameters is discussed below.
15. This result is similar to those in King and Rebelo (1990),
which found that small differences in tax rates could have major
consequences in an optimal saving model, even without the static
distortions considered here. Note that if the intertemporal elasticity of substitution equals one (log utility), the propensity to consume capital will not respond to rates of return. However, the
share of consumption and saving in incomnewill still be affected
by the rate of distortion, in contrast to the Solow model.
16. Haque and Montiel (1987) found that Ricardian equivalence was rejected in 15 out of 16 developing countries they
tested.
17. Aschauer (1989) and Shah (1988) found that public capital
spending in the United States and Mexico, respectively, had productive effects. Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1990) considered differ-nt ways in which government spending could enter the production function, only one of which is addressed here.
18. The parameter values are the same as in the previous
sinulations. The new parameters are rl= .5, ,y =.5, and SG= *5.
19. The empirical results in this section are taken from Easterly and Wetzel (1989).
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Comment
Robert J. Barro
William Easterly's study presents interestingtheoretical and
empirical analyses related to tlhe effects of governmentinduced distortions and expenditures on economicgrowth. I
will discussaspects of the theoreticalmodels and then present
somc. empirical results to supplement the findings in this
chapter.
Easterly presents two kinds of models: one relies on
exogenous, constant rates of saving; and the other assumes
privately optimal saving by representative, infinitely-lived
households/producers.The particular model of optimal saving used in the study, although stundard in the growth literature, can be criticized for ignoring uncertainty, distributional
effects, imperfections in the capital market, finite-lifeeffects
and so on. However, it is hard to regard a fixed rate of saving
at an arbitrary level as an interestingalternative.
The most important implication of optimal saving seems
to be that for people to be willing Lodefer consumption from
the present to the future, they hav, to be compensated in the
form of a higher (expected)after-tax real interest rate, r. This
property is likely to be robust to many changes in the framework, such as the omissionsjust mentioned. The property is
also important in studying growth because it implies a positive association between r and the rate of growth of per
capita consumption. (The standard model, used by Easterly,
also implies that this relation is not affected by shifts in the
level of per capita consumption.) In a steady state, output
and consumption grow at the same rate. Therefore, for given
preference parameters, the optimal saving model implies
that the real interest rate and the per capita growth rate are
positively correlated across steady states.'
In the class of optimal saving models that Easterly considers, the key relation can be written as

where
y

=

= per capita consumption
=

r
p

the magnitude of the elasticity of marginal utility with respect to c (1/a is the inter-temporal
elasticity of substitution for c)
= the after-tax real interest rate and
= the rate of time preference (denoted as r by
Easterly).

The right-hand equality in equation (9-C-1) reflects household preferences as discussed above. The left-hand equality
applies in the steady state when output and consumption
grow at the same rate.
In this model, the impact of government distortions and
expenditires on the steady-state rate of growth, y, reflects
the effects on r. Easterly assumes that production involves
two types of capital inputs. The first type is taxed or regulated, whereas the second is not. Because the relative prices
of all goods are fixed (say, at unity), the rate of return r
equals the marginal product of the taxed good. A higher tax
rate induces substitution from the taxed to the untaxed input
and thereby reduces the marginal product of the untaxed
good. It follows that r declines and that, as it follows from
equation (9-C-I), the rate of growth, y, declines.
In a later section, Easterly allows government infrastructure to have a positive impact on the marginal products of
the two types of private capital. In this case, an increase in
the government's investmentin infrastructure,when financed
by the distorting tax on type I capital, has offsetting effects
on the marginal product of type 2 capital. If government
infrastructureis small, the first effect tends to dominate so
that r andy initiallyrise with an expansion of government. In
the case of a larger government, the distortion effect dominates, so the r and ydecline as the govemment gets bigger. It
is also possible to go beyond the peak in the Laffer curve so
a higher tax rate means lower growth and less government revenue (possibly even as a share of output). In most
cases, however, rational governments do not operate in this
range.
The eftects are similar in my model (Barro 1990),which
assumes a single type of capital with constant retums (the

-n,,lthat

(9-C-1) r2 = X`7(y, + yzBP)j

c
a

y2BP-'

the steady-state rate of growth of per capita
output
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"Ak model") and a proportionate tax rate on the income
from capital. For a given margyinalproduct of capital, a
higher tax rate has a negative effect on the after-tax rate of
return, r, and, hence, a negative effect on the rate of growth,
y. Again, a direct effect of govemment services on the
marginal product of capital offsets the tax distortion.
An interesting question in this type of model is the
predicted relation between the rate of growth and the share
of various types of govermnent expenditures on GDP. The
difficulty is that the correlation depends on the theory of
government as well as the model of the private economy. At
least three kinds of public sector objectives have been used
as a basis for endogenous govemment within this type of
framework: first, randomization (that is, the size of govemment is independent of the other variables under study);
second, maximization of the utility attained by the representative household (or, more generally, benevolent govemment); and third, maximization of the utility of a governmental dictator. Under some conditions, the second type of
model could apply to self-interested politicians who are
subject to electoral and other ccnstraints from the populace.
The first type of model generates the predictions suggested above. With a low level of govemment as the starting
point, an increase in tax-financed, productive government
expenditures as a share of G]DP leads initially to higher
growth. At a higher level of government, the relation reverses signs. Thus, for a cross-section of countries, this
model predicts a non-monotonic, but well-defined,relation
between the rate of growth and the share of productive
government expenditures in GDP. For non-productive govemnmentspending (which might enter into household utility
functions), the predicted relation is negative throughout.
That is, a direct influence on the marginal product of capital
does not offset the distortion effect.
In Barro (1990), I considered a model in which the
governmentmaximizesthe utilityof the representativehousehold. The utility-maximizingratio of productivepublicspending to GDP in that model turns out to be the ratio that
maximizes the per capita rate of growth.If countries differ in
the nature of their technology, then the optimal share of
government in GDP may differ. However, the main implicadionof this model is that the observed correlation between
growth and the share of productive public spending in GDP
is close to zero. (The result is essentially the first-order
condition for the maximization of the rate of growth.) In
fact, this hypothesis accords with the empirical results from
cross-country growth regressions: the estimated coefficient
of the share of public investment in total investment is close
to zero (Barro 1991, table 4). However, it is hard to tell
whether this result means that govemments are optimizing
or that the distinction between public and private investment
(at least as measured) is negligible. On the other hand, there
is some indication that growth is systematically negatively
related to the share of govemrnent consumption spending in

GDP (Barro 1991, table 1). If government consumption
enters into household utility, then this result is predicted by
the model of benevolent govemment.
I have also considered the dictator version of public
spending within the Ak model with non-productive govemment spending. The dictator is assumed to have the same
forrn of preferences as that of the representative household.
Althoughthe dictator cares only about own utility, he or she
cares indirectly about economic growth because it expands
the pie that he or she can tax later on. It turns out that an
improvementin technology (parameter A) raises the growth
rate and lowers the tax rate. An increase in the rate of time
preference, p, or a decrease in the willingness to substitute
consumption intertemporally(a higher c), lowers the growth
rate and raises the tax rate. Therefore, disturbances in terms
of technology or preferences all generate an inverse relation
between the growth rate and the tax rate (which equals the
share of government spending in GDP in this model). Thus,
although the public sector's objective is different, the theoretical prediction about the relaton between unproductive
govemment spending and growth is the same as that in the
model with a benevolent government. As mentioned, there
is also some empiricalsupport for this prediction.
Easterly's study presents some interesting empirical results concerning the association between economic growth
and measures of openness of trade and distortions in the
financial market. The openness measure, TDUM (1 for outward-orientedand 0 for inward-orientedpolicy) comes from
the World Bank's (1987) four-way classification, which
combines a number of quantitative indexes of trade orientation. One danger of the subjective classification is that the
classifier already knows too much about the growth performance when making decisions. Chad Jones, a graduate student at the Massachusetts Instituteof Technology, has compiled measures of effective protection rates (EPRs) based on
an array of World Bank and other studies on individual
countries (many of which are inputs into the World Bank's
measure of trade orientation). These data are subject to
substantial measurement problems and also cover different
years for each country. Accordingly, I used the quantitative
information only to construct a dummy variable,EPRDUM,
that equaled I if the EPR exceeded a "high" value, taken to
be 40 percent, and 0 otherwise. The correlation between
EPRDUM and TDUM for the 51 countries that have data on
both variables is 0.61.2
I entered the variables TDUM and EPRDUM into a
cross-country regression for 51 countries of the type that I
ran previously (Barro 1991). The other independent variables are 1960 per capita GDP (from Summers and Heston
1988), primary and secondary school rates of enrollment in
1960, the average share of government consumption (exclusive of defense and education) in GDP from 1970 to 1985,
measures of the numbers of revolutions, coups and lpolitical
assassinations, and the deviation of the value of the 1960
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purchasing price parity (PPP) for investment from unity
(from Summers and Heston 1988). The estimated coefficients on the two dummy variables are -.0138 (standard
error =.0042) for TDUM and -.0u 17 (.0036) for EPRDUM.
(Easterly's results for 22 countries, shown in appendix 1 of
his chapter, reported a coefficienton TD.M of -.0181

Notes
1. Easterlyobservesin his chapterthat "[o]therimplications
of the optimalsavingmodels,such as Ricardianequivalence,have
notbeensupportedby evidenceindevelopingcountries."Ricardian
equivalenceis, in fact, not a necessaryimplicationof optimal
saving; for example, it does not obtain in Blanchard's (1985)

[0072]).Thus, I find that the openness dummy and the EPR

model that allows individualsto die probabilisticallyand that
assumes no intergenerationaltransfers. Moreover, Ricardian

dummy are each negatively and significantly related to
growth.A countrythat is distortedin accordancewith both
measures would have lower estimated per capita growth of

about2-1/2percenta year.
If I add Easterly's financial marketdistortion variable
RDM(which 1qualsI
if the real interestratesaveranot

ereguas21

less than -5 percent a year and 0 otherwise),the results for 45
countries are -.0103 (.0047) for RDUM, -.0121 (.0064) for
TDUM, and -.0127 (.0044) for E.PRDUM. Thus, a country
that is distorted according to all three measures would experience a reduction in the estimated per capita rate of growth
of about 3-1/2 percent. The countries in the samnplein this
category are Ghana, Nigeria, Tanzania, Argentina and Peru.
De Long and Summers (19911)argue that investment in
equipment plays a specialrole in economicgrowth. Specifically, rates of growth tend to be higher the higher the share
of investment in equipment in C;DP. This quantity share
tends, in turn, to be higher the lower the relative price of
equipment. It may be, however, that the equipment share
variable is a proxy for the types of distortions captured by
the dummy variables discussed above. In fact, when TDUM
and EPRDUM are included in a cross-country regression

(41 countries), the estimated coelficient of the share of in
investment equipment in GDP is positive, although insignificant: .088 (.066).3 This variable is significantin the same
sample if the variables TDUM and EPRDUM are excluded;
the estimated coefficient is then .181 (.077).
Easterly's chapter makes significant progress in understandingthe link between govermmentactivities and economic growth. The empirical findings about the effects of
distortionsare particularlyinteresting,and further work along
this line is likely to be fruitful.

equivalence seems to be a reasonable first-order approximation to
the data (see Barro 1989b).
2. The WorldBanksampleprovidesinformation on 40 developingcountriesthatare also in my sample. Becausethe data did
cover developed countries, I included the value TDUM = 0 for
additional countries: Japan, China, Taiwan, Austria, Belgium,

Denmark,Finland,France,Germany,Ireland,Italy,Luxembourg,
Netherlands,Norway,Spain,Sweden,Switzerland,UnitedKingdom,Canada,UnitedStates,AustraliaandNewZealand.
3. The data are theshareof GDPfor investmentin equipment
from 1960to 1985, taken from De Long and Sunmners(1991,
appendixIV).
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equilibrium between the liabilities of the.state, both actual
and contingent,and its assets. The second task is to elaborate
constitutional rules and a performance-oriented regulatory
framework for state intervention that would make repetition
of the irresponsible deficit-spending behavior of the past
more difficult.
The second task for long-tenn economic policy-making
is integration of the region into the world economy. Along
with state-led development, the days of inward-looking industrialization are gone. If an industry is worth protecting
from imports, its exports are also worth promoting. Industrial policy has a role to play, but the protection of
uncompetitive private sector monopolies is certainly not it.
Besides the definition of a performance-oriented industrial
policy, the countries in the region will also need to find a
role for Latin American integration in this age of megaeconomic blocs. While free trade is no panacea, it perhaps
offers a good,firstapproximation for the medium tern: Latin
American markets may provide a first stage in the direction
of freer trade.
Another theme is private investment. Fiscal austerity
pays off in the long run, but substantial time is required for
stabilization to take hold and private confidence to become
re-established,as the examplesof Chile, Bolivia and Mexico
demonstrate. The deflationary costs of stabilization policies
need to be reduced by appropriate confidence-boosting economic measures, although this task is easier said than done.
Traditional Keynesian pump-priming expansionism will not
work. Protectionism is out of order. Subsidized long-term
credit is not the answer.
What is left? A more liberal economic framework is
certainly necessary, but historical experience shows that it is
not sufficient to promote growth. New theories on growth
are in their infancy, and the empirical investigations all
show that private investment is a function of GDP growth,

My remarks lay out the main points on the development
agenda for Latin America in the 1990s. The tasks in longterm economic policy-making in Latin America can be split
into four main areas: role of the state; integration into the
world economy; determinants of private investment; and
alleviation of poverty. Following that discussion,I conclude
with a brief review of some of the roles the World Bank
could play in accomplishing this development agenda.
Since the 1930s, the state has been the leading economic
actor in Latin America's development, and until the 1970s
the number of functions and forms of its intervention in the
r-egion's economy increased continuously. Thereafter, the
debt and hyper-staglation crises of the 1980s closed this
chapter of state-led development. AlthoughitheLatin American governments of the 1990s may continue to absorb the
same fraction of the region's gross domesticproduct (GDP),
they will need to be more selective and performance-oriented in their interventions than in the past. A local and
dynamic entrepreneurial class now exists in many countries;
past prejudices against multinational firms are vanishing.
The awareness that the state is not well-equipped to operate
productive enterprises directly is growing, in tandem with
the need to increase competition within the private sector.
Reform of the public sector is the number one development priority in the region. Two tasks are at hand. The first
is fiscal reform, broadly understood to include the restructuring of domestic and foreign debt and elimination of rentseeking entitlements such as early retirement plans, special
pension funds, housing subsidies, inability to remove public
sector employees, guaranteedaccess of state banks to central
bank rediscounting and the impossibility of closing lossmaking public sector enterprises.The purpose of the reform
is to provide a new beginning for the state that is free of the
debt overhangs of the past and that is characterized by an
179
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which is the goal once private investment gets going. This
listing should leave no doubt a cteeperunderstanding of the
determinants of productive private investment is another
important task for long-term economic policy-making in the
region.
Last but not least, there is the alleviation of poverty.
Cross-country comparisons of the distribution of income
show quite clearly that the lot of the poor in Latin America
could be substantially improved, at current per capita levels
of income, without significant economic costs or negative
effects on the rates of growth of GDP. Sufficient intemational experience on the alleviation of poverty has now been
accumulated. Missing, however, iisthe political will to intervene in a pragmatic fashion, without the prejudices of the
old left-which continues to believe that minimum wage
legislation is the sole cure for poverty-and of the old
right-which continues to believe that trickle-down is the
only way out of poverty.
What is the role of the World Bank in this agenda?Many
roles could be mentioned, but let me touch on only two
points. Professor Arnold Harberger emphasized the Bank's
role as a teaching institution: showing to countries what
needs to be done in the light of recent advances in economic
knowledge and international experience. I would agree with
this suggestionas far as poverty alleviation is concemed, but
I would suggest a more modest role-namely, that of a
research institution-in the other three areas (efficiency of
government and fiscal and monetarypolicies).We now have
a broader professional consensus on development policies
than in the past, but my impression is that we know more
about the don'ts than the do's. For example, we know that

protectionism and financial repression are bad for growth,
but purely liberal policies do not seem to be able to deliver
rates of growth similar to those of the countries that followed active industrial and financial policies, such as Taiwan and Korea. Perhaps what is most needed is to find out
how an active government policy succeeds in not falling
prey to rent-seeking interests, either in the private sector or
in the government bureaucracy. What seems to be required
is a renewedpolitical economy approach to economicpolicymaking, which the World Bank is particularly well-equipped
to help develop.
Anotherpoint relates to adjustment lending. This financing startedas a temporarybalance-of-paymentssupport measure. Now, perhaps, it should increasingly be viewed as a
means to strengthen govemment finances in adjusting countries, or, more specifically, as a means to increase the credibility of local money and facilitate the access of adjusting
countries' govemments to the local and international capital
markets. Credit for the public sector was a victim of the debt
crisis, wiith the successive extemal debt restructurings and
domestic debt defaults. International reserves, acquired with
the help of World Bank adjustment loans, could be used by
the govemments of developing countries both to anchor
domestic currencies credibly to the US dollar or other convertible currencies and to offer an intemational guarantee to
facilitate the acceptance of medium-term government bonds
in the local and intemational capital markets. These uses of
adjustment loans could be an important part of the restructuring of govemment finances, which is the single most
importanttask for the resumptionof growth in Latin America.

Gerald K. Helleiner

associatedwith modestimprovementsin growth,rates of
saving and export performance. Especially striking, once
again, is the decline in the rates of investment associated
with Bank adjustment lending. Although Bank authors argue that faster growth associated with lower investment
implies increased investment efficiency, others have noted
that increased capacity utilization-attributable, in part, to
increased import capacity (which has been relatively deemphasized in the second round of research)-is no less a
plausible explanation.
(2) New attention is being paid to the relative roles of
private and public saving and investment in the overall
performance of saving and investrnent. The importance of
reductions in private investnent is highlighted,but efforts to
"explain" it in statistical terms have not been too successful;
it is evidently not associated, for example, with the trade
regime. The reduced relative role of foreign saving in the

I spoke on the panel that concluded the conference in 1989
on the first round of the World Bank's research on adjustment lending. At that time I tried to summarize, inevitably
somewhat subjectively,some of the main conclusionsdrawn
from that research.Having just reread that summary,I would
not now change a word. Nevertheless, there has been significant value added from this second round of research on the
Bank's adjustrnent lending. Let me try, again somewhat
subjectively,to summarize what it is.
(1) Considerable further analysis has been conducted on
the overall impact of World Bank adjustmentlending, using
more data and more sophisticated imethodologies.The new
evidence generates results broadly similar to the old ones,
for example, that structural adjustment loans (SALs) are
180
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financing of the reduced domestic investment has also not
been clarified further. Generally, there is now a more nuanced approach to the "crowdingyout" or "crowding in"
effects of government spending. In particular, the importance of public investment, especially in infrastructureand
humnancapital, in the creation of incentives and opportunities for private investment, is recognized more clearly.
(3) Stability, policy credibilityand sustained govemment
effort receive major new attention. The reduction of private
decision-makers' uncertaintyis seen as of major importance
to)the success of adjustment programs. In this context, there
i3 anew interest in critical thresholds. Debate continues as to
how best to establish and maintairngovernmental credibility
and how much pain must be inflicted (and borne) for these
purposes.
(4) There is a new, heavy emphasis upon the paramount
need for the early reductionof "high" rates of price inflation.
Evidently the Bank and many of its authors have lost some
of their earlier tolerance for inflation, provided only that the
real exchange rates were not overly misaligned. This resurrection of traditional International Monetary Fund (IMF)
verities has obvious implications for the sequencing of adJustment measures. However, it equally obviously requires
igreaterprecision as to what is meant by "high" inflation.
(5) The impact of adjustment programs upon poverty is
receiving much more attention. 'The World Bank's World
Developmnent
Report 1990 (World Bank 1990) emphasized
the need for labor-intensive growth and the provision of
education and health services for the poor. Parallel points
are being made with increasing frequency with reference to
adjustnent programs. It may be that policies for the relief of
absolutepoverty have at lastentered into the so-called"Washington consensus" on appropriate policy reform. However,
while the Bank now expresses its intention of improving its
pro-poor policies, its practice is still inadequate. Relatively
little effort has been made to monitor absolute poverty levels
or to assess the implementationof anti-povertypolicies or to
build anti-policy objectives into the ex ante design of adjustment programs.
(6) New advice is being offered regarding the Bank's
disbursement of adjustment loans. The authors argue that
where policy reforms take a long time to implement and/or
to have any positive effect, disbursements should be geared
to the continuation of appropriate policy change. While this
recommended "short-leash" appiroachmay be defended on
the basis of the incentives against policy slippage that it
creates, it makes little sense in terms of broader adjustment
objectives. If there are balance-of-paymentsproblems associated with adjustment efforts, increased external finance
should be made available; the amounts to be provided should
reLate to the objective need for quick-disbursing program
support, not to fairly subjective assessments of whether
programs of uncertain outcome in the longer run are being
adhered to. Perhaps this recormmendation is intended to

reduce the relative importance of adjustment or program
lending. That is, in any case, what it will achieve.
Much more persuasive is the call for contingencyfinancing-what used to be called "supplementary finance"--to
permit adjustment programs to stay on track in the face of
unexpected events such as a deterioration in the terms of
trade. The new evidence that investment rates vary directly
with the stability of overall output lends extra support to this
advice.
In much of this new wisdom, as well as in much of the
old, there is an emerging professional consensus on the
subject of adjustment lending. Agreement is probably easiest when the professionals are all discussing the specific
policies appropriate to a particular country at a particular
time, rather than trading dubious generalizations that purport to straddle both space and time. Nevertheless, there is
still room for doubt as to whether it is possible (borrowing
Dick Cooper's approach at the conclusion of another conference in Washington about I0 years ago) to expect any four
knowledgeable economists at this conference, if asked to
prepare a specific adjustment program, to come up with
broadly the same prescriptions.
Where are the areas of continuing disagreement or uncertainty?
(1) There does not seem to be agreement as to the uniiversal productivityof the new general advice on the sequencing
of reform: first, macroeconomic stabilization, especially in
the realm of inflation; then liberalization(getting incentives
right), addressing the most severe distortions first, and then
increased investment and growth. On both political and
economic grounds, these orderings might often sensibly be
altered, as to some degree they have been in parts of SubSaharan Africa.
(2) There is still not full agreement on the nature and
social costs of market "distortions" and the efficacy of liberalization. The relevance of the trade regime to adjustment
remains unclear, particularly the roles of import liberalization and targeted incentives. The Bank's own research has
still not yielded evidence of a correlation between trade
policy and either investmnentrates or growth in total factor
productivity. Similarly, the impact of liberalization cf the
interest rate seems highly uncertain, a matter for "judgment." It is now agreed that increases in the interest rate do
not raise savings and, if overdone, can be harmful. The
potential dangers of financial liberalization are sometimes
seriously discussed in the Bank's research papers; at other
times they are downplayed (sometimes both occur in the
same paper). Ambivalence seems to characterize the new
consensus in this sphere.
(3) There are different views on the potential role of
incomes policy as against the "elimination of labor market
rigidities and distortions." Trade-offs between labor earn181
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ings and employment and, more broadly, the functioning of
the labor markets during adjustment are not understood.
(4) Although there is now agreement on the critical
importance of nationals' "ownership" of adjustment programs, major disagreements, probably inevitably, still surface on aspects of the political economy of policy change.
Do the pressures of shocks and crises generate better policies, or do they lead to hurried andlill-consideredresponses?
Is a sustained adjustment effort better engendered through
step-by-step confidence-building or through sharp changes
that show the policy-makers mean business?
(5) Doubt and disagreementpersist as to the adequacyof
external funding for adjustrnent and eventual growth, particularly in the case of low-incomecountries in Sub-Saharan
Africa. In these meetings there has been a tendency to take
net externalresource flows as given.However, "one person's
constraint is another's objective function." Does it make
sense to strain over optimal policies if the possibilities for
adjustment are tightly limited by a resource constraint that
will throttle the best reform efforts? The importance of the
debt overhang and what, if anything, to do about it are also
likely to engender debate at the country level.
(6) Some confusion remains over the relative roles of the
IMF and the World Bank in adjustment programs. Clearly

there is overlap in the activities of these two institutions that
makes it difficult to identify which deserves the credit (or
blame) for what. Does it make sense to continue independent assessments of the impact of Bank adjustment lending
while the Fund does correspondingly inappropriate evaluations of illsown lending?
(7) Do different adjustment paths have different effects
on environmental variables? It is striking that whereas not
only the person in the street and the aid donors, but also the
President of the World Bank, regularly proclaim their new
concern for the environment, no one at this conference has
uttered a word on the subject. In the context of the adjustment debate, this neglect may be seen by some as important
and by others as unimportant. I suspect that a degree of
uncertainty and disagreement also characterizes this area.

Arnold C. Harberger

tion is the most important, most profound, most fundamental and most long-run way of dealing with poverty. It can
very appropriately be supplemented in the short and middle
runs by policies that, much more than ever in the past,
concentrate on the very poor. On these matters there is an
emerging consensus, which I perceive even in some govemments in Latin America.
One of the interesting sidelights of the emerging consensus is that privatization has come to be a good word to the
point of often being regarded as an end in itself. One of the
most surprising results has been that even people as generally market-orientedas myself are advising governments to
move carefully, to go slowly and to think about the prices
they are getting and alternate terms on which to achieve
privatization.Governments should, in particular, try to have
a salable asset before putting it up for sale.
Most economists would agree with the above remarks:
that privatization is good; that there is room for the private
sector to be expanded at the expense of the public sector;
that activities should be transferred from the one sector to
the other; aindthat, even in this process, care should be taken
about many aspects and steps.
To a considerable degree the emerging consensus is a
consensus of responsibility-of weighing the cost of the
benefits from each option more carefully Lhanhas been done

All in all, there is now a firm appreciation of the enormous variety of both initial country conditions and adjustment experience. The degree of "noise" in measured economic relationships, even those we thought we understood,
has proven so great that there can now be no escaping
country-specificanalysis of adjustment possibilities.

Everybody is talking about consensus, and let me start on the
same subject. There is even more of a consensus at this table
than it might seem. Even if consensus was missing on the
items indicated by Geny Helleiner,many of them are much
more specific than the ones for which Vittorio Corbo suggested that consensus may be present. It is one thing to expect economists all to agree on whether there is overshooting
when the interest rate is freed up, or on what should be the
precise order in which the government sequences its moves,
orwhatparticularstrategythegovernmentshouldfollow when
(and if) it intervenes in the capital market. It is quite another
thing to make a statement such as Corbo's in which he asserted that there is an emerging consensus on the direction in
which the government should go, on whether the government sector or the market sector should get bigger or smaller,
etc. Surely there is more of a consensus on this latter kind of
issue than on detailed matters such as those mentionedabove.
There is also a lot of consensus on issues related to
efficiency in government, both past and present. Consensus
seems much closer today on the roles of monetary and fiscal
policies than it did 15 years ago. On poverty, again echoing
Corbo, there has long been widespread agreement, which
has grown stronger over the years, that human capital forma182
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in the recent past. I want also to emphasize the role of what I
call reversibility,to which I now turn.
I recall a very important conference that I attended in
Mexico toward the middle of Luis Echeverria's presidency.
I pointed out at that conference that the share of total lending
frcm the banking system that was going to the public sector
had risen inside of three years from 30 percent to 70 percent.
I then made the profound prediction that in the next three
years it would not rise to 110 percent. However, the device
of increasing public sector borrowing from the banking
systemis a time-honored way in which governments have in
the past slopped along and gotten what they wanted, sort of
on the cheap, without being aware of the cost of reversing
their action. Think of what it will take for the next govemment to bring that fraction back from 70 percent to 30
percent. What effort, what sacrifice must that second govemimentincur just to return the country to the same place it
was at the beginning of the whole process.
Those struggles, those sacrifices, are at the core of what I
mcan when I speak of reversibility.The issue of reversibility
is present in a great many other instances, notjust in borrowing from the banking system. Not too long ago at a confererce in Costa Rica, I described the process that had gone on
there as "parking the deficit." They first parked their deficit
in the foreign capital market; when that parking lot was full
they parked the deficit in the domestic non-bank capital
market. Then they parked it by increasing the fraction of
banking system credit taken by the government-without
being too inflationary in the process. Then they started parkirg it with the social security system. All these palliatives
deal with the deficit in the short run. However, to get to a
desirable long-run level of whatever it is-debt abroad, debt
althome or the fraction of banking system credit going to the
government-virtually all of these trends need to be reversed.
In each of these cases the costs of going back, of reversing any step, are a lot larger than the benefits obtained by
getting into the problem in the first place. To get back to the
initial starting point, the government would have to run a
surplus that would match (or more than match, allowing for
accumulated interest) every deficit that was run in the process of getting into the problem. All this effort would accomplish is to get the country back to the initial starting
point-yet the task of running huge successive surpluses for
nmanyyears is vast and daunting.
We are becoming increasingly aware of this ultimate
truth. In the decade of the 1990s, in the decade ahead, there
rmustbe a greatly increasedawareness of this fact. In the past
clecadewe have seen how today's "solution" can so easily
turn into tomorrow's problem. In the new decade we must
act on this knowledge and avoid such easy ways out.
This admonition brings me to another aspect of what I
call reversibility.For almost as long as I have been involved
in the development business, the standard ethos has been to

regard goinginto debt as a solution.Debt has been looked on
as a good thing if only the country can get away with it. The
truth of the matter is very different. In fact, and in the real
world, going into debt is something that entails risk and cost
and should be approached with the greatest of caution. Ideally, it should be done to add to the country's productive
resources, and in such a way that those productive resources
will themselves pay the interest, and even the amortization,
on this debt. The idea of debt as a solution is gettingto be out
of date. Perhaps we can call it a 7 percent solution,but it is a
93 percent problem. We need a more general recognition of
this fact, and I hope we are headed there as we move into the
decade of the 1990s.
Associated with all of these points is a changing attitude
toward govemment. I do not know how real or pervasive
this change is, but I certainly hope it is, and I would like to
share this thought. We have lived through an era in which
govemments have responded to perceived political pressures, to the winds of the moment and so on. They take little
innocuous-looking steps, such as increasing the country's
debt abroad, as well as all the other things I listed above.
When they do this sort of thing, nobody cares, nobody
worries, no red flags go up. Yet these little steps carry
hidden costs. These little steps cumulate over time until the
cost of turning back their combined effect is extremely
costly. The steps are individually and in combination much
harder to reverse than they are to take, and overwhelmingly
the costs associated with these steps are passed on to others-to successor governments, successor generations.
Which countries do not do these things, do not get themselves into trouble, do not pass their problems on to the
future? One clear example is Switzerland. Somewhere along
the line a Swiss-like attitude toward government going into
debt would be extremely beneficial almost the world over.
We should at least be aware that there are serious costs
involved and that these costs are very likely to be paid by
others. We also now know, from the bitter experience of the
1980s, that these costs can certainly be severe. Why, then,
have we not taken them more seriously, most especially in
the professional literature? The literature looks mainly at the
flows of production, income and spending. Debt appears as
a way of enabling a country to spend more than it currently
produces and thus to solve a problem. Rarely does a paper or
article go on to show the reverse situation-what happens
when that debt is being repaid. I hope we are at the point of
really wanting to avoid making the same mistakes again,
even at the cost of a bit of mystique or irrationality being
associated with it. To remain alert to the dangers of the
simple innocuous-lookingdecisions that down the road lead
to trouble, to avoid the steps that have one by one created the
problems of the past decades, we have to force ourselves to
treat each single step as if it were a serious transgression.We
have to impose such a discipline on ourselves; we must force
ourselves to recognize the likely hidden costs of steps that
183
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we have in the past taken far too lightly and in far too
cavalier a fashion,
I see a bit of this sort of recognition in the new governments that have recently taken office, particularly in Latin
America (not because Latin Arnerica is special in this regard, but because it is there that I have been able to observe

conservatism with respect to debt are definitely strong
desiderata for the decade ahead. I hope that the signals I
perceive are a positive augury for the future.

eventscloselyenoughto be ableto makea judgmentof this

World Bank. 1990. World Developmert Report 1990. NewYork:
Oxford UlJniversity
Press.
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The World Bank has been supporting structural adjustmentin developing countries since the late 1940s.At first
most loans were made for infrastructureprojects. In the 1980s,however, many of these countries faced economic
difftculties that highlighted the need for major policy refonn. The World Bank's primary response then was
adjustmentlending-quick-disbursing loans and credits intended to support policy changes that would promote
economic stabilizationand safeguardvulnerablegroups. By the end of the decade adjustmentloans aounted for
roughly one-fourth of the Bank's lending comnitments and a much larer share of the net lending and policy
dcaloguewith most developing countries.
The Bank periodicallyreviewsits adjustmentlendingtodetemnine ifthe programs it supportshave had the desired
effects.Ihis volumeemerged froma symposiunthat was organized to present and discussthe background research
for one such review. Experts from academiaand the development community brought to the symposium a wide
range of opinions on the issues-some had even been criticalof the Bank's adjustmentlending policies,
The ten chapters in this volume, each presenting text and commentary, are grouped into three parts. Part I
examines how adjustment programs have affected growth, trade, and poverty in the medium term and what
experience has taught about designing these programs. Part II deals with the rnacroeconornicfoundations for
sustainable growth-low inflation and increased investment, saving, and efficiency-which underlay successful
adjustment.Part m brings together the issues to suggest adjustmentstrategiesfor the 1990s.
At the time this symposium was held, VittorioCorbo and StevenB. Webb were, respectively,division chief and
senior economist of the Macroeconomnic
Adjustmentand Growth Divisionof the CountryEconomicsDepartment
at the World Bank, and StanleyFischerwas vice president of DevelopmentEconomnics
and chief economist of the
Bank.
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